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Abstract 
 

The current research focuses on the nexus between photography, 

modernity, and the city. Building on a critical exploration of the opus of 

two mid-nineteenth century photographers – Edmond Fierlants from 

Antwerp, and Militão Augusto de Azevedo from São Paulo – the study aims 

to provide a theoretical and methodological dialogue between the field of 

visual culture and philosophy, especially through a Benjaminian 

materialist perspective. Inquiring into the origins of photography as a 

simultaneous product and producer of modernity, the study aims at 

offering a decentred perspective gathered from two cities which, during 

the moment in question, could be considered peripheral to the great 

capitalist metropolises. By addressing a relation dear to visual culture, 

anthropology, history, urban studies and philosophy anew, the study’s 

embedded interdisciplinary character aims at expanding, also, the 

materialist tradition which legacy is attested, still today, in the areas in 

question. From a re-evaluation of the emergence of modernity to the 

inquire on the invention of photography, and from there to the analysis of 

the works of Fierlants and Azevedo, the research draws a historical 

perspective focused on the importance of vision and the growing centrality 

of photography. In this perspective, the revolution caused by photography 

brings attention to the role played by the apparatus in the context of the 

nineteenth century as, attached to the ruling ideology, progressively turns 

photography into the main representative of an epistemology grounded 

on the belief in verisimilitude, realism and truth embedded in visual 

representation. In this, the need to think the relation between 

technologies of representation and pictorial traditions, in connection to 

epistemology and theories of knowledge becomes of prime importance as 

this articulation shows, ultimately, how photography, exemplified in the 

cities documented by Fierlants and Azevedo, plays an important role in 

the ways we perceive the world that surround us. In this, photography 

shows to be tightly connected to political ideologies, exemplifying how 

visual technologies may set forth progressive or regressive potentials of our 

ways of seeing and representing the world. 
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Introduction 

Methode ist Umweg 
Walter Benjamin 

 

It was March 2018. I was in Helsinki alongside my supervisor and fellow 

scholars convening a workshop on ‘photographic truth’. As I started my talk on 

the photograph I had chosen, Edmond Fierlants’ Saucierstraat (image 55, p.183 

ahead) in Antwerp, I declared, more to myself than to the audience, what I had 

realized earlier and had avoided affirming that the photograph - portraying a 

door in front of which two baskets of fruits are lying - had nothing to show me. 

Nothing seemed to link me to it, content-wise or formally; no significant reason 

explained how, or why to look at this image, nor what truth was possible to obtain 

or conclude from it. I finished my part of the talk by declaring that photograph 

to be ‘a photograph of nothing’. Two months after Helsinki, the episode was 

brought back in a flash alongside an even earlier one. It was autumn in São Paulo, 

and I was in my second year of my bachelor’s degree in philosophy. One of my 

professors walked into class and opened the book from which we would read 

Walter Benjamin’s Experience and Poverty. Sitting next to me, a friend remained 

silent, changing focus between the text and the professor’s performance. One 

paragraph caught my attention: observing the ‘tremendous development of 

technology’ (Benjamin, 2005b, p. 732) the culmination of which led to the 

experience of modern warfare in the trenches of the First World War, Benjamin 

synthesizes what is for me, one of the focal questions of his philosophy: ‘[W]hat 

is the value of all our culture if it is divorced from experience?’ (2005b, p. 732). 

With the end of the war, Benjamin noticed that something had been lost, a deep 

feeling and ability to communicate with one another, to share meaningful 

experiences and to be able to join in community with people, something that was 

once possible through storytelling and art. Now, in the dawn of the twentieth-

century, human experience [Erhfahrung] appeared to have been lost, all of it 

withdrawn to the surface of a living [Erlebnis] void of meaning and unable to be 
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shared. This divorce in human experience was to him the result of nineteenth 

century modernity.  

Through the culmination of a long process, modernity was eventually 

crowned in what historiography would later denominate the ‘long nineteenth 

century’ (E. Hobsbawm, 1996, 2010, 2015). During a period of intense and 

revolutionary transformations, passing through genocides of the native people of 

colonized societies and leading to the self-destructive horrors of the First World 

War, modernity provided humankind with a technological progress achieved at 

an ever-increasing speed; one never seen before. Seeing is a good metaphor, for 

the sense of sight played an important part in this process. For Benjamin, 

modernity was everywhere and, in every way, meant and made to be seen. This is 

true for instance, as the modern metropolis exemplified by Second Empire Paris 

(Benjamin, 2006c; Harvey, 2003), appears, embodying the new form of social 

organization, displaying the novelties made available by industrial capitalism. As 

discussed in chapter 2, the modern metropolis represents one side of the apex of 

capitalist culture, as the complexity of the new social order gets condensed in the 

space that also centralizes the political power that orders such society. This 

observation was central for Benjamin, and the modernity that concerned him was 

in this sense, an essentially urban phenomenon or at least, a phenomenon in 

which the urban occupied a central space since defining a new form of 

socialization tightly connected to technological progress, which impact was, also, 

developed by technical images, such as photographs. As involuntary memory 

merged Helsinki and São Paulo, Fierlants and Benjamin, I understood that the 

‘nothingness’ Fierlants photographed provided a meaningful insight on the role 

and importance of photography within a social and cultural perspective. As a 

representative of modernity, photography revolutionized the manner in which 

Western societies perceived history, providing great aid to imperialist causes 

while translating its rationale both in form and content. At the same time, it 

proved an essential critical tool to denounce the new forms of power exercised in 
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modernity. Dialectically, photography is both a tool of power and a tool for its 

critique. In this, the ‘nothingness’ of Fierlants photograph echoes Benjamin’s loss 

of experience. 

Photography was an essential topic for Walter Benjamin in understanding 

the development process of modernity (see Benjamin, 1978, 1999, 2005a, 2005c, 

2006d). Despite constantly being linked to cinema, for Benjamin, photography 

expressed the cultural consequences of modernity, as the industrial revolution 

allowed the creation of an innovative means for rendering social reality visible, 

one which altered our relationship to history and expanded the reach of our 

perception. Visual culture understood in W.J.T. Mitchell’s sense – a definition 

which most definitely holds a Benjaminian heritage - as the field focused on 

understanding the social construction and experience of vision, offered Benjamin 

solid ground for approaching the origins of modernity. Chiefly through his 

Arcades Project (1999), which remained unfinished due to his death in 1940, 

where modernity is linked to the urban scenario on an in-depth manner, and his 

texts on the history of photography and technical reproducibility (Benjamin, 

2005c, 2006d), Benjamin left an incredibly rich corpus of reflection and 

considerations on the origins of modern society which are consistently referred 

to in the social sciences (see B. Anderson, 2006; P. Anderson, 1999; Appadurai, 

1996; Bhabha, 1998; Favero, 2018; Johannsen, 2013; Taussig, 1992, 2010). 

Although aware of the importance of the visual overall and of 

photography, specifically, for Benjamin, I had not, until the beginning of this 

study, explored the issue in detail. As my supervisor and I started working, it was 

agreed that my interest in and previous experience with Benjamin’s philosophy 

could provide a contribution to studies of visual culture, where, as I soon came 

to learn, Benjamin’s legacy can be witnessed and acknowledged by a great 

number of scholars such as David Bate (2010), John Berger (2008), Jonathan Crary 

(1992), Scott McQuire (1998), Nicholas Mirzoeff (2015), and W.J.T. Mitchell 

(1986), all of whom openly and directly refer to the Berlin philosopher. This 
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contribution was soon discovered to be one necessary not only theoretically, but 

also in methodological terms since it is usually the content of Benjamin’s writings 

that the scholars of visual culture refer to, and not to his materialist method. 

Despite the significant use of Benjamin’s work, there are aspects of his method 

and methodology that remain unexplored. 

This research builds upon two demands: first, the need to address the 

origins of photography as a tool for understanding social reality under a historical 

materialist perspective, which is tightly connected to the question of modernity. 

Second, the need to provide visual culture with a methodological contribution 

deriving from the mentioned theoretical tradition, speculating further on the 

triad formed between photography, the city and modernity, thus providing the 

theory, regularly referred to conceptually, with a critical insight that may add new 

methodological considerations for analysis. It is important, for this, to structure 

the elements of the research according to what Marx called humankind’s ‘real life 

process’ (Marx, 2005, p. 308), i.e. on humankind’s material production as a means 

for existing, reproducing itself, interpreting and giving meaning to existence. This 

is in tune with the grounds of historical materialism, according to which material 

existence anticipates or is at least concomitant to the production of ideas, which, 

in their turn, appear as the expression of humankind’s material reality (cf. 

Benjamin, 2007; Löwy, 2007; Marcuse, 1932; Marx, 1967, 1974b, 2005). It matters, 

this way, coining a methodology that, on a Benjaminian track, departs and 

revolves around the production of humankind’s own existence. Not only in its 

economic facet, however, but also in its cultural one (cf. Agamben, 1993; 

Benjamin, 1980, 2006a, 2006b, 2007; Eiland & Jennings, 2014; Kusiak, 2013). 

As such, this research is focused on discovering how photography 

articulates and expresses elements of modernity, while being understood as a 

modern technology. Specifically, the research focuses on the photographs 

produced in the context of mid-nineteenth century São Paulo, Brazil, and 

Antwerp, Belgium, by Militão Augusto de Azevedo and Edmond Fierlants, 
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respectively. This task involves dealing with the essentially multiple characters of 

photography, which, ever since its inception, is connected to questions that go 

beyond its representational task. This introductory chapter is dedicated to 

introducing and explicating the research’s main issues, topics, and methods, as 

well as its overall methodology. 

On methodology: thinking with images. 

Following the distinction made above, it is necessary to state that this 

research is, first and foremost, focused on photography. However, photography 

is, both as a technology and as a practice, a broad area of investigation. Ever since 

its inception, struggling to find a suitable place between the arts and the sciences, 

photography has focused on a diverse range of objects and has been produced 

through different techniques (Bate, 2016; Clarke, 1997; Hannavy, 2008; Marien, 

2006; Wells, 2015). Within this range, its practice in the urban scene calls for 

attention as a frequent topic throughout the history of photography, as well as 

between Benjamin and visual culture scholars, who continuously reaffirm this 

relationship (Benjamin, 1999, 2005c, 2006c; Hannavy, 2008; Hawker, 2013; 

McQuire, 1998, 2008; Scott, 2009; Westerbeck & Meyerowitz, 2001). Beyond 

specific genres or definitions, photography found in the city a rich site for practice 

and whether the city was focused as photography’s main subject or not, it was 

still represented in the backgrounds, besides being, as a commodity, found within 

the city. This complicity does not happen by chance, of course, as the city and 

photography share a modern origin. Evidently, the city is not a nineteenth 

century invention, but it was during this century that profound changes occurred, 

altering the way in which the social space was understood, organized and 

administered. As a product of strategic planning, the city that emerged in the 

nineteenth century was the result of an innovation made possible by the same 

industrial advances that lead to the creation of photography. This is as true, again, 

for Benjamin (1999, 2005c, 2006c, 2006d), as it is for visual culture (Cunningham, 

2013; Evans & Hall, 1999; McQuire, 1998; Mitchell, 1995, 2002b; Shields, 2004; M. 
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Smith, 2008), in the sense that, if modernity is a visual phenomenon, that is, one 

possible to be seen, such visualization is possible only as it takes place 

somewhere.  

This way, the city is a unifying element where photography expresses 

itself as a modern phenomenon. In this, photography as a visual technology, the 

city, and modernity come together providing a solid ensemble from where to 

locate photography both temporally and spatially. Consequently, a visual analysis 

of the modern city shows itself valuable for better engaging with this triad in 

which each category is retroactively led to the other, sharing a parallel genesis 

and development, fuelled by a political economy the value and functioning which 

are not always explicit. Looked at as an ensemble, the city, photography and 

modernity offer possibilities for addressing the role of photography in the 

emergence of modernity at specific locations.  

If thematically, Benjamin’s historical materialism and visual culture share 

similar insights, locating photography’s origin in modernity, and modernity as a 

visually-centred phenomenon, they also share critical methodological principles. 

According to W.J.T. Mitchell (1995), visual culture cannot be circumscribed 

within a clearly defined disciplinary boundary, but instead, as a point of 

encounter between 

 

critical theory, philosophy and political discourses of identity 
formation, sexuality, otherness, fantasy and unconscious; it 
focuses on the cultural construction of visual experience in 
everyday life as well as in media, representation, and visual 
arts. It is a project that requires conversation among art 
historians, film scholars, optical technologists and theorists, 
phenomenologists, psychoanalysts, and anthropologists. 
Visual culture is, in short, an “interdiscipline,” a site of 
convergence and conversation across disciplinary lines 
(Mitchell, 1995, p. 540). 

 

Such interdisciplinarity can be furthermore divided into three types: ‘top-

down’, ‘bottom-up’, and ‘inside-out’. The first and second types aim at an 
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‘overarching system or conceptual totality within which all disciplines are related, 

[and a] compulsive and compulsory interdisciplinarity that is dictated by a 

specific problem or event’ (Mitchell, 1995, p. 541). ‘Inside-out’ interdisciplinarity 

would, in contrast, correspond to the rupture caused in discipline itself, 

understood as ‘a way of ensuring the continuity of a set of collective practices’ 

(Mitchell, 1995, p. 541). Whereas ‘top-down’ interdisciplinarity yearns for a 

hierarchy of learning and the convergence of theory and practice, and ‘bottom-

up’ interdisciplinarity comes forth in response to emergencies, carving out its 

professional space and mechanism, ‘inside-out’ interdisciplinarity is a meeting 

point between disciplines organized around both social movements and 

theoretical objects. Understood as an inside-out interdisciplinary field, visual 

culture, since it is concerned with the social construction of the visual experience, 

cannot but delve into the different fields in which vision, visuality, gaze, optical 

technologies, images, and so forth, occupy a place, reaffirming materialism, as it 

focuses on the visual as a product of human doing. Thus, works such as Scott 

McQuire’s Visions of Modernity (1998), W.J.T. Mitchell’s Iconology: Image, Text, 

Ideology (1986), Nicholas Mirzoeff’s How to See the World (2015), and Jonathan 

Crary’s Techniques of the Observer (1992), partake on this interdisciplinarity, as 

they approach the social construction of the visual experience taking into account 

the ‘different disciplinary histories that converged in it’ (Mitchell, 1995, p. 543), 

and contribute in thinking the visual precisely from an interdisciplinary outset, 

through which it is possible to reflect on different topics as interrelated. 

Opening up to the multiplicity of discourses that converge in the visual 

provides an interdisciplinary stance, thus, that allows thinking with the images 

meant to be addressed. While Walter Benjamin focused on thinking in images, 

by proposing an image-based epistemology (see Abbas, 1989; Didi-Huberman, 

2010; Pic, 2010; Weigel, 1996, 2015) in which different types of images 

(photographs, paintings, lithographs and so forth) served as illustrations for 

thought, it matters, here, making the images a constitutive element of thought, 
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but one whose position vis-à-vis the text must be balanced and free of the 

hierarchical split which traditionally ruled the relation between text and image. 

This means allowing images to be what they are while opening the range of what 

it is that they have to show, not dismissing their formal compositional aspect, but 

taking under consideration serendipity (Rivoal & Salazar, 2013; Tamboukou, 

2016), affect (Vardoulakis, 2005), free associations and cross-references, as 

components of the personal experience formed between viewer and viewed. This 

principle derives from the one borrowed from Georges Didi-Huberman (2003a), 

which resonates also in Howard Becker (2007), according to which images are 

not the whole truth, neither are they truthful the whole time. It means, in other 

words, understanding the image not as a source of truth to be mined by a ‘proper’ 

approach, but an element somewhat similar to a text, demanding reading. As this 

process is always subject to contingencies relating to the capacity of the image to 

travel and the different social and historical context in which the encounter with 

a viewer might occur, there is no closed, definitive meaning or absolute truth to 

be found in images. This stance reflects the different sort of purpose the images 

will acquire throughout the thesis. This way, if in chapters 1 and 2, the images are 

almost illustrative to the argument, providing the reader with a visualization of 

the schemes of the camera obscura, the Panopticon and the diorama, for instance, 

in chapters 3 and 4 these images become indispensable for a focused, empirical 

approach to authorial works that shared with the numerous images that precede 

the elements that shaped modernity in the urban space.  

If visual culture thus offers an insight on the ways of handling images 

within the scope of research, the insistence on the term ‘image’ is a Benjaminian 

element that is constantly repeated throughout the work. As W.J.T. Mitchell 

(1984) reminds us, the concept of image is itself a problematic one that had its 

share of urgency in the attempt to unify the ‘incredible variety of things that go 

by this name’ (Mitchell, 1984, p. 504). My approach, however, different from the 

Wittgensteinian account set forth by Mitchell, attempts to bring forth Benjamin’s 
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concept of the image, which underlies and explains the recurrence of the term as 

in synonymity with ‘photography’ and ‘the photograph(s)’ throughout the text. 

In short, the image is for Benjamin, especially in his later years, a dialectical 

concept that is distinct from and does not relate to ‘representation but to a 

simultaneous cognition (Erkenntnis) or insight (Einsicht)’ (Weigel, 2015, pp. 344-

345). The image is a scriptural phenomenon that cannot acquire a fixed meaning. 

It is, first and foremost, a ‘possibility for cognition (Erkenntnis) and expression’ 

(Weigel, 2015, p. 346). In the benjaminian vocabulary, an image is not something 

that only ‘represents’, but that also ‘presents’, ‘exposes’ (from the German verb 

darstellen). This conceptualization is closely connected to Benjamin’s own 

concept of materialism, according to which criticism, makes itself material as a 

medium of reflection (cf. Benjamin, 2004b; Gagnebin, 2005; Menninghaus, 2002). 

Paraphrasing Jeanne-Marie Gagnebin (2005, p. 185) Benjamin’s materialism 

consistsnot on the finding of the proper way of ordering ‘the diverse researched 

elements available to the researcher’ but rather of an elaboration and defence of 

‘a specific way of contemplative approximation’1 (idem). 

The universe of the image encompasses more than photography. It is 

therefore important addressing it in its ‘image-sense’, ascribing to it a mode of 

knowledge. This means delegating to photography, as a technique that creates an 

image, the place of a third (ein Dritte), beyond the opposition form/content and 

concept/metaphor, piercing through the shape ‘in which experiences, history, 

and reality become cognizable’ (Weigel, 1996, p. 47). This way, thinking with 

images adds the Benjaminian reference to the inside-out interdisciplinarity, 

proper to a critical study of visual culture, aiming at allowing (the photographic) 

images to be brought forth in their instantaneity. This is made explicit in the 

visual relation we create with them that is only later translated into words and 

                                                           
1 “[…] diversos elementos pesquisados à disposição do escritor. Trata-se, antes, de elaborar e 

defender um certo modo de aproximação contemplativa” (in the original). 
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text. However, this implies articulating the correct methods, which add up one 

another as the object is understood as fundamentally interdisciplinary. 

Knowing where to look. 

Barbara L’Eplattenier (2009), and Jennifer Crary-Lemon (2014) provide a 

vibrant and clear distinction between methods and methodology. According to 

them, methods relate to means of achieving information, references, evidence, 

and data, whereas the methodology stands for the underlying theory informing 

the interpretation. Assuming such distinction, the methodology of this research 

was early on structured in the materialist tradition as a shared framework 

between twentieth-century social philosophy – especially Walter Benjamin’s – 

and visual culture. Evidently, as the framework of the research was delineated by 

the encounter between these two areas, the distinction between methods and 

methodology is not as evident throughout the work as it is above. This happens, 

in part, because the specific tradition of historical materialism is considered, 

itself, a method. Of course, this is subject to a long, extensive discussion since 

originally for Marx, the method of historical materialism would be that of 

political economy. Here, however, we adopt the openness of Benjamin’s historical 

materialism, focusing more on procedures and means than on their articulation 

through speculations between text and image, with the difference of identifying 

a specific structure within this tradition that may serve for other topics within 

the analysis of photography. In this symbiotic encounter between philosophy and 

visual culture, the circumscription of my object still left aside the means through 

which I could gather information, material and data about it. If, on the one hand, 

the literary review was a starting method for arriving at the relation between the 

city and photography, on the other hand, I still missed elements that could allow 

me to choose the cities to be approached in the research, as well as a proper way 

to find, select and engage with images. 

The selection of the cities was a more accessible part of this task, as the 

references usually pointed to mostly the same European metropolis as departing 
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points of modernity, specifically Paris and London (see Arnold, 2009; Beaumont, 

2015; Beegan, 2008; Benjamin, 2006c; Cunningham, 2013; Harvey, 2003; Lefèbvre, 

2000; McQuire, 1998, 2008; Schmidt, 2002). In this way, it mattered looking into 

alternatives to the sort of hegemonic narrative on the form and content of the 

modern metropolis. This is not synonymous to denying the importance of Paris 

and London, or for any matter, Berlin and Vienna, but to bring forth the relevance 

of approaching modernity through the visual, and to investigate and discover 

what is possible to learn when looking at modernity in different places. São Paulo, 

my hometown, is one of the largest Latin American metropolises, occupying the 

first place in the country, with an estimated 12.106.920 inhabitants (see IBGE, 

2017; UN, 2004). It was in the nineteenth century that the city passed from a 

modest, poor village with a rudimentary economy – far from the political capitals 

of the Brazilian Empire – to a thriving city, profiting from the success of coffee 

plantations in the interior of the province, setting forth the basis for its growth 

mirroring the European trends.  

Antwerp, with its 524.501 inhabitants (Antwerpen, 2018), is Belgium’s 

second largest city and home to Europe’s second largest port. Although a city 

which origin date back to Gallo-Roman period, contemporary Antwerp is part of 

one of Western Europe’s youngest nation-states. Although this chronology can 

be argued, as it is in chapter 4, since the Belgian state remounts to the 15th century 

(cf. Beyen, 2012; Wils, 2005), as a nation-state in the modern sense of the word2, 

Belgium was established between 1830 and 1839, after gaining independence from 

Holland. Struggling to impose itself as a prosperous country, in the model of 

France and, specifically, Great Britain, Belgium was from the start, a country 

tuned with ideas of modernity in a series of ways, the first one being by the 

alliance between opposing parties for the writing of the country’s Constitution. 

                                                           
2 This “modern sense” here means the split between State and the Church, the crowning of 

bourgeois political theory, and the consolidation of distinguished national cultures on a process 

of long duration that developed from the Renaissance, throughout the fall of the Ancien Régime, 

but to which the Enlightenment was fundamental as an age defining phenomenon (cf. Braudel, 

1985; Habermas, 2001; E.  Hobsbawm, 2000) 
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In the nineteenth century, however, Antwerp struggled to find a proper place in 

the national conjuncture, and by the mid-century, it became the focus of some 

essential structural changes aiming at the modernization of the city. This way, 

São Paulo and Antwerp, although the latter grounded on a prominent past in 

early stages of capitalist development, may both be viewed as peripheral cities 

within capitalism, in the sense that, at that moment, they were both beginning 

their escalade towards modernity, the meaning of which they borrowed from the 

main economic centres of Europe. These two cities offered a grounded multi-

sited perspective that fed into the theoretical observations on the relationship 

between photography and the city. 

If it was a simple task to select the cities to address, setting out to explore 

the city from which I had come, and the city where I was now residing, the next 

step was to discover if, where and how these cities could provide me with 

photographs pertaining to the historical moment that I meant to discuss. The 

first option, which ended up being the most productive one, was to investigate 

the official archives of the cities. Archival research is the primary method to 

obtain images from the selected cities. Archives are an ancient institution and an 

old topic of discussion in history, museology, archaeology, and anthropology. 

They have their origins in Ancient Greece, and since then, have played an 

important part in the official safeguarding of a community’s memory. As sources 

of knowledge, only the initiated had access to archives in Ancient Greece, which 

made it an exclusive dispositive, even though it referred to what was supposed to 

be a collective issue. As I meditated more and more on the meanings of archives 

via authors such as Michel Foucault (1987), and Jacques Derrida (1995), I found 

myself giving increasing importance to the archive as an object of research itself. 

That did not happen without reason. On the contrary, as I realized that archives 

would be the primary instrument for accessing and gathering material for my 

thesis, it became inevitably necessary for me not to take my method for granted.  
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As I discovered and reflected on the political meaning of archives as 

instruments for the maintenance of a particular discourse related to power 

relations, it became vital to make the criticism of the uses of the archives and the 

meaning of that in academic research. Overall, however, archives provided me 

two advantages: first, they represent an official, institutional discourse and, 

furthermore, were vital institutions in the nineteenth century, which I was to 

approach. As Matthew Jefferies recalls (2006), the archive was a triumphal 

nineteenth century institution that permitted the constitution of history as a 

discipline, as Belgium was one of the first countries to make its records available 

to researchers, for instance3. The second advantage is that archives provide a 

chronology of the genesis of photographic representation of the cities. Thus, the 

official municipal archives of Antwerp, the Felix Archief, and São Paulo, the 

Museum of the City of São Paulo, allowed me to find two photographers who 

were, as far as it was possible to tell, the first to have photographed their cities in 

a structured programmatic way, in the mid-nineteenth century: Edmond 

Fierlants and Militão Augusto de Azevedo. They also happened to have done so 

within but a couple of years of difference, which gave an interesting temporal 

character for establishing a relationship between them.  

On a quick note, the two archives used as source for the images are very 

different. Interestingly, the fact that they are digital and, as such, we are distanced 

from their effective materiality, since we are not demanded to do research in situ, 

may deviate our attention from their inherent differences. These differences stem 

from the way they are understood, the functionality they are given, the public 

they are supposed to reach, and much more. It is the architecture of the digital 

interface itself to which we must put our attention if we aim at comparing 

different digital archives. Although this is not the case here, it is worth 

                                                           
3 It would be very productive to discuss the changes undergone by the archive from the nineteenth 

to the twenty-first centuries. However, this discussion would deviate the focus of the research, 

adding yet another element into the already complex tripod sustaining my argument. The 

conclusion indicates the possibility of looking into the form of the archive as a future 

development of the work. 
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mentioning some characteristics of both archives. According to the official 

website, Antwerp’s FelixArchief traces back to the thirtheent century, when the 

city preserved its documents in a 2 meters wide chest; its keys distributed 

between the city officials. From 1796 until 1956, the archives remained in the city 

hall, when it was transposed to the Felixpakhuis, a nineteenth century warehouse 

built in 1860 destined to bulk good such as coffee (Brazilian, maybe?), cheese, 

corn, and tobacco. Officially, the archive’s goal is to ‘ensure the documentation 

of the Antwerp city council and the city administration with all its services’4     

(https://www.antwerpen.be/nl/overzicht/felixarchief/wat-archiveren-we - 

accessed on 23rd August, 2018). The archives have their own archiving policy 

consisting first and foremost of the choice and definition of what qualifies to be 

permanently and lastingly preserved and, lastly, the methods used to describe 

and preserve the archives. This way, the FelixArchief is explicitly dedicated to the 

preservation of the history of the city. 

Likewise, the archives of the Museum of the City of São Paulo are made 

up by the digitized collection contained in a network of 12 historical buildings 

protected by the Historical Patrimony Department (DPH). It was created in 1993 

and its concept changed progressively with different administrations. It consists 

mainly of five collections and the iconographic collection registers the urban 

transformation of the city for the last 145 years. Added to it, the museum also has 

a collection of historical and moveable property, an archaeological collection, and 

ethnographic and an oral history collection. Within the iconographic collection, 

the photographs have particular importance because they represent the first 

effort to implement techniques of identification, cataloguing and indexing in the 

country, which eventually would have one of the first modern governmental 

policies of artistic patrimony and historical heritage after the Second World War. 

Considering the difference between the two archives, thus, more than a 

                                                           
4 … zorgt voor de documenten van het Antwerpse stadsbestuur en de stedelijke administratie 

met al haar diensten (in the original) 

https://www.antwerpen.be/nl/overzicht/felixarchief/wat-archiveren-we
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comparative relation, it seemed productive to establish an open relation 

departing from the fact that both archives are quite simply, the official 

repositories of the cities’ iconographic history. Beyond any attention on the way 

in which this discourse is created, it matters looking at the works of the 

photographers which take part in this official history, and try to unveil the 

mechanisms, ideology and content of their work. The same goes regarding the 

relation between both photographers. Although a comparison between Fierlants 

and Azevedo may be, to a certain extent, an obvious relation and perhaps even 

inevitable for the reader, it matters, first, speculating on the meaning of their 

work individually, avoiding the creation of parallels between the content and 

form of their photographs. Because their work originated in and were 

conditioned by very different social conjunctures, it is important to preserve the 

particularity of each of their work. This explains why, as it will be discussed 

ahead, their photographs are analysed through completely different categories.  

Despite this decision for a non-comparative stance, however, the choice 

for the two specific municipal archives, as well as for the two specific 

photographers happened through a lengthy process in which intuition and 

previous knowledge played a part.  As scholars of digital archives emphasize (see 

Crary-Lemon, 2014; L'Eplattenier, 2009; Lerner, 2010; Solberg, 2012), previous 

knowledge plays a vital role in archival research. As a Brazilian, I had previous 

knowledge of references relating to São Paulo and even Azevedo, but my utter 

ignorance in Dutch and Belgian history – which has changed throughout the 

process – gave me a disadvantage regarding Antwerp. Language played a central 

role in the work and profoundly affected my level of proximity to my object. By 

this I mean the different levels – digital, geographical and affective – of proximity 

addressed by Janine Solberg (2012), all of which play a part in archival research as 

they alter the relations between researcher and object. If, on the one hand I could 

profit from a geographic proximity to Antwerp, on the affective level I was closer 

to, and knew more about São Paulo, aware of where to look for and gather 
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references on the city on a more precise manner. Aditionally in regard to São 

Paulo, I counted with previously known studies, such as the photographic book 

dedicated to the work of Azevedo (Fernandes Junior, Barbuy, & Frehse, 2012), as 

well as canonical references on the history of Brazil and São Paulo (Buarque de 

Hollanda, 1980; Prado Júnior, 1981; Taunay, 2004).  

Regarding Antwerp, on the other hand, not only did I not have fluency in 

the language, but I soon discovered a significant gap regarding literary references 

on both Fierlants and the FelixArchief. In fact, I discovered there to be mainly 

two consistent studies dedicated to the work of Fierlants: Stephen F. Joseph and 

Tilde Schwilden’s Edmond Fierlants 1819-1869. Photographies d’Art et 

d’Architecture (1988), and Hermann Van Goethem’s Photography and Realism in 

the 19th century. Antwerp: the oldest photographs 1847-1880 (2000). Just the same, 

I discovered there was limited access to the archive of Fierlants’ photographs, 

since the database was being updated. The scarcity of material relating to 

Fierlants was confirmed as, progressively, my language skills developed, and, if I 

had enough material to comment on Azevedo, I would have to propose an almost 

completely new reflection on Fierlants. As a result, while the data on Azevedo 

and São Paulo somewhat forced me to stick to a well-delineated path of reference, 

the scarcity of material relating to Fierlants and mid-nineteenth century Antwerp 

allowed me the chance for experimenting and developing a new approach to a 

yet unexplored subject. Van Goethem’s (2000) research provided me with the 

information on the origins and objectives of Fierlants’ work as a photographer 

commissioned by the city of Antwerp. This however, gave little support as to how 

his photographs could be related to the objectives aimed at by the municipal 

government; in sum, these consisted of setting the basis for a photographic 

documentation of the city’s monuments, since some of them were bound to 

disappear with the urban renewal that was soon to be set in motion.  

As the disparities of the material available on each case showed 

themselves, a demand for a structured set of methods grew by the juxtaposition 
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of practical problems related to each city. After having selected the archives as 

my primary source of data, and proceeding into the compilation of literary 

accounts on both cities and both photographers, an eventual balance between 

both study cases was achieved as I gathered material on Belgian history (see 

Beyen, 2012; De Nayer, 1993; François, 2010; Stengers & Gubin, 2002). This 

material, however, did not provide me with direct engagements of Fierlants’ 

works, on the one hand, but it did provide, on the other hand, a historical, social, 

and political perspective over the context in which his work was produced. This 

way, following the interdisciplinary stance methodologically assumed, I had, for 

both São Paulo and Antwerp, the contextual elements that could allow me to 

approach the images with an informed orientation. However, by being able to 

find a proper field from where to draw and gather material, I still needed to 

develop, a method for selecting the images that would speak to my theoretical 

concern.  

Knowing what to look for. 

A central element for the selection of the photographs to be used in the 

thesis was Collier & Collier Jr.’s Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research 

Method (1986). Although this research is dedicated to the ethics of the production 

of photographs in ethnographic fieldwork, some directions pointed out by the 

authors proved vital as they set initial steps for organizing and distributing visual 

material collected and/or produced by the researcher. The repetitive act of 

looking, organizing and reorganizing the images at hand are shown to be, in this 

sense, important resources for an inductive procedure of discovery. As such, after 

having chosen to approach the photographs produced by Azevedo and Fierlants, 

the first step taken was to assemble, organize and reorganize the images in 

diverse ways throughout a specific period, parallel to the reading of the literature 

on São Paulo and Antwerp. As these references made explicit the relation 

between both cities and discourses of modernity, my periodic review of the 

photographs led me into choosing or excluding through a process of repeated 
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reflection based upon the elements of modernity as they present themselves in 

the composition of the images under scrutiny.  

The more I looked at the images from both photographers, the more they 

showed their relationship with modernity as well as between one another, even 

if I could not yet decipher it. With time, however, and a schematic return to the 

texts, the relation between the images of each photographer started to become 

more evident as I increasingly started to notice a pattern in what Gunther Kress 

and Theo Van Leeuwen (2006) denominate informational value, meaning the 

distribution of elements in the frame, as well as in content. Since Azevedo’s work 

on São Paulo – as the literature showed – focused on the making of a Comparative 

Album of the city, consisting of repeated photographs (cf. Klett, 2011; Rieger, 2011; 

T. Smith, 2007) taken in two periods, 1862 and 1887, the selection of the 

photographs started being drawn on the basis of oppositional pairs that provided 

explicit differences, initially in content and value. On the other hand, when it 

came to the photographs of Fierlants, the references left me with little to no 

evidence of what would have been, in the nineteenth century, the principal 

localities of the city, apart from an indication regarding the city-gates and the 

toll-collectors, which Fierlants managed to photograph on the eve of their 

disappearance, a case discussed in chapter 4. Furthermore, the photographing of 

the gates, but also of the city workers, seemed to fit, to my understanding, with 

the duty passed over to the photographer. As the reader will notice in the chapter 

dedicated to Fierlants, these photographs are precisely the starting point to an 

analysis of his work.  

Once my images were partially selected, I still had to deal with a 

difference in the number of selected images. Nonetheless, as I looked at 

Azevedo’s work as one spanning through 25 years, whereas that of Fierlants 

spanned through merely one, it seemed reasonable that I would end up with a 

more substantial number of photographs from the former. This did not, however, 

change the importance or emphasis to be given to one or another photographer. 
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In the end, I tried to stick to the specificity of each work, selecting them not on a 

comparative basis, but as two distinct cases which may or may not be compared 

eventually. In an attempt to discover the expression of modernity in photography 

it was important not to simply draw similar content from radically different 

works, but to be open to discovering the precise the elements that allowed me to 

speak of modernity as an over encompassing, multi-sited phenomenon or not. 

Eventually it became evident how different and multiple modernity is. Only by 

approaching both cities as isolated cases could I be able to bring forth the 

correspondences between the photographers’ works. It was not a matter of how 

many photographs from each photographer I would select, but of how I would 

structure the analysis of these photographs and if they would allow me to create 

a triad around themselves and the conceptual hypothesis, thus joining each 

element of the research. What may be an essential feature of photography, the 

works of Fierlants and Azevedo showed to be only accessible through an 

interdisciplinary approach, assembling historical and sociological accounts with 

anthropological procedures. 

After selecting the images from the base of their content and 

informational value, organizing them into two groups, one relating to each 

photographer, allowed me to divide them into a few categories empirically. 

Regarding Fierlants, the categories are monuments, landscape, and aestheticism. 

Monuments were the most obvious category in Fierlants’ work, since that was the 

sole purpose of the endeavour, according to his contract with the city of Antwerp. 

This category thus, comprises both the registering of statues and, more common, 

architecture, the central subject of Fierlants’ Antwerp album. The second 

category, landscape, came forth rather naturally, as the photographs of 

monuments also provide the viewer with a context for such monuments, that I 

call here landscape. As discussed in chapter 4, however, the idea of landscape is 

expanded in order to embrace the cityscape, since putting into dialogue the 

landscape painting tradition with the reproduction of cityscapes in photography. 
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Essentially, this discussion relates to ideas of realism in photography and 

subsequently, the question of realism in painting, an issue contemporary to 

Fierlants, and important in the debate between photography and art (see Galassi, 

1981; Giblett & Tolonen, 2012; Mitchell, 2002a; Needham, 1988). As for the third 

category, I apply the word ‘aestheticism’ in a particular way; it relates to those of 

Fierlants’ photographs that do not seem to fit a particular purpose in the broader 

scope of the work. Initially, I thought about fitting these images under ‘proto-

Pictorialism’ after observing a certain similarity with what would become known 

in photographic history as Pictorialism (see Marien, 2006; Rouillé, 2005). 

However, given Pictorialism’s tendency towards art pur, or art pour l’art, I´ve 

decided to drop this nomenclature since I believe these ‘aestheticist’ photographs 

of Fierlants have an embedded political argument different from that of 

pictorialism. In short, since aesthetics is always political, this category stands for 

those photographs in which it is possible to perceive a relation with an ideal of 

photographic beauty, while at the same time, providing the viewer with a political 

argument. 

As for Azevedo, the working categories drawn are repeated photographs, 

high-level shots, and street life. As it happened to Fierlants about monuments, 

“repeated photographs” was the apparent category in Azevedo’s work. Since I am 

looking at a comparative album, using repeated photographs from specific 

locations in the city was a starting point to develop a concise argument within 

the ensemble of Azevedo’s work. Of course, the concept of ‘repeat photography’ 

is used here with caution. The category as we know it did not exist during the 

time and, in addition, Azevedo did not produce his photographs as a sociological 

study, but rather as a means for representing a pre-existent idea of social 

organization, then in exercise. Nonetheless, Azevedo’s comparative work shares 

with current social sciences the use of visual indicator that ground the basis of 

interpretations, as well as a longitudinal temporal ordering, and the principle of 

continuity within this temporality (Rieger, 2011). Although he understood his 
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photographs as ‘comparative’, furthermore, not all the images in the album are 

organized on a ‘before-after’ logic. However, as his attempt was to show the 

changes occurred in the city, the thesis looks for the changes occurred in 

Azevedo’s way of understanding this city through photography, thus making use 

of repeated places photographed by him even if originally one or another was not 

present in the Album. As for street life and or high-level photographs, these two 

categories unfolded from observing the photographs of the Comparative Album, 

and they comprise a complementary duo. High-level shots were widely used by 

Azevedo, especially in the later photographs of the album, and they differ 

significantly, in terms of meaning, of the street life photographs (see Barbuy, 2012; 

Carvalho & Lima, 1998; Frehse, 2010, 2012), more common in the 1862 shots, in 

which people are photographed closer at hand, and there is more documentation 

over the city’s inhabitants, rather than over its structures, which is accomplished 

by the general views and high levels (see Araújo, 2006; Fernandes Júnior, 2012; 

Garcez Filho, 1986). ‘High-level’, thus, stands for the series of shots taken from an 

elevated point of view, expanding the perspective of the streets, encompassing 

larger portions of the city, as in a bird’s eye view. It may also include panoramic 

shots, a category used by both photographers. Opposing high-level to street life 

shots and presenting this opposition within the framework of repeated 

photographs, I am thus able to ground an argument that allows me to approach 

the issue of the Comparative Album as a whole. Even if not all repeated 

photographs I selected were part of the Comparative Album, they nonetheless 

relate, either in the 1862 or 1887 version, with one photograph that entered the 

album. This also allows me to explore Azevedo’s work beyond the Comparative 

Album itself, inquiring on his understanding of the city visually, his walks around 

different localities and so forth. 

Panoramic format has been consistently present  in the historical 

development of photography. Yet  the  definition of panoramic photography has 

tended to vary significantly. There seems to be two categories under which one 
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may define a panoramic photograph: either by the format of the image, or by its 

composition and content. The first definition stems from a more technical aspect, 

it defines a panoramic photograph as an ‘unusually long composition with length 

at least twice the width, or an aspect ratio of 2 or more’ (Katzenstein, 2006). The 

second definition, on the other hand, does not restrain itself to the aspect ratio 

of the image, but also to its angle of view hence incorporating also the subject 

depicted (which may be registered in different ratios, see Frich, 2007). This 

second definition suits the purposes of this thesis better. It takes into account the 

fact that the photographs of both authors follow the principles of panoramism, 

i.e.  they suggest the control of the view through sight (as I explain in chapter 2). 

So,despite not fitting  the technical definition of panoramic photography (they 

do not reproduce the aspect ratio of 2 or more), they can be situated within the 

tradition of panoramic photography. Adding to this, I can also point out that the 

authors themselves filled their images with captions often using the word 

‘panorama’ (or also general view).  

The combination between the set of categories ascribed to each 

photographer offers a good insight into the plethora of elements that came 

together in the history of photography, exposing the different elements which 

linked the practice to social conventions, from material to pictorial. This 

reaffirms the interdisciplinarity necessary to the study of photography within the 

methodological framework discussed above, a characteristic that eventually 

provided an argument on the multiple character of modernity as a phenomenon 

that will acquire specific colours as it travelled worldwide. As an inductive 

dimension comes in as a method that is not only related to a previous experience, 

regarding São Paulo, but as an attempt of ‘going out there, “watching and 

wondering”, collecting information’ (Eriksen, 1995, p. 18), allowing the images to 

dialogue with the theory, on ‘a zigzag movement between the observation of fact 

and the theoretical reasoning, where new facts modify the theory and (modified) 

theory accounts for the facts’ (Eriksen, 1995, p. 18). As such, the selection of 
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photographs and their fitting into specific categories informed by the 

understanding of both Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s works as circumscribed by 

specific conditions of production (see Marx, 2005), at the same time maintains 

the individuality of each work and expands their range regarding the seminal 

relation between photography and modernity in the urban scenario. This 

procedure implied taking on the next step in my methods, as I needed, now, to 

support the categorization and inductive take on the content and informational 

value of the photographs with a structured method for analysing them. 

Knowing how to look. 

As I set out to analyse the selected photographs, I was faced with the 

challenge of structuring an open, polysemic method which the material 

demanded. According to the methodology, it mattered identifying, or pointing 

out to the most significant possible number of elements which articulated 

photography and modernity. If, on the one hand, I managed to draw essential 

insights on practical and theoretical problems concerning the analysis of 

photographic images, such as the concept of representation on an 

anthropological perspective, discussed by Marcus Banks (2001); Theo Van 

Leeuwen’s considerations on semiotic and iconological  analysis (2001), Jon H. 

Rieger’s (2011), or Marc Klett’s analyses of repeat photography (2011); on the other 

hand the compilations and handbooks from which these contributions stemmed 

were first and foremost dedicated to the ethics of producing visual material in the 

fieldwork (see Banks, 2001; Collier & Collier, 1986; Pauwels & Margolis, 2011; T 

Van Leeuwen & Jewitt, 2004). This left a gap, still, on the problem of how to 

analyse photographic images produced for significantly different purposes. 

As the research progressed, and the literary review on the concept of 

modernity, the history of photography and the modern metropolis developed, 

the solution for the analysis of images started delineating itself. It became 
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increasingly inevitable, in this review, not to touch upon aesthetical5 and art 

historical topics. These two elements showed themselves as counterbalances for 

keeping within a strictly social scientific method for image analysis. Furthermore, 

it responded to the observation made by Georges Didi-Huberman (2003a) on the 

need to understand images as both events and documents, that means, neither 

solely through their content, for the event that they depict, nor exclusively 

through their archival, historical character as a platform for ‘what has been’. This 

means, in other words, acknowledging that engaging with images as if they have 

something ‘to say’ is a historically conditioned position that undermines the 

visual element in favour of the written word. Hence the need for balancing 

scientific and artistic interpretations of the photographic images as a means for 

not simply “explaining” them, since this may result in reducing their strictly 

visual character to words, but for allowing them to be seen, acknowledging that 

they remain open to a broad field of meaning.  

Thus, the method for analysing my images would have to count with a 

vast deal of experimentalism. If most of the social scientific methods ended up 

not providing me with the expected outcome for the analysis of my photographs, 

the coming and going between references slowly aided in structuring a procedure 

based on an experimental articulation of different aspects stemming from a 

particular set of social studies. Firstly, I divided the analysis of the images in two 

simple elements: composition, as understood by Gillian Rose (2001) and Albrecht 

Rissler (2014), and second, the content, as understood by Roland Barthes’ concept 

of denotation (1977, 1984). Regarding the compositional aspect, the analysis 

should be largely based on the formal elements such as angle, sharpness, focus, 

and framing. This implies understanding that the analysis of images expresses ‘a 

kind of visual connoisseurship’ (G. Rose, 2001, p. 33), that allows identifying 

styles and sources of influences, that are translated on the combination between 

                                                           
5 Aesthetical, in this sense, stands for reflections deriving from the philosophical field dedicated 

to the study of art and artistic questions, differently, thus, from the ‘aesthetical’ as a category for 

analysing Fierlants work, presented above. 
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the arrangement and distribution of elements on frame, as well as the choice of 

elements that will be registred by the camera.  

Whatever method I would thus choose or experiment with, form and 

content ought to be present in the analysis. Looking at how the space of the frame 

is divided, as well as the construction of the perspective by choice of vantage 

point, angle, and focus, all these elements should merge on my analysis, allowing 

me to look into their expressive content. Gillian Rose’s (2001) account on visual 

methodologies, plus Albrecht Rissler’s (2014) design-based manual on elements 

of photographic composition, add to different art historical accounts summed up 

to bring forth how the formal aspects of the photographs would be addressed. To 

some extent, the addition of art historical and aesthetical accounts came in as I 

started investigating more on the methods and aesthetics of painting, trying to 

uncover how paintings differ from photographs in terms methods for analysis. 

Thus, Gilda de Mello e Souza’s (2010) analysis of Almeida Júnior’s paintings, as 

well as Arnold Hauser’s (1961, 1990) elicitation of methods, styles and 

characteristics of the baroque, for instance, or Gerald Needham’s (1988) analysis 

of nineteenth century realist painting, as well as Svetlana Alpers (1987) account 

of seventeenth-century Dutch painting, and Ann Bermingham and Ronald Rees 

(1987; 1976), studies of John Constable, came in also in the understanding of the 

space of the photographic frame, the logics in the use of diagonals, contours, and 

the disposition of elements in the frame. 

It is important to note that it was precisely by turning towards the 

compositional aspects of photography that I managed to criticize the 

categorization of a specific type of photography under the banner of “street-

photography,” in Chapter 2, which none of the covered references dealt with 

formally. This critique allowed me to substantially endorse the idea of city-

photography as an analytical tool that, contrary to street photography, is both 

document and event, looking from the ground-level snapshot up to the high-

level, bird’s eye views. More than a critique of the genre known as “street 
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photography”, the idea of “city-photography” operates, this way, as a broader 

category over encompassing different genres of photography that take place in 

the city, despite what their main object may be. Additionally, it allowed me to 

create connections between photography and other media, such as painting and 

literature, to which I constantly turn to, trying to give way to ‘the evocation in 

writing of the “feel” of an image’ (G. Rose, 2001, p. 46) as I look into the 

compositional aspects of the works. This method, however, although looking at 

images for “what they are” and providing essential insights on the constitutive 

elements of a frame – be it a photograph or a painting – neglects the social context 

through which these are produced and interpreted.  

The observation of the limits of compositional analysis points to the 

existence of a social and political meaning of images. In this sense, two other 

approaches provide me the complementary analysis of the content of the 

photographs selected. The first one relates to Roland Barthes semiotics (1970 

1977, 1984), and its concern with representation and ‘the “hidden meanings” of 

images’ (T.  Van Leeuwen, 2001). Focusing on what is shown, on the content of 

the images, Barthian semiotics provides the ground for an open, interpretive 

analysis by considering the denotative and connotative layers of the images. 

Whereas the first layer literally denotes what an image is of, the second connotes 

what the elements of an image stand for. This double layer contained in an image 

opens up for the role played by ideology in the production of images, in this case, 

photographic images. This means, in other words, that images may in some way 

“hide” the processes through which they are produced, as well as the meaning 

embedded in their individual pictorial elements. As the analysis of these elements 

in Barthian semiotics is done by the creation of structures of meaning centred on 

signs, however, here, the premise of ideology at work in the connotative layer of 

the image is enlarged to a wider polysemic reading of photographs. Analogous to 

the distinction made by Barthes between connotation and denotation, it would 

also be possible to cite Walter Benjamin’s distinction between the “subject 
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matter”, or “stuff content” in a more literal translation [Sachgehalt], and the 

“truth content” [Wahrheitsgehalt] of a work, as described in his critique of 

Goethe’s Elective Affinities (Benjamin, 2004c). I dare not equate Barthes’ and 

Benjamin’s theories, which, I believe, would irritate scholars from both sides, so 

I use the term analogous to do justice to the issue. Barthes’ 

denotation/connotation scheme is very present in this thesis, and very useful. In 

addition, although it is not possible to go in deep with Benjamin’s distinction, I 

nonetheless make substantial use of his theory, and I believe this topic to also be 

underlying the analysis of the photographs. 

 This way, the analysis of image throughout this thesis, is done by an 

experimental crossing of the numerous approaches, from philosophy to 

sociology, from literature to painting, resonating with the stance adopted by 

visual studies, which is, according to Martin Lister and Liz Wells (2001) the form 

and practice of culture understood in a compounded manner. To put it 

differently, although both compositional analysis and semiotics found their limits 

in relation to the goal expected in relating the analysis of the photographs to the 

theoretical argument, I found myself with two perfectly sound methods that 

could relate the formal, compositional aspects of the photographs to their 

content. This relation was done as I experimentally merged compositional 

analysis with semiotic premises and articulated a structured reading of the 

images with ever-growing historical, sociological and cultural references. Thus, 

merging elements of different analytical methods, the thesis could be understood 

as a fragmentary sort of montage in which different topics come together very 

much like a kaleidoscope: if the fitting of its pieces may at times seem random 

and subject to hazard, they nonetheless remain circumscribed to the boundaries 

that its structure delineates. 

Looking back. 

As pointed out above, the structure of this thesis may be summed up by a 

montage of methods, from visual anthropology to art history, that provide a 
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polysemic, open reading of photographic images from which a new method for 

approaching photography may, and eventually does, rise. Such a method is based 

on the need to surpass the constant repetition of some dominant tropes in visual 

culture and social scientific literature, especially in what touches upon historical 

materialism, providing an interdisciplinary, materialist approach that can cover 

photography’s inherent polysemy. Two principles guide this task, the first one 

draws back to the ensemble of material that forms Walter Benjamin’s Arcades 

Project, where one convolute is entirely dedicated to the theory of knowledge. In 

it, besides addressing questions concerning the nature of historical knowledge, 

Benjamin also touches upon methodological propositions for the cultural-

historical critic. Quite explicitly, in one of the aphorisms, Benjamin declares that 

 

[i]t is very easy to establish oppositions, according to 
determinate points of view, within the various “fields” of any 
epoch, such that on one side lies the “productive,” […] 
“positive” side of the epoch, and on the other side the abortive, 
retrograde, and obsolescent (Benjamin, 1999, p. 459) 

 

For Benjamin, this stance was typical in the non-materialist tradition. In 

it, opposition affirms a positive element of an epoch vis-à-vis a purely negative 

background. Such positivity is achieved via a pre-established point of view 

coming from different areas and draws back in itself as the same point of view 

providing it with negative elements that would only affirm the positivity one 

looks for. To Benjamin, on the contrary, it would be a matter of looking precisely 

at negation, providing it with a new partition ‘so that, by a displacement of angle 

of vision (but not of criteria!), a positive element emerges anew in it too – 

something different from that previously signified’ (Benjamin, 1999, p. 459). To 

discover new meanings to historical epochs, that would be one of the tasks of 

historical materialism, surpassing an oppositional scheme of positive and 

negative, but articulating these elements to bring forth past epochs into the 

present in a new way. In its “kaleidoscopic” format, it is precisely this 
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“displacement of angle of vision” – no matter how little it may be – at which this 

thesis aims.  

This leads towards the second principle, according to which the “inside-

out” interdisciplinarity this work assumes, makes it an indisciplined one, since it 

causes a rupture in discipline itself if this is understood as ‘a way of ensuring the 

continuity of a set of collective practices’ (Mitchell, 1995). Not denying the 

philosophical vocabulary, recurring to concepts and trying to attain to the 

dialectics of Benjaminian thinking and, at the same time, considering the 

underlying social scientific elements contained in the inquiries operated by visual 

culture, like power, nation, race, and so forth, this work inscribes itself inter-

disciplines. It moves from one discipline to another, linking them in a 

constellatory fashion, rupturing the linearity provided by disciplines and putting 

the practice into question. It is anarchist in a sense given by both W.J.T. Mitchel 

(1995) and Paul Feyerabend (1993), that is, as a work open to accidents and 

casualties that inevitably happen along the trajectory, refusing predictability 

through a defined set of tools and procedures, since there ‘is no method that 

would be valid for every domain’ (Agamben, 2009a, p. 7). In this, it aims at 

naming ‘a problematic rather than a well-defined theoretical object’ (Mitchell, 

1995, p. 542). 

The thesis is structured into 7 chapters, including this introduction and a 

conclusion. Following the current description of trajectory, methodology, and 

methods, chapter 1 opens up the theoretical discussion over the role of vision in 

modernity. Its goal is to provide the reader with a visual perspective of modernity, 

presenting a historical excursus of the nineteenth century and the development 

of some visual technologies vis-à-vis their epistemological and social role, 

primarily focusing on photography. Central, for this chapter, is the discussion of 

the ideas of Charles Baudelaire and Karl Marx, whose writings were central for 

the approach to modernity operated by Benjamin. As Baudelaire drew an art 

historical and literary criticism of modernity, and Marx a scientific account of his 
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time, both thinkers represent, in a materialist manner, the cultural and economic 

sides of the phenomenon, and, together, illustrate the elements which, in the 

nineteenth century, brought together the retroactive triad of modernity, the city, 

and photography. Chapter 2 takes on the discussion over the political role 

ascribed to photography via the figure of the photographer, exemplified by some 

specific historical uses given to the technique. Highlighting the recurrent 

presence of photography in the nineteenth century city, the argument touches 

upon photographic genre and the problem, proper to the history of photography, 

of the delimitation of a clear genre of urban photography. This chapter also 

introduces and begins problematizing the concept of the apparatus, as one that 

brings human and machine closer together and, in so doing, is central to 

understanding the political meaning of photography. Chapters 3 and 4 are 

dedicated to the analysis of the works of Edmond Fierlants and Militão Augusto 

de Azevedo, respectively. The titles of both chapters are meant to make clear the 

ambiguous position which both occupy within the context of modernity, that is, 

that of the periphery of the centre, and of the centre of the periphery. Antwerp 

was, by the nineteenth century, a secondary city, although of great importance, 

as it had always been thanks to its geographical position. Likewise, São Paulo was 

at the time, a city which had only recently started profiting from the first 

generation of intellectuals formed by the city’s Law Academy, and from the influx 

of foreign capital brought by coffee, and it would soon rival with the Imperial 

Capital, Rio de Janeiro. This way, Antwerp and São Paulo were respectively, the 

periphery of the centre of capitalism, Europe, and the centre of its periphery, 

post-colonial America. Although images are constant throughout the text, it is in 

this chapter that content, compositional analysis, and aesthetical and art 

historical reflections meet, thus presenting the reader with the actual analyses of 

the images selected from the archives. These chapters provide not only a 

summary of a parcel of the works done by both photographers but also a 

historical contextualization of their own cities, as well as opening up for final 
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remarks that respond to the objectives presented above. Consequently, these 

remarks form the final chapter, in which the reader is presented with an overall 

interpretation over the meaning of the photographers’ works. This chapter also 

includes a reflexive remark on the methodology and the methods used, proposing 

a triadic structure meant for the approach of photography as a research object in 

the context of modernity, which the reader is invited into dialogue with, whether 

to expand, or to criticise. The thesis ends with concluding remarks that quickly 

summarize the topics of the thesis, highlighting its contributions, giving special 

emphasis to the relationship between history, the Medium and the Apparat, as 

they come together to structure a materialist method for the analysis of 

photography; furthermore, the conclusion also approaches the limitations and 

possibilities offered by the research, opening to new, future research. For now, 

however, it is perhaps time to allow the reader to carry on, so that he/she may be 

drawn to the images as I was and register, just like the author of this work and 

the photographers whose image he looks at, ‘the discrepancies between what one 

thinks to see and what is out there but is not visible’ (Martins, 2008, p. 28). 
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1. A Visual Perspective of Modernity 

Charles Baudelaire: on modernity and the role of the visual in 

the nineteenth century 

 

[...] der Sieg der Bourgeoise war damals der Sieg der […] 
Nationalität über den Provinzialismus […] der 
Aufklärung über den Aberglauben […] des bürgerlichen 
Rechtes über die mittelalterlichen Privilegien  

Eduard Fuchs 

 

 

Image 1. Constantin Guys. "Réception". c.1850/1855. © The Art Institute of Chicago 
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The two lavishly dressed bourgeois women engage in flirtation. With their 

stylishly tucked hair as they hold up the lower part of their draped dresses, they 

submit to the surrounding gentlemen’s court. The men, elegantly dressed, 

compete with their courtly manners for female attention. Their neatly trimmed 

sideburns and hair, the long jackets, and satin or silk cravat standardize them. 

Overall, the grainy and shadowy character of the image, attained by the mixed 

technique of pen and brown ink with brush and watercolour over graphite, 

transmits the curious feeling of a fading. It is almost an image of a memory – if 

only we had lived through the nineteenth century. The image seems familiar, 

nonetheless. What we see transmits the feeling of almost having been there; if 

not in the salon itself, then in the same situation, having done the same things. 

It is the image of a masculine world. One in which women are made an object of 

gaze and, as such, one in which they yield to passivity. It is the men do the 

courting. In this sense, what we are shown through the gestures of these pictorial 

bodies is the mirror of bourgeois life. We are given a familiar fragment of 

everyday life, a recurrent circumstance of the middle class in its utmost 

vernacular, the trait de moeurs. 

Outside the salon receptions of the Parisian bourgeoisie, life goes on. Two 

grisettes enjoy their promenade through the streets of Paris (image 2). As passers-

by, they roam around the city in their modest working-class dresses and head-

garments. The short instant in which one of them reaches for something in her 

pocket is enough: her eyes catch ours. She smiles as she discreetly uses this 

moment to gaze at us. It is the first and last time we will see her in the turmoil of 

Parisian modern life. Perfectly fitting Charles Baudelaire’s poem, To a Passerby, 

we are led to say goodbye to the grisette. But what might have happened to this 

girl? 

 

Around me thundered the deafening noise of the street,  
In mourning apparel, portraying majestic distress,  
With queenly ringers, just lifting the hem of her dress,  
A stately woman passed by with hurrying feet. 
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Agile and noble, with limbs of perfect poise.  
Ah, how I drank, thrilled through like a Being insane,  
In her look, a dark sky, from whence springs forth the 
hurricane,  
There lay but the sweetness that charms, and the joy that 
destroys. 
 
A flash — then the night... O loveliness fugitive!  
Whose glance has so suddenly caused me again to live,  
Shall I not see you again till this life is o'er! 
 
Elsewhere, far away... too late, perhaps never more,  
For I know not whither you fly, nor you, where I go,  
O soul that I would have loved, and that you know! 
(Baudelaire, 1909). 

 
 

 

Image 2. Constantin Guys.  “Deux Grisettes”, pen and brown ink, watercolour, over graphite. 23.3x12.5 cm. 
Nineteenth century © The Metropolitan Art Museum/Public Domain 
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Both Réception and Deux Grisettes give us momentary pictures of the 

author’s present; images of ‘a’ present. 

 

The past is interesting not only by reason of the beauty which 
could be distilled from it by those artists for whom it was the 
present, but also precisely because it is the past, for its 
historical value. It is the same with the present. The pleasure 
which we derive from the representation of the present is due 
not only to the beauty with which it can be invested, but also 
to its essential quality of being present (Baudelaire, 1964, p. 1). 

 

Our present is invested with our ideals, and our epoch shines through the 

most minute details. It is not only present in, but also forms our moral universe, 

our dress codes, the state of our art and science, our habits. Hence the reason 

why Constantin Guys, the author of these two paintings was, in Baudelaire’s view, 

a master of painting. So much so, in fact, that Baudelaire declared him the 

‘painter of modern life’, coining, in a new way, the concept of modernity.  

In Baudelaire’s opinion, Guys changed the object of painting, focusing on 

everyday phenomena, habits and customs. In doing so, he was one of the few men 

of his time to see what was in front of him, expressing it faithfully.  

 

Observer, flâneur, philosopher, call him as you may, but in 
order to characterize this artist, we will certainly be led to grace 
him with an epithet which we could not apply to the painter of 
things eternal, or at last more everlasting, heroic or religious 
things (Baudelaire, 1996, p. 13). 

 

  As an artist and ‘man of the world’, a specialist subordinated to the 

palette as the surgeon is to the scalp, Guys was able to reflect, in Baudelaire’s 

view, the habits and customs of his times with a ‘childish’ look, perceiving 

everything as new. As a dandy and a gentleman, Guys was a perfect observer, 

attending to every detail of new urban trends, enjoying the fact of being 

incognito. As the painter of modern life Guys searched for something ‘other than 

the ephemeral pleasure of the circumstance’. (Baudelaire, 1996, p. 24). For 
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Baudelaire, this ‘other’ was, precisely, modernité, ‘the transitory, the fugitive, the 

contingent; it is half of art, being the other half the eternal and immutable’ (1996, 

p. 25). The essence of Guys’ art, understood as modern resided in its tendency to 

turn his own time into Antiquity, monumentalizing its specificities expressed in 

customs. Dialectical, therefore, Baudelaire’s modernity consists of ‘extracting the 

eternal from the transitory’ (1996, p. 24). This is possible through customs, in 

conjunction with episodes such as war, pageantry, and solemnities, making past 

epochs accessible to us. 

As a phenomenon in which the fleeting had a new prominence, however, 

modernity was not circumscribed by Guys’ and Baudelaire’s own nineteenth 

century, but by the question of the present (time) in history. In such a way, 

modernity was, at least for painters (in Baudelaire’s opinion), an eternal 

phenomenon, consisting of whatever there might have been of poetic in history, 

of eternal within the transitional. For Baudelaire’s idea of modernity, 

nonetheless, this poses a methodological problem. Considering that the modern 

is precisely the transitory, the task of the genius to capture the eternal in the 

momentary becomes also a transitory task and one of capturing the transitory, 

once modernity is, if anything, the ephemeral. This capacity for capturing the 

novelty becomes, thus, not only an observational but also a mnemonic work. The 

work of Guys allows Baudelaire to identify, in a comprehensive manner, the 

general aspects of that which composed a society’s modernity. Following Guys’ 

work, these aspects are to be found in the landscape of the great city, where the 

crowds – then an element of novelty – gathered and the beauty of fashion was 

displayed. The metropolis, hence, rises as a key element of modern life. Not only 

does it condition modern life, but it is also itself a modern phenomenon. By 

identifying specific types, roles and representations within Guys’ work, 

Baudelaire was able to make explicit the ‘dialectic of the transitory and the 

eternal’ (Frisby, 2013, p. 20) that social theorists like Walter Benjamin were able 

to transpose ‘into dimensions of social life itself’ (Frisby, 2013, p. 20). 
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These dimensions expand in different directions, but it is interesting to 

note that, for different reasons, ‘[the] modern era […] has been dominated by the 

sense of sight […] Beginning with the Renaissance and the scientific revolution, 

modernity has normally been considered resolutely occularcentric’ (Jay, 1988, p. 

3). Tracing back the origin of the term with Baudelaire, it is evident that 

modernity has an intimate connection with vision. First, it is a term derived from 

art - particularly visual art - criticism. However, Martin Jay points out the reason 

why Baudelaire could have coined a proto-concept of modernity. The nineteenth 

century, particularly, was strongly supported by the consequences of the 

scientific revolution of the previous two centuries. In different fields of 

knowledge, it was the scientific model, pretentiously objective, that judged the 

validity of discoveries, hypotheses, and experiences. In this sense, Jay traces back 

the origins of modernity via the development of different ‘scopic regimes’ 

originating from the encounter between the arts and science during the 

Renaissance. The notion of perspective in the visual arts, specifically, linked to 

the Cartesian ideal of subjective rationality, often identified ‘the modern scopic 

regime tout court’ (Jay, 1988, p. 5). As such, the Cartesian, empiricist and baroque 

regimes built, each with its own contribution, the structure of a visually centred 

society in growing technological expansion.  

Such scopic regimes become clearer as epistemic apparatus by 

recollecting Jonathan Crary’s (1992) reflection on the historical construction of 

the observer, which provides a rich contribution to the place of vision and the 

visual in modernity. Drawing on artistic and philosophical (sciences and 

philosophy were still rather integrated systems until the eighteenth-century) 

advances made during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the observer as an 

autonomous subject arises with a better understanding of vision in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Significant to this was the camera obscura 

as an almost absolute model for metaphor and explanation of vision and 

observation, eventually succumbing around the 1820s and 1830s. The camera 
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obscura endured since the 1500s as a social apparatus that relocated and 

reinterpreted the role of the observer by defining ‘the position of an interiorized 

observer to an external world’ (Crary, 1992, p. 34), causing the split between image 

and object. 

 

 

Image 3. Rainer Gemma-Frisius. Representation of the observation of a Solar Eclipse through the principle of the 
Camera Obscura, woodcut, 1545.  Source: blog.staedelmuseum.de/techniken-der-fotografie-die-camera-obscura-teil-

210/ 

 

The camera obscura abolished the interlacing between representation 

and nature, marking the appearance of a subjectivity analogous to the Cartesian 

one, but empirically experienced through ‘an operation of individuation’ (Crary, 

1992, pp. 38 - 39), operated by the apparatus. At the turn of the seventeenth to 

the eighteenth century, Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) 

and Newton’s Opticks (1704), both showed the camera obscura as ‘a model 

simultaneously for the observation of empirical phenomena and for reflective 

introspection and self-observation’ (Crary, 1992, p. 40). The use of the technology 

as a metaphor in Locke’s epistemology shows the capacity for the camera obscura 

to decorporealize vision, sundering ‘the act of seeing from the physical body of 

the observer’ (Crary, 1992, p. 39). With the camera obscura, on the one hand 
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the observer is disjunct from the pure operation of the device 
and is there as a disembodied witness to a mechanical and 
transcendental re-presentation of the objectivity of the world. 
On the other hand, however, his or her presence in the camera 
implies a spatial and temporal simultaneity of human 
subjectivity and objective apparatus (Crary, 1992, p. 41). 

 

Amid a society grounded in a subjectivist philosophical system, wherein 

the representation of the autonomous subject played a central part, the camera 

obscura made clear the problem that such a subject could not represent itself at 

the same time as both subject and object. This induced a crisis in the 

epistemology of the epoch, even if at the same time strengthening the resort of 

human understanding as a form of ‘mental eye’ subsuming external factors to an 

activity of the intellect. If the human senses, such as vision, can deceive, as in the 

case of representation, then all operations should undergo harsh intellectual 

review. Thus, in the nineteenth century, the approach to vision and the visual 

took on new forms with scientific development. With the establishment of 

physiology, for instance, questions regarding the visual are elevated to problems 

of a new order. While progressing empirically with many discoveries, the rise of 

physiology ‘signals how the body was becoming the site of both power and truth 

[…] as a science of life equally signals the appearance of new methods of power’ 

(Crary, 1992, p. 79). Vision, thus, turned into a technique, mechanically 

understood and mechanically articulated, becoming ‘a knowledge that also 

would be the basis for the formation of an individual adequate to the production 

requirements of economic modernity and for emerging technologies of control 

and subjection’ (Crary, 1992, p. 81). In this sense, the social understanding of 

vision and the visual is relocated from its physiological to its social functionality. 

The dense ‘organization of knowledge and of the observing subject’ (Crary, 1992, 

p. 41), opened up the path for the encounter between the visual and power. It is 

easy to perceive, as in image 4, how the camera obscura suggested and allowed 

the observer to control the object of his or her gaze. 
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Image 4. 19th century artist using a Camera Obscura to outline the object. The image comes in through the pinhole 
(B), which is then reflected in perspective by the mirror (M).  Source: Wikipedia. Public Domain 

 
The centrality of vision and its importance in the nineteenth century 

attested by cultural history, expresses the ‘ubiquity of vision as the master sense 

of the modern era’ (Crary, 1988, p. 31). It is not surprising, thus, that the visual 

was the site that provided Baudelaire with his concept of modernity. Also, as a 

poet in contact with symbolism, Baudelaire returned to visual metaphors 

constantly. As in the case of the sonnet To a Passerby in which the act of seeing 

is highlighted as the critical moment of an episode of urban life, Baudelaire served 

himself with metaphors to illustrate the physiognomies of Parisian life. 

Furthermore, Baudelaire engaged with actual figures of bohemian urban life, 

such as the flâneur, the chiffonier, the conspirators and the prostitute and 

lesbians, typologies which were detached from the mass of urban dwellers and 

provided the poet with an image of the modern condition. Baudelaire was able to 
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perceive the social forces that shaped a new type of experience. Spectacular, this 

emerging society was captioned by Baudelaire as being ‘La Modernité’ 

(cf.Benjamin, 2006d). 

The universe envisaged in Baudelaire’s poetry and also in his reading of 

Guys’ paintings, in which the visual’s centrality can be attested to, is that 

pertaining to what Eric Hobsbawm (2010) named the Age of Capital. An age of 

consolidation of Western European nation-states, the nineteenth century was 

built through the establishment of the institutions that would support the 

political model of European imperialism. Central to the consolidation of such a 

project of power was the elevation of science and technology as the main 

propellers of progress. In consonance with the techniques of vision previously 

discussed, technology and science became the thermometer for measuring the 

level of civilization of European nation-states. In this sense, Mill’s empiricism, 

Comte’s positivism, and Spencer’s social evolutionism became the main 

philosophical trends of the time, all of them subordinated to scientific, 

mathematical logic. As Hobsbawm recollects (2010), the first three-quarters of 

the nineteenth century could hardly be considered revolutionary in terms of 

either science or society, with a few exceptions - the Paris Commune, for instance 

– but a period characterised by a stable ideology that picked up its fruits 

throughout the decades. The idea of progress, for instance, was hardly denied, 

seemingly evident through technological advance. Even for Karl Marx, progress 

was a fact, though for him it was discontinuous rather than continuous and 

contradictory instead of linear. In his understanding of modernity, Marx suggests 

that the advances celebrated in this period were achieved, in fact, thanks to the 

stability of the economic system. 

Karl Marx’s contribution: the political economy of capitalism, 
power, and vision. 

Karl Marx, as much as Baudelaire, was a man of his epoch. As such, when 

setting out to understand the contradictions of the capitalist mode of production 
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through a critique of classical economic theory, Marx’s thinking adds to the 

concept of modernity in the broader context of social theory. Furthermore, and 

more important in the scope of this research, Marx’s thinking was, as a product 

of nineteenth century modernity, highly visual. Very briefly, I will point out how 

Marx’s analysis of the capitalist mode of production unfolds into a visual account 

of society, and why his work matters for an account of the concept of modernity. 

Capitalism derives from ‘capital’ which, in one sense, ‘is merely accumulated 

wealth’ (Wallerstein, 1983, p. 13). In one way, therefore, most social systems 

valued capital. Capitalism, however, established itself as a system that invested 

capital ‘in a very special way. It came to be used with the primary objective or 

intent of self-expansion’ (Idem, p. 14). The accumulation of capital over 

accumulated capital, and not the distribution of wealth, thus, became the goal. 

To achieve this, there must be infinite demand for goods, which are produced 

and marketed. If the demand for the produced good decreases, however, there is 

no profit. Therefore, demand for goods must be continuous. What capitalism was 

able to create in a very functional way was precisely the constant demand and 

offer by the ‘widespread commodification of processes – not merely exchange 

processes, but production processes, distribution processes, and investment 

processes – that had previously been conducted other than via a “market”’ 

(Wallerstein, 1983, p. 15). 

Tracing back the logic of wealth accumulation to the phenomenon of 

primitive accumulation, Marx and Engels’ analysis of the capitalist system shows 

how the process of wealth generation, in fact, subjugates those with nothing to 

sell but their labour to those who detain the technological means through which 

production is possible. Despite the material exploitation by those with economic 

power, however, Marx and Engels discovered that the necessary cycle of 

widespread commodification for the maintenance of the economic system 

unfolds and affects matters of cultural and political significance. The absolute 

commodification of the processes, furthermore, was discovered to incur into a 
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commodification of the actors of the processes themselves. ‘Labour does not 

create only goods; it also produces itself and the worker as a commodity’ (Marx, 

1967, p. 90). By producing a commodity and, in return, being presented to this 

same commodity in the market as something not created by his or her own work, 

the worker is estranged (or alienated) from what he or she creates through their 

own work. That is, the goods the workers produced a return to them in the 

market, but only as something completely other, completely unrecognizable 

from their activity. ‘The life he [the worker] gave to the object turns itself against 

him as a strange and hostile force’ (Marx, 1967, p. 91). 

In order to complete the production cycle, exchange value overthrows use 

value. The only way of keeping up with the exchange is to offer as many new 

commodities as possible. Once distanced from the product of his own labour, it 

is easy to present to the worker any commodity as new and needed. What 

contemporary Marxist thinking would eventually conclude (cf. Adorno, 2001; 

Benjamin, 1999; Crary, 2013; Lukács, 2003; Thrift, 1997) was that capitalist 

development reached its apex by managing finally to commodify everything. 

Through the commodification of the workers themselves, the process of 

alienation is complete. More interestingly, one of the reasons why the cycle 

repeats itself is that the impossibility of perceiving commodities as extensions of 

our labour gives them the character of a fetish, ‘the quasi-religious and quasi-

magical relation […] between human beings and commodities’ (Blaettler, 2012, p. 

34). Commodities dress up in an appearance that is not given by either their use 

or exchange value, acquiring, as Walter Benjamin states (1996b), a new form of 

exhibition value. Things ‘seem to have a life of their own’ (Blaettler, 2012, 33). 

As Marx shows that the completion of the economic cycle is not possible 

only through the alienation of labour, but also the alienation of the senses, he 

opened up a path through which it is possible to expand on the role of vision in 

modernity. This is to be found in Marx’s manuscripts from 1844, considered 

sometimes as a sketch of his theory of fetishism and alienation. For Marx, as 
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much as with any other human phenomenon, vision is a historical faculty. Even 

though a biological process, the functions of our body only acquire meaning once 

they cease to be exclusively natural; in other words, when they become social. 

According to Marx himself (Marx, 1967, p. 121), the ‘eye became human eye once 

its object became a human, social object, created by man’. Human senses are, 

therefore, products of humankind’s objectification, that is, the transformation of 

subjective drives into material reality. ‘Only through the intermediation of 

objectively unfolded richness of human being that the richness of subjective 

human sensibility […] is cultivated or created’ (Idem, p. 122). Only through the 

expenditure of physical or psychic energy (i.e., labour), are humans able to 

objectify themselves in the world, that is, presenting itself as a material reality, 

hence producing their own subjectivity. 

The relation between objectification and subjectivity is better understood 

if we turn back to Marx and Engels’ critique of Ludwig Feuerbach. According 

them, the problem with materialism up to their moment was that ‘the object, the 

reality, the sensible world is in it subjectively (Gegenstand) only under the form 

of object (Objekt) or intuition (Anschauung), but not as concrete human activity, 

as practice’ (Marx, 1974a, p. 7). For Marx, therefore, ‘the central problem is that 

of the individual man’s real existence, which is that which he does and which 

“nature” blooms and reveals itself in history’ (Fromm, 1967, p. 8). The 

development of our senses, thus, is intrinsically connected to our material 

activities. Therefore, the social division of labour plays a significant part in the 

development of our faculties. With the rise of industrial capitalism and modern 

culture, such division took on a form never seen before. 

At the beginning of the section on fetishism in Capital (1867), Marx states 

the following: ‘[…] in the act of seeing, there is at all events, an actual passage of 

light from one thing to another, from the external object to the eye. There is a 

physical relation between physical things. However, it is different with 

commodities’ (Marx, 2011, pp. 85-86). Fetishized commodities are not perceived 
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in connection to their physical properties; they are not perceived as a social 

relation between individuals but assume ‘the fantastic form of a relation between 

things’ (Idem, p. 86). Marx continues, declaring that the analogy to this process 

is found in the religious world. This attention to vision is undeniable, and 

surprisingly not carried out. As Giorgio Agamben (2007b, p. 68) recalls, Marx was 

in London when, in 1851 (image 5), the first Universal Exposition was inaugurated 

in Hyde Park, ‘and it is probable that the memory of the impression left by the 

occasion has contributed for [Marx’s] consideration on the fetishist character of 

commodity’. Sixteen years later, with the Paris Exhibition of 1867, wonders of 

industry are thought of to appear in front of the spectator as a ‘grandiose 

conception that strikes his imagination […] He wants to contemplate un coup 

d’oeil féerique and not uniformly and similarly grouped products’ (Agamben, 

2007b, p. 69). The transformation of a commodity into a magical object points to 

the eclipsing of use value by the commodity’s exchange value. 

As both a materialist dialectician and an individual of the nineteenth 

century, visual rhetoric was important for Marx. According to W.J.T. Mitchell, it 

is possible to identify in Marx what he believed to be ‘the correct method of 

making concepts “concrete” by turning them into images’ (Mitchell, 1986, p. 160). 

The way Marx did that with the concept of the commodity – as well as that of 

ideology – was by using metaphors. The ‘metaphor for ideology, or as Marx would 

say, the image behind the concept, is the camera obscura […] The image behind 

the concept of the commodity, on the other hand, is the fetish or idol’ (Mitchell, 

1986, p. 162). This way, commodity and ideology go in opposite directions: the 

camera obscura produces images in a rigorous way, according to the laws of 

optics, whereas the fetish does not produce an image through reproducibility, 

‘but by an organic “breeding” of its own likeness’ (Mitchell, 1986, p. 162). Insofar 

as an ideology is understood as the realm of ideas and these ideas may be images 

through which we can make concepts concrete, then ideology really stands as the 

science of ideas. Marx, however, developed a concept of ideology that aimed at 
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repudiating both the idea of a science of ideology elaborated by the French 

Enlightenment, as a method for separating true from false ideas  

 

and the simple negation of this science as idolatrous illusion 
by the English and German reactionaries and developed in 
their place the notion of ideology as the key term in a new sort 
of science, a negative, interpretive science of historical and 
dialectical materialism (Mitchell, 1986, p. 167) 

 

 

Image 5. John Jabez Edwin Mayall. The Crystal Palace at Hyde Park. Daguerreotype, 1851. © The J. Paul Getty 
Museum, Los Angeles. 
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Though close to Locke’s reflection on the camera obscura as a model for 

knowledge, Marx’ evaluation of the device is, however, critical, once all of the 

claims about the scientific accuracy of the camera only represented ‘another false, 

bourgeois “revolution”’ (Mitchell, 1986, p. 172). The camera would make explicit 

the paradox of ideology: it is ‘“false understanding,” a coherent, logical, rule-

governed system of errors’ (Mitchell, 1986, p. 172). Between idealism and 

empiricism, dialectical materialism understands  

 

both the shadows and the direct vision as historical 
productions. The inverted images, whether in the eye or the 
camera obscura, are inverted, not by a simple physical 
mechanism of light, but by a “historical life process” and they 
can be rectified only by a reconstruction of that process 
(Mitchell, 1986, p. 175). 

 

That way, Marx draws on the visual as a metaphor to claim a critical stance 

towards knowledge. Fetishism, commodity, and ideology have a dialectical 

relationship in which ideology is both a theory of imagery and an optical 

inversion. With the capitalist cycle, the imagery created, through the model of 

the camera obscura, and embodied in the commodity, becomes fetishized, idol-

like. In nineteenth century capitalism, the commodity becomes unrecognizable 

to the labourer.  

 

A commodity is therefore a mysterious thing, simply because 
in it […] the relation of the producers to the sum total of their 
own labour is presented to them as a social relation, existing 
not between themselves, but between the products of their 
labour’ (Marx, 2011, p. 85). 

 

Even though the commodity holds in it the process through which it is 

created, its quality is not entirely explicit ‘the same way the light from an object 

is perceived by us, not as the subjective excitation of our optic nerve, but as the 

objective form of something outside the eye itself’ (Marx, 2011, p. 85). Thus, for 

Marx, commodities, the primary goal of the nineteenth century economic cycle, 
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is a social hieroglyph. Such a metaphor is not a simple stylistic strategy - as we 

have seen with Mitchell, Marx and, Baudelaire, proving how much the visual was 

embedded in nineteenth century intellectual life – but an analogy of material 

relations that the philosopher identified in the process of the development of the 

capitalist mode of production.   

In the track of such analogy, David Cunningham (2013, p. 40) describes 

the commodity ‘as both the ultimate source of a hyper-intensification of the 

visual within metropolitan life […] but also of a growing sovereignty of that which, 

in its very essence, precisely eludes all visualization’. Either way, this dialectical 

character of a commodity can be extended to modernity in general, where 

intensification of the stimuli is put into place, as pointed out by Georg Simmel 

(1950), intensifying perceptual experience while at the same time eluding it, given 

the impossibility to cope with and elaborate the amount of shocks. Again, we are 

brought back to the transient character of modernity. The experience of the 

ephemeral crosses diverse fields of existence. It relies on the shortening of 

distances through new spatiotemporal relations; on the rise of new living 

environments with the building of the metropolis and on the political relations 

between empires and colonies; all of this merged together in the social space of 

the city. Carried on to the private space through the market, it is performed as 

flânerie and coquetterie reproducing the fashions of the magasins de nouveauté 

and passages (image 5). 
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Image 6. Advertisings for the openings of Grand Magasins de Nouveautés in Paris, nineteenth century. Source: 

http://gallica.bnf.fr. 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/
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The consistent opposition of the visible to the invisible ‘as a representative 

condition intrinsic to the perspectivism that organized visuality in the hierarchy 

of a gaze that organized the image’ (Schøllhammer, 2008, p. 89) consolidtae 

modernity.  As the cases of the commodity or of Guys’ work attest, modernity 

established a hierarchical split between the ‘optically visible, visibility, from the 

visual condition of an image becoming an image – visuality’ (Schøllhammer, 

2008, p. 89), that is, it separated the faculty of vision from the social condition of 

being seen. Visuality, in this sense, derives from Thomas Carlyle’s On Heroes, 

Hero Worship and the Heroic in History (1841). In it, visuality ‘supplemented the 

violence of authority and its separations, forming a complex that came to seem 

natural by virtue of its investment in “history’’’ (Mirzoeff, 2011, p. 3). For Carlyle, 

the term played a part in a conservative conceptualization of a moral Anglophone 

imperialism that ought to be narrated visually. The hero, the heir to the empire’s 

tradition, was the character able to ‘visualize’ the maintenance of the moral spirit 

of the Empire. The rather ambiguous use of vision in Carlyle, at the same time 

metaphorical and literal, introduced it into historical discourse. Besides arts and 

sciences (including philosophy), now vision had a proper place in a discourse 

concerned with and understood as the main engine of progress, preaching a form 

of positivity that was only pseudo-scientific. In this discourse, ‘visualizing’ meant 

‘the production of visuality, meaning the making of the processes of “history” 

perceptible to authority’ (Mirzoeff, 2011, p. 3). 

Oddly enough, however, Carlyle coined a term that served the claim for 

visual subjectivity, which was part of a general ‘claim to majoritarian status within 

Western nations for those like women, the enslaved and their free descendants, 

and people of alternative sexuality’ (Mirzoeff, 2006, p. 54). That way, drawing on 

Jennifer Evans’ (2012) claim, more than denouncing the ‘microphysics of power’ 

within visual culture, we are also able to inquire into visual culture’s role as an 

instrument of claims, self-understanding, and resistance. The problem of 

‘visuality’ illustrates this. Again, with Mirzoeff (2006, p. 54), we are today able to 
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observe the ‘contradictory source of the resonance of “visuality” as a keyword for 

visual culture as both a mode of representing imperial culture and a means of 

resisting it by means of reverse appropriation’. 

It is in the reality of slavery in Africa and the Americas that Nicholas 

Mirzoeff sees the actual exercise of visuality represented. According to Mirzoeff 

(2011, p. 10), the overseer of the plantations, whom, by the exercise of his 

authority, ‘was visualized as the surrogate of the Monarchs and hence absolute’ 

exercised the principle of visuality. With oversight, classifications of natural 

history combined with the ‘spatializing of mapping that separated and defined 

slave space and “free” space’ (Mirzoeff, 2011, p. 10). Although Mirzoeff traces the 

exercise of visuality back to American plantations and to British imperialism, it 

is not possible to ignore that such an exercise was also present throughout 

Europe. According to Michel Foucault (1999) this is especially discernible at the 

end of the seventeenth century, beginning with the quarantine and partitioning 

of cities during plague epidemics. The incipient surveillance of the city by its 

division into blocks and streets under the power of an intendant and a syndic, 

respectively, pointed to a panoptical logic that would later be further developed, 

reaching its apex in the nineteenth century. In some ways, the plantation 

reproduced such logic, but it lacked the deindividuation of power of which 

Foucault talked about. 

The panopticon, idealized by Jeremy Bentham, was the architectural 

embodiment of discipline. The design of the Panopticon is widely known: an 

edifice consisting of a ring-shaped construction in its periphery and a tower in its 

centre. The ring is divided into cells, each with two windows; one faces the 

interior and the other, the exterior, allowing light to pass through the cell. The 

tower, on the other hand, contains windows facing the cells. It is enough to have 

just one person in the central tower for all cells to be guarded. According to 

Foucault, the panopticon induces ‘a conscious and permanent state of visibility 

that reinsured the automatic functioning of power. To make surveillance 
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permanent in its effects, even if discontinuous in its action’ (Foucault, 1999, p. 

166). Consequently, the panopticon architecturally translates the political and 

economic domination over the population as normativity and, consequently, 

penalty, through a visual regime of surveillance and culpability. It takes on a 

scientific view from afar, pretentiously objective. Through the constant threat of 

surveillance, if the panopticon  

 

organizes power, is not for power’s own sake, nor for the 
immediate salvation of a threatened society: what matters is 
making social forces stronger – raising production, developing 
the economy, spreading instruction, heightening public 
morals; to grow and multiply (Foucault, 1999, pp. 171-172). 

 

Concurrent with the backlash caused by the Crimean war of 1856 and the 

recurrent rebellions within the British Empire, from New Zealand to Jamaica 

visuality, as derived from Carlyle’s arguments, became mainstream as means for 

reinforcing direct rule. But while visuality was being exercised as power both in 

the colonies and in the metropolis, in the former, it was also being used as 

resistance. With the advent of Darwinism and its capture by the emergent social 

sciences, ‘it was now “culture” that became the key to imagining the relations of 

colonial centers and peripheries, as visualized by the colonizers’ (Mirzoeff, 2011, 

p. 14). Visuality, therefore, regarded colonial power within its native context as 

well. The superiority of European civilization had, this way, to be visualized. 
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Image 7. Diagram of Bentham's Panopticon. Source: Wikipedia, Public Domain
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Image 8. Unknow Author. Panorama de Paris n.4 [de la Terrasse des Tuileries au Pavillon de Flore], 1828. Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr  

http://gallica.bnf.fr/
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Image 9. Unknown Author. Panorama of Paris from the nacelle of the Grand Ballon, taken from the Cours des 
Tuileries, nineteenth century. Source: http://gallice.bnf.fr  

 

http://gallice.bnf.fr/
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Image 10. Alcide-Joseph Lorentz. Poster for Tournachon, Nadar Jeune & Co., 1857 Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr  
 

 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/
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Image 11. Charles Marville. Drilling of Avenue de l'Opera and Boulevard Henri IV. Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/
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The building of the metropolis and the invention of photography 

The centrality of vision as observed by nineteenth century intellectuals 

such as Baudelaire and Marx, points us to a shift in perception with the advent of 

modernity. The rise of ‘modern life’ restructured the basis through which 

Western societies experienced everyday life, introducing, in Marxian terms, a 

new type of social experience through the refashion of the relation between 

infrastructure and superstructure. In this new context, the experience of the 

urban was of foremost importance. As a geographical, material phenomenon, 

modernity found its place along with and through the erection of the metropolis. 

Baron Haussmann’s (the prefect of the Arrondissement de la Seine) reform of 

Paris stands out as the classic example from which other imperial capitals, such 

as London, Berlin or Vienna tore down their medieval walls to create an entirely 

new architectural environment.  

 Heir to the Marxist tradition, the British geographer David Harvey has 

recently named Paris the ‘capital of modernity’ (2003), the same way Walter 

Benjamin (1999) had previously named the city the ‘capital of the nineteenth 

century’. Paris, in fact, is often regarded as the modern metropolis par excellence. 

It is within the reforms of Second Empire Paris that the technological advances 

made possible by the Industrial Revolution start taking place beyond the 

machinery of the factories, expanding and reshaping the social environment 

according to the demands of the market, as previously discussed.  Considering 

the dialectics between the base and the structure in Marxism, according to which 

the changes in structure are not independent of cultural reality, but cultural 

phenomena themselves (cf. Williams, 2005), the reshaping of the social space 

exemplified in Haussmann’s Paris exposes how the new type of city, the modern 

metropolis, becomes the embodiment of modernity itself. The transformation of 

the urban environment propelled by the development of capitalist industry 

profoundly affects everyday life. The city becomes a metaphor for modernity, 
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evoking a pattern of social organization that spread from Europe to the world 

through colonial imposition.  

As Pedram Dibazar recollects (Dibazar, Lindner, Meissner, & Naeff, 2013), 

within the social sciences, it is following the path opened by Friedrich Engels’ The 

Condition of the Working Class in England (1845), Henry Mayhew’s London 

Labour and the London Poor (1861) and Charles Booth’s Life and Labour of the 

People in London (1889-1903), that the tradition of urban studies and criticism 

seems to have been initiated. Such a tradition, from Max Weber to Georg Simmel, 

Walter Benjamin to Henri Lefebvre, (cf. S. Parker, 2004), stems, to a large extent, 

from the observation made by social critics that industrialization was a key 

characteristic of modernity (cf. Lefèbvre, 2000). As such, a certain tradition 

within social and cultural studies point out to the necessity of looking at and 

relating the economic structure of Western societies to its cultural one. Without 

the technological boost made possible by the Industrial Revolution and the 

development of machinery for the colonial endeavour, modernity would not have 

been possible. In this sense, Walter Benjamin (1999) looks at the Eiffel Tower and 

the Parisian passages as examples of the confrontation between the École 

Polytechnique and the École des Beaux-Arts as acolytes of imperialist progress. In 

fact, according to Benjamin, Second Empire Paris revolutionized the uses of 

technological advance in culture as well as the influence of culture on political 

economy. The advances brought about by industrial capitalism in the city 

enabled the reshaping of social space in an unprecedented way. Modern Paris, 

the city that we still know nowadays, bears the mark of the confrontation and 

alliance between the cultural and the economic. As a ‘strategically embellished’ 

city, avoiding the barricades it was possible to build in narrow medieval alleys, 

Haussmann widened the streets, connecting barracks directly to the proletarian 

districts. This ideal corresponded ‘to the tendency – common in the nineteenth 

century – to ennoble technological necessities through spurious artistic ends’ 

(Benjamin, 1999, p. 24). His plans were even exhibited in the canvas as if 
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monuments, portraying the wide perspectives allowed by the enlargement of the 

streets, leading the gaze all the way up to ‘a church, a train station, an equestrian 

statue, or some other symbol or civilization’ (Benjamin, 1999, p. 24). 

The presentation of Haussmann’s plans to the city in vernissage-like 

events mirrored the essentially visual environment of the epoch, when cities 

made available a wide range of optical devices to the mass. 

 

There were panoramas, dioramas, cosmoramas, 
diaphanoramas, navaloramas, pleoramas (pleō, “I sail”, “I go by 
water”), fantoscope<s>, fantasma-parastases, 
phantasmagorical and fantasma-parastatic experiences, 
picturesque journeys in a room, georamas; optical 
picturesques, cinéoramas, panoramas, stereoramas, 

cycloramas, panorama dramatique (Benjamin, 1999, p.  527).  
 

 

 

Image 12. Charles Marville. Rue Soufflot towards the Panthéon, collodion negative on glass, 1876. ©Musée 

Carnavalet/BHVP/Roger Viollet 
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These devices offered people the possibility of control over their view; to 

grasp for an instant the totality from which the modern citizen had been 

separated. ‘Paris was a city world in which the urban observer claimed a certain 

cultural power by seeing without being seen’ (Mirzoeff, 2015, p. 169). 

Just prior to the invention of photography, optical devices such as the one 

massively commercialized in the nineteenth century ‘cohere to produce a 

narrative of the city’ (Arnold, 2009, p. 333). They translated the new perception 

and functioning of both time and space into ways of seeing that are able to follow 

the new tempo. ‘Panoramas were novel ways of representing the metropolis: 

London or Paris miniaturized, in its entirety, and from a vantage point not 

normally or easily gained by many’ (Arnold, 2009, p. 333). The passages, or 

arcades, also a novelty in that sense, joint engineering innovations and a new 

form of commercial leisure, i.e., window-shopping, as a form of psychological 

elaboration of the shocks and as a delight for sight. As in the case of the Passage 

des Panoramas, two panoramic views embellished both entrances after which the 

Parisian bourgeoisie could browse windows displaying commodities brought 

from the colonial territories.  

 

Setup of the panoramas: View from a raised platform, 
surrounded by a balustrade, of surfaces lying round about and 
beneath. The painting runs along a cylindrical wall 
approximately a hundred meters long and twenty meters high. 
The principal panoramas of the great panorama painter 
Prévost: Paris, Toulon, Rome, Naples, Amsterdam, Tilsit, 
Wagram, Calais, Antwerp, London, Florence, Jerusalem, 
Athens. Among his pupils: Daguerre. (Benjamin, 1999, p. 528). 

 

The panorama offered people the possibility of ‘seeing the true city – the 

city indoors’ (Benjamin, 1999, p. 532). The panoramic view turned the urban 

environment into a spectacle, offering, as in the case of London’s Colosseum, ‘a 

re-ordering of the power and knowledge of the viewer’ (Arnold, 2009, p. 341). 

Assuming the vantage point from St. Paul’s Cathedral, the Colosseum of London 
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allowed a thorough survey of the city, evoking ‘two main themes: the social 

relation of looking […] and the Foucauldian idea of ‘a panoptic regime’’ (Arnold, 

2009, p. 342). Miniaturizing the city, panoramas created an interesting dialectics 

of looking, making social space an object of possession as something completely 

objective and, at the same time, something highly subjective, since it was based 

on individual experience and reaching out to everyone as both an exhibitionist 

and a voyeur. In the same way as the panorama, the diorama (image 12) narrowed 

the viewers’ ‘consciousness down to the image’ (Arnold, 2009, p. 339). Concerned 

with the effects of light, Daguerre, while Prévost’s assistant, developed a system 

of mirrors and pulleys that displayed two images split in a rotunda and lit from 

above and behind, according to the change of light, giving the impression of 

movement and depth. Having a unique source of light coming from the images 

separated ‘the viewer from his or her actual spatial location […] and the illusion 

presented by the dream-like experience of the lit image became the viewer’s only 

reality’ (Arnold, 2009, p. 339). Interestingly, ‘[i]n the same year in which Daguerre 

invented photography, his diorama burned down’ (Benjamin, 1999, p. 531). 

Optical devices, such as the panorama and the diorama, but also the pleorama 

(based on the same principle but set on a boat, during sailing) spectacularized 

the modern city and introduced the masses into new ways of seeing. 

Coevally, when adopted in Paris, gaslight made nightwalking fashionable, 

since, having ‘to be placed out of pedestrians’ direct line of sight’ (Beaumont, 2015, 

p. 390) due to its intensity, it gave the metropolis an aura of mystery. In the newly 

lit environment, the Parisian flâneur could submit himself to people’s gaze. The 

passages were erected, lit by gas light, and gave birth to window shopping. In a 

cosy, interior-like environment, new types of citizens appeared. In London, the 

Man in the crowd described by Edgar Allan Poe (1840) was one of the modern 

types, blending into the faceless crowd. Although Nicholas Mirzoeff (2015) 

presents a rich summary of Benjamin’s thought on nineteenth century Paris, he 

naïvely takes Baudelaire’s flâneur and Poe’s man in the crowd as similar types. 
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Though they are related, this is, for me, mistaken. Only Paris was able to bear the 

flâneur, for which Baudelaire’s poetry was vital. The man in the crowd eventually 

mingles in the crowd and gets lost, while the flâneur refuses to enter the mass 

and, by presenting himself to other’s gaze, he corresponds to the commodities 

window-shopped by the masses. In this, he is driven back to the crowd as 

someone who, hoping to get away from the average, is drawn back to it by 

assimilating to its desire (cf. Mirzoeff, 2015; Benjamin, 1999, 2006).  

 

 

Image 13. Plan and cut of Daguerre's diorama in London. Almanach des Spectacle, 1823. Source: Wikipedia. Public 
Domain 
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Image 14. Henry Monnier. Illustration of the "Flâneur" type in "Les Français Peints par eux-mêmes", nineteenth 

century. Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr  

http://gallica.bnf.fr/
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In Benjamin’s reading of Baudelaire, the flâneur and the man in the crowd, 

the ragpicker and the lesbian, the dandy and the conspirateur, in addition to the 

arcades and the panoramas, are merged together as a failed attempt of the poet’s 

lyrics to portray physiognomic types that compose modernity6. By recognizing in 

these figures traces of heroism coming from Antiquity, he was able to make 

correspondences between the types inhabiting the modern city and the places of 

the city they inhabit: the passages, the boulevards, the panoramas and the run-

down boroughs, while never letting the big city find ‘expression through a direct 

presentation of its inhabitants’ (Benjamin, 2006, p. 89). Through his literature, 

Baudelaire turned his own historical moment into a monad, portraying images of 

modernity as a product of a decadent bourgeoisie that would soon find itself in 

crisis, as its members would see themselves finally identified with the 

commodity. There resides the heroism of the flâneur and the dandy, both 

‘participating in the same character of opposition and revolt […] of this necessity 

[…] of combating and destructing triviality’ (Baudelaire, 1996, p. 50). Hence, in 

the heroic figures, each one playing its role, it is the flâneur who customarily 

seems to resume better Baudelaire’s underlying realism: a character in which ‘the 

joy of watching prevails over all’ (Benjamin, 2006, p. 98) and which, in the crowd 

from which he differentiates himself, announces the powerful economic forces 

that turn himself into a spectacle. 

Indeed, the market plays an essential role in the rise of the metropolis. 

Indirectly contrasting Benjamin, Lefebvre (2000), points out that in previously 

aristocratic districts like the Marais, bit by bit, the progressive bourgeoisie of 

Paris replaced the city as oeuvre with the city as a product. Both authors, however, 

seem correct. On the one hand, Benjamin shows the ‘strategically embellished’ 

                                                           
6 Baudelaire’s literature was far from the physiognomic literature of his time. However, he was 

influenced by it. The key to understanding ‘Benjamin’s Baudelaire’ is that Baudelaire’s poetry 

was important precisely because through his shifts of objects, purposes and ideals, he managed 

to portray a faithful description of his historical moment. In short, he was able to portray his 

present just the same way as he acknowledges Guys to have done so. 
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Paris whereas Lefebvre proves that the use value becomes a pivot for the new 

understanding of what a city is, challenging the ruling conception which origin 

dated back to the Middle Ages. Along with the process made possible by 

industrialization, Lefebvre reminds us (2000), begins the process of sub-

urbanization, in which the class struggles of the period become apparent. It is 

this dialectical space of the city, composed of rapidly developed urbanity and 

technology as well as of sub-urban slums and factories, which feeds the poetry 

and literature of not only Baudelaire and Poe but also Dickens and Hugo. The 

city turns into the site for the most different motives in literature and for 

allegorizing the modern condition, as Poe and Baudelaire were able to do with 

their detailed figures of the man in the crowd and of the flâneur. Together, they 

epitomize the different experiences of modernity: whereas one gives in to manic 

behaviour, the other assumes an individual otherness. If Mirzoeff is naïve to 

envisage the man in the crowd and the flâneur as equal types, Benjamin was naïve 

to affirm that, despite its importance, it is the flâneur, rather than Poe’s man in 

the crowd the figure through which one may narrate the modern man in its 

highest form. ‘The flâneur is someone abandoned in the crowd. He is thus in the 

same situation as the commodity […] The intoxication to which the flâneur 

surrenders is the intoxication of the commodity immersed in a surging stream of 

consciousness’ (Benjamin, 2006, p. 85). Modernity’s complexity resides precisely 

in its multiplicity and its apparent ability to give way to numerous typologies of 

behaviour, although all of them are necessarily connected to the characteristics 

developed by the restructuring of spatiotemporal relations by industrial 

development. 

In The Metropolis and the Mental Life (1903), German sociologist George 

Simmel (1950) looked at the modern city as a space of profound transformation 

in subjective experience, which are multiplied by the complexity achieved by the 

ever-growing concentration of capital. The metropolis, according to Simmel, had 

a psychological grounding ‘in the intensification of nervous stimulation which 
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results from the swift and uninterrupted change of outer and inner stimuli’ 

(Simmel, 1950, p. 410). The crescent growth of stimuli added to the changes in 

rhythm of labour did not allow the individual enough time to absorb the shocks 

received both psychologically and physiologically, given the concentration of 

people in the urban environment. Looking at his own period and launching his 

plan for a sociology of the present time, Simmel was able to describe, by focusing 

on the psycho-somatic consequences of urban shock, the transitory and 

ephemeral character of modernity, giving to it a scientific approach. Identifying 

the problem created by the intensification of stimuli, with Simmel, ‘[w]hat seems 

to be viewed sub specie momenti is actually interpreted sub specie aeternitatis’ 

(Frisby, 2013, p. 40). As stimuli increase, and our capacity to elaborate them 

decrease simultaneously, the technical rationale takes over and, under the eternal 

repetition of the same which is modernity, life becomes ruled by an accounting 

spirit, which offers the possibility of dealing with the overwhelming stimuli in a 

mathematical fashion. This way, people become mere numbers; an economic 

calculus, as the nineteenth century makes each man ‘the more directly dependent 

upon the supplementary activities of all other’ (Simmel, 1950, p. 409), while 

subjecting them to a social-technological mechanism. As the other progressively 

becomes a number to whom we deal with abstractly and indirectly, and life 

becomes an ever-increasing flow of stimuli with which we cannot cope, the drive 

for self-preservation grows, giving birth to the blasé attitude. ‘This mood is the 

faithful subjective reflection of the completely internalized money economy. By 

being the equivalent to all the diverse things in one and the same way, money 

becomes the most frightful leveler’ (Simmel, 1950, p. 414). The metropolis is, for 

Simmel, the place where such a process takes shape, as the seat ‘of the highest 

economic division of labor’ (Simmel, 1950, p. 420). The observation made by 

Simmel on mental life within the metropolis brings back with full force the types 

identified by Poe and Baudelaire as modern men. The man in the crowd and the 

flâneur had, in some way, been preceded by Von Chamisso’s Peter Schlemihls 
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wundersame Geschichte7 (1814), the man who sells his shadow to the devil in 

exchange for a bottomless wallet, only to find himself ostracized by society. The 

same way, they would later come back, in different garments, in the Expressionist 

writings of Franz Kafka and Alfred Döblin. 

Besides the technological novelties exemplified in the use of glass and iron 

architecture, which Benjamin held dear in the material culture of modernity, 

there was also a significant change in scale and dimension, as pointed out by 

David Harvey (2003). Working on the ‘formation of the empire out of the ruins 

of republican democracy’ (12), the plan sketched by Haussmann’s predecessor, 

Hittorf, for building a new avenue linking the Arc de Triomphe to the Bois de 

Boulogne had its scale tripled by Haussmann. This explains the leading of each 

new avenue to a monument of “civilization”. The empire’s grandiosity imposed 

itself also through the size of its avenues and monuments. The magnanimity of 

European capitalism was to be seen through its civilized, progressive, 

‘strategically embellished’ capitals. These changes deeply affected everyday life. 

Material life, ‘that which humankind, throughout its previous history, 

incorporated profoundly into its own life’ (Braudel, 1985, p. 15), was substantially 

altered, expressing itself visually through the material changes of urban space. 

Not by chance, Benjamin’s reading of Baudelaire starts precisely with the fact that 

the symbolist poet wrote his poetry in a time when the lyric was disappearing and 

put ‘the experience of the shock in the centre of his artistic work’ (Racy, 2009, p. 

14). In his metric-less and rhyme-less poetry, Baudelaire gives modern life a 

proper representation, assuming the role both critic and a typical man of 

modernity. 

 

                                                           
7 Peter Schlemihl’s story would be retold or referred to several times in literature and philosophy. 

E.T.A. Hoffman added the character into one of his tales in 1815; Nathaniel Hawthorne would 

mention the character twice in the 1840’s; Marx refers to the character on The Eighteenth 

Brumaire of Louis Napoleon (1851); and Sacher-Masoch directly refers to the character in the 

1870 novella Venus in Furs. 
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Image 15. Eugène La Ville. Nix ze Handle, Chiffonier. mid-nineteenth century. Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr  

 
 

 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/
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Image 16. Charles Nègre. Chimney Sweeps walking, 1852. ©Musée Carnavalet/Roger-Viollet 
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If Baudelaire sees in Guys’ paintings a proper representation of 

modernity, Benjamin sees in Baudelaire’s poetry the very same capacity, as the 

poet was able to portray the forced rise of a particular subjectivity – through 

the offers of the passages and their display in the bourgeois interior – and the 

disappearance of this very subjectivity into the mass that crowds the passages, 

the 400 feet-wide avenues, and the panoramas, pleoramas, dioramas, and so 

on. Benjamin recollects the report of J.J. Honegger from 1874 according to 

whom Haussmann’s works were ‘a wholly appropriate representation of the 

absolute governing principles of the Empire: repression of every individual 

formation, every organic self-development, “fundamental hatred of all 

individuality”’ (Benjamin, 1999, p. 122). In this repressive and oppressive 

system, Haussmann actually achieved the ‘materialization of an urban system 

of perspective’ (McQuire, 2008, p. 37). In the reform of Paris, the idea of the 

street as a frame – and not only the street but private space as well – retook a 

principle of classical architecture dressing it up and portraying it as a novelty, 

turning the metropolis into a spectacle and a panorama of itself.  

The erection of the modern metropolis seems to represent, thus, the 

coronation of capitalist culture. With it, cities become ‘an example of 

phenomena too extensive in scale to be empirically visible to the human eye 

in one glance’ (Shields, 2004, p. 23), reproducing the multiple complexities of 

the new social reality known as modernity, as well as the inauguration of a 

new visuality. It is within this context of perceptual, economic, cultural and 

material revolution that ‘a crisis at the border between “representation” and 

“reality”, affecting all contemporary experiences of time, space and memory’ 

(McQuire, 1998, p. 1) is induced. Within the space of the metropolis, the 

invention of photography storms in, destabilizing the relations between 

absence and presence. It allows knowledge to travel and people to witness 

happenings outside previously established dimensions of time and space. As a 
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new possibility for knowledge, power - which was already visual - also became 

photographic.  

Uses of photography for nineteenth century political ideology 

As suggested by James L. Hevia (Hevia, 2014, p. 283), photography ‘not 

only created a sense of simultaneous temporal presence between a viewer and 

the images as a photographic print but was capable of bringing distant and 

remote places into the visible space of a viewing subject’. This sense of 

presence was harnessed mainly by anthropology and by museums, fusing the 

visual as a means for manipulating ‘the other’ and categorizing, as well as 

placing such human categories  

 
on a scale between civilised man and animal […] Features 
such as nakedness and the use of animal products […] 
communicated by means of photographs and visible 
artefacts in museums and magazine illustrations, became 
symbolic indicators of how close people were to nature’ 
(MacDougall, 1997, p. 279). 

 

Although not ‘bound up in a single apparatus of political and social 

power’ (Crary, 1992, 26),  

 
in a time of dramatic social change, photography seemed to 
offer a chance to make class positions transparent, both for 
photographer and client, even if only for the instant in 
which the picture was taken. In this sense, photography did 
not reflect class, it was class (Mirzoeff, 1999, p. 73). 

 

Marking a particular moment in Western society, photography came 

to occupy ‘the space between people and people, and people and things’ 

(Edwards, 2006, p. 27). More importantly, it did so because the ‘camera 

became a privileged metaphor for the hierarchical split between subjectivity 

and objectivity that positivism sought to enshrine as reality’ (McQuire, 1998, 

p. 36), occupying a specific place in daily life, oscillating between narcissism 

and voyeurism doing justice to the essentially modern contradictory needs of 
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hiding and being seen. Interestingly, Daguerre, Nièpce, and Talbot all 

described photography ‘in different terms than the machines, instruments, 

and processes of the Industrial Revolution’ (Marien, 2006, p. 23). Situating 

photography as a purely optical and chemical process, and hence ‘natural’, the 

inventors of photography located the medium in the realm of natural history, 

granting its integration, soon after, into ‘Western notions of empiricism, 

especially its core belief that knowledge should be based on disinterested 

observation, not personal opinion’ (Marien, 2006, p. 23). Against the belief of 

its inventors, thus, photography was clearly embedded within its historical 

present, that of modernity. The Age of Capital, as it has been called by Eric 

Hobsbawm (2010), is also the Age of Empires and if the first quarters of the 

nineteenth century offered internal stability for the European nation-states, 

elsewhere, that is, in the territories dominated directly or otherwise by 

European Imperialism, life was very different. 

 

 

Image 17. Unknown Photographer. City and Palace of Jaipur, India. Mid-nineteenth century. © Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London
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Image 18. London Stereoscopic & Photographic Company. Queen Victoria Jubilee Procession - The Indian 
Contingent. 22 June 1897. ©National Portrait Gallery, London. 
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Image 19. Felice Beato. A Japanese Lady, Kasasan, September 1863. Courtesy of Nagasaki University Library Collection 
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Image 20. Arthus Albert (Esmé) Collings. Miss Sassoon as a Japanese Lady, photogravure 1897. ©National Portrait 
Gallery, London. 
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Image 21.Unknown Photographer. Egyptian Bedouins, c.1870. ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 
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Image 22. Antoin Sevruguin. Arab Woman, c.1895-1900. ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 
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Image 23. Unknown Photographer. Sir Henry Morton Stanley and Kululu (Ndugu M'hali). Albumen Carte-de-visite, 
c.1872. ©National Portrait Gallery, London 
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What might be the oldest surviving daguerreotype presents us with the 

interior of a cabinet of curiosities, typical of modern Paris. Likewise, the first 

photograph ever to represent a human, also by Daguerre, gives us a view of the 

Boulevard du Temple, in Paris in 1838 (image 28, p. 75, ahead), considered to be 

the year of the invention (or discovery) of photography. Although the images 

produced by early photographers are not all of cities and urban environments, its 

simultaneous invention, as a technological unfolding of the Physionotrace (image 

24), and the Heliograph (image 25), derived from the logic and mechanisms of 

the camera obscura, photography, simultaneously invented in France, England 

and Brazil, had an essential and significant urban character. It is in the landscapes 

or bourgeois interiors of London and Paris that experiments with different 

materials and techniques took place. Anticipating the urban reforms to come 

some years later, photography’s practical uses and social meanings emerge 

precisely along with the rebuilding of Paris. Considered the “second invention of 

photography” by Mary Warner Marien (2006) the early attempts to theorize 

photography were, according to Walter Benjamin (1996), rudimentary. 

In the 1840s, the increasing proliferation of photography ‘was fostered by 

the equally uncertain definitions of art and science’ (Marien, 2006, p. 26). As such, 

photography occupied an ambiguous position within these different fields of 

knowledge. With the early outlines of photography’s meanings, there is a 

significant shift in the social value of the medium on two levels: ‘it belonged both 

to that period characterized by the “aura”, and to the “era of technical 

reproducibility”’ (Stiegler, 2015, p. 24). As a medium that exposes the relation 

between magic and technique, photography is quite unique and ‘predestined 

especially to draw attention to the cultural as well as social changes, or to the 

perception, reception, and production of art and its collective meaning’ (Stiegler, 

2015, p. 24). This unique character of photography exemplifies both the limits and 

possibilities of technical reproducibility: while it can restrict our imaginative 

faculties, it can also be experimental and constructive. Exploring the realms of 
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both art and science, from landscape to portraiture, photography came to serve 

different purposes according to the intention of its producer. Thus, from 

Daguerre and Talbot themselves to Anton Georg Martin, Alexandre Clausel, 

Hippolyte Bayard, J. T Zealy, Guillaume Claine and Hercule Florence, 

photography gained its multiple subjects, ranging from physiognomic portraiture 

(for scientific and police use) and artistic studio portraiture to photomicrograph, 

landscape, monument and typological photographs from the colonial domains. 

Alternating between the Daguerreotype and the Calotype (the negative-positive 

technique invented by Talbot), photographers would apply different techniques 

according to their objectives, rendering an experimental and flexible character to 

photography. Finally, as Mary Warner Marien recalls, the  

 

medium’s expansion was inextricably associated with world-
shaping forces. Industrial capitalism created a middle class of 
professionals, such as scientists, who began to use 
photography in their work. The rapid growth of cities 
facilitated the exchange of ideas among people interested in 
the medium of photography, and the shift of population from 
the countryside to the cities accentuated the desire for 
observable personal identity, fuelling the market for 
photographic portraits (Marien, 2006, pp. 29-30). 
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Image 24. Edme Quenedey. Physionotrace of Franz Joseph Haydn. Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr  
  

http://gallica.bnf.fr/
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Image 25. Joseph Nicephore Niépce. Portrait du Cardinal d'Amboise, héliographie sur étain - noir et blanc. © Musée 
Nicéphore Nièpce, Ville de Challon-sur-Sâone 
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If the modern metropolis, as previously stated, was too vast a 

phenomenon to be glanced at by the human eye, photography would arrive to 

help in re-representing and looking back at the now lost totality of social life, 

altering the way in which people related to the visual as well as the way in which 

the visual would relate to reality. The growing popularity of cityscapes in early 

photography seems to be connected not only with the growth of urban areas, but 

also with the Historic Monuments Commission of the French Ministry of the 

Interior, ‘charged with listing, surveying, and making recommendations for the 

historically correct restoration of French medieval and Gothic architecture’ 

(Marien, 2006, p. 57). These monuments had to be recognized as ‘cherished 

symbols of cultural achievement, intensified by France’s political and economic 

rivalry with Britain’ (ibid.). Such a task turned part of photography’s focus to 

architecture and, progressively, to more extensive views of cityscapes and, more 

locally, the streets, as in the case of Charles Nègre. 

As it becomes clear, the invention of photography is - despite the views 

the inventors and early photographers had - intimately connected to its historical 

present. Photography is a product of the increasing advance of technology and 

specialized knowledge that found their apex within industrial capitalism. The 

reflection on the practices and meanings of the invention, also, were deeply 

marked by the modern tempo and, on a metaphysical level, it transformed 

spatial-temporal relation offering a new type of relationship to reality. The rise of 

modernity and the specific context of its inception allows us to understand the 

history of photography better. Photography is mainly a phenomenon that allows 

for the discussion of the multiple characters of modernity, problematizing its 

diverse and different social contexts. In this sense, photography is a powerful 

historical articulator, since it brings us back and forth within historical presents. 

In relation to modernity, city-photography arises, amongst the different 

categories and modalities, as a particular and concrete example for theorizing 

photography within a cultural and social frame. The city bears the mark of the 
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revolution operated by modernity in everyday life, which can be witnessed 

precisely by its presence in photography. The continuity of such a relation today 

articulates the history of photographic practice and meaning providing us with a 

solid ground for understanding different social realities.  

Finally, beyond the relationship between the city and photography, the 

figure of the city-photographer, who sets out into the city in order to portray it, 

stands out as an unexplored figure in the history of photography and of 

modernity. As Christopher Phillips (2005, p. 11) interestingly points out, 

photography was not just a creation of modernity, but also a means to understand 

it and, in this sense, a producer of that same modernity. Just as it ‘occupied 

countless architect, writers, artists,’ photographers focused their lenses on the 

city for different reasons and purposes. In fact, finding a place in the city seems 

to have occurred naturally for photography. After all, the invention of the 

technology would translate in a new way – as will be discussed ahead – how the 

city was starting to be understood, which implied in coping with its uniqueness 

also as an image. 

Acting in specific localities and, therefore, constricted to them, the city-

photographer offers a set of restricted views on the same context. Even if 

portraying different cities throughout time, the work of the photographer in the 

city is restricted to the specificity of the urban environment. Regardless of the 

choice for people or architecture, the city-photographer deliver us a vibrant 

ensemble of images that, whether in the present or retroactively, allows 

problematizing the whole idea of modernity according, precisely to the different 

contexts and realities. This affirmation can be criticised once it could quickly lead 

us into assuming that the photographer, in some way, always tells the truth; that 

what we see in a photograph is an image of reality. This myth of photographic 

truth has been extensively debated and dismissed and yet (precisely because it is 

a myth), it continues. It is precisely because of this risk that the focus is turned 

to the photographer as a practitioner, both amateur and professional, and not 
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merely to his or her images. Not only the photographs but also the photographer 

must be contextualized and situated historically. If the city and photography 

relate by making explicit that modernity ‘designates an epoch [and] the energies 

which are at work in this epoch to bring it close [anverwandeln] to antiquity’ 

(Benjamin, 2006, p. 110), the figure of the city-photographer resumes such a 

relation. Methodologically, it allows specifying local contexts and choosing 

specific cases from where to draw empirical material. As such, idealizing the 

figure of the city-photographer, one draws closer to the vernacular of modernity, 

with its physiognomies and types, investigating not only the products of 

nineteenth century modernity (at first), but also its actors by experimenting on 

different narratives, cultural and social histories and keeping the track of the 

references which inform the concept of modernity used in this research. Finally, 

also the term “city-photography” comes in as a critical methodological concept, 

revising the literature that covers the relation between city and photography in 

terms of genre within photographic theory. 

In the following chapter, I will discuss the concept of city-photography 

vis-à-vis street photography, recognized in no small part of the literature as a type 

of photographic practice in a crossroad of genres with no clear definition (Bate, 

2016; Clarke, 1997; Scott, 2009; Wells, 2015). I will argue how a broader, 

overarching, polysemic idea of city-photography must be thought for critically 

engaging with the city as an object of photography drawing on the writings of 

Georges Didi-Huberman (2003a), Philippe Dubois (1990), Fraya Frehse (2006, 

2010), John Berger (2008) and others, to propose a conception of city-

photography as a category that respects photography’s both documental and 

phenomenal sides. In addition, this methodological discussion prepares the 

argument for reflecting on the figure of the city–photographer as a “produced 

producer” of modernity, translating into images the cultural and social 

aspirations (or criticism) of its time, since, as a historical figure, it interpreted 

what he or she saw through what it was known or believed. 
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2. City-photography and the city-photographers 

A good photograph is knowing where to stand. 
Ansel Adams 

 

The development of photography in the context of nineteenth century 

industrial capitalism made it not only a technique, ‘but also and overall a tool of 

multiple expressions’ (Vercheval, 1993, p. 9). Photography developed as both an 

apparatus for scientific knowledge and a site for knowledge itself. It also reshaped 

our connection to matters of memory and community, nationhood and identity, 

art and history. Thus, it acts as a creative instrument which is simultaneously 

collective and individual. Moreover, the multiple characters of photography are 

interestingly articulated in the practice of photographic representation of cities. 

After all, as Rosemary Hawker (2013, p. 343) recollects, the ‘city has always been 

a ready subject for photography, its accelerating change coinciding with the mid-

nineteenth century invention of the medium’. With the increasing changes in 

photographic technology that allowed for shorter exposure times, the 

photographic representation of the city ‘developed into a genre based on 

spontaneity and celebrating the activity and excitement of the city’ (ibid). Such 

genre came to be known as street photography, which stands – as shall be 

discussed further on – for a plethora of different genres, artistic and documental. 

Although it became a common standpoint for discussing the city through 

photography, street photography lacks a precise definition, reducing its 

capabilities for understanding the issue of city representation in photographic 

practice. 

If the city has always been a subject for photography, the richness of such 

an articulation resides precisely in its versatility, as multiple as modernity, which 

demands a broader, more involving definition of the practice. In this chapter, 

therefore, the representation of the city in photography will be discussed by 

proposing a broadening of the genre ‘street photography’, in order to achieve a 

larger, polysemic reading of the urban environment through the photographic 
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image. The methodological category of city-photography will be outlined by not 

only defining what the photograph of the city is about but also how the 

photographer of the city - central for the definition of a genre – act and, what role 

he or she plays. If, one questions the representation and role of the city in 

photography, it is necessary to subsequently ask who creates the representation 

through photography and how he or she does it. In other words, this chapter will 

be dedicated to further explore the relation between the city and photography 

through the works and figures of those who set out to photograph the city. What 

matters here is to look at the city through photography and vice-versa as a 

dialectical relation. Such a stance not only unfolds according to the previously 

indicated dialectical, multiple character of modernity but also provides a more 

complex, richer account on the issue, thereby opening it up for criticism. 

From Street Photography to City-Photography: reflections on a 
problematic genre 

 

 

Image 26. Charles Marville.  The Seine from the Pont du Carrousel Looking towards Notre Dame. Salted paper print 
from paper negative mounted on paperboard sheet, 15.8x42.7cm, 1853. Courtesy National Gallery of Art, 

Washington. 

 
The recurrent example of a street-photographer as briefly sketched in the 

previous chapter, is that of Charles Marville who, while working for the municipal 

administration for fifteen years, registered the disappearance of medieval Paris. 

From wide to very narrow angles, Marville portrayed the monumentality of the 
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modern city and the obsolescence of the medieval alleys. As in the case of The 

Seine from the Pont du Carrousel, looking toward Notre Dame, from 1854 (image 

26, above), the landfills of the riverbeds, the scaffolding of the Louvre and many 

other details accentuate the aforementioned “strategic embellishment” of the 

new city. The Notre Dame itself, appearing in the background of the image, 

expresses the other side of the act of photographing the city: although the streets 

of Paris were to be rebuilt, Marville posits linearity and continuity between the 

medieval monument and the modernity to come. Because of its specific vantage 

point, our gaze is led to roam the beds of the Seine all the way up to the cathedral, 

thus seeing the merging of the scaffoldings and landfills of an emergent city with 

the symbolical Île de la Cité in the background, as a continuity. Just the same, the 

photograph of the Spire of Notre Dame (image 27) centralizes the medieval 

monument, which was renovated by the architect Viollet-le-Duc, with whom 

Marville worked, and oversees the Seine. The high shot allows us not only to 

witness numerous scaffolds throughout the city; it also makes a powerful 

statement: it connects the modern present with the traditional past by 

centralizing one of Paris’ main buildings. This correspondence, however, is not 

random. It is a correspondence between the secular and the religious that 

commemorates the cultural heritage of the French nation by monumentalizing 

both history and present (cf. Marien, 2006; McQuire, 1998; Westerbeck & 

Meyerowitz, 2001). I might suggest that this act of presenting the past within a 

“presentist” landscape is an act of historicizing the modern. This historicity calls 

for attention. According to Christine De Nayer (1993, p. 43), the nineteenth 

century, by putting into place a ‘jurisdiction capable of protecting the industrial 

world from itself’, merged the historicity of monuments - that the Renaissance 

had erected as measure of historical values - with a new form of monumentality: 

that of modernity. Moreover, it relates to the observation made by Baudelaire, 

mentioned in the previous chapter, according to which there is a tendency in 
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modernity to deal with even the closest past as if it belonged to Antiquity, by 

monumentalizing it. 

 

 

Image 27. Charles Marville. The spire of the Notre-Dame by Viollet-le-Duc, albumen print, c.1855. © Victoria and 
Albert Museum. 
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Through inventories and laws for the protection of patrimony, which 

‘aimed to contain the expansion of capitalism and the upheaval that it implied’ 

(De Nayer, 1993, p. 43), and the photographic mission of photographers such as 

Marville in Paris and, Guillaume Claine in Brussels, past and present, the old and 

the new, merged. Despite the narrative of a total rupture with the past, modernity 

appears to us in the photographs more as a historical revival than as the 

presupposed novelty. The conservation of that which had ceased to be, such as 

the portrayal of Rue de Constantine before its disappearance, shows precisely a 

conservative drive that demands the existence of memory, a memory that should 

do justice to both the past and the present, linking them linearly through new 

and modern means. 

This reading shifts the focus to a historical reading of Marville’s work, but 

beyond the images, searching for the meaning of the author’s work within its 

context. At the same time, such reading shows a figure that reappears continually 

in the history of photography, producing different images in different realities 

and with different meanings. Two of Marville’s photographs are quintessential of 

how the photographer of the city can offer insights into the development of 

modern society. The figure of a “city-photographer”, by allowing the merging of 

historical and visual readings (whether art historical, aesthetic, and so forth) of 

modernity, does so through the tools of modernity itself. As such, it appears to 

the researcher as a methodological tool which contributes to the analysis of the 

emergence of the modern, since, as an essentially modern phenomenon 

(considering its coefficient of ephemerality, thus), photography would, 

eventually, no longer be ‘associated with new and sudden social shifts’ (Marien, 

2006, p. 233). Nonetheless, as a methodological tool, the city-photographer must 

be located in the broad analytical category of city-photography, a category rarely, 

if ever, contextualized in the history of the technology. As such, reflecting on the 

representation of the city in it is the first step for addressing the potential figure 

of the city-photographer.  
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Image 28. Louis Daguerre. Boulevard du Temple, 1838. Source: Wikipedia 

 

As a scenario, the city seems to have risen rather naturally and logically 

for photographers. Being both modern discursive forms, photography and the 

city converged offering us a window onto how ‘urban spaces were beginning to 

be viewed in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century’ (Clarke, 1997, p. 

75). This meant readdressing the visual complexity ‘of a city as both an image and 

an experience’ (Clarke, 1997, p. 75), making photography of and in the city a 

constant in the history of the medium. One of the first and most important 

photographs by Daguerre, from 1838 (image 28), portrays precisely the urban 

landscape of the Boulevard Du Temple, in Paris. This photograph is not only 

iconic for being one of the earliest photographs, but because it is the first dated 

photograph to portray people. Since the exposure time in the inception of the 

medium was too long, people could not be captured if not in studio portraiture. 
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When Daguerre took the photograph, however, a shoe-shiner and his customer 

stood long enough on the street corner to have their physiognomy captured. 

Furthermore, the vertical pole in which the camera works, rising way over the 

street level, induces control over the landscape on a panoramic fashion, and over 

the detail, expressed in the human figures. Unsurprisingly, Daguerre, who was 

one of the inventors of photography, had been a famous panorama painter and 

the inventor of the diorama, which, in Graham Clarke’s analysis meant precisely 

to suggest ‘control and possession by the eye’ (1997, p. 76). The case suggests that 

the outline of city-photography, as well as the figure of the city-photographer, 

can be traced, therefore, from one of the earliest photographic images. 

As Daguerre’s image of the Boulevard Du Temple shows us, the 

possibilities for photographing the city and being a photographer of the city are 

intimately connected to the development of camera technology. Since long 

exposures did not allow moving pedestrians to be portrayed within the urban 

landscape, city-photographs were composed as phantasmatic scenarios, as empty 

stages waiting for the drama to begin and the actors to play their part in the 

tragedy of modernity (cf. Bolle, 1988). These observations however are seldom 

related to an idea of city-photography. Instead, it is common to come across the 

category, sub-genre or method of street photography. Such is the case for David 

Bate (2016), to whom street photography derives directly from documentary 

photography, through which the ‘often critical-minded photographer’ (p. 142) 

addresses the social, and to whom ‘the real innovation in street photography’ 

(Bate, 2016, p. 142) would only have happened in the 1950’s with Robert Frank’s 

work. Just the same, for Liz Wells (2015) street photography takes on a task on 

the crossroads between different genres and practices. In accordance with Clive 

Scott (2009), Wells understands street photography to appeal stylistically to both 

vernacular and high art photography, which definitely adds complexity to the 

subject.  
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Contradicting David Bate’s observation, Clive Scott’s work on street 

photography presents a rich argument on the meaning of street photography as 

an in-between category that plays with both documentary and aesthetics. In his 

words, both street and documentary photography are ‘genres on an equal footing, 

pulling in radically different directions’ (2009, p. 6). Whereas the latter  

 
tends to imply […] that social predicaments are permanent, are 
evidence of powerlessness in the face of endemic social 
inequalities, street photography depicts predicaments as 
(hopefully) temporary, a glitch in a colourful (sic) and varied 
existence (Scott, 2009, p. 7) 

 

In other words, while documentary photography focuses on the depicted 

precisely as document, street photography focus is on the happening as a 

temporal episode. As an example, Scott (2009, p. 7) adds that ‘while both […] can 

concern with, say, tramps, the documentary is more likely to find the down-and-

out, while the street photograph will give us the clochard, down on his luck, but 

weathering the storm’. Throughout his reflection, however, these differences and 

essential meanings of documentary and street photography refer more to the 

social use of the photographs than to a matter of style or form. In this sense, the 

idea of street photography as a photography of the city appears as a crossroads of 

genres, ‘a constellation of attitudes and stylistic features’ (Scott, 2009, p. 16). 

From a historical perspective, the concept of street photography is ideally 

suited. It stands for a practice that started to spread in Europe soon after the 

invention of photography and consisted of photographers going to the streets to 

do their work. As such, the street is central to the history of photography. 

However, by claiming a genre, sub-genre or methodology that centres on the 

street, it seems that the photographic practice becomes restrained to the 

specificity of the street as the smallest common denominator of the urban 

experience. As photography manages to miniaturize the urban, working within 

this premise demands expanding the understanding we have of the photographic 

practice in the urban environment. The city is not only the street; the street itself 
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‘does not exist unlinked from the house’ (Frehse, 2010, p. 29), just as it does not 

exist separated from being in the street, that is, from the human activity that gives 

life to the environment. The street as a social space is moulded according to the 

specificity of its location. In the nineteenth century, the street will constitute the 

‘space that synthesizes the concepts of fugacity and transience that characterize 

this social and cultural reality’ (Frehse, 2006, p. 305). In any society, streets 

contain more than whatever they may show us in a first glance; they are relational 

and connective spaces between private and public spheres. Although the origins 

of the concept of public and private sphere ‘go back to various historical phases’ 

(Habermas, 1991, p. 1), it refers here, at a first moment, specifically to the things 

particular to the “civil society”, that is, to the sphere of collective, shared social 

experience. It has to be noted, however, that the concepts of public and private 

sphere suffer a dramatic change with the success of industrial capitalism. This 

change exposes the essentially bourgeois consolidation of such spheres, 

unfolding into categories of legitimation, authority and the consolidation of the 

public as the expression of general participation while reinforcing capitalist 

systems of production. Moreover, wherever the economic system prevails in 

moulding a hegemonic and homogeneous system of space and time not without 

conflict and contradictions, especially considering the fact that, beyond the 

borders of the hegemonic societies, the distinction between the public and 

private spheres prevails as an imported and imposed structure (cf. Habermas, 

1991; Negt & Kluge, 1993).  

While characterizing the city in photography as a means for 

understanding social shifts, and social reality, the sub-genre of street 

photography thus does not provide the necessary grounding for justifying the 

choice of object. Once it relates to the city only as content, street photography 

refuses to reflect on the relation between city and photography in its broader 

historical, practical and cultural aspects, such as, for instance, the technological 

history of the practice. Additionally, the evolution of camera technology, clearly 
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shows that the will of portraying the city existed ever since the beginning of 

photography. Before the categorization of styles and conventions into genres or 

sub-genres, technicians, including Talbot himself, incessantly worked on the 

creation of cameras that could be portable, lighter, of larger format and easier to 

manoeuvre, allowing the photographer to portray open spaces. Expectedly, many 

types of photographic cameras are developed precisely in the decades following 

the heralding of photography by Daguerre, such as the first camera designed for 

stereo-photography in 1853, for example. Furthermore, up until the 1880s, ‘[o]ver 

twenty different British patents were granted for in-camera processing’ 

(Pritchard, 2008b, p. 252), whereas the ‘basic design of studio cameras did not 

change significantly after the early 1860s’ (Pritchard, 2008a, p. 248). The 

progressive changes operated in camera technology destined for practices other 

than studio photography testify to the numerous attempts to provide 

photographic cameras with a wider range of possibilities. The advent of street 

photography within the history of photography, nonetheless, blurs the potential 

for an account on the photographic representation of the city by taking for 

granted the many layers of relations between the technique itself and the urban 

scene. Defined as it is, either as a genre or sub-genre, street photography simply 

registers what it is presented with, as if impartial, objective and unaware of the 

technological developments necessary for it to be possible. It is as if only the 

events registered by the camera were social phenomena, and not the camera 

itself. This blurry definition of street photography between sub-genre and 

practice, summarized post hoc by the history of photography, decreases the 

potential of looking at the city, in its diverse aspects, within photography, which 

poses a methodological and theoretical challenge. An understanding of city 

photography beyond the interstitial genre of street photography, therefore, is 

demanded.  

As Georges Didi-Huberman states (2003a), in its phenomenological side, 

every image is itself événement. To the extent that a photograph is a relational 
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phenomenon – it creates a relation between the photographed phenomenon, and 

it is phenomenal itself - the idea of street photography as documental or as a 

method circumscribes the street to the photograph. It turns the street into an 

epiphenomenon of photography, or, more clearly, it turns the photograph of the 

street into a proof of the reality of the street. In this track, attempting to 

understand the relation between city and photography directly through its 

representational level by evoking the commonly referred idea of street 

photography takes us back into the myth of photographic truth. Just the same, 

the opposite is true: by denying the documental side of photography, locating 

them ‘in the sphere of simulacrum […] one excludes them from the historical field 

as such’8 (Didi-Huberman, 2003a, p. 99). The focus on the need to consider both 

the documental and phenomenic sides of photography thus expands the 

understanding of city photography beyond the limits of street photography. It 

looks at the practice of photographers in the street, capturing fragments of social 

reality, but it also looks at such practices as part of the city itself and understands 

the city as a more significant, broader phenomenon consisting of events that give 

shape to social life. It is a matter, thus, of sticking with, but surpassing, 

representation (of which the document is part), and production (of which the 

event of photography itself is part of). 

This methodological turn on the coining of a particular understanding of 

the city in photography brings back a critical take on the modern character of the 

medium. City-photography must emerge as an analytical tool that allows the 

researcher to consider, by taking on both the material (the form) and the 

phenomenic (the event) sides of photography, exactly the link of photography 

and modernity: its ephemerality, its monumental task, its connection to memory 

and new perceptions of time and space. City-photography, thus, as an analytical 

tool is not only a representation but an active producer of reality. It stands for the 

universe of photographs that are not only taken in the city, but that talk about 

                                                           
8 [...] dans la sphère du simulacre [...] on les exclut du champ historique comme tel. 
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and with the city: its people, its forms, its history, its monuments and buildings, 

its social uprisings, revolts, shifts, its everyday life; in sum, everything that takes 

place within the urban. Constructed in such a way, the idea of city-photography 

does justice to Didi-Huberman’s (2003a) observation which states that if images 

lie, they may not lie at all times and, just the same, if they tell us the truth, they 

do so partially. Without narrowing it down to one sub-genre, or a crossroad of 

genres, it is important to bear in mind the retroactive and arbitrary division of 

artistic practices into specific genres. This allows thinking of city-photography as 

an analytical tool that accommodates, within the photographic representation of 

the city, the different influences, styles, themes, mottos and topics that would, 

otherwise, comprise one or another photograph, one or another author, to 

specific genres.  Understood as such, city-photography is oriented by ‘a way of 

knowing that is properly ethnographic’ (Frehse, 2006, p. 300), since it is a 

‘“posture” towards knowledge, a way of precisely positioning oneself in front of 

the context of study’ (Frehse, 2006, p. 301). If traditionally, anthropology demands 

such posture to be based in the tête-à-tête contact with the “other,” here we find 

an opening for ethnographic practice by understanding the historical document 

– in this case, the photographic image – as a platform of what Fraya Frehse (2006) 

calls “double objectification”. This means positing that historical documents are, 

themselves, objectification, since they are the product of someone else’s approach 

to social reality. In other words, city-photography understood as an analytic 

category becomes an ethnographic tool that offers an epistemological 

perspective. Following the words of Frehse (idem, p.32), it ‘involves the 

construction of the methodological reference, the survey, systematization and 

analysis of the data and the writing of the monographic text’, so long as it has 

been theoretically adequately formulated, defined and situated in the 

spatiotemporal scenario.  

The suggestion of control of the city by the view, as in Daguerre’s 

Boulevard du Temple, is a good example of such objectification. Although such 
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control is implied in the nature photograph itself, the analysis of the 

particularities of the image grants an ethnographic interpretation of Daguerre’s 

own interpretation. It translates the symbolism implied in the technical aspects 

of the photo (the height of the shot and the framing), and in its content. This sets 

up a basis for approaching matters of social and cultural analysis by addressing 

both the act of photographing and the meaning of such an act in relation to its 

content and vice-versa. Daguerre’s image resumes the need for understanding 

city photography – and photography itself – as the modern phenomenon of 

attempting to preserve the fugitive. City-photography understood as such stands 

for the photographic representation of the city as a polysemic category that, by 

drawing attention to both the author and the image, opens itself up for the 

multiple meanings contained within the image, while being considered and 

addressed from an interdisciplinary perspective. The central question concerning 

the need of a different concept of city-photography is: does not photographs like 

the ones by Felice Beato or John Thomson (images 29 & 31) showing squatting 

Delhi residents, perhaps waiting for the call to pray, and performing canal 

workers who avoid looking back to the camera show us something that goes 

beyond the level of the street into matters of social organization, cultural values, 

and practices? The physical manner through which people wait and relate to 

work, on the cases cited, but also the way in which the city is put forward as the 

stage where these practices of toil and rest, take place and how this city is brought 

forth into occupying the main subject of the lenses. As in William Strudwick’s 

photograph of the Houses of the Parliament (image 29); do these photographs do 

not go beyond what they merely “describe” or “capture”? The answer to that 

resides on looking what the city-photographer – with the aid of other genres – 

does.  
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Image 29. Felice Beato. Mosque in Delhi, 1858. © The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles 
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Image 30. William Strudwick. Houses of Parliament, Westminster. Albumen Print., c. 1865. ©Victoria & Albert 
Museum, London.
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Image 31. John Thomson. Canal Workers, from "Street Life in London". Woodburytype, 1877-1878. ©Victoria & Albert 
Museum 
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The photographer’s work in the nineteenth century. 

 

If at first the ‘pioneers of photography portrayed it as a way to generate 

pictures independent of the physical talent and mental effort of the camera 

operator’ (Marien, 2006, p. 23), with the increasing demands of knowledge of the 

chemical processes and technical issues, by the end of the 19th century, 

photography acquired a significance ‘that reached beyond photography alone’ 

(Westerbeck & Meyerowitz, 2001, p. 72). In addition, photography was 

progressively becoming a professionalized practice. Photography went beyond 

both the aesthetical concerns of art and matters of technology, becoming – to a 

great extent because of precisely aesthetics and technicity – a way of seeing the 

world, of inhabiting it by reaching out to its content. Although assuming a 

Western notion of empiricism according to which knowledge could be reached 

through “objective” observation, photography interpreted the world in a political 

way. Beyond a stance that sometimes is pretentiously assumed as neutral by the 

photograph, photography became a means for different ends. Consequently, 

photographers flourished. However, the topic around which discussions revolved 

in the early development of photography was regarding the relation between 

photography and the arts. In fact, within all the uses photography was given, this 

probably constituted the central problem of the new technology.  To Charles 

Baudelaire, for instance, photography should remain as a servant both to the arts 

and to science. Likewise, John Ruskin found photography ‘a matter of serious 

concern’ (Marien, 2006, p. 76), proclaiming it, a year after praising the 

daguerreotype, that it significantly altered the viewer’s perception of the artwork.  

According to Mary Warner Marien (2006), France and England, 

hegemonically recognized as the birthplaces of photography, saw the rise of a 

fruitful and long-lasting debate between advocates and critics of the technology. 

In France, Gustave Le Gray, drawing on principles of painting, ‘advocated a theory 

of sacrifices, that is, of giving up particulars, and composing the picture surface 

either with sharply defined tonal areas or through softness’ (Marien, 2006, p. 77). 
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Contrary to the critics, Le Gray thought that photography could develop people’s 

taste. Manipulating the photographs in a series of ways, but mainly by developing 

them in different manners, Le Gray merged science and art, attempting to achieve 

an aesthetic harmony. Overall, ‘[t]he most profound changes arising in the first 

fifteen years of photography were less visible than the profusion of images 

generated by the new medium and the debate about its worth as art’ (Marien, 

2006, p. 79). This question was further expanded to the issue of art reproduction. 

As a means for cataloguing and educating – in the same logic as photography was 

used in anthropology and other sciences – the photographic reproduction of 

works of art became a sizeable institutional enterprise that sought to democratize 

the access to art as well as to reinforce the civilizational character of European 

societies. This endeavour once again problematized the artistic character of 

photography, whose existence can also be understood by the fact that many of 

the early photographers began as painters.  

As Gisèle Freund investigated in her canonical work Photography & 

Society (1980), the debate on the relationship between photography and art 

expresses the changing social taste that was inextricably connected to the of 

French bourgeoisie’s coming to power. Such a change was related to the 

technological progress of society, from which art is not excluded. Concerning 

photography, Freund distinguishes two opposite aesthetical directions, especially 

in photographic portraiture, one progressive and the other regressive. 

Photographers such as Nadar, Le Gray, Carjat, and Robinson represent the 

progressive aesthetics, having produced photographs that merged technical 

dominion and educated taste. Essential in this relation was the non-

commodification of the photograph linked to the informed taste of the 

photographers and a personal social liaison between photographers and different 

personalities. This turned the photographer into a personality whose value was 

not only dependent on payments, but also on social recognition. In other words, 

while many discussions were being made, the actual work of the photographers 
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provided a social recognition and legitimation that affirmed photography as art. 

This recognition stemmed from the cultural capital that some photographers 

were able to transpose to their work, applying the principles of art – especially 

painting – to their images’ composition.  

As photography became widespread and more accessible, photographers 

could only attain a secure income if they  

 

catered to the taste of a new clientele. It is at this point that the 
second period in the history of photographic style begins. 
Photographers who wanted to make money were forced to 
adapt their artistic standards to the taste of a new clientele 
which consisted of the rich bourgeoisie (Freund, 1980, p. 43). 

 

Le Gray’s case was typical of this second period. Refusing to adapt to the 

proto-industrial photographic market, concerned primarily with the aesthetic 

principles of his work, Le Gray, who had been once sponsored by a wealthy 

patron, went nearly bankrupt when having to compete with the studio of the 

Bisson Brothers, on the floor above Le Gray’s own studio. Le Gray ended his 

activities as a photographer and left for Egypt where he remained until his death. 

Thus, the ‘early artist-photographers were either replaced by commercial 

photographers or they themselves became professionals for whom profit was 

more important than quality’ (Freund, 1980, p. 51). 

The dilemma between art and photography could only be fruitful to the 

extent of the photographer’s class position, given the pressure for an economic 

rationale as the photographic field expanded and technology developed. 

Furthermore, the debate was an expression of the rising triumph of positivism, 

which charged art ‘with scientific precision and the faithful reproduction of an 

objectified reality’ (Freund, 1980, p. 69). Tied to conceptions of realism as both 

an aesthetical end to be met and an epistemological principle of objectivity, 

photography remained a rich site of contradiction and discussion. Importantly, 

the discussion, ‘frequently served to camouflage economic rivalry’ (Freund, 1980, 
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p. 83). As cameras grew smaller and the process quicker in the 1850s and 1860s 

(Pritchard, 2008a, 2008b), the individual identity of photography became less 

evident, and photography grew as ‘an increasingly impersonal trade’ (Freund, 

1980, p. 86). 

 
 
 
 

 

Image 32. Unknown Maker, French. Study of Rocks. Daguerreotype, c.1845. © The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles. 
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Image 33. Roger Fenton. Dinornis Elephantopus. Salted Print Paper, 1854-1858. © The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los 
Angeles. 
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The more photography spread, the more professional it became, tending 

to specialization. As such, scientific (anthropological and medical), documental, 

expeditionary and archaeological photographic genres emerged in the specific 

context of 19th century industrial society as a means to explore, expand, 

commercialize and impose imaginaries of objective truth. Of all of the 

photographic practices, however, probably none ‘acquired quite the aura of magic 

that the portrait photograph did’ (Marien, 2006, p. 61). Portraiture rendered a 

post-life possible (even if sometimes the portrayed was a deceased subject) of the 

photographed subjects. Furthermore, the ‘relatively few visible traces of its 

manufacture’ (Marien, 2006, p. 74) helped photography’s objective authority, 

portraying things “as they were”. In this sense, portraiture, which also included 

ethnographic images, was decisive for the widespread idea that photographs 

demanded no interpretation.  

One needs only to look at the way in which subjects were represented 

photographically. In the two following cases, we have portraits of warriors of 

different sorts. First, Giuseppe Garibaldi, the leader of the Risorgimento that led 

to the 1861 unification of the Italian kingdoms and principalities into the modern 

monarchical nation-state of Italy. The second image shows us a group of Samurai, 

whose symbolic role in Japanese society was then at stake due to the Japanese 

intention of opening up to the West, which would be achieved by suppressing 

some of its most ancient traditions such as that of samurai servitude, since the 

opening was forced by the West, specifically the United States. The first image, 

by Gustave Le Gray, presents us with a person of strong character. The frowning 

eyebrows transmit a penetrating gaze and, while one hand rests on the waist, 

relaxed, the other betrays the relaxation, showing promptitude. The fade 

surrounding Garibaldi centres his figure and the contrast between the light 

trousers and darker shirt maintain our focus on Garibaldi’s face and hands. Most 

of all, though, the image suggests that we are in front of a hero.  
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Additionally, it is important to pay attention to the format in which 

Garibaldi’s image was produced. The carte-de-visite format, ‘[p]erfected and 

patented in 1854 by French photographer André Adolphe Eugène Disdéri (1819-

1889), […] was a small portrait photograph originally intended to be pasted to the 

back of a regular visiting card’ (Marien, 2006, p. 84). Incredibly successful, the 

carte-de-visite freed the photographer from expensive lighting and a long 

retouching process, making the image cheaper for the customer, while also giving 

the sitter more liberty, since many photographs were taken from a longer 

distance as full-length portraits. Not only were these images cheaper for all, but 

their format also allowed the photographs to travel and being given as presents. 

In fact, carte-de-visite responded to what, in Mary Warner Marien’s words (2006), 

seemed to be a collecting urge. 

 

People amassed cartes of famous people much as they 
accumulated stereos of notable natural wonders, placing them 
in plush albums. Such renowned figures as France’s Emperor 
Napoleon III, President Abraham Lincoln in the United States, 
and members of Britain’s royal family recognized the public’s 
craving to possess their likeness, and willingly posed for 
photographs […] The vogue lasted about ten years, having 
saturated the market with millions of images (Marien, 2006, p. 
85) 

 

The second photograph, as already stated, shows us a delegation of four 

samurais. Two of them sit, while the remaining stand. They are dressed in 

traditional Japanese clothing, and we know they are samurai by both their haircut 

and the carrying of two swords, which was only permitted to their class. The elder 

holds an envelope and, similar to the samurai sitting left in front of him, does not 

look at the camera. On the other hand, the samurais on the edges of the frame 

stare back at us, defiantly. The samurai sitting right in the middle of the frame 

supports his arm on his sword while his sitting comrade clenches his fist around 

a fan that can be easily mistaken for a knife. Different from Garibaldi, these 

warriors do not seem to inspire, but to defy us. Whereas Garibaldi is shown as a 
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merciful man, pulling his sword away from the viewer and reposing gently with a 

hand on his waist, the samurais seem tense. The blurry sword of the samurai to 

the right of the frame and the envelope hanging from the other samurai’s hand 

suggest they might have been in a hurry. How to understand, further this relation, 

however? 

As Elizabeth Edwards discusses, (2001, p. 8), photographs are inscribed 

with the past, with histories, and stories. As photographs carry moral value they 

‘become symbolic structures, reifying culturally-formed images as observed 

realities’. As such, the photographic meaning is ‘not necessarily in the 

photographs themselves, but in their suggestive appearances within different 

contexts, as people and things decontextualized within them are transposed 

within the culture of viewing’ (Edwards, 2001, p. 8). Although photographs 

cannot be reduced to their historical and historiographical character, they are, 

nonetheless, a product of history and a fragment of history that arrives at us in 

the present. The following images of Garibaldi and of the Satsuma clan 

delegation, therefore, carry, embedded into their materiality, a social biography 

that relates to nineteenth century ways of seeing. Exploring this side of 

photography is important, because it allows us to dig further into photographic 

meaning, understanding the intentions and subliminal messages inscribed in the 

performance formed by the encounter of the photographer and the 

photographed. 
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Image 34. Gustave Le Gray.  Portrait of Giuseppe Garibaldi. Albumen Silver Print, June 1860. © The J. Paul Getty 
Museum. Los Angeles. 
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Image 35. Felice Beato. Portrait of the Satsuma Clan Envoys. Albumen Silver print, November 1863. Partial gift from 
the Wilson Centre for Photography to The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles 
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In the example above, it is relevant to reserve a moment to think of each 

photographer. Gustave Le Gray, who took Garibaldi’s portrait, was a successful 

portraitist who became Napoleon III’s official photographer, who, in his turn, was 

decisive for the victory of Piedmont, supporting the Risorgimento troops. 

Furthermore, Le Gray was part of the Historical Monuments Commission, which 

photographed French and French-colonial archaeological monuments. Thus, it is 

not difficult to assume that the heroic-pious portrayal of Garibaldi was part of the 

national image-making ideology of the Second Empire. Just the same, Felice 

Beato, who was one of the first war photographers and of prime importance for 

the British Empire’s photographing of colonial India, shows us one particular 

imagery of Japan to which meaning is given by a decontextualized symbolism. 

Beato ‘had superb connections with the British military’ (Bennett, 2006, p. 88) 

and although his work in Japan differs from the work he had previously done in 

China and India, the Satsuma delegates photograph was taken during an episode 

of tension between the Satsuma clan and the British government due to the 

assassination of an English merchant 

(http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/241288/felice-beato-portrait-of-the-

satsuma-clan-envoys-british-november-1863/ - last visited 12 December 2016) . Thus, 

Beato transmits the tension of the episode by a specific display of his subjects. It 

is in this sense that one must understand photographs as belonging to specific 

contexts despite their mostly decontextualized existence (cf.Edwards, 2001). Such 

a context is not only historical, which relates to the conditions of production, but 

also refer to their performative conditions, which comes forth in the composition 

of the image itself. In other words, it is necessary to think of photography under 

its conditions of production and in connection to the photographer as a producer 

conscious of his or her choices regarding the portrayed subject. 

The Photographer’s way of seeing. 

The case of portraiture illustrates the affirmation made by John Berger 

according to which (2008, Ch.1 sc.32), the ‘way we see things is affected by what 

http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/241288/felice-beato-portrait-of-the-satsuma-clan-envoys-british-november-1863/
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/241288/felice-beato-portrait-of-the-satsuma-clan-envoys-british-november-1863/
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we know or what we believe’. As such, vision is not only a biological, mechanical 

reaction to light but also a social, cultural and historical phenomenon. Seeing is 

interpreting and what we see is a product of choice. The interesting peculiarity 

of photography is that at its inception, the photographic image was believed to 

break with this logic. This draws back to the previously discussed ideology that 

structured modernity. The rise of a stratified society that posited the autonomy 

of the individual through the belief of objective knowledge transformed the 

methods through which humankind produced knowledge. In the visual field, this 

was achieved by the development of perspective, established in the early 

Renaissance and culminating in the invention of photography. Perspective 

‘centres everything on the eye of the beholder […] Perspective makes the single 

eye the centre of the visible world. Everything converges on to the eye as to the 

vanishing point of infinity’ (Berger, 2008, Ch.1, scs. 127-137). If this is true, 

regarding photography, what we have is the vanishing point from the eye of the 

photographer. 

As in the case of Azevedo’s panoramic shot of São Paulo (image 36), the 

viewer’s sight tends to the infinite. The foreground, having captured parked 

wagon wheels which facilitated the transportation of coffee from the hinterland 

to the port of Santos, adds a feeling of movement to the photo’s depth. The 

diagonal line of the railway that cuts across the image prompts our eyes to explore 

further into the image, to roam towards the flatlands in the background that 

continues beyond the frame. By putting himself close to the railway, too, Azevedo 

transcribes to the image a striking notion of dimension positing the feeling of an 

overwhelmingly large urban area, culminating, on a straight line, in a large type 

of edification. This feeling of continuity, in addition, is given by both the image’s 

format and composition. 
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Image 36. Militão Augusto de Azevedo. Campos Elísios (Panoramic view of São Paulo). 1887. Photographic 
Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo 
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The ratio of the frame approximates us better to its perspective and is a 

common choice for ‘broad-angled views of sweeping landscapes’ (Rissler, 2014, p. 

10). In other words, horizontal rectangular formats fit panoramic views better 

once it directs the gaze to roam sideways. As is the case with this specific image 

of Azevedo, such direction becomes clearer once the image is put into place for 

the general view of the city. By directing our gaze from left to right, the image 

suggests a sense of rhythm to the overall view. By positioning the railway in its 

centre, the photograph taken from the Meteorological Observatory of the city in 

the central park of Luz Garden is an actual statement of modernity. The sense of 

movement suggested by the diagonal formed by the railway becomes a metaphor 

for the unstoppable march of progress, of which the railway was one of the signs. 

It is the new, modern train that will lead the ever-expanding city towards the 

future. It is a statement on São Paulo’s first period of structural change, ‘the 

objective of which was to guarantee the formation of a modern city. Haussmann’s 

Paris was its model’ (Araújo, 2010, p. 151). 

Azevedo’s panoramic view from 1887 is one example of how city-

photographs are a product of conscious choices by the photographer. Ideas of 

continuity, movement, choice of vantage point; in short, matters of composition 

and form are a clear result of the photographer’s knowledge and expectation, 

translating the author’s ideas on the urban scene and the hopes regarding the 

manner in which this scene will be registered. At the beginning of photography, 

city-photographs were a means to popularize and, more importantly, legitimize 

the medium, fostering technical development. Talbot himself, while competing 

with Daguerre over the primacy of the invention of photography, travelled to 

France to photograph cities and popularize not only photography itself but his 

own technique, the calotype.  

Charles Négre – probably one of the most famous city (street)-

photographers – sets an exciting example of how much city-photographs 

contributed to the development of photography. Négre’s photos are an example 
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of the primacy of composition. As was the case with one of his images, the Aisle 

of the Cloister of Saint Trophime (image 37), in Arles, Nègre defies the 

conventionality that, from the start, was imposed to photographic practice.  

 

 

Image 37. Charles Nègre. Aisle of the Cloister of Saint Trophime, Arles. c.1852. © The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los 
Angeles 
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Then as later […] most of those working in the field of 
architectural photography tried to make each building sit 
amongst its shadows like a jewel being displayed on a black 
velvet cushion. In Nègre’s pictures, as in Atget’s later, the 
shadows tend to fall on the building rather than from it 
(Westerbeck & Meyerowitz, 2001, p. 68) 

 

Nègre’s use of light and shadow broke the convention of homogenizing 

light by covering the lens while sun and clouds alternated, allowing the 

photographer to show the detail of the architecture. By breaking this rule, Nègre 

transformed the understanding of value in photography, adding depth by 

intertwining the diagonal row of pillars with the overwhelming shadows cast over 

the edges of the material, playing between low and high-values (cf. G. Rose, 2001). 

Furthermore, Nègre added a chiaroscuro effect to the gothic architecture, adding 

a baroque tone to the composition, playing between different genres within art 

history. The play of shadow and light, furthermore, creates an interesting 

dissolution of the figurative aspect of the image. We know what we are looking 

at, we recognize it as part of a gothic religious building, but we are suggested to 

look at it differently, paying attention precisely to the chiaroscuro created by the 

intense contrast. Thus, the photograph as a figurative image tends to the 

dissolution of its forms, by using shadow, which dissolves the floor and the 

background, creating a feeling of void. More than the documentation of a 

building, or a monumentalization of religion, Nègre’s image can appear to us as 

a study of form, a study of lines, which commonly stands as the primary unit of 

premodern painting. This image shows how much early photographers were 

informed by and in contact with painting, which explains the problematic place 

of photography between science and art. This example, furthermore, shows how 

much - just as in the case of Azevedo – photographs are a conscious result of the 

photographer’s choice, limited, of course, by the technical development of his or 

her own historical moment. The in-depth knowledge of the technical boundaries 

of a particular moment is what made photographers able to go beyond 

convention or to simply reproduce them. 
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The technical challenges faced by photographers pushed them further on 

circumventing conventions on matters of style and, as important, technique 

itself. The calotype and the daguerreotype, the use of albumen in paper and glass, 

the collodion process, the chemical and physical development of negatives, and 

the quest for a direct positive; these are all techniques derived from specific 

chemical and physical knowledge that marked the conditions through which 

technical images could be produced all the way to the last decades of the 19th 

century. The wet-plate, first discussed in 1850, improved photography’s sharpness 

and resolution, and soon substituted the paper negative. In short, the collodion 

(cotton-powder dissolved in ether) process consisted of pouring a 2 percent 

solution of collodion and potassium iodide over a glass plate that was 

consequently placed in a solution of silver nitrate. Once removed from the silver, 

the plate was left with a sensitive compound and exposed still wet, later 

developed under red-light with pyrogallic acid and washed with water. 

This, however, was a tenuous process, demanding the photographer to 

prepare the plates just before the picture was taken, imposing more significant 

quantity of material, heavier load, and more specific knowledge. Furthermore, 

besides having to know the physicochemical procedures through which 

apparatuses worked 

 
the photographer also had to be versed on a kind of repertoire 
of western plastic arts […] After all, the landscapes and 
portraits, the most common genres of photographs made in 
the 19th century, were already present in the Italian pictorial 
production of the fifteenth-century (Araújo, 2010, p. 148). 

 

City-photography, as proposed here, offers the advantage of both the 

broad and narrow views of the cityscape. It flies over the city panoramically 

(images 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 36), but it also goes into detail, facing people, within the 

urban scene, in diverse ways, as well as the city from the ground level (images 10, 

11, 15, 29, 30, 31). Thus, what city-photography offers is a dialectical tension 

between micro and macroscopic views. As a related field, this idea of city-
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photography allows us to better understand and appreciate the crossing and 

exchange between different domains. If on the one hand we are given a God’s-

eye-view of the social environment, the ground level view on the other hand view 

returns this pretentiously sacred-type image to a more banal level in which it is 

easier to dialogue with a city’s inhabitants. In this sense, we look at the city’s 

inhabitants the same way the photographer did, and even if we are presented 

with empty streets, we are called forth to inhabit that space through gaze. If in 

the panoramic view, we are led to seize power over the city, in street-level 

photographs, we are invited to take part in the scene. Document and event 

constitute city-photography as a dialectical category that translates the tension 

between production – the photographer’s formal choices – and product – the 

photograph. This dialectic comes forth as an awareness of being somewhere, of 

seeing and being seen, of being in the world, of partaking in a specific moment, 

place and culture that, given photography’s particular characteristic, suddenly 

becomes fluid, multiple and polysemic, spreading beyond the borders of space, 

time and culture. Finally, it is in the image itself that such dialectics finds its 

synthesis. In this sense, according to Philippe Dubois, the  

 

photographic image, since inseparable from the act that brings 
it into being, is not only a luminous imprint, it is also a mark 
made by a radical gesture […] the gesture of a blow, of a cut, 
which causes its blows to fall both on the thread of duration 
and in the continuum of the extended (P. Dubois, 1990, p. 153) 

 

By considering the photographic image as a result of the photographer’s 

work, it is possible to contextualize historically the conditions of production of 

such images in relation to the way that they make themselves actual to us. This 

has to do with the essentially repetitive nature of the photographer’s act. As John 

Berger observes (Berger, 2013, p. 19), the photographer’s choice is not between 

photographing X or Y, ‘but between photographing at X moment or at Y 

moment’. We should go even further and declare that it is really about 
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photographing X or Y at W or Z moment. What forms a photograph is not only a 

matter of time but of time and space conjugated, which makes each photograph 

unique. This way, photography is a repetitive activity, a never-ending series of 

spatial-temporal cuts. The observation of the photographic activity as being 

repetitive points to the importance of the nature of the photographic image as a 

technical one. After all, if the ‘photograph is an automatic record through the 

mediation of light’ (Berger, 2013, p. 19), it is only by means of technology that such 

automatism can be achieved.  

Vilém Flusser, Giorgio Agamben, and Walter Benjamin: the 

apparatus 

The interdependency of the developing state of the technology and the 

photographic activity can be enlightened by Vilém Flusser’s9 poignant reflection. 

According to the philosopher, ‘technical images are produced by apparatuses’ 

(Flusser, 1985, p. 13; 2006, p. 21). The photographic apparatus is an instrument; its 

purpose is to produce photographs. In doing so, it mimics elements of nature to 

bring them closer to humankind and, as such, ‘they change the form of these 

objects. They imprint a new, intentional form onto them. They ‘inform’ them: 

The object acquires an unnatural, improbable form; it becomes cultural’ (Flusser, 

2006, p. 23). Initially, instruments are extensions of our organs; ‘they simulate the 

organs they extend from: An arrow simulates the fingers, a hammer the fist, a 

pick the toe. They are ‘empirical.’ With the Industrial Revolution, however, they 

grasped hold of scientific theories: They became ‘technical’’ (Flusser, 2006, p. 23). 

Consequently, instruments become more magnificent, more powerful and more 

expensive and, conversely, their products, more numerous, and therefore more 

affordable. Instruments become “machines”. The camera, however, remains an 

apparatus. Neither a machine nor a tool. 

                                                           
9 Flusser wrote in both Portuguese and German. In this text, I will take turns between the original 

Portuguese text and the English version in order to deal with eventual translation discrepancies 

as well as to reach out to a more interpretive understanding of the text’s meaning. 
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Flusser provides an understanding of photographic practice on a 

somewhat Marxist plane. Following the transformation of apparatuses into 

machines, the division of labour confines the possession of machines to one 

specific class: that of the capitalists. Flusser thus not only locates the appearance 

of photography in the context of the industrial revolution but photography itself 

as an element of industrial development, subject, even, to class relations. 

Furthermore, a key element for understanding photography is through the ‘basic 

category of industrial society’ (Flusser, 2006, p. 25), i.e. work. Since apparatuses 

do not work by transforming the world – as tools and machine do – but by 

“informing” it, it makes no sense to locate the photographer, or photography, in 

a power relation in a context of class societies. The activity of “informing” results 

in messages and, as such, the photographer is limited to whatever is already 

inscribed in his apparatus. The photographic camera is characterized by ‘being 

programmed’ (Flusser, 1985, p. 15). ‘The camera is programmed to produce 

photographs, and every photograph is a realization of one of the possibilities 

contained within the program of the camera. The number of such possibilities is 

large, but it is, nevertheless finite’ (Flusser, 2006, p. 26). The exemplary case for 

this is the impossibility to capture the image of people in movement given the 

large exposure time demanded in the early photographic apparatuses.  

Different from Flusser, Giorgio Agamben (2009b) understands the 

apparatus by referring to the sense given to it by Foucault. Although both 

understandings stem from different roots, they nonetheless are not necessarily 

contradictory and furthermore, in dialogue with Benjamin’s idea of Apparat that 

will be discussed next. According to Agamben, the apparatus is, just as it is to 

Flusser, a technical term. However, it is not a term that must relate to one or 

other technology but to ‘a set of practices and mechanisms (both linguistic and 

non-linguistic, juridical, technical, and military) that aim to face an urgent need 

and to obtain an effect that is more or less immediate’ (Agamben, 2009b, p. 8). 

This effect presupposes a power relation in which the apparatus becomes the 
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means to an end. The apparatus, for Agamben, is an economic disposition that 

introduces a relation between man and world. “Economic” here refers to the 

theological foundation of the Greek oikonomia that in a first moment ‘signifies 

the administration of the oikos (the home) and, more generally, management’ 

(Agamben, 2009, p. 8). In the second century of the common era, however, the 

term is adopted by the Church Fathers as a theological argument as an inquiry 

on the question of the Holy Trinity, which risked introducing paganism and 

polytheism into Christian faith. To avoid such exposure, theologians served 

themselves of the term oikonomia as a means for explaining God’s Trinitarian 

unity. Following this concept, God is certainly one,  

 

but as to his oikonomia – that is to say the way in which he 
administers his home, his life, and the world he created – he is, 
rather, triple. Just as a good father can entrust to his son the 
execution of certain functions and duties without in so doing 
losing his power and his unity, so God entrusts to Christ the 
“economy,” the administration and government of human 
history (Agamben, 2009b, pp. 9-10). 

   

Thus, oikonomia became the apparatus through which the Trinitarian 

dogma was dealt with by the Church Fathers. Soon after, theologians also started 

distinguishing between ‘a “discourse – or logos – of theology” and a “logos of 

economy”’ (Agamben, 2009b). This long philological note becomes evident as the 

concept of oikonomia at one point causes a fracture between being and action, 

thus explaining the mechanism of the apparatus. That is why, finally, Agamben, 

in parallel with Flusser’s idea of an apparatus serving to “inform,” rather than to 

“transform” the world, defines an apparatus as  

 

anything that has in some way the capacity to capture, orient, 
determine, intercept, model, control, or secure the gestures, 
behaviors, opinions, or discourses of living beings. Not only, 
therefore, prisons, madhouses, the panopticon, schools, 
confession, factories, disciplines, juridical measures and so 
forth […] but also the pen, writing, literature, philosophy, 
agriculture, cigarettes, navigation, computers, cellular 
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telephones and – why not – language itself (Agamben, 2009b, 
p. 14) 

 

Whereas Flusser provides a historical argument on the development of 

technique, Agamben explores the ontological development of the apparatus as a 

political tool. As both authors understand the apparatus as a tool that informs 

the world as conditioned by technological and epistemological paradigms, their 

ideas converge as the apparatus is seen as tightly connected to ideological 

questions. In this track, understanding the role of the photographer, and by 

consequence reflecting on the nature and meaning of photography itself, 

demands bearing in mind the technological developments that make 

photography possible, the social implications and the social relations of the 

production of photography, and so forth. The distinction made by the Czech 

philosopher between machine, apparatus, and instrument, as well as the 

disruptive potential of the apparatus observed by Agamben, resonates with 

Walter Benjamin’s sparse reflection on media, subsequently helping to shape it. 

As Antonio Somaini (2016, p. 7) points out, Benjamin’s theory of media – and, we 

could add Flusser’s up to a certain extent – is centred on understanding ‘human 

experience in its interaction with technology’. Experience was understood by 

Benjamin as something ‘always configured and organized by different forms of 

material, technical, and discursive mediation that change through history’ 

(Somaini, 2016, p. 7). These transformations did not only affect language and 

matter but perception itself. This relates to what Marx had denounced, as shown 

in the previous chapter, as the growing impoverishment of the senses caused by 

the development of capitalism (cf. Marx, 1967).  

The case of photography and modern visuality, finally, shows us that 

perception is, somehow, historical. Such history, nonetheless, is determined ‘by 

the different ways in which a historically evolving set of technical Apparat was 

acting on the human “sensorium”’’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 7). Distant from a 

Husserlian phenomenological tradition, although sharing with it the revision of 
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Kantian phenomenology, Benjamin understands perception as a form of reading 

(cf.Benjamin, 1996f; Benjamin, 1996h). Thus, the apparatuses we develop 

throughout history condition and re-shape our perception. If, on the one hand, 

the apparatus stands for the many different technical artefacts that are required 

for sensory human experience to take place, the idea of medium, for Benjamin, 

stands precisely for ‘the spatially extended environment, the milieu, the 

atmosphere, the Umwelt in which perception occurs’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 7). 

Beyond the philosophical construction of the concepts of Apparat and Medium 

der Wahrnemung, what is important is that Benjamin historicizes media by 

understanding it as a material set of apparatuses that act throughout and on 

different moments over our senses within the material world. 

 The central argument in the relationships explored in this chapter is, 

thus, that the conditions that led to the invention of photography, i.e. the 

growing centrality of vision up to the nineteenth century through the 

development of different mechanisms of vision and visualization, altered the 

“medium of perception”, transforming our conditions of visibility. This way, 

photography is not exclusively the result of technological development, neither 

of an ideological one. It is both and, as such, it is a response to the demand for 

new ways of seeing and, neither better nor worse, a historically situated 

phenomenon. This explains Mary Warner Marien’s observation on how the 

medium’s expansion was connected with “world-shaping forces” (cf.Marien, 

2006), as it has been observed in the previous chapter. This way, pro and contra 

John Berger (2013, p. 18), it seems correct that photographs ‘bear witness to a 

human choice being exercised in a given situation [once] it is a result of the 

photographer’s decision that it is worth recording that this particular event or 

this particular object has been seen’. Although at the same time, it does not seem 

correct that, contrary to painting, photography has no language of its own. It 

does; it is precisely the language of the relation between technician and 

technology informed by and forming the medium of perception, a concept that 
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will be addressed in the final chapter of this thesis. In other words, photography’s 

own language is that of an active subject that operates an apparatus in order to 

create a representation of things seen translating his or her own historical 

references, thus also subject to his or her own present; just as painters have 

always been, dialoguing with previous schools and movements. Moreover, they 

are produced as an anticipation of what the past is. As photographs are taken, 

they open up a caesura in which time is experienced not as chronology, but as 

intensity, as Roland Barthes noticed (1984). Photographs register, in the present, 

an event which, in the future, will become a memento of the past. This conflation 

of different times puts photography in a different temporal code. This way, 

photographs predict time’s own ruin, informed by the past, but looking to the 

future. 

 

 

Image 38. Di Pontormo. Madonna col Bambino e San Giovannino. c.1534-1536. Galleria degli Uffizi, Firenze.  
Source:Di Pontormo - scan, Pubblico dominio, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=18503752  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=18503752
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Image 39. Julia Margaret Cameron. Meekness. Albumen print from wet collodion glass negative, 1864. ©Victoria & 
Albert Museum. 
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Image 40. Jean-Charles-Joseph Rémond. Mountain Landscape with Road to Naples. Oil on Canvas, 1821-1825. © 
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles 
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Image 41. Eadweard J. Muybridge. Yosemite Creek. Summit of Falls at Low Water (n.44). Albumen silver print, 
1872. © The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles 
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As a repetitive activity mediated by and dependent on technology, 

photography is, thus an essentially historical activity, even if, when analysing a 

photograph, we choose not to concern ourselves with its historical component or 

if we look at a photograph that we consider to be of events which are happening 

in our present moment. In this thread, the photographer is, essentially although 

not exclusively, a historical agent that, engaging with specific technologies at a 

specific time, articulates time and space to create a visual image that altered, and 

alters the way we see. Because the photograph is a synthesis between the 

document and the event, space and time, the cut referred to by Philippe Dubois 

is not only a cut ‘in the continuum of the real, but also the idea of a passage, of 

an irreducible crossing’ (1990, p. 160). This way the photographer becomes 

someone adorned with a degree of power that turns him into a distinguished 

authority in matters of visual representation. This becomes clear when 

investigating the underlying meaning of the photographer’s practice and the 

overall possibilities of photography as a product and producer of social change, 

empirically observed in the city. These meanings and possibilities are not related 

to the changes in the theoretical approach to photography alone, but also by the 

not-yet industrialized nature of photographic practice, which, according to 

Walter Benjamin (1996), ended some years after the creation of portable cameras 

by George Eastman in the 1880s. They were characterized, in fact, by the 

essentially mechanical act of image producing, which was, then, restricted to a 

few professionals and amateur photographers. The rhythm of the photographic 

cut, the repetitive triggering of the camera, corresponds with the repetitive 

rhythm of the industrial machinery. The photographer is, in terms of its 

mechanical work, the bourgeois correspondent of the factory proletariat. 

Although the photographic camera is not yet industrialized – that is, mass 

manufactured and massively consumed -, it is an industrial endeavour, and the 

photographer its technician. Once again, photography is dialectic: the 

photographer is on the threshold between the proletarian and the bourgeois. He 
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sets out to register society with bourgeois eyes, only to find his own workforce 

limited by the machine. This gives the photographer - and this is partly how 

photography remains such an enigmatic and important form of visual 

representation – the authority to transform, shape and describe reality.  

As Pierre Barboza recollects (2000, p. 65), ‘on a geopolitical plan, the 

invention of photography takes place at the same time as an ancient world 

tumbles down and a new one unveils’. Modern society turns the subject into 

object, not only in terms of the person represented in the photographic image, 

but also of the photographer himself, who, although off-frame, is present as the 

mediator between the apparatus and objective reality. Philippe Dubois observes 

this frame/off-frame (screen/off-screen, in his terms), as the distinctive relation 

between cinema and photography. Cinema composes its off-screen through 

continuity and narrative whereas photography, ‘far from operating through 

continuity and narrative, is given always through the stop [l’arrêt], through a 

strict temporal cut, all its continuity trenched in an instantaneous convulsion’ (P. 

Dubois, 1990, p. 172). Nonetheless, it is the off-frame that ‘explicitly positions the 

operator’ (Dubois, 1990, p. 175), and in so doing, it opens up the constitutive 

elements of photography as a result of the photographer’s choice informed by his 

own time. In this sense, Florian Ebner states that photography itself did not 

invent the representation of contingency or, archetypes or stereotypes, but that 

this interest stemmed ‘from an urban sensitivity that was later to find its ideal 

form of expression in that medium’ (Ebner, 2009, p. 187). 

Aware of the actuality of photography, the medium became intrinsically 

connected to civic interest. As it has been already exemplified with the case of 

the Historical Monuments Commission in France, cities nationally and abroad 

helped to assign the photographer a social, official function as a means to 

represent state power. As a tool of multiple meanings, on the threshold of art and 

science, articulating time and space and making explicit the complex relation 

between product and production within industrial society, city-photography 
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arises in the nineteenth century as a powerful instrument for memory, nationality 

and the affirmation of the ideology of its own era. The creation of the historical 

commissions, which did not only happen in France, provides a good example for 

carrying on to the case studies of this research, since it gave way to the emergence 

of a kind of photography that centred on the cityscape and that allowed for the 

rise of a tradition of city-photography. Thus, In Belgium a royal decree created 

the Royal Monuments Commission in 1835, which was responsible for 

establishing a general inventory of the public artworks, from 1860 onwards. In 

1850, a year before the Mission Héliographique, the Belgian Royal Monuments 

Commission had already subsidised 1250 Frs. for a photographic registering of the 

country’s monuments. The particular case of Belgium exemplifies how 

photography spread as a valuable administrative and political tool. In the next 

chapter, two alternative cases of city-photography will be discussed. As the single 

Belgian member of the Societé Française de Photographie and the first 

photographer to document Antwerp in a series of commissioned shots in 1865, 

Edmond Fierlants’ work will be analysed as an alternative to a commonly referred 

history of photography that traces a link between France, England and from then 

onwards to Germany and the USA. Accordingly, the work of Militão Augusto de 

Azevedo, the first photographer to document the changes in São Paulo between 

1862 and 1887, will be addressed as a parallel case to the European scene. If by the 

mid-nineteenth century Belgium was a young nation in search of its authority in 

the continental conjuncture, it is also important to look at the periphery of the 

globe, looking at how harbringers of modernity – in this case, photography – were 

being incorporated in economically dependent countries. This approach, 

empirically grounded, will enrich the reflection and the search for the origins, 

meanings and potentialities of city-photography. Devoting attention to the 

cultural, social and technological conditions that made photographs possible for 

both Fierlants and Azevedo it is possible to treat photography from its situation 
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as an ‘object in the social living contexts’ (Benjamin, 1996c, p. 122), that is, as a 

transformative phenomenon of the social environment. 
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3. The Periphery of the Centre. The Antwerpen of 

Edmond Fierlants 

Le panorama de la grande ville se développe d’abord dans 
toute sa longueur et accuse ensuite les proportions 
audacieuses et grandioses de ses monuments. 
                           Georges Eekhoud 

 

 

Image 42. Edmond Fierlants. Onze-Lieve-Vrouwekathedraal, Antwerp, 1860. Stadsarchief Antwerpen 
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Surrounding a large, tall, gothic church, a few elongated, vertical windows 

make the scene look like a miniature model (image 42). The sharpness of the 

image, filling the frame with information makes it look like this is either a run-

down, eroded environment, with darkened, greyish walls and broken glasses, or 

otherwise an incredibly detailed, materially wealthy place. In 1860 Antwerp, both 

options seem correct. The imposing building, occupying the central vertical axis 

of the frame is the Cathedral of Our Lady, main postcard of the city and symbol 

of the town’s glory during the sixteenth-century. The 123 meters high tower 

makes the church the tallest one in the Low Countries. Likewise, it is the largest 

Gothic church in Belgium. Originally supposed to be provided with two equal 

towers, its completion was delayed at first due to a fire, and eventually never 

finished. A symbol of a God-fearing city, but also a symbol of might, the Cathedral 

of Our Lady was shot by Edmond Fierlants in the first, schematic and official 

photographic portraying of the city by the river Scheldt. As he would do with 

most of his photographs, Fierlants captured the Cathedral with an almost 

phantasmal look. A dormant, empty ambience creates a melancholic aura around 

the religious symbolism whose importance can only hardly be separated from the 

town’s history. This chapter is dedicated to exploring the work of Edmond 

Fierlants by reflecting on some elements of his commissioned work on Antwerp’s 

monuments.  

Considerably unexplored, as announced in the introduction, the analysis 

of Fierlants’ work is largely backed by references to the history of Belgium in the 

decades following its independence, through the reign of Leopold I. The chapter 

is divided into four parts. The first part introduces the historical and social 

contexts of Antwerp by the mid-nineteenth century. The second, third and fourth 

parts analyse specific elements of Fierlants’ work. Such elements are derived from 

categories driven from a cross-reference between the historical and social 

references, and an essayistic, free-association between a compositional analysis 
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and an aesthetical (in the philosophical sense). Given the almost non-existence 

of works devoted to an analysis of Fierlants’ works, the proposal of three different 

categories for analysing his work on Antwerp will allow an interpretive excursus 

over his work that merges historical and cultural accounts with art historical and 

aesthetical considerations, relating Fierlants’ city and country to the broader 

context of European modernity. 

Antwerp, Belgium: the cultural and political task of 

photography. 

Overall, Antwerp’s position in the first decades after Belgium’s 

independence was a problematic one. A struggling city, Antwerp’s population 

could be understood in terms of its employment levels, which varied 

tremendously as the city struggled throughout the nineteenth century to regain 

its former glory through the reestablishment of its potency as a port town. As it 

slowly and irregularly became the second harbour of Europe, the poverty level 

rose since the labour market restricted itself to becoming an all-male one, leaving 

aside women, children and elderly who once played an active role in the city’s 

economy. This also affected the purchasing power of the population, since the 

nominal wage of the few female workers, for instance, did not rise between 1780 

and 1820. Likewise, although wages would rise between 1780 and 1855, the 

economy could not keep up with the growing inflation rates. Tied to the increase 

of shipping taxes, a large part of the adult male population was trapped between 

casual jobs and irregular activities. It is important to remember that Antwerp had 

long been a disputed city and, after 1585, a blockade of the port, via the imposition 

of high taxation, was set, lasting for two hundred years (cf. Van Damme, 2010; 

Veraghtert, 1983). This deeply affected the economic role of the city until the 

beginning of the nineteenth century. As Belgium gained its independence, 

however, the availability of cheap labour due to mass immigration towards the 
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city, which doubled its population in a matter of 40 years, helped Antwerp to 

become a major international harbour, according to Catharina Lis (1986).  

The informality of work and the intermittent boosts of the textile 

industry, followed by the rise of harbour economy are some reasons why, by the 

mid-nineteenth century Antwerp would attract so many migrants, especially 

from rural areas, which were struggling with rapid demographic growth. The 

other side of migrant settlement in Antwerp is the outcome of the Industrial 

Revolution that would force peasants to move out of the countryside by hunger, 

not by the prospect of a stable life. Migration to Antwerp, thus, seems to have 

been grounded both on a short distance basis as well as a temporary situation. 

Nonetheless, the intense migratory flux in relation to the excluding labour 

market shaped Antwerp’s class structure, expressed in the city’s housing 

structure, consisting ‘of accelerated urbanization’ (Lis, 1986, p. 64). In Antwerp’s 

case, these periods were characterized by a  

 

structural lack of suitable proletarian housing resulted from 
the mall-allotment of urban living space combined with the 
reluctance of entrepreneurs to invest in buildings for workers, 
and was exacerbated by the space newly-devoted to the 
commercial and residential needs of the élites (Lis, 1986, p. 64). 

 

The urban exclusion of the Antwerp proletariat is further explained by the 

military character of the city  

which hindered expansion of urban land area. Since no 
buildings could be erected within a distance of 585 metres from 
the fortifications, the bourgeoisie could not establish new 
residential quarters, unlike the upper classes of London, Paris, 
and other metropolitan areas in which city centres were 
progressively relinquished to the working population (Lis, 
1986, p. 65). 

 

When in the early 1860s the Spanish walls were put down, the city was 

finally able to sextuple its area. The production of urban space, however, 

remained far from one that was socially inclusive. In fact, urban authorities ‘and 
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urban associations made [...] use of the material urban space to assist their policy, 

power and ideology’10 (Vannieuwenhuyze, 2016, p. 198). In the intra muros area 

of Antwerp, class exclusion became progressively more evident in the relation 

between overcrowding and socio-economic profile. Thus, the administrative 

ward divisions of the intra muros town was clearly separated by occupational 

profile, the third ward for instance being of ‘undeniably bourgeois character: for 

administrators, rentiers, professionals, merchants, bankers, and domestics’ (Lis, 

1986, p. 69). Contrarily, the fourth ward was the inverse, and the remaining wards 

of ‘more mixed appearance’ (Lis, 1986, p. 69). As Piet Lombaerde (1993) argued, 

the period between 1840 and 1850 is the one that characterizes the ‘break between 

the development of Antwerp as historically stable and as dynamic urban 

agglomeration’11 (235) of which the expanding port complex was the driving force. 

A long-lasting transformational process, the demolition of the Spanish walls was 

a mark for the city’s expansion that ‘was […] coupled with either a modern liberal 

idea of progress or with a centrally organized state’12 (Vannieuwenhuyze, 2016, p. 

198)  

The truth regarding the position of Antwerp in a couple of decades 

following the Belgian revolution seems to be that the city lacked a stable 

economy, one capable of affirming its position as a military and industrial power. 

As the Industrial Revolution gave way to economic advances throughout the 

country, finally shaping the city’s role as Europe’s second port, the social 

conditions worsened. The “labouring poor,” as Catharina Lis (1986) named it, are 

a metaphor of Antwerp’s struggle for a place in the new State. After all, was not 

the challenge of stabilizing the city’s role in both the national and the continental 

panorama, in fact, a consequence of the centuries-old struggle for absolute 

                                                           
10 [...] en stedelijke belangenverningen maakten […] gebruik van de materiële stedelijke ruimte 

om hun beleid, macht en ideologie kracht bij te zeten (in the original) 
11 [...] breuk tussen de ontwikkeling van Antwerpen als stabiel historisch gegeven en als 

dynamisch verstedelijkte agglomeratie (in the original) 
12 [...] werd […] gekoppeld aan ofwel een modern liberale vooruitgangsgedachte ofwel een 

centralistisch georganiseerde staat (in the original) 
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sovereignty? Belgium had long existed as a country, or two, and even if its state 

had an ancient character, drawing back to the fifteenth-century Burgundian 

empire (cf. Beyen, 2012), a radically modern feeling of nationalism was a very 

recent phenomenon. As a nation-state in the modern sense of the word (cf. E.  

Hobsbawm, 2000; Stengers & Gubin, 2002; J. Tollebeek & T Verschaffel, 2004), 

Belgium was a young nation.  Essentially, Antwerp’s position throughout the 

nineteenth century was a mirror of the political, economic and cultural 

disparities within the country, and would be attempted to be resolved by the will 

of Belgium’s ‘founding fathers to create an outstandingly modern state’ (Beyen, 

2012, p. 20). Such modernity was expected politically by the mutual agreement 

between liberalism and centralism and by guaranteeing the individual freedom 

of Belgian towns and cities ‘whose autonomy formed a crucial element in the 

Belgian historical self-representation and in the actual development of the 

Belgian Revolution’ (Beyen, 2012, p. 21). What remained of the political struggle 

for liberty above all within the national context was the need for a national feeling 

that would alleviate Belgium, finally, to the context of nineteenth century nation-

states. 

In Belgium, as it happened throughout Europe, photography played a 

significant role both as a sign of the country’s ability to update the medium and 

as a tool for spreading a particular intentional image. Guillaume Claine was one 

of the pioneers of photographic experimentation in Belgium, along with Louis 

Constantin Jacopssen, in the 1840s. One such experiment was a 77 x 66,5cm 

photograph of the Town Hall of Brussels. Their work would subsequently inspire 

a third man, Joseph-Ernest Buschmann, who had founded a printing business in 

Antwerp in 1842. Experimenting both with glass and with positive/negative on 

paper, he was the one who suggested to Claine to use glass plates when the latter 

won a 1250 francs subsidy from the government in 1850 to photograph the capital. 

As the first subsidised photographer of the country, Claine was the first 

professional of the area to take part in a Belgian policy founded by Royal decree 
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in 1835, with the creation of the Royal Commission of Monuments which, starting 

from 1860, was responsible for establishing an inventory of the public artworks. 

As part of official state policy, however, the photographing of monuments in 

Belgium cannot be said to have emulated the French cultural policy. One year 

before the French Mission Héliographique, which, as referred to in the previous 

chapter, was responsible for the ‘listing, surveying, and making 

recommendations for the historically correct restoration of French medieval and 

Gothic architecture’ (Marien, 2006, p. 57), Claine set out to register the 

monuments of the Belgian capital. Vouched by Buschmann within the Académie 

Royale de Belgique, Claine’s intention of capturing the capital crowned 

photography, in the country, as a ‘useful aid for the sciences and the arts’ 

(Hannavy, 2008, p. 301). The subsidy included a trip to Paris, where Claine met 

with Le Gray and was introduced to the albumen-on-glass process by Nièpce de 

Saint-Victor, which reaffirms Paris’ importance as a cultural pole for continental 

Europe. Eventually, Claine was successful in capturing Brussels cultural heritage, 

producing a ‘series of 44 views of monuments and sites for the municipality of 

Brussels, at 60 francs per print’ (Hannavy, 2008, p. 301). 

Although photography was soon accepted as a state-subsidised craft, 

similar to Claine’s case, the number of academic references dedicated to Belgian 

photography in the nineteenth century does not provide enough information to 

affirm that the photographic field was established early on in the country. It does 

point out, however, that the arrival of the medium and the dominant influence 

in the education of its enthusiasts came from France, even if Belgian 

photographers, and in general Belgian national discourse aimed at moving away 

from it. Although Claine was Francophone, Buschmann, on the other hand, came 

from Luxembourg and though educated in French, i.e. the élite’s language, he 

chose to reside in Antwerp, rather than in Brussels or Wallonia. Similarly, 

Edmond Fierlants, originally from Brussels, would establish himself in Antwerp. 

The position of photography in Belgian society seemed to mirror the country’s 
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struggle for its position on the continent. Photography arrived in the country 

early, of course. The daguerreotype was announced in the papers just one day 

after its inauguration in France and already in 1839 Flanders received ‘the first 

flock of daguerreo devotees. In Ghent, on October 25th, there was a 

demonstration given by the Parisian Louis Lemaire’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 12). 

After Ghent, Lemaire travelled to Antwerp and was supposed to give a 

demonstration of the technique, producing a tableau in 1h30m for the price of 1,5 

francs. The demonstration never happened, as Antwerp’s City Hall forbade him 

to charge for admission.  

With regards to Antwerp, the city did not seem to offer a stable market 

for photography, so that most photographers in the city were itinerant, especially 

since only affluent families were able to finance portraits. Even though many 

photographs were already produced in the 1840s, ‘of all of these daguerreotypes 

[…] portraits and landscapes, we know not a single one. What had, for example, 

the Antwerp-native Maurice Van den Abeele photographed? In Paris, in 1843 he 

purchased a daguerreo camera’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 29). What might be the 

oldest still existing photograph of Antwerp, thus, was made by John Muir Wood, 

a Scottish musician, and amateur photographer. The presence of a Scottish 

amateur photographer in Antwerp was a reflex of the usual habit of British 

aristocracy to visit the continent giving particular attention to Belgium, where 

they would often bring artists, hired to produce landscapes in drawings and 

aquarelles. Wood was, thus, one of the first calotypists to photograph Belgium. 

‘In the summer of 1847 he travelled around Belgium, Bruges, Ghent, Mechelen, 

Brussels and afterwards in Louvain and Antwerp as well […] He also made some 

25 calotypes. Today they are preserved in the Scottish National Portrait Gallery 

in Edinburgh’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 30). In fact, the traffic of British tourists in 

Belgium was so intense that between 1843 and 1847, as Pieter François recollects 

(2010), the number of passengers on the UK-Ostend route more than doubled, 

from 13,857 to 35,748. Usually taking a week in the country, British travellers 
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would pay short visits to different cities such as Ostend, Bruges, Ghent, Antwerp, 

and Brussels, visiting Waterloo and eventually Mechelen, Courtrai, Spa and Liège; 

a route that Muir himself took as well. Amongst other reasons, the increase of 

British tourism to Belgium was the result of a changing perception of the new 

state and of the Belgian Revolution itself, with the rise of Lord Palmerston’s Whig 

government in 1830. With the liberal government, the Belgian Revolution was 

now seen as a successful event given its immediate stability, even though the final 

peace treaty with The Netherlands had not yet been established (it would come 

only nine years after independence). The political and cultural relationship 

between the British Empire and the Kingdom of Belgium is an interesting one 

that once more shows that Belgium’s position in the continent was subject to the 

many different and sometimes conflicting political and cultural influences. As a 

country that, until its revolution, had always been officially subject to a foreign 

sovereignty, Spanish, Austrian, Dutch and French, its independence became a 

rather unique event and the establishment of foreign photographers in the 

country says a lot about Post-revolutionary Belgian photography. 

For that matter, it is noteworthy that another introducer of the calotype 

in Antwerp was Louis Schweig, a German from Hessen, who had arrived in 

Antwerp in 1846, after working in Mannheim, Strasbourg, and The Hague. By 

January of the following year, he opened an establishment for optical and 

scientific items in the heart of the old city, on the Groenplaats (image 43). The 

calotype proved a successful commercial item in the city since it allowed multiple 

prints that increasingly lowered production costs while elevating the number of 

photographers. By 1851-52, Schweig’s increasing number of competitors attest the 

beginning of the city’s own photographic field and, in some way, the beginning 

of the social history of Antwerp’s photography. The opening of Alphonse 

Plumier’s studio in 1852, at the Huidevetterstraat and its consequent 

transference, in 1855, to the hands of Joseph Dupont – Plumier’s former associate 

– marks the beginning, also, of a wider reach and impact of photographs in the 
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social context. In the same year, in the early morning of August 3rd, Dupont 

photographed the great fire that tore down the Handelsbeurs (the trade fair). 

Dupont’s rendering of the Handelbeurs’ fire marks one of the first uses of 

photography in a context other than commercial portraiture or landscapes. 

Similar to Dupont, Delehaye & Sluyts, a studio founded in 1855, was important 

for the photographing of the cityscape. When, on October 28th, 1857, a part of the 

Royal Warehouse collapsed, and nine workers were buried under the rubble, the 

studio ‘jumped on board and, as reported in the press, attained license to show 

the disaster by use of their equipment and transfer to paper, in prints that [were] 

sold to benefit the disaster’s victims’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 39). Throughout the 

1850s, however, the photographic field remained mobile. Although the city still 

did not offer many perspectives to photographers, since there was little possibility 

for a steady photographic market, they would still pass by the city for many 

different reasons: Gilbert Radoux, for instance, arrived in Brussels fleeing from 

Napoleon III’s coup, later going to Antwerp. Others, like Desplanques, would 

arrive in the city as a member of the Blanquart-Évrard’s mission, and, like the 

Bisson brothers, had come straight from Paris.  

Although cities and landscapes were considered marginal to commercial 

photography, Antwerp kept attracting foreign photographers as well as 

progressively gaining native practitioners. If commercially, however, the city was 

not a good subject for commercial photography, and portraits were not widely 

accessible, the reason for an increasing presence of photography in the town 

seems to reside in the increasing economic stability and expansion, as well as in 

the political effort to adjust Antwerp to the discourse of national unity. Just as 

Claine had done in 1850, backed by Buschmann and Jacopssen, and supported by 

Charles Rogier, Edmond Fierlants would six years later, during Leopold I’s 25th 

Jubilee, propose a plan for capturing Belgian artistic heritage, especially that of 

Flanders. What had proven successful with Claine, and as a cultural policy in 

neighbouring France, was now a structured Belgian policy which guaranteed ‘a 
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sign of Belgium’s self-assurance vis-à-vis a skeptical (sic) Europe […] so the young 

Belgium made it a theme to emphasize its own particular character and 

independence’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 43). This was, in fact, a clear political goal 

that should be attained through cultural means, once the country had proven 

itself economically and politically stable, despite initial distrust. 

 

 

Image 43. Edmond Fierlants. Groenplaats, 1860. Stadsarchief Antwerpen. 
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‘On April 7th 1856, the leading publicist and art-historian Adolph Siret 

gave an important lecture to the Académie Royale de Belgique […] The core of 

Siret’s plea was this: Belgian art – and thus Belgian identity – must be spread 

throughout Europe and made known just as the Belgians themselves must be 

made aware of their national arts’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 43). 

Siret’s plan was a widespread distribution of the Belgian arts through 

large-scale reproduction of engraving, eau-forte, and wood ‘of the masterpieces 

of ancient and modern Flemish art […] an immense collection in which all the 

country’s greatness may be seen’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 44). In this, Fierlants 

saw a chance for adding photography to the role of reproduction technologies for 

popularizing Belgian artistic patrimony. Fierlants had already acquired relative 

success as a member of the Societé Française de Photographie but remained 

unknown in his home country. In 1857, he would venture into Belgium for the 

first time, photographing Flemish paintings of the Antwerp Academy, exhibited 

in Brussels.  With the end of the unionist regime and rise of the Liberal 

government and party politics in Belgium, Fierlants moved from Paris to Brussels, 

hoping his proposal of photographing the artistic patrimony of Belgium would be 

accepted, since his brother-in-law’s brother, Charles Faider was, then, Minister 

of Justice, which granted Fierlants some measure of preference amidst Belgian 

bureaucracy. Moreover, because Fierlants’ proposal matched the Liberal 

government’s policy for the popularization of the arts, in 1858, 

 

the Academy handed down its favourable opinion on Fierlants 
[…] They expressed their praise for the examples of his work 
that had been submitted. Armed with this recommendation, 
Fierlants asked the same month the municipal authorities of 
Bruges for permission to photograph the Sint-Ursula shrine 
and Flemish primitives in the Sint-Janshospitaal (Van 
Goethem, 2000, p. 45). 
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Despite Fierlants’ recognition and his commission as a photographer of 

Bruges’s artworks, the Academy did not see photography as a technology 

preferable for the popularization of Belgian artistic patrimony. On November 3rd, 

1859, by Rogier’s request, the Academy joined in a meeting upon which it was 

decided that with regards to the reproduction of paintings, engravings were given 

preference over photography, which should, in Fierlants’ case, be explicitly 

attached to monuments.  

Following the Academy’s decision, Fierlants – himself a member – was 

now subject to the plans of higher institutional forces and although not being 

able to carry on with his plan, he received a commission to photograph Antwerp’s 

buildings and monuments. Fierlants still had in mind photographing the whole 

of Belgium’s cultural heritage, and at the time, Antwerp was a good starting point, 

once the city had begun losing a significant part of its architectural goods. As 

briefly discussed supra, the city by the Scheldt was, by the late 1850s economically 

stable but geographically and demographically chaotic,  

 

[s]queezed within the boundaries of its 16th-century walls, city-
gates and ramparts, Antwerp was bursting at the seams […] this 
was a period of urban renovation […] and in an Antwerp often 
afflicted by bouts of cholera, there were many voices for 
making a clean sweep of the many decaying medieval 
residences in the popular city-centre (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 
47) 

 

As ideas of city-planning increased within the government, also because 

of an important military role played by Antwerp, the tearing of the Spanish Walls 

deprived the city of one of its most important monuments. According to Piet 

Lombaerde (1993, p. 237), the changes did not happen without the awareness of 

the people, and against ‘this drastic demolition ordered by the city council raised 

numerous protests, both from the national government and from cultural and 

historical organizations’.13 

                                                           
13 [...] deze drastische afbraak op last van het stadsbestuur rezen talrijke protesten, zowel vanuit 

de nationale overheid als vanuit culturele en geschiedkundige organisaties (in the original). 
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Urging against time, Fierlants made an agreement with the government 

regarding his plan, proposing to Rogier that his work was to be drawn by a 

committee formed within the government, which would decide what was to be 

photographed. The committee would, furthermore, decide on the number of 

negatives and printings to be carried out, retaining, along with Fierlants, the 

property over the work. After a lengthy negotiation with the Ministry of Domestic 

Affairs, the Province, and the Municipality, Fierlants began working, probably in 

July 1860. Originally, the verbal process between Fierlants and the government 

spoke of ‘“300 works of art representing the monuments of the city”’14 (Joseph & 

Schwilden, 1988, p. 36). This number, however, was never achieved, and 

researchers of Fierlants’ oeuvre point to the number of 175 photographs produced 

by him, although cataloguing and format information differ. This way, however, 

to Hermann Van Goethem (2000), he produced a series of 184 images, totalizing 

175 photographs (two images are of large format, one composed by two plates, 

and the other by six). Likewise, Steven J. Joseph and Tristan Schwilden (1988), 

argue that Fierlants’ 1865 catalogue describes 164  

 

Vues et monuments d’Anvers, including the Panorama d’Anvers 
consisting of six photographs, and the photograph of 
exceptional dimensions Ensemble de l’église de Notre-Dame. 
This corresponds to the 147 plates registered in the 4 portfolios 
kept by the library of the city of Antwerp. If we add different 
records and images that Fierlants will later supress […] we can 
only reach 175 clichés of large format15 (Joseph & Schwilden, 
1988). 
 
 
 

                                                           
14 « 300 œuvres d’art représentant des monuments de la ville » (in the original) 
15 Vues et monuments d’Anvers, y compris le Panorama d’Anvers constitué de six photos mise 

bout à bout, et la photo de dimensions exceptionnelles Ensemble de l’église de Notre-Dame. 

Ceci correspond aux 147 planches signalées dans les quatre portefeuilles conservés à la 

bibliothèque de la ville d’Anvers. Si nous ajoutons diverses prises de vue et images que Fierlants 

supprima plus tard […] nous pouvons seulement atteindre 175 clichés de grand format (in the 

original). 
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Fierlants’ Antwerp: monuments, history and national 

celebration. 

 

 

Image 44. Edmond Fierlants. Kipdorppoort, 1860. Stadsarchief Antwerpen. 
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Image 45. Edmond Fierlants. Kipdorppoort, 1860. Stadsarchief Antwerpen 
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Image 46. Edmond Fierlants, Sint-Jorispoort (view from the outside), 1860. Erfgoedbibliotheek Hendrik Conscience, 
Antwerpen 
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Three photographs of city-gates are clearly from before July 
21st. There are toll collectors present, and in one of the pictures 
we can also see watch-huts [(images 3 & 4)]. Now, we know 
that tolls at the city-gates were done away with, as from 21st July 
1860. In light of this historical event […] the toll collectors were 
thus immortalized (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 49). 

 

Firstly, it is worth noting that Fierlants probably knew that the tolls would 

be done away with, which could have been an early sign that soon, the gates 

themselves would also be torn down. This would have definitely urged him to 

capture the entrances to the city before they disappeared. Consequently, the fact 

that Fierlants began photographing the city by its entrance points, which, to 

someone from abroad, marked the start of the city itself, calls for attention. The 

almost exactly repeated photographs of Kipdorppoort (images 44 & 45) show the 

toll collectors at ease. Some of them sit down, and they appear overnumbered 

considering the apparent stillness of movement in the street.  It is also interesting 

to note, in the case of Kipdorppoort, how the collectors’ uniforms create an 

interesting historical quotation matching the Roman inscriptions engraved on 

top of the passage. S.P.Q.A., crowned by a bay leaf laurel which marks the 

provincial state power of the city: Senatus PopulusQue Antverpiensis, that is, “the 

Senate and people of Antwerp,” an emblem marked in Roman documents and 

places since 189 B.C.E., except with “Rome”, instead of “Antwerp”, evidently. This 

indicates the possible call for a superior power to be reinstated and visualized, 

according to a logic that connects to connect the Ancient Romans to the 

Egyptians and modern Europe. As Geoffrey Parker (2014, p. 12) had said in relation 

to the Ramesseum the same can be said, even if to a lesser extent, to any 

monument of power, that is, that ‘[i]n many ways, it can be seen as a kind of stone 

version of Machiavelli’s Il Principe’. The monument, authoritatively marked, 

makes the prince, king, governor and so forth, present. Like the Kipdorppoort, 

the Sint-Jorispoort (image 46) presents its state allegory in two Lions engraved 
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above the passage in a way that anyone entering the city would know that from 

that point onwards, they would be entering a militarily guarded town.  

Although concerned with capturing the last moments of a typical 

Antwerp feature, i.e. toll collecting, in the images of Kipdorppoort and Sint-

Jorispoort, Fierlants manages to produce an initial portrayal of the city that goes 

beyond his task of photographing Antwerp’s architectural patrimony, and one 

that would substantially differ from the remainder of the work, since he will 

deprive his images of human presence. Nonetheless, the camera placement, 

emphasizing the front of the building and creating a common geometric 

perspective, is one that will remain throughout the work. According to Herman 

Van Goethem (2000), the choice of a simple, yet precise method can be explained 

by the fact that, like Nègre, Le Gray, and the Bisson Brothers, ‘Fierlants too was 

an ally of realistic architectural-photography, as practised in the foregoing 

decades. The parallelism also holds for technical accomplishment: […] subtle 

lighting; the extremely fine gradations of tonality; the quasi-absence of bends and 

distortions’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 50). In fact, according to William W. Dubois 

(2007), architecture photography had, indeed, a penchant for realism. What 

“realism” would mean, however, is a difficult question. Overall, the literature on 

photography equates the photographic realism to its indexicality, which is the 

case regarding Van Goethem’s interpretation of Fierlants’ work. What will be 

considered later on in this chapter, however, is the dichotomy between 

photography’s indexicality as realism and photography’s realism as a pictorial 

movement coming from painting.  

When photographing the city gates, Fierlants managed to capture, 

subject-wise, essentially two things: an architectural patrimony about to 

disappear, and a social task also about to disappear. It is not possible to say that, 

by capturing the toll collectors Fierlants had any political statement to make. In 

fact, when looking at the ensemble of his work, this seems hardly a matter. If 

there is any political meaning in Fierlants work, this is embedded in his way of 
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composing most of his architectural images rather than by his choice of subject 

matter, that is, on a matter of form, rather than content. Either way, the fact that 

he captured a monument about to disappear calls for attention the idea of 

architecture unfolded as a monument in the task Fierlants had received as an 

official photographer. Indulged with the task of capturing the city’s architectural 

patrimony, from buildings to walls and celebratory monuments, Fierlants’ work 

dialogues directly with the meaning of monuments, which is necessary to inquire. 

Alois Riegl (1987), once described a monument as ‘a work concreted by 

human hand and created with the sole end of maintaining the individual deeds 

or destinies (or an ensemble of them) forever alive and present in the 

consciousness of coming generations’16 (p. 23). Thus understood, monuments 

assumed, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century beyond an artistic value, 

a historical value, and, beyond all, a political one. After all monuments inscribe 

urban space with the dominant narrative of a society. In other words, when 

assumed as monuments, works of art are always retrospective. As the city of 

Antwerp acknowledged the importance of documenting its heritage and 

patrimony, it made Fierlants responsible for a work that not only looked at 

monuments, but that would also help to monumentalize the city, transfiguring 

such patrimony from an actual, existing materiality, as in the case of the city-

gates and the many canals that we have not displayed here, into a celebratory 

reproduction and a cultural document.   

 

                                                           
16 [...] una obra realizada por la mano humana y creada con el fin específico de mantener 

hazañas o destinos individuales (o un conjunto de éstos) siempre vivos y presentes en la 

conciencia de las generaciones venideras (In the original) 
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Image 47. Edmond Fierlants. Sint Carolus Borromeuskerk, 1860. Erfgoedbibliotheek Hendrik Conscience, 
Antwerpen. 
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It is important to remember, once again, that by the mid-nineteenth 

century, Europe began recovering from half a century of political and social 

distress. In the new continental political geography, culture progressively 

became a pretentiously “civilized,” peaceful manner of maintaining the 

dispute for hegemony locally, while moving the actual competition overseas 

to the colonies17. Regarding the artistic field, that is, art in its different forms, 

monuments were an effective way to reassert and claim the new identities 

under construction. The Mission Héliographique, with its documental and 

restorative character, was nothing less than, we may risk saying, the actual 

invention of national patrimony. As it set out, in France, to catalogue 

architectural works that should later undergo state-funded restorative work, 

in Belgium, it came forth, one year earlier, as both a reaction to and a logical 

consequence of former French dominion over the country. From its 

independence onwards, the ‘kingdom inherited non-accomplished French 

projects, concretizing them on Neoclassic style, which is still referenced for 

the new prestigious public edifices’18 (Schmidt, 2002, p. 408). What happened 

following the rapid public transformation of Hainaut, Liège, and Verviers, was 

a large-scale program for the public, civil, and religious buildings in which,  

 

[i]n order to stand out from epochs of foreign occupation 
and from the primacy of French taste, to affirm its national 
identity and reconnect to its own past, the architectural 
prototypes in Belgium are distanced from Neoclassicism in 
order to adopt different historical forms. It is eclecticism 
(Schmidt, 2002, p. 409)19. 

 

                                                           
17 Besides the colonies, to understand how this was transposed to countries which 

independence had already been conquered, more specifically Latin America, see Foster, 

2009. 
18 [...] royaume hérite des projets français non aboutis et les réalise en style néoclassique qui 

sont encore de référence pour les nouveaux édifices publics prestigieux. (In the original). 
19 Afin de se démarquer des époques d’occupation étrangère et de la primauté du goût 

français, d’affirmer son identité nationale et de rénover avec son propre passé, les prototypes 

architecturaux s’y écartent du néoclassicisme pour adopter différentes formes historiques. 

C’est l’éclectisme. (in the original). 
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Such strategy was thought of as a way of distinguishing the functions 

of the new buildings: neoclassicism (either Greek or Roman) for ministries and 

stock exchanges, neogothic for churches and universities, Italian or Palladian 

Renaissance for houses, and Flemish Renaissance for communal houses. 

Furthermore, this was an effective way of reinterpreting the past and claiming 

its “Belgianness,” much like what was being done in Second Empire France. 

Architecture, however, was not the only art to fit, in this politics, into the 

category of “monument”. Sculpture and, as we shall see next from a different 

perspective, paintings, played a major role in the celebration of nineteenth 

century nation. In fact, regarding sculpture, the epoch went through a so-

called “statuomanie”, from whence came Guillaume Geefs’ monument to 

Rubens (1840, image 43), in Antwerp, and to General Belliard and Leopold I in 

Brussels, as well as Léonard de Kuyper’s monument to Antoon Van Dyck 

(1856) and Jef Lambeaux’s to Brabo (1884-1887), both in Antwerp. 

If accepted that the missions which documented and categorized 

national monuments for later restoration represented the actual invention of 

national patrimony and heritage, then the investiture in the protection of 

monuments stands precisely for what Swedish sociologist Göran Therborn 

(2002, p. 26) described as something in ‘the intersection of art and power, of 

ritual and urban design, of architecture and imagery […] that tries to create, 

express or maintain, not so much beauty nor just power, but collective 

identity’. This identity was, by the mid-nineteenth century, bound to a 

historicist ideology that saw human deeds unmistakably tied to a linear 

evolutionary chronology made meaningful through race, language, and land. 

Within this ideology, ‘the monument presents itself as an essential link in the 

evolutionary chain of art history. The “artistic monument” is, in this sense, a 

proper “historic-artistic monument”’20 (Riegl, 1987, p. 25). Would there not be, 

                                                           
20 [...] el monumento se nos presenta como un eslabón imprescindible en la cadena evolutiva 

de la historia del arte. El “monumento artístico” es, en este sentido, propiamente un 

“monumento histórico-artístico” (in the original). 
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however, an alternative value next to the historical one that could explain the 

reason why some monuments were deemed more important than others? 

Something colour, form, and conception related? According to Riegl, the 

nineteenth century discarded Classical Antiquity as the utmost artistic ideal. 

In so doing, it did not, however, manage to abandon its belief in an objective 

artistic ideal. This essentially changed the artistic value of monuments from 

one of remembrance to one of contemporaneity.  Add to this conception of 

institutional and juridical measures of the protection of monuments; the 

nineteenth century’s conceptualization of each style ‘as a part of the eternal 

canon’21 (Riegl, 1987, p. 40). If, under this guise, all monuments selected as 

belonging to the canon, were then considered worthy of protection and 

conserving, the ones such as Antwerp’s city-gates (images 44-46) or the 

Blauwe Toren (image 48) – doomed to disappear for economic reasons of 

urban expansion – found this protection and conservation precisely, as 

intended, through the photographic media.  

As discussed in the initial part of the chapter, the state-funded policy 

of monumental inventory was an important part of Rogier’s policy as Minister 

of the Interior, and it is clear that Fierlants’ work was, consequently, explicitly 

connected to the imperative of national identity as demanded by post-

revolutionary Belgium in the context of mid-nineteenth century industrial 

capitalism. Is it possible, however, to declare Fierlants’ work as one dedicated 

to the sole cause of ‘monumentalism’? We know Fierlants originally meant to 

photograph the pictorial heritage of Belgium, and specifically of Flanders, and 

had his appeal denied. The question of photography’s ‘realism’ was, in that 

sense, determinant for it to be considered by the Academy as the medium for 

documenting Belgium architectural heritage. This is what must now be 

addressed, as photography’s ‘realism’ in this case, leads us straight back to the 

relation between photography and painting and specifically to how exactly 

“realism” might be understood in Fierlants’ case. 

                                                           
21 [...] una parte del canon eterno (in the original) 
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Image 48. Edmond Fierlants. Blauwe Toren, 1860. Erfgoedbibliotheek Hendrik Conscience. 
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Fierlants, and the landscape tradition. 

No matter how ‘realist’ photographs have been believed to be, it is 

necessary to avoid the simple parallelism between photographic realism, 

aligned with the technique’s indexicality (cf. Bate, 2016; Hannavy, 2008; Peres, 

2007; Wells, 2015), and that proposed by the painting tradition, whose origin 

is usually traced back, as a movement, to Gustave Courbet. In simple terms, it 

is necessary to differ ‘realistic’ from ‘realist’. As Gerald Needham (1988) 

clarifies, nineteenth century Realist art was far from being a unified pictorial 

movement. Instead, it draws on numerous styles, media and subjects that 

dated back to the eighteenth-century. Although it is common to look at oil 

painting as the chief representatives of Realist art, printing, illustrations, 

panorama, and diorama, as well as naturalist landscape painting were essential 

predecessors and contemporaries of the oil paintings that came to symbolize 

Realist art. Partaking in a refusal of Neoclassic Academic painting, specifically 

in France, Realist art was a movement propelled by the events that had 

occurred in the first half of the nineteenth century – beginning with the end 

of the Napoleonic Empire in 1814 and, in France, followed the July Monarchy, 

the revolution of 1848 and the 1871 commune – that made artists eventually 

claim a production of meaning that drew on the social, criticising both 

neoclassic and Romantic art.  

To talk about ‘realism’ in Realist art means to give attention to the 

movement’s attempt to convey a detailed and faithful reproduction of a scene. 

This was largely fed by the rapid unfolding of the Industrial Revolution, which 

was expressed differently between illustrated journals, ‘fascinated by the 

movement and crowding of the city’ (Needham, 1988, p. 37), and painting, 

which ‘preferred the static and the monumental’ (Needham, 1988, p. 37). Until 

the mid-nineteenth century, realism was far more embedded in illustrations 

and printing – Daumier and Gavarni being its highest representatives – than 

it was in painting, in which the realism of Realism still resided in matters of 

composition and method. By the moment photography is invented, an idea of 
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artistic realism already exists, and, as Gerald Needham (1988) carefully 

theorizes, most realist painters painted in an ‘unphotographic’ style. If on the 

one hand, photography reinforced ‘the idea that the banalest scenes could be 

subject of a picture’ (Needham, 1988, p. 69), photography was unable to 

capture movement, which was a central question for Realist painting.  In other 

words, when it came to people, only by posing could photography faithfully 

reproduce its subjects, which meant it was dependent on compositionality, 

something that the Realists sought to get rid of.  

This distinction between the realism in painting and the indexical 

realism in photography brings us to a challenging situation when referring to 

the latter. It is not that photography did not share common interests with 

Realist art. Indeed, the belief in photography’s ‘veracity’ largely saw both 

media as sharing common interests. The fact is, however, that an essential 

component sought by painting at the zenith of Realist art could only be 

achieved by photography later on, as exposure times shortened, and the 

photographer became able to produce so-called snapshots, which grounded 

the tradition we have earlier described as being that of street-photography. In 

Fierlants’ time, however, the realism shared by photography and Realist art 

was much more to be found in pre-Realist, Naturalist landscape painting, from 

Constable to the Barbizon and the Kalmthoutse School. The complicity 

between photography and landscape painting allows us, now, to talk about the 

former’s ‘realism’ as a matter of verisimilitude, in which details are able to be 

reproduced faithfully. It also brings forth the matter of monumentality and 

static, to which photography in its earlier years was forced to comply with. 

Indeed, the relation being made now represents a hermeneutical risk, since 

the relation made between landscape painting and landscape photography is 

a leap taken in order to deal with the absence of literature on Fierlants’ work 

and the consequent lack of theorization and interpretation of it. Nonetheless, 

as it is about to unfold, it will prove to be useful and especially prosperous, 
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since it will relate two different pictorial regimes and elaborate on the problem 

of realism in photography, an issue usually taken for granted in the references. 

As discussed earlier, the relation between photography and art was, 

since the genesis of the former, a complex one. The preference of the Belgian 

Academy of media other than photography for the reproduction of paintings 

makes clear that a couple of decades after the announcement of photography, 

there was still a general fear that photography, with its ‘fateful’ reproduction 

of reality, might take the place of painting. History later showed that this fear, 

although rationally grounded, was unfounded. If anything, photography came 

to the aid of painting and enriched the theoretical approach to figurative 

painting. To that matter, it is interesting to recall John Ruskin’s (2007) 

considerations on Turner’s work, in which we are able to see how, to the critic, 

Turner’s works marked the beginning of the deliverance of form and outline. 

In this direction, Mary Warner Marien (2006) recollects how Ruskin 

contradicted himself on the value of photography, changing ideas from 

considering it a blessing to regretting its invention in the space of a single year. 

Similarly, painters like Delacroix, who even used photography as an aid for his 

work, believed it to be a means for producing ‘pictures untrue to human 

perception’ (Marien, 2006, p. 76), and Saint-Beuve accused it of satisfying, 

instead of edifying, human emotions.  

In the early decades of photography, Gustave Le Gray was a vital 

theoretician of photography, addressing its relation to art by addressing the 

principles of painting directly, believing that photography would educate taste 

by allowing people ‘to study the fullness of nature’ (Marien, 2006, p. 78). 

Producing many landscapes himself, Le Gray was part of the Barbizon circle, 

a group of artists who would meet in the village of Barbizon, close to Paris, 

and who set the initial step towards realist and naturalist painting in France. 

Le Gray’s importance for photography was such that he might be ascribed as 

the initiator of a structured set of compositional rules, concerning himself 

with aesthetic harmony and post-development retouch, like the darkening of 
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a photograph’s edges to highlight the centre of the image. With time, the 

question about whether photography was art or not gave way to pressing 

matters like the formation of a new, exclusive market, and the economic 

possibilities offered by the medium, both as a tool for science and as a 

commodity. Nonetheless, the matter carried on and many different attempts 

were made to affirm the medium as an autonomous art: tableaux vivants, 

portraitures of famous people, still-life. This way, by the 1860s, there were so 

many types of photography being produced in Europe that the medium 

increasingly became a matter for aesthetic theorization, giving way to 

processes considered imaginative and closer to art, than to science. Whereas 

in Paris a freer type of photographic practice had as much space as the official, 

art and architecture reproduction type of practice, in Belgium, as we have 

seen, the Academy conservatively avoided mixing painting and photography. 

By obfuscating the connection between both, the Academy denied 

photography precisely the link through which Belgian culture could join the 

debate already underway elsewhere on the continent.  

Fierlants could not avoid the debate between art and photography. 

Likewise, the artistic component of his work can hardly be overlooked by the 

viewer. According to Herman Van Goethem (2000), this component has to do 

with the ‘elimination of everything superfluous’ (p. 51), which furthermore 

avoids people. Although not as we have seen so far, most shots by Fierlants 

show no people at all, ‘something that strongly contributes to the stilled depth 

and poetic power of his photographs. In this sense, they are also akin to the 

work of Constable’ (Van Goethem, 2000, p. 51). Indeed, as photography and 

painting relate, it is rather reasonable that photographic works find resonance 

in paintings, and vice-versa. Nonetheless, the relation made by Van Goethem 

seems problematic. It is interesting to use this example, however, to further 

investigate the artistic component of Fierlants’ work. The photograph of the 

ship on the Vlaams Hoofd (image 49), is one that detaches itself from the body 

of Fierlants’ Antwerp work. At the opposite bank of the Scheldt, the Vlaams 
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Hoofd is a parish that was annexed as part of the city.  To take this shot, 

Fierlants positioned himself behind a ship docked at the riverbank, which 

takes nearly the entire frame, vertically. A pair of men can be seen, backwards, 

working on each side of the largest mast. To the right, four ships of different 

scales are spread through the river which, probably given to the prolonged 

exposure, is seen as a dull, smooth, whitened surface, almost made of snow.  

Even as the city is shown on the opposite bank of the river, this is yet 

another photograph in which the precept of an architectural objective is 

difficult to accept. By taking a vertical shot, Fierlants objectively decided to 

leave aside any panoramic advantage that could be taken in favour of 

portraying the city. This is a photograph of a ship, first, and of men working 

on it.  Fierlants’ photograph is a picturesque image that makes use of 

landscape as a background to set the scene to be described. Something 

between a quiet, tranquil scene, and the aestheticization of a feature essential 

to the city’s life, i.e. the ship, the image is beautifully created by the balance 

between the two sailors, almost parallel on their respective masts, and the 

slight inclination of the ship to the left, which creates a continuous ascending 

line (or descending, if we read from left to right), between the margins of the 

river banks and the top of the higher mast.  

A balanced composition, making good use of the frame, which is 

divided on a Cartesian plane in which the ship stands for the ground zero, this 

image may give a viewer room for an interpretive reading, but not much if one 

aims to understand the city’s architectural patrimony. This image is one in 

which it is possible to testify an aesthetic proposal in Fierlants’ works. Such a 

proposal is not only a matter of subject and theme but of composition, in 

which the material elements can be seen in dissolution. The river, for instance, 

is dissolved into a snow-like catwalk for the ships, while the ascending line 

between riverbank and ship composes an organic continuity between water 

and ship as if they were one and the same.  
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Image 49. Edmond Fierlants, A Ship on the Vlaams Hoofd, 1860. Stadsarchief Antwerpen. 
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To say ‘dissolution’ is to invoke an impression similar to what can be 

seen in Constable’s Shipping on the Orwell, near Ipswich, (image 50) from 

around 1806-1809. Here, what one sees is a similar view from that of Fierlants 

Vlaams Hoofd. A ship docked by the beach on a cloudy day, slightly inclined 

to the right, the sand and the ship’s hull form an organic continuity created by 

the change of tones of colours of a similar palette, progressively from brighter 

to darker. Perspective-wise, Constable breaks with traditional conventions. 

Although the three human figures to the left of the board seem to be on the 

same level as the ship, they appear increasingly large in comparison to a two-

sail ship. The rising of the ground on the left-most portion of the painting and 

the very low level of the smaller boat on the bottom right corner of it do not 

allow the viewer to perceive precisely where the main ship is positioned. 

Similarly, the river is made impressively broad by the different dimensions 

given to the remaining boats on the water.   

It is unclear whether this oil painting was one of Constable’s alla prima 

studies or a finished piece, but the thick strokes and irregular perspective of 

the painting tend to fit it as a study. In a vibrant interpretation of the 

production of meaning in Constable’s work, Ann Bermingham (1987), 

distinguishes two forms of studies: the esquisse and the étude. While the first 

‘could represent an artist’s first thoughts about a subject or his final 

orchestration of major formal elements before embarking on the actual 

painting’ (Bermingham, 1987, p. 39), the étude consisted of the artist’s attempt 

to capture ‘through a direct and rapid rendering alla prima, the transitory 

effects of light and atmosphere pervading the scene’ (Bermingham, 1987, p. 

39). Whereas one focused on the object, the esquisse made transparent the 

inventive and compositional power of the painter. Together, according to 

Birmingham, both types of sketches translated the landscape painter’s attitude 

in dealing with an experience in a substantially different way from that of the 

academic painting: actual physical experience.  
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Image 50. John Constable. Shipping on the Orwell, near Ipswich. Oil on Millboard, c. 1806-1809. ©Victoria & 
Albert Museum, London. 

 

Considering the distinction between both types of sketches, a second 

look over Constable’s Shipping conveys a new meaning. Now the painting 

comes forth seemingly as a result of the author’s concern either with a 

different sort of landscape composition, in which the landscape itself is left to 

the sides of the frame, and/or, with the precise rendering of light, in the 

turmoil of the sky whereupon colours are juxtaposed – as in the thickest white 

layer of ink – and in some points organically and fluidly continuous. Such a 

composition could not be further from Fierlants’. Even though the sketch in 

question might have never become a larger painting, as it is, it provides the 

scholar with the possibility of investigating Constable’s method and 

conception of what a landscape should be like. The free association of the two 

images can be made precisely to show this disparity for, in fact, Constable’s 
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painting is not about the ship, exclusively, but about light and the possibility 

of rendering nature through it. Of course, in a deeper semiotic level, the 

relation between Fierlants and Constable can indeed be made through the 

observance and interpretation of many elements that may occur in both 

authors. Furthermore, it is one thing to take one work by each author and 

deem the relation inexistent, and a different one to articulate the corpus of 

both and study them in depth. Precisely because of that, this relationship 

should not be denied. It just does not seem to happen because of an absence 

of people or of anything superfluous in the images, as Herman Van Goethem 

states (2000), but because ideas of naturalism and poetic invention touched 

both Constable and Fierlants in a way that both shared an interest in 

landscape. If Constable was one of the precursors and masters of landscape 

painting in the nineteenth century, along with Turner, influencing the French 

Barbizon school and the Belgian Kalmthoutse, or Grijze, School by the second-

half of the nineteenth century, it is difficult to imagine Fierlants as a 

professional being completely alienated to painting movements. In fact, he 

was nothing but coeval to both movements, in France and Belgium. Although 

this does not necessarily mean he was explicitly or consciously dialoguing with 

Barbizon or Kalmthoutse painters, the influence of landscape painting seems 

quite clear as a reflection on the composition of Fierlants’ images, which 

enriches the purely monumental, architectural aspect of his portrayal of 

Antwerp. 

If, as Ronald Rees states (1976, p. 59), the nineteenth century landscape 

painter was ‘committed to developing coherent descriptions of the surface of 

the earth,’ a scientific paradigm was soon observed in the genre, as the painter 

shared the same interest as the geographer. Constable himself was one of the 

originators of a scientific understanding of landscape painting, ‘adopting a 

scientific approach to his subject […] responding to the spirit of the age’ (Rees, 

1976, p. 61). Focusing on empirical experience as the principle for landscape 

painting – hence the different types of sketches or studies alla prima – 
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landscape painting – then considered a minor genre compared to Neoclassic 

and Romantic academic painting, found increasing support in scientific 

discourse. Reciprocally, it became a support for a discourse of realism in the 

arts that, if one traces the genealogy of Constable’s influence, for instance, 

could be drawn back to the seventeenth-century Dutch painters.  In this sense, 

it is not nature as such that interested the painter, but a nature in which it was 

possible to testify human presence. Not a Romantic, ideal, and bucolic nature, 

thus, but one in which human labour and expressivity were visible, on a 

movement coeval to the increasing interest of labour in the fields of political 

economy, sociology, history, and so forth, as discussed by Ronald Rees (1976). 

If in the largest part of Constable’s work nature is portrayed in communion to 

the worker of the land, in the philosophical field, too, we see, from the early 

nineteenth century onwards, the evolution of utopian socialism to the 

scientific socialism of Marx and Engels, and the increasing concern with the 

critique of political economy and the rise of socialism in its many colours. 

The conceptualization of a landscape that is permeated with human 

presence seems to be precisely the meeting point between Constable (and a 

part of landscape painting tradition), and Fierlants. Indeed, what images like 

the Antwerp Cathedral and the Ship on the Vlaams Hoofd (images 42 & 49), 

present to us are landscapes permeated with human presence. They are 

humanly constructed landscapes rather than ‘natural’ ones. In this sense, the 

landscape is brought closer to human work, as it is, partly, also a product of 

human labour. This is also true with regards to the painter or the 

photographer, because it is their work that bridges the gap between that which 

is understood as natural, and the eye of the beholder. By rendering landscape 

in their own way of seeing, they interpret it and help to give new shape to what 

is, theoretically, seen as an objective phenomenon. This is also the case – 

perhaps even more explicitly – with two panoramic views of the city (images 

51 & 52), in which the city can be seen, with the same spectral ambience as all 

of Fierlants photographs, as a tableau of the precise depiction of the 
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geographic surface. The urban, in its programmatic, political and economic 

facets, becomes, a social question, one related to human making. 

What both images give to the viewer is a long-distance view of 

Antwerp. Especially in the view of the Sint-Carolus Borromeus and Sint-Jakobs 

churches (image 51), the central position occupied by the religious buildings 

seems to imply the dominant role of religion. What is interesting about these 

photographs, and what may allow us to read the panorama of the churches as 

such, is that they were not produced in standard 16:9 aspect ratio, which 

emulates our peripheral view. Instead, these images are on an almost squared 

format which, differently from the 16:9 that presents a broad horizontal reach, 

does not suggest continuity from side to side, but instead, a static scene. The 

format used for these photographs makes the image more homogeneous and 

does not suggest a sense of control over the landscape, like a traditional 16:9 

panoramic would. Instead, it comes forth as a tableau depicting a scene to be 

admired. If the 16:9 ratio divides its content horizontally, this squared format 

used for both images does so by centralizing its content in concentric circles, 

which brings our focus to the middle ground. In the case of the Sint-Carolus 

Borromeus and Sint-Jakobs churches, the buildings occupying the central part 

of the frame are immediately followed by both religious edifices, which rise 

above the horizontal, flat line of the landscape. The fact that this photograph 

was taken from a high level, in fact from Antwerp’s Town Hall, contributes to 

this view constituting, as I have named it, a concentric view. Such a concept 

may be explained as one in which instead of a flat, straight line, the gaze is 

invited to roam over regular circles sharing a specific centre that, in the case 

of the panorama with the churches of Sint-Carolus Borromeus and Sint-Jakob 

(image 51), suggest no specific control over the scene. As an image that is more 

centralized than a 16:9 panorama, the churches, standing apart from the rest 

of the buildings – furthermore they are the only buildings of which we can 

actually see the façade – seem to make a series of statements on what is meant 

to be observed, what identifies that place as Antwerp and also a statement on 
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the centrality of religious life in that place. By detaching the church towers 

from the horizon line, Fierlants inverts the optical suggestion of control, 

making the viewer face a monument of power. 

 

 

 

 

Image 51. Edmond Fierlants, Panorama with the Sint-Carolus Borromeus and Sint-Jakobs Churches. View from the 
Town Hall, 1860. Erfgoedbibliotheek Hendrik Conscience. 
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Image 52. Edmond Fierlants. The Vlaams Hoofd or Sint-Anna from the Vlasmarkt, 1860. Erfgoedbibliotheek 
Hendrik Conscience.
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Similarly, on the view from the Vlaams Hoofd from the Vlasmarkt, 

Fierlants plays with the aspect ratio of 4:3 by finding a stretch of buildings that 

seem to perfectly fit the frame. As this is a lower shot, our view is presented with 

a flat almost perspective-less horizon. Once again, the author captures the city as 

a static, two-dimensional tableau, as much as he would have reproduced an 

actual canvas, which was, as previously stated, what Fierlants originally wanted. 

In the view of the Vlaams Hoofd, contrary to the view of the churches, there is 

little left to ‘understand’. If in the previous photograph, the choice of privileging 

churches may lead a viewer almost immediately to think of this as a symbolical 

act, reflecting on the meaning or predominance of religion. Contrarily, in the 

view of the Vlaams Hoofd, the viewer is led back to look at the landscape as an 

almost purely admirable scene. As such, Fierlants once more transits between a 

concern with the monumental – in the political sense of the word as previously 

discussed – aspect of the city and one which is concerned with the issue of beauty 

or the sublime. If earlier these two meanings were presented with street-level, 

event-focused photographs (images 44-47 for the monuments, and 49, 51, 52 for 

the aesthetical shots), they now re-appear in higher-level panoramic shots, to 

begin with the image opening this chapter. 

Where monument and landscape meet, in the panoramic and high-level 

views of Fierlants, a political statement may be discerned, through the public 

inscriptions of possession and domain, as well as the distinctive skyline where 

church towers rise. This statement is to be found precisely in the embedded 

relation between the naturalistic representation of the landscape and power. As 

W.J.T. Mitchell states (2002a, p. vii), ‘landscapes exert the passive force of setting, 

scene and sight’. Being difficult to define precisely what one looks at when one 

‘looks at a landscape’, the landscape itself operates as a perspective withdrawal, 

an aestheticized distance. If Fierlants was photographing these land(city)scapes 

a century earlier, as a genre, he would have been located next to the lower, less 

important authors. Even though photographing in 1860 was still a practice far 
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from being recognized in the Belgian context, the category of landscape, 

nonetheless, shared the growing importance that it had acquired throughout the 

nineteenth century (cf. Van Aert & Bastiaensen, 2007). The matter is that even if 

photography was still considered an inferior practice, landscape was, 

nonetheless, understood differently when applied to painting, becoming 

‘meaningful in itself’ (Galassi, 1981, p. 21). Because it provided the viewer with 

‘realism’, and with matters for scientific study, as set by the innovative conception 

of the landscape by the likes of Constable, this could also have aided the belief 

that photography was able to provide, beyond the realm of portraiture, a realist 

rendering of the world. As such, Fierlants’ photographs, as he set out to document 

the city’s monumental patrimony, constituted far more than a pragmatic work of 

architecture-photography. As Fierlants’ captured ships and panoramas of the 

city, getting closer to landscape and a sort of realism shared with this genre, he 

also progressively captured thresholds of the urban scene: doorways, water 

pumps, deserted interiors. This way, Fierlants drew his subjects closer to 

landscape, and made them a part of the city, a part of a scenario produced by 

human labour. Despite having probably been selected by people other than 

Fierlants himself the wells, pumps, walls, doors, alleys and passages that Fierlants 

captured are, this way, turned into objects of admiration. The last part of this 

chapter will be dedicated to the discussion on the possibility of Fierlants’ will to 

go beyond a practical work regarding the monuments elected to be documented, 

bringing forth the aesthetically pictorial, picturesque side of his work, which will 

reveal a critical assessment on the objects depicted in the overall objective of the 

commissioned Antwerp album.  

Fierlants’ Antwerp and the aesthetics of the urban. 

As the images of the Cathedral of Our Lady, of the Vlaams Hoofd, or of 

the water pump at Saint Julian’s guesthouse (images 42, 49 & 52) indicate, 

Fierlants’ architectural photography might have been aimed at something more 

than pure documentation. As a photographer whose specialty was the 
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photography of art, thus attentive to details, light and framing, it seems that in 

order to portray the richness of the city’s heritage it was necessary to bring the 

objects photographed into his own perspective, from the grandiose, macrocosmic 

buildings in their entirety, to the ground-level, microcosmic objects of the streets. 

That way, as in the case of Sint Carolus Borromeus Church (image 47), by having 

captured the entire edifice, Fierlants documents the artistic details which form 

the Jesuit, seventeenth-century church. Choosing a precise time of the day, when 

the sun appeared to be hitting the building directly, Fierlants was able to 

emphasize ‘the relief detail on the front surface of the building and the three-

dimensional form of the building as a whole’ (W. W. Dubois, 2007, p. 326). Using 

the full space of the frame with the building, Fierlants was able to create an image 

with a stark contrast that serves to create an impression of three-dimensionality. 

This procedure repeats itself many times throughout Fierlants’ work, as it does, 

analogously, in the photographs of the city-gates, and the Blauwe Toren (images 

43-46 & 48), as all the buildings are presented as the main subject and have their 

dimensions detailed, following standards of architectural photography. 

However, Fierlants’ taste for detail, repeated itself whenever he decided 

to photograph differently from the wide architectural shots. The photograph of 

the water pump at Saint Julian Guesthouse (image 52), is one of the cases in which 

architectural photography gives way to a low-scale, almost still-life photography. 

It is evident that the pump is a pump, that it is annexed to a house, of which we 

see an arch and a portion of the door. Yet, at the same time, it is difficult to 

understand this photograph as an architectural one, that is, like one that makes 

architecture its proper subject. It is not precisely about a dwelling or construction 

– even though it is an expression of a way of understanding space – nor is it a 

photograph meant to document and preserve a certain architectural knowledge. 

This image is, rather, an interesting composition of light and shadow, creating 

depth by artfully articulating the void spaces in which the pump is, ‘incorporating 

the shadow qualities of positive and negative space’ (Defibaugh, 2007, p. 325), 
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which are, furthermore, enriched by the play between straight and curved, 

parallel and perpendicular lines by the wall. Thus, despite the probable 

significance of this pump – we must remember the objects to be photographed 

were decided by the government – Fierlants personal manner of capturing it 

shows a particular idea of composition that goes beyond that which was 

previously pointed out as a ‘penchant for realism’. 

Considering the contrast between the photographs of Saint Charles 

Borromeo Church and the Pump of Saint Julian Guesthouse, it is necessary to step 

back for a while and consider an important fact regarding Fierlants. Although a 

member of the Societé Française de Photographie – the only Belgian member and 

also one of its founders – and certainly tuned with the works of Nègre, Marville 

and most French photographers, Fierlants himself belonged to what may be 

considered a different tradition within French photography, having learned the 

practice with Hippolyte Bayard. 

Along with Daguerre and Nièpce in France, Talbot in the United Kingdom 

and Florence in Brazil, Bayard was a co-inventor of photography. Bayard, like 

Nièpce, aimed at direct positive prints and managed to achieve it by completely 

darkening  

 

[…] light-sensitive paper that had been soaked in sodium 
chloride by exposing it to light. He then took the blackened 
paper and soaked it again, this time in a solution of potassium 
iodide. When this paper was placed in a camera obscura and 
exposed, the light bleached the paper according to its intensity. 
(Marien, 2006, p. 15) 

 

It was Arago himself who convinced Bayard not to announce his 

discovery, in order to avoid a conflict over the domain of the invention, which 

ultimately leads to the lack of recognition of Bayard’s pioneering role. Despite 

that, however, Bayard carried on his career as a photographer, even becoming an 

important and renowned one. In his works, Bayard played with artistic vogues 

and trends and experimented with different genres of photography: still-life, 
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architecture and interiors, and portraiture. Essentially playing with 

photography’s capacity to mislead or unsettle, Bayard would photograph mostly 

whatever presented him with attractive shapes or textural richness, to which he 

paid attention regardless of his intention.  

 

 

Image 53. Edmond Fierlants, Pump at the entrance to the Sint-Julianusgasthuis, Hoogstraat, 1860. Erfgoedbibliotheek 
Hendrik Conscience, Antwerpen. 
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The attraction to shapes and texture might have exerted some influence 

over Fierlants, as a pair of freely associated images will attest (images 54 & 55). 

Evidently, as contemporaries, many photographers would have points of contacts 

in their works. Nonetheless, the fact that Fierlants was, so to say, a student of 

Bayard, must not be ignored. The fact that Fierlants’ was educated by Bayard, 

himself an eternal outsider in the photographic field, although one of its pioneers, 

definitely influenced Fierlants’ career as, firstly, an experimentalist. Moreover he 

was, as Bayard, a proficient technician, and particularly acquainted with the 

Taupenot process, a technique based on albumin-covered dry collodion that 

allowed preparing the glass plates beforehand (cf. Hannavy, 2008; Joseph & 

Schwilden, 1988). This process was, furthermore, particularly useful for landscape 

and architectural photography, since it allowed the photographer to travel 

further away from the studio. It is important to remember, furthermore, that 

Bayard himself had been an architectural photographer (cf. Hannavy, 2008), and 

an experimentalist art photographer, working in the studio with still lifes and 

decorative photographs, which linked photography to painting through yet 

another relation, that of mimesis, and provided support for studying composition 

and framing. Bayard’s polyvalence certainly influenced Fierlants’ pictorial 

influences and may add to our understanding of his work. As a photographer of 

paintings, and an experimentalist by vocation, the role of a commissioned 

photographer of monuments may have struck Fierlants’ as a challenge regarding 

both themes, and, within this challenge, Bayard’s influence over him may have 

been decisive, as he was able to experiment with new ways of expression by the 

merging of technical matters, such as the choice of oblique angles and the use of 

light, and aesthetical choices, which lead Stephen F. Joseph and Tilde Schwilden 

to declare that each of Fierlants’ image ‘in the series constitute, in a certain 

fashion, the link in a chain’ (Joseph & Schwilden, 1988, p. 39).  

In the technical and aesthetical challenge of photographing Antwerp’s 

monuments resided an attempt to describe the city looking towards its 
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picturesque character and its elements of the sublime and beautiful. In this, 

photographs such as that of the Sint Julianusgasthuis pump, or of the 

Saucierstraat (images 53 & 55), resonate with Bayard’s interior photograph of a 

Chair and watering can (image 54).  In these three images we may perceive not 

only a detailed rendering of its main objects, but more importantly, a stillness 

that resembles still-life paintings and studies. The fact that some items are left 

off the frame, like the watering can in the lower left portion of Bayard’s image 

(image 54), or the bottom part of the fruit baskets in Fierlants’ image (image 55), 

plus the particular asymmetric position of the pump (image 53), gives the stillness 

within these images a peculiar uncanniness that does not allow us to fit them into 

any particular sort of genre. This is decisive for understanding Fierlants’ 

photographs, and relates them, furthermore, to the whole question of the division 

of photographic practices into genres and sub-genres as something probably 

done a posteriori, or at least coeval to the time these photographers were working 

and, thus, marking a change in the field. 

It is difficult to say how many genres were ascribed to nineteenth century 

photography. Even today, genres are a complicated question since, as art or 

literary history show us, there is never a clear caesura between one trend and 

another, between new and old theoretical and methodological procedures, 

whether in painting, writing, dancing, and so forth. Thus, if portrait and 

ethnographic photographic, although sharing the almost the same conventions, 

and essentially recording people’s features, they nonetheless belonged to 

different genres. This is basically due to the ends they were meant for and the 

social use they were given, as well as the symbolic capital they conferred. 

Whereas portraits mostly dignified and embellished the interior of bourgeois 

homes, ethnographic portraits served as a tool for research and, ultimately, an 

argument for social racial and social evolutionism. Either way, if we were to fit 

Bayard’s and Fierlants’ photographs (images 54 & 55), into a specific genre, they 

would probably comply with a category such as interior photography. Bayard 
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(image 54), presents us with a careful composition made up by the use of positive 

space, creating depth by the widening of the focus, which brings forth the chair 

and the watering can. Fierlants (image 55), however, does the precise opposite, 

putting attention to the negative space, closing the focus and creating depth by 

the sharp contrast and slightly dislocated angle, which added to the presence of 

the three fruit baskets on the left corner of the frame. As photographs that seem 

to prioritize form – the use of light, the time of exposure, and the aperture – rather 

than content, both images seem analogous as a form of study, and in this sense, 

Bayard and Fierlants share a resemblance between each other and between many 

of their contemporaries. However, it is important to note the difference between 

both images’ usage. 

 

 

Image 54. Hippolyte Bayard. Chair and watering can in a garden. Salted paper print from a Calotype negative. 
16,5x12,7cm, c. 1843-1847. The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles. 
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Image 55. Edmond Fierlants, Saucierstraat, 1860. Erfgoed Bibliotheek Hendrik Conscience, Antwerpen. 
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We do not know what the purpose of Bayard’s photograph was. For all we 

know, it could have merely been a study, or maybe a gift, an adornment to a 

friend’s mantelpiece. Fierlants’ image, however, had quite a different fate and 

entered the ensemble of the photographs commissioned by the city of Antwerp. 

It is interesting, in this sense, to speculate what was, indeed the purpose of a 

photograph such as the one from Saucierstraat (image 55). Is it destined 

exclusively to document, with realism, the doorjambs of a house? Contrary to 

most of the photographs in the album, this photograph ‘fails’ to show a specific 

building and even the hatch is not accurately captured. So, what exactly is this 

photograph ‘about’? Assuming that the government’s committee decided that 

Fierlants had to document the hatch of a house in Saucierstraat for its 

architectural and patrimonial uniqueness – and it is worth saying that this place 

does not exist in Antwerp anymore – it is also worth inquiring how, exactly, 

Fierlants was able to do so, as this image moves away from the architectural realm 

and enters a more pictorial and aestheticized terrain, just like it was already 

hinted at with previous photographs like the ground-level photograph of the 

Saint Julian’s Guesthouse water pump (image 52), or by the photograph of the 

ship by the Vlaams Hoofd (image 49). 

To declare a photograph to be artistic is, as André Rouillé observed (2005), 

a problem as naïve as it is problematic since it goes back to the very inception of 

the medium, resuming ‘the main interrogations addressed to photography’22 

(2005, p. 307). In the end, it seems that the artistic component of photography 

remains unsolved. The history of the photographic field shows us how 

commercial and artistic photography developed vis-à-vis the respective 

understanding, by the photographers, of the ends of the medium (cf. Freund, 

1980), but it will not respond conclusively to the relation between photography 

and art. Based on Rouillé’s observation, and the trajectory traced amongst 

pictorial traditions throughout the current and previous chapters, Fierlants’ work 

                                                           
22 [...] les principales interrogations adressées à la photographie (in the original). 
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will be assumed not as if it was, per se, an artistic work, but rather that such 

monumental work might have been driven by artistic objectives, too, as some of 

the photographs here discussed may show. Added to the photographs previously 

cited as artistic examples (images 49, 52 & 55, especially that of Saucierstraat, two 

more photographs (images 56 & 57) will serve to illustrate such hypothesis. 

 

 

Image 56. Edmond Fierlants. Palingbrug, from the river side. 1860. Erfgoedbibliotheek Hendrik Conscience, Antwerp. 
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Image 57. Edmond Fierlants. Zilversmidstraat, right corner from the Braderijstraat. 1860. FelixArchief, Antwerp. 
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Do we not see, in the Palingbrug and in the Zilvermidstraat, more than 

passageways, the bridge, and the street? Does not the shadow cast below the 

bridge, and the peculiar angle of the Zilvermidstraat photograph, taken from 

street level, hide that which, in one case takes the central portion of the frame, 

and   on the other, appears to be the main subject of the photograph? Passages, 

streets appear, in both photographs, as suggestions. Yet, at the same time, 

precisely because of this, are we not still able to see in both images, the street? As 

both photographs appear to us one hundred and fifty years after their making, 

there is something that surpasses their historical referential, for the things/places 

represented, still existing today, will be experienced differently according to a 

photograph or to the experience of actually visiting them. That way, what strikes 

us about them is something that goes beyond their monumental character, that 

is, beyond their artistic-historical value, to go back to Alois Riegl’s distinction 

(1987). What makes these images so compelling is that they are able to hook our 

gaze in wondrous admiration. In the case of the Zilvermidstraat, it is not the 

contrast between run-down buildings, and the one, to the left, in the process of 

renovation, neither is analysing it – although this is a useful photograph for it – 

but the ensemble itself, as it almost entirely avoids capturing the pavement, 

which interests us. Likewise, with the Palingbrug, it is not the emblem on the 

bridge that calls for attention, even though there we have, again, the question of 

the public inscription, but rather the passageway as a scenario, the chiaroscuro 

formed by the shadow thrown to the ground.  

Between state commission and professional want, industrial and artistic 

photography, realism and landscape, Fierlants’ work comes forth, finally, as a 

collection of different references that, together, compose a jigsaw of Antwerp. If 

on the one hand he was obliged to restrict his photographs to specific sites, on 

the other, he did so in the most diverse way possible, following different 

conventions, or freeing himself from them, according to the subject. Among state 

inscriptions in monuments, official buildings, church aisles, bridges, passages, 
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ships and wells, Fierlants’ Antwerp is a multiple, yet sombre, morose place, a city 

almost completely devoid of people, customs, and life. In his work, photography 

and the city merge as a great question mark that astonishes as, in it, monuments 

are de-monumentalized, and entire open spaces are miniaturized and given a 

ghost-like appearance. The modern ideal that set Fierlants’ work in motion, that 

is, the archival drive for safeguarding the city’s heritage, is present by subtraction 

as, in his photographs, modernity is absent. Only when one realizes the complete 

destitution of the value of the monuments by Fierlants’ shutter is one able to 

identify, in Antwerp, the arrival of modernity: it makes a ruin of itself. The diverse 

influences possible to be discerned in Fierlants’ work provides us with a rich set 

for further discussing the relation between photography and the city, as they 

articulate the different elements that, together, painted modernity in 

‘Antwerpian’ colours. This characteristic is similar to what happened, practically 

simultaneously, in São Paulo with the work of Militão Augusto de Azevedo, 

whose work we will now analyse before the final argument is drawn on the 

relation between the city and photography. 
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4. The Centre of the Periphery. The São Paulo of 

Militão Augusto de Azevedo. 

Interrogando a vida brasileira e a natureza americana, 
prosadores e poetas acharão ali farto manancial de 
inspiração e irão dando fisionomia própria ao 
pensamento nacional [...] não se fará num dia, mas 
pausadamente, para sair mais duradoura. 

Machado de Assis 
 

As the previous chapters showed, the existence of city-photography, or of 

photography in and of the city appeared as a somewhat ‘natural’ consequence of 

the development of the medium. Gaining shape in the urban milieu, photography 

would early on turn towards the urban environment. This practice, although not 

developing as a genre in itself, with its proper rules and conventions, would 

nonetheless significantly alter the experience of the city, something that was 

maintained as camera technology improved. From the middle until the end of 

the nineteenth century, the photographic portrayal of the city would mirror 

photography’s place in the threshold between science and art, at least until the 

end of the century, when the grounding of pictorialist photography was set, in 

the face of the massification of the apparatus. This historical development shows 

that however “natural” the appearance of the city in photography may have 

appeared, it was in fact, a by-product of the ongoing transformations regarding 

technologies of vision, political power and economic structure. If the case of 

Fierlants allows us to understand such a historical development in the European 

context, moving away from the hegemonic models of modernity set in France and 

England, in relation to which Belgium occupied a peripheral position, the work 

of Militão Augusto de Azevedo in São Paulo comes forth as a parallel case, almost 

coetaneous of Fierlants. As it did for his Belgian peer, the city worked as a site for 

both experimentalism and economic venture, as Azevedo produced the first 

Brazilian work of re-photography by assembling a Comparative Album of the São 

Paulo. Native to a country at the periphery of capitalism, Azevedo’s work looked 
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at the city that would become the financial and economic centre of late Imperial 

and early Republican Brazil.  

Focusing on the work of Militão Augusto de Azevedo, this chapter aims 

to introduce the reader to a descriptive take on the photographer’s work in the 

city of São Paulo, Brazil, in the mid and late nineteenth century. Similar to the 

previous discussion on Edmond Fierlants, the discussion begins with a brief 

historical contextualization of São Paulo by the mid-nineteenth century, followed 

by an overall consideration of the city’s visual culture at the time. The historical 

context is followed by a description of selected photographs of Azevedo from two 

distinct moments of his long photographic career between 1862 and 1887. 

Although the selection of the images is rather free, this twenty-five-year gap is 

not established by chance. On the contrary, they stand for the periods that 

divided the first and last take of the photographer’s portrayal of the city, which 

he would merge by putting together the Comparative Album of the City of São 

Paulo, the first of this kind in the city and, possibly, in the country. ‘Description’ 

here stands for an introduction of Azevedo’s work emphasising its compositional 

aspects, and investigating his uses of diagonal lines, vantage points, angles, and 

perspectives, mostly, as they were arranged in the space of the frame. In this 

sense, the analysis concurs with Gillian Rose’s (2001) appointments on 

compositional analysis, as well as Albrecht Rissler’s (2014) technical reflections 

on the use of the frame in image composition. Throughout the chapter, following 

the methodology articulated thus far, the descriptive approach to Azevedo’s work 

is articulated with literary and painting history elements, thereby opening up to 

a speculative interpretation of the work, that is left open-ended. This is based on 

the attempt to approach the photographer’s work through the overall cultural 

environment of his epoch, engaging with the trends in vogue as apparent from 

other forms of expression. As Azevedo’s work is understood as being divided in 

two historical moments that are assembled methodologically by the 

photographer, it is crucial that the articulation between the compositional 
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elements and the interpretive hypothesis of Azevedo’s work remain undisclosed, 

so that in the following final chapter the elements of both Fierlants’ and 

Azevedo’s work may be combined, thus addressing the theoretical considerations 

let open in the first chapters. 

Nineteenth century São Paulo, a historical contextualization. 

By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, São Paulo had ‘around fifty 

streets and less than 30 thousand inhabitants’ (Fernandes Júnior, 2012, p. 9). By 

the mid-century, the city was a site of rest and passage, an isolated point far from 

the coast. An essentially provincial character which was derived from the city’s 

isolation, and, to which, as we shall see, Azevedo testified, draws back to the very 

genesis of the city. According to Carlos Guilherme Mota (2003), three different 

epochs can be identified in the history of the city, which help to understand its 

cultural and economic formation: first, from the origins until the country’s 

independence in 1822; second from independence onwards to the abolition of 

slavery in 1888 and the proclamation of the Republic in 1889; and finally, from 

the industrialization of the city and development of a modern infrastructure, 

when  São Paulo grew from a village of Nhaangatu23 speakers to the most 

advanced, most massive and wealthiest city of Brazil,resulting in a new set of 

subsequent problems. The foundation of the city stems from the arrival of the 

Portuguese to the area in the first decades of the sixteenth-century. Setting forth 

from the Island of São Vicente, on the footsteps of the Serra do Mar, a system of 

mountains and escarpments in the southeast coast of Brazil, the colonizers 

reached a plateau where they found a trail opened by the Tupi. Known as peabirú 

by the indigenous people, the trail was re-named Estrada Real by the Portuguese, 

becoming the primary link between the coast and the hinterland. While the 

Portuguese Crown stimulated the  

                                                           
23 Nhaangatu, or General Language (Língua Geral), was a language systematized by the 

Portuguese Jesuits, which merged different original native languages into one single lingua 

franca. 
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exploitation of agricultural products (sugar, Brazil-wood, 
tobacco) across the coast [the] interior became linked to 
private, personal initiative, developed through long duration 
incursions, made by a kind of mixed people known as 
mamelucos, paulistas¸or bandeirantes. This way of living, 
habits and mentality shaped an essentially rural civilization, 
with indigenous reduced to captivity (Mota, 2003, p. 244) 

 

Isolated on a plateau amidst two ridges of mountains, the region later 

became a refuge for marranos, or crypto-Jews24 fleeing from the Inquisition. 

Officially declared a village in 1561, the region that became São Paulo housed an 

anthropophagic indigenous population that was reduced to slavery, Jews, French 

and German explorers and adventurers, and the Spanish and Portuguese on a 

racialized as well as racist dynamics. The mameluco, or ‘São Paulo Portuguese’, as 

people in the southern part of Brazil were known, was considered, from the start, 

a different kind of people than that from the coast. Historically, the Brazilian born 

on the coastal area of the country counted both with close ties to the European 

metropolis and more subsidies, elements which the mameluco was deprived from 

(cf. Ribeiro, 2014).  

The consequence was, as noted by the description made by British 

historian Charles Boxer at the beginning of the twentieth-century, that: 

 

São Paulo was a nest of pirates and the hideout of all the 
ruffians of Brazil and Paraguay. These people, in not finding 
women with whom they could unite to transmit their virtues, 
threw themselves to the Indians and Negresses, giving birth to 
a race ten times worse than its own, as it is frequent, in 
America, with mixed and mulattoes (apud Mota, 2003, p. 245). 

 

The racist statement accounts for the significant presence of a mixed race 

of Iberians and Indigenous that, given the conditions, made their lives from the 

small land business. Political and historical problems apart – such as the 

                                                           
24 Marrano is the name given to the Iberian Jews persecuted by the Inquisition, whereas crypto-

jews is the general designation of those who practiced Judaism in secret during the Inquisition. 
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problematic relationship between the indigenous and the white, the role of the 

Bandeirante as a founding figure of the city – São Paulo’s genesis consisted of a 

mixed race of agricultural workers. Moreover, São Paulo was a city that up until 

the end of the eighteenth-century would speak Nhaangatú, or General Language, 

despite being a Portuguese colony with intense Spanish presence. From its 

foundation until the eighteenth-century, São Paulo survived on the basis of land 

exploitation, enslaved indigenous workforce, and production of important goods 

in the seventeenth-century war against the Dutch in north-eastern Brazil. By the 

nineteenth century, the particular development of the village of São Paulo had 

characterized the habits of its people as significantly different from those of the 

imperial capital of Rio de Janeiro or of the northern poles like Olinda, Salvador, 

Recife or even São Luís, which was founded by the French. Decisive for the 

occupation of the Brazilian hinterland and going through critical economic 

cycles, such as the so-called ‘paulista sugar cycle’ in the eighteenth-century, 

which extended the provincial territory up to half of its present-day extension, 

São Paulo would remain a village for years to come. Only in the beginning of the 

nineteenth century, with the coming of the Portuguese Royal family to Rio de 

Janeiro fleeing from Napoleon, was São Paulo able to devise a structural 

framework that would allow it to find a precise place in the colonial economic 

system. In 1827, five years after the independence, the Law Academy was 

instituted in São Paulo with the intent of forming the new intellectual, 

bureaucratic and political elite of the country, becoming, in the words of Heloisa 

Barbuy, ‘a bulwark of the Brazilian Empire itself’ (Barbuy, 2012, p. 35). 

According to the historian and chronicler Affonso d’Escragnole Taunay 

(2004), during the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century, the geographic 

location of São Paulo defined its isolation within the national context. The small 

village would receive some foreigners, a few immigrants that, from the 1850’s 

onwards would open up a few restaurants and the first hotel but would not alter 

the customs of the still rather colonial town, since they would mostly be allocated 
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mostly in its outskirts, on the farmsteads and terrains far from the city centre. 

Nonetheless, the graduation of the first bachelor degrees in law and their 

involvement with the national situation, as well as the slowly expanding 

economic interests on the city, caused a profound transformation of its material 

and cultural structure. It was, however, the discovery of grounds fertile for the 

cultivation of coffee that overwhelmingly conditioned the economic and cultural 

boom that, according to Taunay (2004, p. 313), would overthrow the city’s 

‘customs […] from [their] old colonial and imperial usages’. Initially, this would 

happen because the new economy imposed the transposition of the hills 

surrounding São Paulo, which resulted in the connection of the paulista 

hinterland to the port of Santos, and the coupling of the capital to the sea and, 

from there to the rest of the world.  Thus, in 1867, the São Paulo Railway Company 

inaugurated the Santos-Jundiaí Railway, nicknamed by the locals as ‘the English’, 

since the Company had been funded by British capital. 

The process undergone in Brazilian society of the redistribution of ‘its 

productive activities […] which can be observed, in its inception, in the first half 

of the century’ (Prado Júnior, 1981, p. 114) was determinative for the economic 

expansion of São Paulo. Such process related to the geographic dislocation of  

 

economic primacy from the old agricultural regions of the 
North to the more recent ones of the Centre-South (Rio de 
Janeiro and the borderlines of Minas Gerais and São Paulo 
[and] to the decadence of the traditional Brazilian farming – 
sugar-cane, cotton, tobacco – and the parallel and considerable 
production development of a genre then considered of small 
importance: coffee (Prado Júnior, 1981, p. 114). 

 

Different from the north, which could not find a substitute for its sugar-

cane plantations – in crisis by the nineteenth century – the south found in coffee 

an opportunity to feed the international market with a commodity of increasing 

importance. In the Brazilian case, this would be especially profitable with the 

opening of the American market to commercial partners that sought less 
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dependence from the European – mainly British – economy. If the north of the 

country, which had found its economic apex with sugar-cane, now saw itself in 

decline, the isolated south, especially São Paulo, had, in turn, a perfect occasion 

to set forth its march for economic expansion and political prominence. 

Becoming responsible for 70% of the whole value of exports of the country, coffee 

not only became Brazil’s chief commodity, it gave way to ‘the last of the three 

great aristocracies of the country; after the plantation owners and great mine 

owners, the coffee farmers became the Brazilian social elite’ (Prado Júnior, 1981, 

pp. 122-123). With the inauguration of the railway connecting Santos to the 

interior, passing through São Paulo, not only did coffee reach the port quicker, 

but imports coming from Europe were now able to reach the capital. Coffee 

became so central to the Brazilian economy that, according to Caio Prado Júnior 

(1981, p. 123), almost ‘all the greatest economic, social and political facts of Brazil, 

from the middle of the [nineteenth] century until the third decade of the 

[twentieth] would unfold in function of coffee culture’. 

Propelled by coffee, the once small village of São Paulo knew an 

outstanding economic and geographic expansion, as well as an intense social 

transformation. And it is specifically Azevedo who would capture this expansion, 

as he strategically selected the locations to be presented in a comparative way in 

1887. In the Comparative Album, the Central Triangle, which comprised of the 

historic city centre, will be refashioned and presented as a means of introducing 

the viewer to a city under the cover of modernity. On a historical note, the Central 

Triangle was a 3,5km² ‘sort of horizontal platform – protected by the religious 

orders of Carmo, Saint Francis and Saint Benedict’ (Fernandes Júnior, 2012, p. 13) 

between the Tamanduateí and Anhangabaú rivers. Between 1800 and 1874 the 

city’s plan had remained unaltered (cf. Fernandes Júnior, 2012), but the Central 

Triangle served as a reference for the city’s expansion process, which consisted of 

a gradual occupation of the empty spaces that divided the existing nucleus of 

farmsteads – increasingly leased with the first waves of European immigration 
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and beginning of a highly exploitative real estate market – and the public zones 

(cf. Wilheim, 1965). Up until 1887, however, the situation had not yet reached a 

drastic point as to be noticed visually. At least if it had, Azevedo made sure not 

to show it, choosing, instead a representation of the city that portrayed a form of 

organic growth. 

São Paulo’s visual culture during the nineteenth century. 

If the São Paulo of the mid-nineteenth century can be said to have been, 

to the standards of industrial capitalism, a provincial village of simple means, not 

drawing much economic interest, in visual terms the city was a constant scenario 

of curiosity, although doubtless playing a secondary role in the national 

imaginary. Proof of that is its considerably diminished iconography. Not only was 

it small in number, but the ‘figurative documentation’ (cf. Garcez Filho, 1986) of 

São Paulo was also, in the mid-nineteenth century, very poor especially when 

compared to Rio de Janeiro or Recife. It was not until the 1960’s when late 

eighteenth and nineteenth century iconography on the city began to be 

discovered and published that this was proved to not be an indisputable fact. 

During Militão Augusto de Azevedo’s time, the visual culture of São Paulo was 

almost exclusively ‘framed by the look of the traveller and of the foreigner, by the 

description of dazzled nature, by the angle of the drawer of peculiarities’ 

(Montoia, 1991, p. 251) (figure 2). Examples of such frames are the works by Jean 

Baptiste Debret (1768-1848) (figure 1), a member of the French artistic mission 

brought to Brazil by King John VI. Likewise, it is noteworthy to mention William 

John Burchell (1781-1863), member of the British mission sent to negotiate the 

Brazilian independence (figure 3) of which Charles Landseer (1799-1874) was also 

a member, having left many graphite drawings of the city that were only 

discovered in 1924. Yet another example is that of Arnaud Julien Pallière (1784-

1862) (figure 5), who was responsible for the introduction of lithography in Brazil 

and left two important aquarelles of the city.  
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Figure 1. Jean-Baptiste Debret. Charruas civilisés (Pions.). lithograph. In. Voyage Pittoresque et historique au Brésil. 
Paris, France : Firmin Didot Frères, 1834. Available at: 

http://acervo.bndigital.bn.br/sophia/index.asp?codigo_sophia=18054. Accessed in 8t August 2018. Source: National 
Library Foundation, Brazil.:

http://acervo.bndigital.bn.br/sophia/index.asp?codigo_sophia=18054
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Figure 2. Gustave Philippe Zwinger. Costumes de San Paulo : dessin d'après nature par Rugendas. Lithograph, 
nineteenth century. available at: 
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http://objdigital.bn.br/objdigital2/acervo_digital/div_iconografia/icon224864/icon224864.jpg. Accessed on 8th 
August 2018. Source: National Library Foundation, Brazil. 

Close to the creation of photography, João Moreira Garcez Filho (1986), 

points to the recurrent reproduction of the city’s iconography in books, primarily 

by North-American religious missionaries such as James Cooley Fletcher (1823-

1901) and Daniel Parish Kidder (1815-1891), and by the Swiss diplomat Baron 

Johann Jakob von Tschudi (1818-1889). Limited mostly to foreign hands, the visual 

culture of São Paulo thus remained exclusive to the small Brazilian elite and to 

foreign academics. 

 

 

Figure 3. William John Burchell. Luz Monastery, São Paulo, 1827. Wikicommons. 

 

Consequently, it seems that São Paulo was not of major interest to 

painters and researchers who made use of visual methods. Although visual 

representations of the capital can be traced and identified, both for the quoted 

foreigners as for the natives, the province’s hinterland seemed to offer much more 

interesting material for either research or artistic work. Even Hercule Florence, 

the forgotten French-Brazilian co-inventor of photography, has left no edited 

photograph, drawing or any type of visual representation of the city in any of his 

works. The one exception of the first half of the nineteenth century is Miguel 

Arcanjo Benício da Assunção Dutra, or Miguelzinho Dutra (1810-1875). Born in 

Itu, around 100km from the capital, this self-learned aquarelle painter left many 

works depicting the city, mostly from 1847 (figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Miguelzinho Dutra. Luz Monastery, São Paulo, 1835. Wikicommons.  

 

Landscapes, botanic, portraits, architecture and even material culture and 

customs (in Debret’s case), occupied the universe of genres that constituted the 

visual culture of São Paulo through lithographs, aquarelles and particularly oil 

paintings, especially. If this visual culture was not necessarily non-existent – as 

believed until the 1960s – as apparent from the different techniques and genres, 

it was nonetheless sparse and probably, in the overall scope of the country, only 

secondary.  Despite João Moreira Garcez Filho’s (1986) argument to envision a 

consistent visual culture of the city, dividing the history of São Paulo’s 

iconography before and after photography shows the importance of the medium 

for the emergence of a vernacular visual culture that would adequately position 

the city in the broader context of the country’s visual culture and art system. 

Interestingly, this position would not come, in the visual field, during Azevedo’s 

time, but retroactively during the 1920s and 1930s, when his photographs became 

officially recognized by the municipal government and related to an official 

memory of the city.  
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Figure 5. Arnaud Pallière. General View of São Paulo - Northern part. Aquarelle, 1821.. Wikicommons. 

 

It is interesting to notice how in the drawings by Burchell, Dutra and 

Pallière (figures 3-5) there is a tendency for totality, be it of a single building, as 

done by Miguelzinho Dutra, or by a specific scenario, as in the cases of Burchell 

and Pallière. It is not the detail that seems to interest the authors, but a wide, 

generalizing view, documental and almost scientific in its objective, presenting 

the viewer with a scene to be analysed in order to be understood and controlled. 

Almost deprived of people, poorly urbanised, the aquarelles by Burchell, Dutra, 

and Pallière (figures 3-5), brings us closer, and with particular interest, to a city  

 

which had none of the overpowering qualities of the Amazon 
jungle, the drought-land of Ceará, Rio de Janeiro’s extravagant 
bay, the wide plains of Rio Grande do Sul or even the contorted 
hills and red soil of Minas Gerais (Morse, 1954, pp. 423-424). 
 

1862, speculations on literary and pictorial trends in Azevedo’s 
works. 

Despite being seemingly uninteresting, São Paulo attracted Militão 

Augusto de Azevedo. Coming from the Imperial Capital as an actor of the 

National Drama Company in 1862, it is not certain whether he already had any 

knowledge of photography. According to Vânia Carneiro de Carvalho and 

Solange Ferraz de Lima (1998, p. 111), it ‘is probable that the first documentation 

of the city [...] was born from photography classes given by Gaspar’. The Gaspar 

in question is one of the partners of the Carneiro & Gaspar photographic atelier, 

a well-reputed studio within the Imperial Court in Rio de Janeiro. By the time of 

Azevedo’s arrival, São Paulo was going through a significant alteration in the 
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photographic field, which was exclusively focused on portraiture. If by 1850, the 

city counted only two daguerreotype studios, the establishment of a famous 

studio, respected by the Imperial Court, such as Carneiro & Gaspar, marked the 

beginning of a professional field for photographers. There seems to be a 

consensus on the probability of Azevedo’s 1862 series being a personal and 

technical training and improvement of his skills during his initiation in the 

photographic practice (cf. Fernandes Júnior, 2012; Fernandes Junior et al., 2012). 

This is why Azevedo was able to put together an ‘essay on urban space with so 

much liberty’ (Fernandes Júnior, 2012, p. 11). As we move forward to reproduce 

some of the first shots made by Azevedo, such liberty will be shown by a 

descriptive take on the compositional and content elements of his photographs, 

which allows us to articulate a dialogue with the current perception of the city as 

testified by the Romantic writer Álvares de Azevedo, and which anticipates 

elements that will later be central to Almeida Júnior’s paintings. 

Writing a decade before Militão Augusto de Azevedo’s first photographs, 

Álvares de Azevedo set São Paulo as the stage of his works. Especially in Macário, 

the insipid city, halfway between a town and a warehouse, marked by uneven 

terrain and a slow pace, was a cause for spleen. In the sense given to it by 

Baudelaire, the spleen is the sort of phlegmatic and melancholic humour, that 

opposed, in Baudelaire’s work, the ideal of modern social life (cf. Baudelaire, 1998; 

Benjamin, 2006e). The spleen is the state of inertia to which citizens are drawn 

by either the non-existence of active stimuli, or by the opposite situation, 

described in chapter 1 with the aid of Simmel, in which stimuli are so 

overwhelming that the citizen, unable to cope with them, becomes introverted 

and drawn to an individuality that does not coincide with the ascribed social 

image and role. In the case of Álvares de Azevedo, however, São Paulo is situated 

in the first setting. A poor city, where contacts with any trace of material 

development was only possible through the small intellectual circles of the Law 

Academy, where he was himself a student. Inspired by Musset, Goethe, and 
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Byron, the Romantic poet saw life in the city as one ‘uncoupled with the rhythms 

of thought’ (Montoia, 1991, p.252). In Macário, his sketch of Romantic drama, the 

main character, after having met the devil at a hostel, sets out on the back of his 

new friend’s donkey towards a city of lascivious women, dissolute priests, 

bohemian students and drunken soldiers.  

 

Macário 
This city should have your name 
 

Satan 
It is named after a saint; it is almost the same Clothes do not 
make the man. Furthermore, this land is lecherous as a city, 
insipid as a town, and poor as a village. If you are not willing 
to […] kill yourself from spleen […], do not go there. It is 
tedium’s monotony. Even the sidewalks. 
 

Macário 
What about them? 
 

Satan 
They are impassable […] The roads of hell are a thousand 
times better. (Azevedo, 2007, sc.439-450) 

 

According to Antonio Candido (1989), Álvares de Azevedo’s play is 

structured on  

 

an alternation of interior and exterior scenes closing the action 
on a ring after having propitiated the maturing of the 
problems. Such structure of altercation expresses the social 
environment of the tedious city, which, according to Candido, 
is the moment of “Literary invention of the city of São Paulo” 
that Álvares de Azevedo installs as fictional space’ (Candido, 
1989, p. 11). 

 

 Likewise, Azevedo’s photographs seem to be a photographic invention of 

the city, expressed in the altercation between the social (the image of the city), 

and the individual (the capturing of sharp persons), brought forth in the posing 

of the subjects and the interaction between them, the camera and the 
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photographer. From having been almost deprived of a native iconography, the 

city can be seen today, as having been visually ‘founded’ by Azevedo’s work. That 

does not mean Militão Augusto de Azevedo was, like Álvares de Azevedo, a 

Romantic, however. Rather, it means that they both faced similar problems and 

questions regarding the development of their own metier in both its formal and 

social aspects. An example of this is the relation to the constitution of the city in 

a period of nationalist discourse and economic stability during the peaceful pre-

war period. Either way, taking up the trail left by Álvares de Azevedo, the bad 

roads and slow pace of the city are vital points of Azevedo’s first photographs. 

These characteristics can be attested to in virtually every photograph, the former 

in a more visible manner, as the roads are all dirt and irregular, and the latter 

through the articulation of Azevedo’s subjects in terms of apparent 

representations of labour and leisure, the articulation between people and space, 

and the material conditions translated via the photographic representation.  

In the following photograph (image 58), we are presented with the 

convergence of two slopes at a crossroads. At the point of convergence, on the 

foreground of the image and occupying the centre of the frame, three men rest 

by an open door. In 1862, photographic cameras demanded a long exposure time, 

so the fact that these men’s physiognomies were clearly captured by the 

apparatus suggest that they might have consciously performed to the 

photographer. It is probably their relaxed postures that first catches our gaze in 

this photograph. The man to the left lies down, facing the photographer (Detail 

1). Next to him, a colleague sits on a wheelbarrow, and a third man leans on some 

sort of tool – a broom, most likely. Curved and almost invisible, a beggar can be 

seen by the opposite wall. On each slope at an almost parallel level, two persons 

go up or downwards on their donkey or horse, bringing forth the image of 

Macário and the devil arriving at the town, each through one slope, only to meet 

later on at a hostel elsewhere. 
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Image 58. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Ladeiras do Meio e de São Francisco (Saint Francis and Middle Slopes); 1862. 
Photographic Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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By the end of the Saint Francis Slope, to the left, it is possible to see the 

tower of the Church of Saint Francis and, on the opposite slope, the two-floor 

high manor that hosted the Palm Hotel. The almost perfect mirroring of the 

photograph composed by the centring of the vantage point at the exact central 

portion of the frame forms an interesting contradiction explicit in the again 

almost parallel mirroring positions of the beggar and the worker. Furthermore, 

the dirt roads and the low, stained whitewashed houses create a calm, small-city 

environment. Workers enjoy a timeout; travellers ride their pack animals up and 

down the slopes, a beggar awaits the passer-by.  

 

 

Detail 1. Detail showing the three labourers, passers-by, and the beggar, crawled by the wall to the right. 

 
Following uphill on the Saint Francis Slope towards the church tower, one 

is lead to the Law Academy, the epicentre of the city’s intellectual life (image 59). 

Azevedo managed to capture the Academy almost its entirety, showing the 

imposing building that, although provided with broad eaves, did not impede the 
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action of the heavy rains that ended up darkening the outer walls. The smaller 

windows on the ground floor, some of which are open, housed the friar’s cells, 

since the building was, initially, the city’s Franciscan convent. Not by chance, the 

edifice is annexed to the Church of Saint Francis, and the Church of Ordem 

Terceira. The slightly descendent diagonal that marks the building’s rooftops, 

going from one side of the frame to the other, shows Azevedo’s attempt at an 

ideal composition. As we have previously seen, with Fierlants, architectural 

photography was meant to maximize the use of the frame to capture the building 

in its entirety, adjusting it in a specific angle that would allow the photographer 

to capture it from one side to the other. In addition to the convention of 

architectural photography, Azevedo adds perspective to the photograph by 

putting the vantage point at the lower right third of the frame, which induces the 

viewer to imagine the shot must have been taken from the opposite corner of the 

square. 

 

 

Image 59. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Largo de São Francisco (Law Academy); 1862. Photographic Archive of the 
Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Just as in the previous image, the clear depiction of numerous human 

figures in front of the Academy suggests a posing to the camera (detail 2). 

 

 

Detail2. Detail of the Law Academy. The sharp outline of the people captured in the photograph, considering the 
time of exposure needed for its production, suggest these people posed to the author. 

 
Most figures, seemingly male, are shown facing the photographer, 

providing the image with a sense of scale. As one of the main educational 

institutions of the country, it is hardly presumable that this building would be 

portrayed as anything other than grandiose. At the same time, the high contrast 

and the balanced brightness, or value, according to Gillian Rose’s terminology 

(2001), of the photograph add detail to the material conditions of the city, clearly 

revealing the lack of distinction between road and sidewalk, the darkening of the 

whitewashed walls by rain, and even the presence of animal excrements scattered 

on the square. This simple, if not materially impoverished environment, with its 

colonial architecture of easily corroded building materials, thus denounces the 

lack of an institutional structure in a provincial capital only 400km from the 

Imperial capital, as well as its lack of qualified professionals. In fact, according to 

Carlos Guilherme Mota (2003), professionalization was so low in São Paulo that 

following the General Register of 1820-1822 (the year of the Independence), only 

‘four cobblers, four tailors, two saddlers, one coppersmith and one carpenter were 

qualified as “examined masters” or had authorization to “work to the public with 

their store open”’ (Mota, 2003, p. 251). 

Leaving the Law Academy downwards towards the Saint Francis Slope 

once more, one is led to Piques (image 3), in the Anhangabaú Valley Creek, from 
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where the path of Consolação began, leading to an area of farmsteads and from 

there onwards to other cities of the hinterland. As entrances and/or exits to the 

city, the presence of pack animals crawling up or down the slopes and the 

location of the Palm Hotel becomes clearer. Piques and the Saint Francis Slope 

(images 58 & 60) were recurrent routes of pack animals, which, as Heloisa Barbuy 

(2012, p. 36) recollects, were given ‘simple and popular establishments of services 

devoted to the troopers, such as ironworks and hostels’. In this sense, it is worth 

noting that the very name of the so-called wall, ‘Piques’ was probably derived 

from ‘a blacksmith’s name, Antonio Ferreira Piques, who resided and had his 

workshop there’ (Barbuy, 2012, p. 36). Occupying an important geographic 

position, the Piques wall  became one of the most agitated places of the city 

which, in 1844, had been given its ‘first sketch of urban planning, better yet, a 

position on a simple form of zone division, with four zones defined by main roads 

of which the centre was São Paulo, the other roads extending through the main 

arteries that went further beyond ten leagues’ (Mota, 2003, p. 253). 

 

 

Image 60. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Paredão do Piques (Piques Wall); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo. 
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With the image of Piques (image 60), besides the repeated whitewashed 

houses and dirt roads, it is possible to identify a more substantial number of pack 

animals at rest. While a blur shows horses recovering at the fountain in the centre 

of the picture, the two horses that appear on each side of the photograph and of 

which only the body is shown, suggest that in 1862 the place still held the so-

called casas de pasto (pasture houses), small hostels with rooms for people and 

pasture for their animals. Whether the owners of both the pasture houses and 

the animals are present in the photographs is impossible to tell, but once more 

Azevedo was able to have individuals performing in front his lenses. Specifically, 

on the lower right third of the photograph, three individuals are distinguished, 

two of them in the same fashion as those labourers of the Saint Francis and 

Middle Slopes (image 58), reclined by a wall. Following the rule of thirds, Azevedo 

centres the first of the city’s monuments, the obelisk projected by Daniel Pedro 

Muller. This centring creates the prospective that allows the photographer to 

mirror harmonically the streets converging at the obelisk, as he had done in the 

case of Saint Francis and Middle Slopes (image 58) 

What the first three images show us, considering Azevedo’s use of 

diagonals, vantage point and choice of angles, which are skilfully articulated in 

all images; and also, his precise use of brightness and focus, is that despite the 

particularities of his introduction to the photographic metier, Azevedo can be 

considered neither a minor nor an untrained photographer. Quite the opposite, 

Azevedo demonstrates a specialized knowledge of both the norms of image-

composition and of the chemical and technological aspects of photography. The 

latter is clear, for instance, by his use of the 
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wet collodion negative process, which allowed for numerous 
copies on albumen paper. Although importing the 
photographic and chemical goods necessary for his work, he 
would fabricate the collodion himself, declaring it superior to 
the French. This process demanded a complete technical 
knowledge and a certain boldness since the negative was 
exposed with humid emulsion and that demanded an almost 
immediate development on improvised laboratories 
(Fernandes Júnior, 2012, p. 13) 

 

In terms of composition, it is possible to see, in the previous images, that 

Azevedo was fond of diagonals and symmetry, which he mastered by adequate 

use of the rule of thirds. Symmetry speaks to our ‘desire for order, harmony and 

stability’ (Rissler, 2014, p. 88). In the case of the photographs of the Saint Francis 

and Middle Slopes (image 58), and of the Piques Wall (image 60), this symmetry 

is present in the mirrored view of the upwards slopes leading each to the opposite 

top thirds of the photograph. Bringing the vantage point to the foreground, 

centring our eye level at that of the open workshop (image 58), and of the obelisk 

(image 60), our peripheral vision grasps the missing information of the 

photograph as a harmonic and symmetrical totality. The symmetry produced by 

Azevedo through the mirroring slopes, in both images, is an inquisitive look on 

the street scene, but also an engaged one. It is the look of both a voyeur and an 

exhibitionist.  

Complementary to the use of symmetry, the diagonals play an important 

role. Not only do they add a sense of depth, suggesting our gaze moves through 

the image similar to a Western writing pattern– that is, from left to right – or 

upwards, as in the case of the slopes (images 58 & 60), they add a sense of 

continuity, suggesting what is left beyond the frame. In the case of the Law 

Academy (images 59, 61 & 62), the diagonals serve as a compositional tool that 

allows Azevedo to capture the largest portion of the building, making the best 

use of the camera focus, following the rules of architectural photography. 

Furthermore, the fact that the diagonal ascendant and descendant lines have 

subconscious values (cf. Rissler, 2014), strengthens the suggestion of whatever is 
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left off-frame, which, in relation to the Academy was, in fact, the Saint Francis 

Slope.  In the case of the Saint Francis and Middle Slopes (image 58), and Piques 

Wall (image 60) photographs, the diagonals help to compose the vantage point 

at the slopes’ convergence, playing with a prospective, rather than a more 

conventional perspective view. Centring the viewer at a crossroads and inviting 

him or her to choose a path, we are actually invited to roam a path that has been 

pre-established by Azevedo’s connoisseurship of the urban plan.  

 

 

 

 

Image 61. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Largo de São Francisco (Law Academy and Saint Francis Square); 1870, 
Photographic Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo 
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Image 62. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Academia de Direito (Law Academy); 1887, Photographic Archive of the 
Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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This conscious choice of paths made by Azevedo also plays a role in his 

choice of angles. In yet another 1862 shot of the Piques Wall (image 63), Azevedo 

displays his emphasis on image-composition.  

 

 

Image 63. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Paredão do Piques (Piques Wall); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo. 

 
What we are presented with here is the view from the top of the slope that 

leads to the Piques. The choice of capturing the monument on the left bottom 

and middle thirds of the frame must not have been by chance. It is an explicit 

indication of where the photographer is, and which part of the city is being 

portrayed. It is possible to wonder, in fact, that if it was not for the obelisk, 

whether this photograph could be from any one of the villages of Brazil’s still 

colonial fashion. Regardless, this photograph also adds a perspective that replies 

to the prospective of Azevedo’s first image of Piques (image 60), where the 

obelisk seems to be on the lower part of the hill. It is also interesting to notice the 

choice of positioning the camera by the road, next to the wall, as if a pedestrian 

was looking straight ahead from the highest point of the street. This focus adds 

information to the photograph, showing the web of streets that cuts a hill-like 
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city. The main road in this web, following a straight line in the frame, is the one 

that leads, precisely to the convergence of the Middle and Saint Francis Slopes, 

in the middle ground, between the central and the mid-right third of the frame. 

The rectangular, 16:9 ratio of the photo produces a broad-angle view apt for 

portraying both landscapes and the human eye. One may also add to that the 

sense of movement suggested by the series of blurs further down the slope, 

which, on a closer look, shows us, once again, donkey cars and a horse at ease 

(detail 3). 

 

 

Detail 3. Detail of Piques Wall photograph showing the convergence and Saint Francis and Middle Slopes and the 
movement in the street. 

 
Indeed, simplicity seems to be a recurrent theme in Azevedo’s 1862 

photographs. In fact, if in the previous images it is only hinted at, in the images 

of Capim Square (images 64 & 65) following Saint Francis Square, simplicity is 

quite evident. Although pack animals were, of course, the sole means for cargo 

transportation inland before the coming of the railroad, the combination 

between the wooden carts without covering or apparent seats and the dirt roads 

transcribe a provincial environment, highlighted by the lack of people and the 
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overwhelming presence of a cross, in the middle of the square. Furthermore, the 

sharpness of Azevedo’s images enhances different textures, enriching the image 

with many details; water stains on the whitewashed walls (a constant in 

Azevedo’s photographs of the city), animal excrement and, especially in the latter 

series of photographs from 1887, advertisement plaques with clear writings. In 

addition, sharpness enhances the portrayal of the pedestrians, who most of the 

time can be clearly distinguished in terms of genre and class. Thus, it is possible 

to take a similar stance to Fraya Frehse in her 2011 book Ô da Rua! O Transeunte 

e o Advento da Modernidade em São Paulo (You in the street! The passer-by and 

the advent of modernity in São Paulo), and observe that, as exciting and relevant, 

as the six hitherto discussed photographs reveal, there is a total absence of 

women. This absence, furthermore, will be repeated in the following couple of 

images. Thanks to the sharpness, it is possible to envisage the patriarch nature of 

a city dominated by a masculine ethos. 

 

 
Image 64. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Largo do Capim (Capim Square); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 

Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Interestingly, the eight photographs discussed so far guide us through a 

continuous tour around the streets that formed one of the entrances to the city. 

From the Piques Wall, we are led to the Middle and Saint Francis Slopes, which 

takes us to Saint Francis Square and consequently, to Capim Square, which, in its 

turn, sits by the end of the Middle Slope. This fascinating tour around one of São 

Paulo’s entrance points helps to explain the impact and character of Azevedo’s 

work. If the technical domain allows him to choose how much detail to add to 

his image, the theoretical domain allows him to portray the city as a continuous, 

organic ensemble. Better explained, the use of diagonals by Azevedo creates a 

sort of contemplative continuity that leads us to specific paths through the city. 

Thus, as our eyes read the images from left to right, the diagonal that usually 

follows the same direction leads us towards what is beyond the frame. The change 

between prospective and perspectival vantage points, furthermore, creates a 

sense of the city’s atmosphere through the peripheral glance at blurs and well-

defined human figures. This reading is particularly interesting if we think of 

Azevedo’s production not as mere documentation, but as an event itself. Such an 

event is constituted by the encounter between the performance of the 

photographer and the performance for the photographer. The act of 

photographing, especially considering the exposure time demanded in the mid-

nineteenth century, was a performance in which the photographer gave himself 

to view while viewing the other. No wonder many of Azevedo’s subjects look back 

at the camera. Together, technology and theory, document and event, allow 

Azevedo to choose what city and what in and of the city to show, thus portraying 

and, at the same time creating this very city. This creative portrayal is striking in 

the case of our opening image (image 58), a photographic tableau, almost a 

photography of customs, in which the population is given a protagonist’s role 

precisely through the performative character. It seems correct to understand 

Azevedo’s city, in 1862, precisely as this performative unit of space and people. 
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Both sharply defined or as a blur, people play an important role in 

Azevedo’s 1862 series, allowing an attentive observer, such as Fraya Frehse (2010, 

2012), to identify, besides race, gender and fashion, ways of being of the city’s 

population through that which Marcel Mauss (2003) once dubbed ‘techniques of 

the body’. By this, Mauss meant the ensemble of diverse elements that compose 

the habitus of a society in its physical expression. In other words, techniques of 

the body are physical habits inherited by education which are, nonetheless, 

perceived ‘as an act of mechanical, physical or physic-chemical order and is 

effected with this purpose’ (Mauss, 2003, p. 407). This possible reading can 

already be perceived in the analysis of our first photograph (image 58 & detail 1), 

wherein it is possible to further inquire into the particular ways the labourers 

relate to their work tools (the broom and the wheelbarrow) as tools which could 

also be used for relaxing. Just the same, it is possible to p0nder over the way walls 

and doorjambs seem to play a constant role in this rest (detail 1, images 60, 62 & 

65). 

 

 
Image 65. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Largo do Capim (Capim Square); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 

Cidade de São Paulo 
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Being able to highlight a possible role of the human body in Azevedo’s 

1862 series can be further explained by relating it, once more, to the visual culture 

of his time, as illustrated by a reflection made by Gilda de Mello e Souza (2010) 

on the works of realist painter Almeida Júnior (1850-1899). According to Mello e 

Souza, Almeida Júnior’s compositional dominion started suppressing ‘the 

monumentality of the works, to renovate the motifs and the characters, to 

organically link the figures to the environment and perhaps to reformulate the 

treatment of light’ (Mello e Souza, 2010, pp. 7-8). With this, Almeida Júnior 

introduces the claim of the ‘Brazilian man’ in Brazilian visual arts tradition. 

Although many social ideal types had already been reproduced in Brazilian 

painting, Almeida Júnior’s are the first to apprehend the gesture of the new 

characters depicted in the paintings, namely the caipira, the man from the São 

Paulo countryside. 

In The Brazilian Lumberjack (O Derrubador Brasileiro) (Image 66), this 

novelty is depicted, thus, not in the theme, but also in the ‘ways the man leans 

on the tool, sits, holds the cigarette between the fingers, manifests on the loose 

body the impression of a tired strength’ (Mello e Souza, 2010, p. 8). It is, 

furthermore, in the palette that the author is able to transcribe the specific 

environment to which he joins the character of an organic ensemble. The pastel 

tone of the skin of the lumberjack’s torso, which darkens towards his extremities, 

links earth and feet, axe and hands together as an organic symbiosis with the 

land, from which the lumberjack makes his living. The darker tones of the rock 

on which the lumberjack reposes (again, the act of reposing on walls, etc.), 

engulfs the character as if in a hostile, harsh environment highlighting, at the 

same time, the valour of the lumberjack’s toil. In addition, the large portion 

occupied by the lumberjack in the space of the canvas and the light created by 

the contrast of the dark tones surrounding the bright chest of the lumberjack 

affirms the artist’s intention of this being a painting aimed at the human figure  
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Image 66. Almeida Júnior. The Brazilian Lumberjack. Oil on Canvas, 227cm x 182cm, 1871. Source: Museu Nacional de 
Belas Artes. 
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Similar to the Brazilian Lumberjack, paintings like the famous Caipira 

cutting tobacco (image 67), can serve an exciting analysis of corporeal traits that, 

depicted through a specific palette and composition, are meant to be seen as 

vernacular, native, and which, being later than Brazilian Lumberjack, also entail 

a more significant portion of material culture embedded in them. This way is it 

not possible to see, in the brick walls and wooden windows, the specification of 

local building techniques, as it happens with Caipira cutting tobacco, where the 

painter chooses to figure a corroded piece of wall on the mid-left section of the 

canvas, in order to show the specificity of that way of life. The caipira, with his 

feet punished by the dry and hot land, denounces the habit of walking barefoot, 

an inheritance of indigenous habits and, later, a reminiscence of slavery – since 

slaves were forbidden to wear shoes – and a consequence of a materially 

impoverished situation. The buttonless shirt and the simple, folded bar trousers, 

present us with the material universe of the caipira, synthesized in the ordinary, 

everyday but traditional act of preparing a cigarette. In addition, the painter 

chooses not to portray this act in the private, home space, but on the footsteps of 

the ran-down pug house. Whether this choice was a theoretical or a technical one 

matters little since in the painting the caipira material and cultural universe is 

shown, as it is the case of Brazilian Lumberjack, as one that is mainly independent 

of whether the human figure is at home or in the open space.  Not ignoring the 

relation between the personal, private space and the public, open space, the three 

paintings nonetheless form a visually rich ensemble for the inquiry on precisely 

the mechanical, physical habitus inherited by a society and the way they were 

perceived and given meaning, which, in the case of Almeida Júnior, represented 

an innovative process and theme in the visual arts.  
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Image 67. Almeida Júnior. Caipira Chopping Tobacco. Oil on Canvas, 202cm x 141cm., 1893. Source: Pinacoteca do 
Estado de São Paulo 
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A brief look into Almeida Júnor’s paintings through the history of 

Brazilian art and of the anthropological category of techniques of the body leads 

Gilda de Mello e Souza to highlight the painter’s importance in a particular way. 

Beyond innovative themes and palette, Almeida Júnior transposed to the 

Brazilian arts ‘a cultural scheme, a particular way of seeing the world […] 

Widespread in France by the painters of Barbizon, it preceded the 

systematization of the Impressionists, setting the ground for more radical 

innovations’ (Mello e Souza, 2010, p. 10). If, on the one hand, the introduction of 

a new set of codes in Brazilian painting represents the transposition of an 

imported cultural scheme expressed in the brushstrokes, the themes and the 

light, on the other hand this scheme is adapted to Brazilian reality, ‘breaking free 

[…] from the ruling schemes and prejudices that oriented that vision’ (Mello e 

Souza, 2010, p. 9). This freedom begins with the introduction of the themes, of 

the local caipira and everyday life, but breaking with the European convention 

on the physical constitution and postures of the indigenous, African and 

specifically mixed people. The changes introduced in painting by Almeida Júnior 

became, thus, a decisive element in the history of Brazilian art. Inserted in the 

formal and conceptual debates that arrived in Brazil through artists educated in 

Europe, Almeida Júnior’s work is representative of the changes undergone in the 

visual culture of late nineteenth century Brazil (cf. Campos, 2009; Naves, 2005; 

Perutti, 2007) 

‘A particular way of seeing’ is the determinant element for Almeida Júnior 

to become a milestone in academic and non-academic Brazilian painting. 

Furthermore, Gilda de Mello e Souza’s analysis of Almeida Júnior’s work sets an 

interesting example for understanding Azevedo’s photography, especially 

because, dealing with a medium that had realism as one of its cornerstones, he in 

some way anticipated Almeida Júnior’s way of seeing. Painting and photography 

find, thus, an interesting parallelism in the Brazilian context as expressions of 

‘particular ways of seeing’ which, as it has been discussed in the case of 
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photography, develops from the transformations that occurred in visual culture 

with the technological development propelled by industrial capitalism, which 

modelled modernity. A retroactive analysis of Almeida Júnior in relation to 

Azevedo, which makes explicit the chronological gap between the photographer’s 

first set of photographs and the paintings does not alter the importance of either 

author in the broader history of visual culture. On the contrary, it strengthens 

the need for looking at the people who appear in Azevedo’s photographs as a 

landmark in visual representation and a source for analysing matters of cultural 

life in the city. Whether Azevedo meant to portray particular ways of being, 

techniques of the body, or not, these characteristics nonetheless come forth in 

the reclining bodies of the sitting beggar and relaxed labourers (image 58 & detail 

1). They also appear in the image of the person who washes clothes on the 

fountain of the Piques Wall, and in the men, who lean by a wall while gazing at 

the photographer (image 60 & detail 4). Likewise, they appear in the man who 

gazes at the photographer leaned on the doorjamb of the Palm Hotel, in Capim 

Square (image 65).  
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Detail 4. Detail of the 1862 photograph of the Piques Wall. To the left, just next to the horses, someone washes 
clothes. On the opposite side, closer to the camera, two men take some time to gaze the photographer, one of 

which reclines by the wall. 
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These characteristics will come forth again in the photograph of one of 

the other entrances to the town, that of the Carmo Slope (image 68 & detail 5). 

 

 

Image 68. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Ladeira do Carmo (Carmo Slope); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Detail 5. Detail of the 1862 photograph of Carmo Slope. Besides the apparently relaxed street vendors (the one to 
the left seems to have his arms crossed), it is possible to see one of the rare female figures to be depicted in 

Azevedo's 1862 series. 
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As Azevedo had already done with the photograph at the top of the Piques 

Wall (image 63), in this image, he once again chooses a high angle in order to 

capture as much of the empty landscape in front of him as possible. An area 

susceptible to floods, Azevedo shows the potential of the city to expand beyond 

its limits at that time. This photograph is composed of a rich operation of the 

depth of field, which creates the impression of being in front of both a small and 

a large focus photograph. This effect seems to be caused by the articulation of the 

street as an axis, and the alignment of the camera with it leads to the horizon in 

the background of the image allowing for a final product that proves to be 

technically rich and daring. This procedure was the sort of result that Azevedo 

was able to produce when facing challenges such as the presence of the large wall 

to the right of the frame. Were it not for this wall, he would have been able to 

centre the street in the frame and capture even more information at both of its 

borders. Probably choosing this particular spot in order to be able to capture 

people, he had to compose the image differently, reaching this interesting and 

rich result. 

According to Fraya Frehse, Azevedo’s photographs are ‘visual documents 

of an imaginary proper of the epoch, of which the photographer, unknowingly, is 

the spokesperson’ (Frehse, 2012, p. 52). In Azevedo’s case, this imaginary is 

expressed precisely by the merging of the formal aspects of his photographs – 

choices of angle, vantage point, depth of field and so forth – and by the agency of 

the people captured by the camera. Azevedos’s technical knowledge allowed him 

to convey a vast amount of information in his images (customs, habits, fashion, 

materials, and so on). The 1862 series, with which Azevedo captured the city for 

the first time, constitutes, in the Brazilian photographic field, an innovative take 

on the representation of urban life, assembling different characteristics of a social 

environment as diversified as is it was simple. If the content depicted presents us 

with a small, slow-paced city, this is because, dialectically, Azevedo was able to 

transpose in his photographs an essentially modern view of city life, thriving for 
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happenings and looking at the vernacular with a certain dose of strangeness. By 

adopting a modern technology and operating it under the rules of the rationale 

of the time, Azevedo is not only able to assemble a study of the structural urban 

web of the city but also of the cultural atmosphere that provided it with a life of 

its own.  

The Comparative Album of 1887: a panorama of São Paulo 

Although consisting of a somewhat essayistic work, the 1862 photographs 

anticipate a particular relation to Naturalism that makes explicit a certain will for 

objectivity and distance that will be more adequately articulated twenty-five 

years later, in 1887, when Azevedo goes back to photographing the city for the 

composition of a comparative album. Looked at as the ensemble they were 

supposed to be, it is possible to notice a change of discourse as the essayistic 

discourse over a small village gives way to a more ordered one that highlights the 

infrastructural aspect of a city under intense transformation. The village-like, 

student town in which Álvares de Azevedo’s Macário would wander around 

inebriated, with its terrible roads, had given way to a new, architectonically 

eclectic environment. Not by chance, this album, which will now be discussed, 

opens with a set of three photographs forming a panoramic view of the city with 

the railway at the forefront (images 69-71). 

Dated from 1887, these photographs privilege a panoramic view of the city 

from the top of the Public Garden tower. The depth of field puts the viewer in 

front of an overwhelming cityscape, stretching until the horizon. In the 

foreground, as already noted, the railway appears in each photograph, suggesting 

the movement of the train cutting through the city. The choice of photographing 

not only the railway but also the train itself is noteworthy, providing the 

representation of the locomotive with a specific symbolism. As the opening of an 

album intended to compare the city in two moments stretching 25 years apart, 

the railway set on a panoramic view serves as a prologue, departing from a specific 

representation of the city that will set the tone for the comparisons to be made. 
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Azevedo begins, thus, with a praise of his present. Even from a high position, the 

city that is now cut by a railway, cannot be captured in one single shot (cf. Araújo, 

2006; 2010). 

 

 

 

Image 69. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Vista geral de São Paulo, bairro da Luz (General View of São Paulo, Luz 
neighbourhood); 1887, Photographic Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo 
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Image 70. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Vista Geral de São Paulo, Rua da Conceição (General View of São Paulo, 
Conceição street); 1887, Photographic Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Image 71. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Vista Geral de São Paulo, bairro dos Campos Elíseos (General view of São 
Paulo, Campos Elísios neighbourhood); 1887, Photographic Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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It is important to pay attention to the conditions that led Azevedo to put 

the Comparative Album together. There seems to be an agreement amongst 

scholars devoted to Azevedo’s work (Araújo, 2006, 2010; Barbuy, 2012; Carvalho 

& Lima, 1998; Fernandes Júnior, 2012), that the album was a result of the 

photographer’s attempt to promote the city’s image as a commercial enterprise. 

The photographer might have formed the idea during his trip to Europe a year 

before starting on the new shots, in 1886, but it is not possible to affirm this with 

certainty. In fact, it was customary for Azevedo to organize and publish his 

photographs in albums. The 1862 photographs had already served to compose an 

album with ‘thirty views from São Paulo destined to the law students’ (Fernandes 

Júnior, 2012, p. 20). Likewise, Azevedo authored an album on the city of Santos 

and yet another one on the railroad Santos-Jundiaí. As Íris Morais Araújo shows 

(2010), the personal letters to friends and co-workers show the photographer 

seemed sure about the profitability of such work. However, despite the positive 

review of the work in the Província de São Paulo newspaper, its profitability was 

not confirmed.  On the contrary, the Album was a tremendous commercial fail. 

Even though expected to be his grandiose swan song, since he was closing the 

activities of his studio, Azevedo’s Comparative Album did not provide any 

financial stability. If, however, Azevedo’s final work did not prove successful as 

expected, the importance of the work is not altered. This importance resides, 

retroactively, in the fact that the Comparative Album represents the first attempt 

to assemble and provide the city of São Paulo with a visual discourse tied to its 

social change and identity. As the review from the Província de São Paulo had 

already stated in 1887, the album became the epitome of ‘the progress of São 

Paulo photographed [that] bring us the remembrance of other times, of the 

simplicity of customs, of the little luxury of edifications, but also of the lack of 

convenience and industrial activity of the old city’ (Anonymous, 1887).  

If in the photographs from 1862 it was possible to highlight the traces and 

signs of a small, suburbanized social life, the 1887 series will focus precisely on 
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the material aspects that express the changes occurred in the 25 years interval25. 

If at first, we are presented with recurrent middle plane framings that create an 

organic composition between people and the city, allowing us to identify a 

photographic practice referred to here as an event, the opening photographs of 

the Comparative Album present us with a more mechanical set of views. It was 

instrumental for the Album, to document the differential elements of the city in 

comparison with its past. The fact that the album draws on comparisons lends it 

a retroactive sense as to what Azevedo saw as a fruitful method for photographic 

practice, as well as for commerce, since it was in consonance with the vogue of 

the epoch. As his grande finale, the Comparative Album would consist ‘of a 

photographic documentation similar to that carried out by Charles Marville, who 

registered the urban areas of Paris that succumbed in face of the ‘modernizing’ 

interventions of Haussmann’ (Carvalho & Lima, 1998, p. 114). 

What the opening of the album with the panoramic/railway view 

comprises of is ‘the matrix of a visual documentation of the city that will be easily 

articulated to new meanings (signifiers) constituted in the course of the progress 

of São Paulo’s urbanization’ (Carvalho & Lima, 1998). This documentation takes 

shape as a formal discourse on the modernization of São Paulo as Azevedo 

organizes it not wholly composed of comparative shots. In fact, out of the 60 

photographs, little  

 
more than half of the photographs – thirty-six of them – exactly 
meet this standard. The remaining images were mostly taken 
in 1887. […] In sequence to the panoramic views, there are six 
partial shots of São Paulo also from 1887. Following that, he 
inserted the comparative photographs of 1862 and 1887. There 
is still one image of the Episcopal Seminary, from 1887 and four 
views from 1862. Lastly, the ten final images refer to the new 
neighbourhoods and leisure spaces of the provincial capital 

                                                           
25 In this matter I disagree with Vânia Carneiro de Carvalho and Solange Ferraz de Lima (1998), 

who do not see in the 1862 series the depiction of social practices, but a representation of the 

“city-artefact”. Fraya Frehse (2010, 2012), on the other hand, without denying the city-artefact, 

focuses precisely on what Azevedo’s images, both in 1862 and 1887, reveal of the practices and 

habits of the city-dwellers.  
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that were not circumscribed to the territory conceived as 
urbanized by Militão before (Araújo, 2010, pp. 119-120) 

 

In order to perceive the change of discourse operated in the visual 

discourse created by Azevedo, it is not necessary to stick to the format of the 

Comparative Album since it is not the objective here to analyse this work 

specifically. Considering that the early 1862 photographs would exist despite the 

comparative work, just as the 1887 photographs could have existed without the 

earlier set, what matters here is to create new relations that may allow us to 

understand Azevedo’s work within the scope of the role of the visual in 

modernity, as well as the role played by the photographer in this dynamic. It is 

thus necessary to avoid resuming Azevedo’s career to the Comparative Album, 

claiming our right as viewers, to articulate his work in different forms. As we 

divide his work in two periods, 1862 and 1887, we will attain, however, a 

comparison between photographs of these two periods even if they do not 

reproduce the sequence of the actual album. For this, an 1887 version of the 

location we presented lastly in the previous section (image 68) provides us with 

a good start. 

Shot from a higher spot of the street than that of the 1862 version, the 

Carmo Slope is shown here as a workplace. If in 1862 the street could be perceived 

as a space for work, in its 1887 version, the street becomes the product of work. A 

sign of that change is Azevedo’s choice to frame the two-storey building in the 

largest portion of its left half. The more simple, lower building is partially shown, 

used to portray the proportion of the tall, imposing – amidst an overall empty 

environment – edifice. Despite the two men leaning by a wall on the bottom-right 

third of the frame, the presence of two horse-cars and three men at work, plus 

the building materials spread throughout the road and the tall ladder 

manoeuvred by one of the men (detail 6), gives a consistently different character 

to this photograph in comparison to the 1862 version.  
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Image 72. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Ladeira do Carmo (Carmo Slope); 1887, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Detail 6. Detail of Carmo Slope in 1887. Here it is possible to see the two men leaned by a wall on the bottom-
right third of the frame . In the centre of the image, a blurry image of a man loading or unloading, his car. 

Further to the left, a man manouevres a ladder just a bit before a man who works on the pavement. 

 
Beyond the foreground, where the immediate action takes place, a series 

of blurs and polk-a-dot-like figure indicate more intense traffic of people who 

populate the long, downward slope towards the outskirts of the city (detail 7). If 

in the 1862 shot (image 68) Azevedo had chosen to portray the slope from its 

lower part, bringing the swamp-like flatland Carmo Meadow closer to the camera 

while at the same time conveying information primarily in the foreground, in 

1887 Azevedo will reformulate this view attaining to a panoramic principle. This 

way, the photographer is able to create a photograph adjusted to the new scale of 

the city. The take on a higher view not merely transforms the scale of street and 

buildings, but of people as well. As the view widens, it becomes more challenging 

to observe subjects’ particularities and specificities. By structuring his 
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photograph on a Cartesian plane, articulating verticality and longitude, Azevedo 

mirrors in the 1887 photograph of the Carmo Slope the vertical principle of 

modern urbanization. Now, São Paulo not only had horizontal space from where 

to spread but also vertical. This principle, which is an architectural and material 

one, becomes a metaphor for the city.  

 

 

Detail 7. Detail of Carmo Slope in 1887. In the background, it is possible to see a series of blurry dots, which were 
people either leaving or entering the city. It is possible to note a difference in the landscape of Carmo meadow. 
Subject to constant floods, Azevedo photographed it in 1887 during its drought, differently to what he had done 

25 years earlier. 

The principle of sticking to urban materiality and reproducing the logic 

of its production becomes, indeed, strikingly explicit as one sets out to investigate 

comparative pairs of Azevedo’s photographs, be they part of the Comparative 

Album or not. Such is the case with the pair of photographs from Constituição 

Street (images 73 & 74), later renamed Florêncio de Abreu. The images are almost 

identically composed. As usual when it comes to street shots, Azevedo frames the 

camera in order to occupy its right and left sections with the buildings, whereas 
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the central portion of the frame forms his vantage point, which, slightly 

dislocated, creates perspective by capturing the row of houses that stretch until 

the larger, perpendicular house on the background. What differs in these images, 

however, is that Azevedo articulates two views that, if not for the church tower 

and receded location, could hardly be recognized as the same place. The reason 

for Azevedo’s receding for the shot seems to be, once again, that this would allow 

him to capture the eclectic two-storey edifice that occupies the right portion of 

the frame 

Furthermore, if the 1862 photograph shows us a poorly structured road, 

its later version presents the viewer with a properly paved street with 

distinguishable sidewalks and even two-way animal-traction tram tracks. To the 

portrayal of the two-storey building and the tram tracks, another component 

must be added as an indexical element of modernity in the photograph; on the 

foreground just before the building, on the right portion of the frame, it is 

possible to devise an advertisement annexed to a wall. Visual communication 

such as this advertisement will be a constant in the 1887 photographs and must 

be considered as an important characteristic of Azevedo’s objectives regarding 

his final work. Finally, beyond the material elements that indicate a great 

transformation occurred in the street, the inclusion of Constituição (Florêncio de 

Abreu in 1887) Street in the Comparative Album is itself representative of 

Azevedo’s proposal. In 1862, the area of Constituição Street was considered 

reasonably distant from the so-called Central Triangle, i.e. the area that formed 

the centre of the city, and thus was not an integral or essential part of the urban 

network. 
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Image 73.. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua da Constituição (Constituição Street); 1862, Photographic Archive of the 
Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Image 74. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Florêncio de Abreu (former Constituição) Street; 1887, Photographic Archive 
of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Image 75. Militão Augusto de Azeved; Rua do Rosário (Rosário Street); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Image 76. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua da Imperatriz (Imperatriz Street); 1887, Photographic Archive of the 
Museu da Cidade de São Paulo
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Beginning with the pair of photographs of Rosário (later named 

Imperatriz) street (images 75 & 76), it is interesting to observe how Azevedo once 

more changed his position from the first to the second shot. If in 1862 Azevedo 

had stood close to the crossroads by the end of the road, in the 1887 version, he 

distanced himself from it, privileging the row of establishments that endow the 

street with a more explicit type of visual communication. In the later version, the 

plaques of a pharmacy, a shoe store, and a hatter, as well as the writings 

announcing a shoe deposit, gain predominance over the pedestrians. Although 

both versions present the street as a busy one, showing a series of blurs that reveal 

the movement of the pedestrians, the 1887 photograph, by adding the advertising 

factor, explicitly connects traffic to commercial activity. 

Similarly, the second comparative pair (images 77 & 78) portrays the 

changing environment of the street through a change of angle. Whereas in 1862 

Azevedo located himself at street level, slightly focusing upwards in order to 

capture the three-store high edifice in the left portion of the frame in its entirety, 

in the 1887 version, Azevedo inverts the focus by taking the photograph from a 

higher level. This allows him to capture the same buildings as in the earlier 

version, which appears different, with the addition of the movement of 

pedestrians in the street. 
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Image 77. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua do Rosário (Rosário Street); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Image 78. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua da Imperatriz (Imperatriz [former Rosário] Street); 1887, Photographic 
Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo
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In addition to the architectural changes of the buildings, which in 1887 

present a style turned towards eclecticism, the high level of the shot allows 

Azevedo to capture the more elaborate visual communication the city started to 

receive. As with the previous comparisons, the visual communication allows 

Azevedo to tie commercial activity to traffic, which would furthermore explain 

the importance of the street for the city’s structure. This connection is, however, 

an interpretive one. By creating an image that portrays pedestrian activity and 

advertising together, Azevedo sets in motion his particular visual interpretation 

of the city, which connects economic and social activity. This reinforces the 

importance of the Central Triangle as the economic and social centre of the urban 

environment, but most importantly, it makes a statement that the city is a space 

in motion, tuned to the vogues of the time and also, perhaps cosmopolitan. This 

can be exemplified by the work of Heloisa Barbuy (2012) who, by looking at the 

advertising, plaques and posters captured by Azevedo’s camera in Rosário Street 

alone, identifies a jewellery store (Ao Bouquet de Brilhantes), the watches and 

English articles shop owned by Henri Fox, the dentist clinic of Francisco Emilio 

Vautier, Danish Christian Clausen’s boot shop, and Luiz Bamberg’s watch-house.  

As to the remaining streets of the Central Triangle, the Album does not 

present the viewer with a comparative pair, as previously stated. Regarding São 

Bento Street, this is easily understood by the fact that there were no clichés of the 

location in 1862. The manner in which Azevedo dealt with the absence of an 1862 

version of São Bento Street, however, strengthens the importance given by the 

photographer to the infrastructural changes that had occurred in the city since, 

instead of opposing the street to a different locality, either in 1862 or in 1887, he 

chose to present it twice from two completely different angles (images 79 & 80). 

Similarly, Azevedo chose to compare Direita Street in the album not to an earlier 

image of it, but to an 1887 image of Florêncio de Abreu Street. This brings us back 

to the photographer’s endorsement of a discourse that links the older city centre 

to an area of the city that by 1862 was  
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marginal, creating a sense of organic continuity as if the material development of 

São Paulo had naturally operated on a balanced expansion and integration of the 

urban territory. 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 79. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua São Bento (São Bento Street); 1887, Photographic Archive of the Museu 
da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Image 80. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua e Largo de São Bento (São Bento Square and Street); 1887, Photographic 
Archive of the Museu da Cidade de São Paulo. 
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The first shot of São Bento Street (image 79) follows the same principles 

applied by Azevedo in the earlier photographs of 1862. The photographer 

positioned himself on the street, close to the road with his lenses facing forward 

almost parallel to the row of edifices closer to him, thus creating a slight deviation 

of the depth of field, capturing the opposite side of the street in perspective. As 

it is usual with the images from 1862, the images are composed in such a way that 

the viewer’s attention is brought to the foreground, specifically to the individuals 

who look back at the photographer in the bottom left quarter of the image, and 

ragged posters glued on the wall of the building to the left of the frame. This 

composition deviates our attention from the street, which seems to be portrayed 

as a mandatory element for the creation of perspective, not offering as much to 

the viewer as its surrounding elements, walls, doors, and windows. If at a close 

look, the street seems uninteresting and even run-down, the second shot (image 

80) seems like a corrective view meant to create a distance that would allow the 

observer to ‘properly’ grasp the street in its integrity – since it is an almost 

panoramic view of it – by showing its intense traffic and activity. 

As it is the case with the opening panoramic view (images 69-71), the 

photograph of São Bento Square privileges scale and perspective, which Azevedo 

creates by positioning himself strategically aligned with São Bento Street, which 

starts from the square. By positioning the camera on an axial above the tram 

tracks, the position occupied by the photographer for this shot suggests the 

viewer’s gaze to move accordingly, moving upwards along the tracks. The 

crossroads, which temporarily makes the gaze stop – as it would the tram – makes 

an interesting relation to the high-levelled view of the Piques Wall (image 63), 

which also makes use of the convergence of different streets. Besides adding a 

sense of business that is somewhat lacking in the close-up shot of São Bento 

Street, Azevedo also makes a point by continuing to capture the type of visual 

communication that began to flourish in the city. The edifice on the mid-right 

quarter of the frame announces in large letters ‘Baths of the Mermaid’, a 
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bathhouse belonging to an immigrant that was then probably the only institution 

of its sort. To the opposite side yet another advertisement calls attention, with its 

bold, large letters announcing the ‘Western’ hotel. 

At this point, it seems important to break with the convention of 

Azevedo’s Album and, for the sake of argument, present the remaining street of 

the Central Triangle, Direita, in a ‘before-after’ fashion, similar to the previously 

analysed photographs. This has to be done for one reason, namely that this is not 

intended to be an analysis of the Comparative Album itself, but of Azevedo’s city-

photographs following the comparative principle to which he mostly attains to. 

This way, the absence of a comparative pair regarding Direita Street is itself an 

indication of the underlying discourse contained in Azevedo’s production.   

Already in 1862, Direita Street (image 81) appeared as a busy street. Shot 

facing Nova Street, the 1862 image of Direita Street captured the predominance 

of two-high store edifices and an interesting assembly of people on the middle 

ground, who occupy the main road, instead of the sidewalks. A closer look at 

them gives the viewer hints of simple, probably cotton-clothed individuals who 

were predominantly male and, considering the aspect of the opened doors and 

products on display, were probably engaged in commercial deals. As Heloisa 

Barbuy (2012) observed by looking closely at the shots made by Azevedo, at the 

beginning of the 1860’s, Direita Street had many important addresses similar to 

Rosário Street. There one was able to find a jewellery store, a gun shop, a hat 

importer, a tailor, a photographic studio (not Azevedo’s), a Swiss bakery, an all-

female school, a cobbler, a shop for farm articles, a shoe deposit, a glazier and, 

finally, the famous French bookshop Garraux, whose owner was Azevedo’s 

intimate friend and whose establishment reunited the Law Academy students 

and their elite circles.  

Considering the important role played by the streets of the Central 

Triangle, the reasons for avoiding a chronological comparative pair of both 

Direita and São Bento streets becomes clearer.  As one observes the comparisons 
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closely, it seems that the author was interested in highlighting differences that 

could be simply appreciated by a viewer uneducated in photography, or for all 

matters, visual representation. Especially in the case of Direita Street (images 81 

& 82), the difference between the ‘before and after’ become striking as the 1887 

shot is considerably sharper, becoming easier to distinguish forms, shapes, and 

letters. Regarding the Central Triangle, Azevedo’s approach seems to be that of 

representing the transformations that occurred in the urban space by an 

affirmative evaluation of the city’s display of culture, cosmopolitanism and lively 

economic activity inscribed in a once absent, or comparatively poor, visual 

communication. 

Moreover, Azevedo’s approach to the Central Triangle, also seems 

connected to a lack of possibility regarding stylistic choices. Since the streets were 

narrow, Azevedo would not have much choice regarding the composition of his 

shots, having to choose, basically, between taking the shot from the street level 

or from a higher level when possible. This allows for the shots of the Central 

Triangle to be primarily turned to a matter of content, which explains why São 

Paulo’s modernity could be stated, in these photographs, mostly by the sharp 

capturing of advertising, poster, plaques and architectural modifications. Thus, 

although it is possible to observe, already in 1862, the busy character of Direita 

Street, the 1887 version has this character strengthened by the capture of canopies 

and more grandiose and stylized signboards. Whereas in 1862 it is difficult to 

identify, precisely, the nature of the establishments, in the 1887 photograph, also 

due to technical improvement, it is easy to read, on the mid and bottom-right 

quarter of the image, perpendicular to the ground, the inscription ‘Casa J. Tallon’. 

Similarly, on the canopy that follows the wall, it is possible to read in capital 

letters ‘SEWING À LA VILLE DE PARIS’ and, above the same canopy, once again 

the name of the shop, ‘À la Ville de Paris’ (detail 8). 
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Image 81. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua Direita (Direita Street); 1862, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo. 
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Image 82. Militão Augusto de Azevedo; Rua Direita (Direita Street); 1887, Photographic Archive of the Museu da 
Cidade de São Paulo.
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Detail 8. Detail of Direita Street's "À la Ville de Paris" shop, with its inscriptions and signs. 
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The French influence is not only a sign of the vogue of the epoch but also 

of the essentially foreign character of most fashion and cultural goods available 

in the city. As stated earlier, the inauguration of the railway facilitated the 

transport not only of coffee from the hinterland to the port, but also of imported 

commodities to the interior of the province. Still, in 1887, São Paulo did not have 

a large industrial production of goods other than agricultural. Thus, clothing, 

books, shoes and many other articles were imported from England and France, 

carrying with them the trends in vogue in these countries. It is important to 

notice, also, the fact that most of these establishments were run by foreigners 

who, responsible for the introduction and distribution of the imported 

commodities, also introduced to the locals the appraisal for foreign culture as 

signs of progress and cultural development. Interestingly, in that regard, 

Azevedo’s cartes-de-visite had a Parisian address printed below its address in São 

Paulo. From 1875 onwards, when Azevedo became the owner of the Gaspar & 

Carneiro studio in São Paulo due to the death of Gaspar Antônio da Silva 

Guimarães, he changed the studio’s name to Photographia Americana that is, 

‘American Photography’. According to Rubens Fernandes Júnior (2012) this name 

could have been a reference to the French studio owned by A . Liébert, aptly 

named ‘Photographie Americaine’, in which Azevedo produced one photograph 

during his stay in Paris in 1878. It is impossible to know for sure why Azevedo 

would stamp a Parisian address on his cartes-de-visite, but most likely, this was a 

means for qualifying the studio even more, using the imports of products and 

equipment from France as justification.  

The adoption of foreign words is made present for instance, in the 

frequent naming of tobacco shops as chalets, one of which can be observed in the 

1887 photograph of Direita Street (image 82, detail 9). Additionally, in the 

foreground of the same photograph, on the left-bottom quarter of the image, two 

men pose to the photographer; their hands tucked in their pockets, they present 
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us with the fashion of the day: half top hat and a bowler hat with short jackets 

and lighter colours. 

 

 

Detail 9. Detail of Direita Street showing the tobacco shop, usually named chalet, and the two men wearing 
distinguishable clothes. 

 
If the earlier photographs by Azevedo allow us to draw a parallel with 

some literary concerns, exemplified by Álvares de Azevedo’s ‘literary invention of 

the city’, and even pictorial ones, as Militão A. de Azevedo anticipates, probably 

unconsciously, the social type of the caipira, bringing forth techniques of the 

body, the 1887 series provides the viewer with a considerably distinct parallel. It 

is not the Romantic tendency that comes forth, but rather, its Naturalistic 

counterpart, which, as a reaction to the former, aimed at a high level of 

objectivism, relying on scientific resources, less appeal to the spectator’s 

sensibility and engagement with social reality. If Romanticism had represented 

the long-expected moment of self-awareness in Brazilian literature (cf. Candido, 

2000), searching for the elements of national literature, Realism and Naturalism, 

in their turn, would assume the task of criticising national reality, confronting it 
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with the foreigner and questioning the nature of the national unity. Aluísio de 

Azevedo’s O Cortiço (1890), is, in that regard, the major representative of 

Brazilian literary Naturalism having, in Antonio Candido’s (1991) reading, created 

a naturalist allegory of Brazilian reality through a great awareness of racism and, 

at the same time, racial miscegenation, on a ‘physical, social, symbolic – 

environment linked to a certain way of living and conditioning a certain 

mechanic of relations’ (Candido, 1991, p. 120). This construction would express 

the overwhelming determinant force of the Brazilian nature as contrary ‘to order 

and weighting of European customs; by falling into this mesologic fallacy […] 

[Azevedo] makes explicit the pessimism, fed by the feeling of inferiority with 

which his generation rectified the patriotic euphoria of the Romantics’ (Candido, 

1991, p. 120). 

The conflict between nature and society expressed in Aluísio de Azevedo’s 

literature summarizes Naturalism’s intellectual orientation, which, it was 

believed, with its scientific resources could lead to an objective interpretation of 

the characters. This seems to be precisely the privilege given to the aesthetic and 

material changes of the city by Militão Augusto de Azevedo. This is true, 

especially, when focusing on the alterations operated from the early 1862 

photographs and their articulation and comparison with comparative shots in the 

1887 album. If in 1862 the viewer is presented with an essayistic view of the city 

that highlights the dynamic between the social and the individual as the camera 

and the photographer play with their subjects, who play back with the viewer as 

many of them seem to stare back at us, the 1887 photographs constitute a change 

in which this experience is diminished as the newer shots assemble as an 

intellectual experience of the city that shows just how much material 

improvement turns the village-like environment into an old, valueless 

environment. The opening of the album with the railway shot attaches the 

meaning of it with technology and the locomotive power of historical time. 

Instead of a ‘visually founded’ city, what Azevedo did in 1887 was creating a 
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‘narrative city’, a city that belongs to a particular history that is both linear and 

progressive. 

Summing up, there are many different elements present in Azevedo’s 

work, and this opens up numerous possibilities for interpreting his photographs. 

Two movements have proven to be determinant. First, it was necessary to pay 

attention to the compositional aspects of his work, briefly looking at his uses of 

diagonals, choices of angles, vantage points and value. This discussion aimed at 

investigating to what extent Azevedo was informed of rules and conventions of 

image making. In the second place, a more speculative reading of his work, 

divided into two periods, provided a look into the potential meanings and 

readings of Azevedo’s work as a city-photographer. Informed, as he was, of 

photographic conventions, it was important to investigate how much his 

photographs express the ideological trends of his time, that is, what the 

compositional aspects of his photographs, related to what they actually captured, 

allow us to understand, interpreting the images in light of a theoretical 

framework. If the compositional discussion might stand for the technical aspect 

of his work, the speculative reading stands for the interpretation of Azevedo’s 

images, looking at their content.  

Together, speculative interpretation and compositional analysis assemble 

key elements of Azevedo’s photographs. Such elements can be summarized as 

ones that express a photographic work heavily supported by compositional 

features of architectural photography and technical dominion of the rule of 

thirds, in its formal aspects; and, in its interpretive aspects, a reliance on the 

cultural ambience expressed by the literary environment of the moment. These 

literary references can be found in Álvares de Azevedo, for 1862, and Aluísio de 

Azevedo, for 1887, that means, in both Romanticism and Naturalism, which, as 

opposite genres, help to illustrate the ideological discourse embedded in the 

photographs of Azevedo in both moments. If at first Militão Augusto de Azevedo 

is able to represent, in the centre of his image of the city, a multitude of people, 
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in a second moment, this representation is diminished in lieu of an overarching 

panoramic representation of the urban scene, even though with the technological 

changes undergone in the space of twenty-five years, people could have been 

captured more sharply. This shift operated between 1862 and 1887 is far from 

being a simple stylistic choice, for it expresses Azevedo’s intention of making 

modernity, or signs and symbols of modernity, the central figure of his 

comparative work. This attempt ends up excluding the human figure, so rich and 

anticipatory of the pictorial representation of the caipira, from the equation. In 

the next chapter, thus, we will unfold the interpretations of both Fierlants’ and 

Azevedo’s works, discussing them at large and articulating both readings as a 

conclusion is drawn on the meaning not only of their works, both of city-

photography as a resource for reflecting upon matters of social shift, culture, and 

politics in the urban reality. 
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5. Photography-City-Modernity.  

« Me voici donc en présence d’images, au sens le plus 
vague où l’on puisse prendre ce mot » 

Henri Bergson 

 

There is something that strikes us as rather uncanny when we see 

ourselves in front of images from the past. This uncanny-ness hides itself 

somewhat when we look at, for instance, photographs of our great-grandparents. 

Although in most cases, we have not met them in person, their relation to us is 

almost immediate: they are our grandparents’ parents, they are the ones who 

came before us, the ones from whom we descend; perhaps our mother and father 

have one or more stories to tell us about them. The more we go back in time, 

however, the more the distance grows. Likewise a personal, familial relation to 

images seem to fade. Yet, why do old photographs of cities manage to strike our 

curiosity? Why is it common to have a feeling of growing attention when we see 

how the cities we live in, or cities we know nothing of, used to look like? Do we 

not have the feeling that, when holding or scrolling through these images, they 

look back at us with an invitation for investigation and inquiry? Perhaps even 

more than the images of our forefathers in their epochal fashion and clean-shaved 

moustaches? Uncanny might be too much of a psychoanalytic term for that, and 

it is far from the take aimed at this research, but at a more banal, vernacular level, 

it suits the investigation quite well. Better than this idea, however, it is important 

to bear in mind how photographs can present us with a sort of strangeness, of 

detachment, of a familiar uncommon feeling. 

Among the images this research has explored thus far by Fierlants and 

Azevedo, two photographs might strike the viewer – and the researcher is also a 

viewer – with the feeling described above; these are the images of Saucierstraat 

and of Meio and São Francisco Slopes. Although both images sustain themselves 

individually and, could even be said to support an entire research project focused 

on either separately, the photographs seem, in a strange way, to form a dialogue 

just as much as they differ from one another. Rather intentionally, much is said 
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about Azevedo’s photograph, as it opens chapter 4, but very little is discussed 

about Fierlants’ photograph as it closes chapter 3. The reason for this dialogue is, 

itself, unclear, but as this chapter will try to prove, these photographs may serve 

as starting points for new readings on the works of each photographer. In 

addition, going back to the beginning of this research, this chapter will show how, 

under the spectre of a specific theory of modernity – Baudelaire, Benjamin, and 

part of the historical materialist tradition – the works of Fierlants and Azevedo 

may provide a new contribution for addressing photographic theory, that builds 

on the premises of historical materialism. This method is based on the 

consideration of three categories revealed by the theoretical debate set forth so 

far, namely, the relation between history and photography, the concept of 

apparatus, and the concept of medium. These are precisely the categories which 

allow us to identify, address and analyse the two photographs in question, of 

Sauciersraat and Meio and São Francisco Slopes, as key images for a critical 

understanding of the works of Fierlants and Azevedo.  

Considering the theoretical debate and methodological references 

addressed thus far, it should have become clear that the specific theory of 

modernity addressed here adopts a materialist standpoint. Although many 

authors have been added in support of both an actualization of the debate on 

photographic theory and visual culture, and of a broader epistemological 

reference, it is Walter Benjamin who seems to provide the broadest and most 

unique approach on photographic theory. This happens for three reasons: first, 

his theory allows conceptualizing photography through the three interconnected 

categories cited above (history, apparatus, and medium); second, his insights 

provide reflections for many of the scholars referenced thus far (Agamben, 2007b, 

2009b; Berger, 2013; McQuire, 1998, 2008; Mitchell, 1986, 2001); and finally, 

because the materialist tradition has even proven to serve as a reference for other 

epistemological standpoints, inpart by sharing with these different perspectives 

many common references, from art to social history (Aumont, 2001; Crary, 1988, 
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1992; P. Dubois, 1990; Foucault, 1999; Rouillé, 2005). The materialist tradition is 

based, as pointed out in the introduction, on the materiality of everyday life (cf. 

Benjamin, 1999; Marcuse, 1932; Marx, 1967), that is, on the products of 

humankind’s labour for the continuity of its own existence. Because this 

perspective is understood as the starting point for the critique of society, 

historical materialism is necessarily assembled around different sets of 

references, by means of distinct articulations.  

Thus, this chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the relation between 

photography and history, and the concepts of apparatus and medium. In the first 

section, the concept of modernity is rethought, with the help of a quick summary 

of the issues approached in Chapters 1 and 1. The second section approaches the 

relation between photography and history. The third and fourth sections offer an 

analysis of the concepts of apparatus and medium, respectively. By focusing, thus, 

on the categories developed between the first and third sections, the final two 

sections will go back to the photographs of Fierlants and Azevedo, specifically 

those of Saucierstraat and Meio and São Francisco Slopes, and expand upon some 

of the reflections that were omitted in favour of the analysis of the overall aspects 

of the photographer’s’ works in Chapters 3 and 4. As such, this chapter presents 

an effort to link the opening theoretical chapters, by expanding on the conceptual 

and methodological possibilities they offer, with the empirical chapters dedicated 

to the analysis of  Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s works. This reflection, thus, forms the 

basis for the concluding remarks which follow this chapter. 

What is modernity, after all? 

The beginning of this thesis provided the reader with a visual perspective 

of modernity. Drawing back to Baudelaire’s criticism of Constantin Guys’ work, 

the chapter retraced the steps through which, via art criticism, the nineteenth 

century saw the rise of ‘modernity’ as a fluctuating term. To Baudelaire, ‘modern’ 

stood for whatever was under the order of the day. Time was vital to his concept 

of modernity. To be modern meant to be able to capture the essence of one’s own 
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time in its many aspects and attaining to its ever-changing details and 

characteristics, and yet being able to live, represent, or express such aspects 

beyond the realm of ephemerality and fleeting moments. According to 

Baudelaire, the ability to capture such essence, which was, nonetheless, 

ephemeral and transient although ‘half of art, the other half being the eternal’ 

(Baudelaire, 1996, p. 24) was what made Guys ‘the painter of modern life’. Guys, 

in Baudelaire’s eyes, was able to cope with the ephemerality of his own society 

and, aware of its ephemerality, dress it up with the clothes of Antiquity. The 

painter of modern life was, thus, the man who could deal in an innovative way, 

with the dialectics of his own epoch. Guys’ representability as ‘modern’, although 

dependent on his pictorial mastery, also has a temporal – and spatial – core.  

Temporally, Guys’ modernity resides in nineteenth century industrial society, 

and more specifically, the Second French Empire. Spatially, it resides in France, 

and in Paris, particularly.  

If Baudelaire touches upon the problem of ephemerality and the present 

time in history, within his own epoch, this does not mean, however, that it was 

Baudelaire who invented the term. In fact, as Fredric Jameson recalls just as he 

opens his 2002 book A Singular Modernity, ‘“Modernity” as a concept is so often 

associated with modernity as a period that it comes as something of a shock to 

find the word “modern” in use as far back as the fifth century AD’ (Jameson, 2002, 

p. 17). Back then, the term was used to make a chronological, privilege-free, 

distinction between the current and past period of the Church Fathers. With the 

conquest of Roma by the Goths, Jameson tells us, ‘[…] the term has acquired a 

new overtone. For modernus […] now knows a substantive antithesis, in what 

Cassiodorus terms antiquas’ (2002, p. 17). The substantive antithesis introduced 

by Cassiodorus’ thus marked the transition between a mere chronological 

reference to a rupture in the continuum of tradition. From this point onwards, a 

certain past would become a reference to the present – classical culture – where 

a central task was the recovery of said classical culture. This seems, in fact, to 
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agree with Fredric Jameson’s (2002) understanding, that it was Cassiodorus’ 

conception of the modern which we inherited. It is clear within this concept that 

the antithesis was not only between ancient and present but also between the 

new and the modern, which was subsequently incorporated within late 

romanticism. With Baudelaire, modernité is minted in a ‘usage […] whose signal 

advantage seems to lie in its new-found independence from all such historical 

oppositions and antithesis’ (Jameson, 2002, p. 21). In some ways, what is at stake 

in Baudelaire’s usage of the term is precisely the awareness of the dialectical 

oppositions of historical time, added to the specific social space in which history 

was, then, idealized as the expression of an evolutionary, linear progress.  

Amongst the many scholars who dedicated themselves to the work of 

Baudelaire, Walter Benjamin especially in his interpretation of Fleurs du Mal was 

one of the most influential for cultural and philosophical studies. Benjamin’s 

reading of Baudelaire is intimately connected to the premises addressed in his 

doctoral thesis Ursprung des Deutschen Trauerspiel. Aware of not only 

Baudelaire’s, but also Marx’s and Nietzsche’s ‘stance towards that which is “new” 

in “modern” society and its cultural manifestations’ (Frisby, 2013, p. 2), Benjamin 

set forth an analysis of modernity from a retroactive stance, that is, not from the 

onset of a historiographical research on the genesis of modernity in the 

nineteenth century, but from an archaeological investigation of its origins. In 

other words, it was a research concerned not with the beginnings of modernity, 

but with the processes through which modernity came into being, eventually 

reaching his own time. This especially this meant addressing the ‘new modes of 

perception and experience of social and historical existence set in train by the 

upheaval of capitalism’ (Frisby, 2013, p. 4). For if Baudelaire was not, himself, 

concerned with capitalism, Marx, as another interpreter of modernity, provided 

the nineteenth century with a criticism of economic structure which showed that 

the capitalist mode of production and the political economy of the epoch had 

revolutionized, by transforming the means of reproduction of wealth, the system 
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over which society came to reproduce itself. Furthermore, as Marx set forth the 

task of a critical social science which confronted the foundations of the social 

relations of production, which for him resided in the addressing of the problem 

of commodity, it provided Benjamin with the possibility of looking at the 

elements pertaining to the production of culture, from which photography 

cannot be disconnected. Baudelaire was not, himself, unaware of the class 

stratification – although not understood in a Marxian fashion, of course – related 

to what he deemed modern. The point is that Baudelaire himself, was as modern 

as he considered Guys to be. From the dandy to the Crimean war, Baudelaire is 

aware that the transient habits, moeurs, customs, and ephemerality all play a part 

within a specific context and, in this sense, they are marked by historical 

categories and the ways in which they are ascribed in relation to the past as a 

reference.   

If the twentieth-century concept of modernity was to be drawn from the 

development of industrial capitalism in the preceding century, Benjamin was 

perspicacious enough to investigate how exactly this modernity came into being, 

His investigation was open to different sources, and built upon the most highly 

focused topics, from iron construction to prostitution, from Baudelaire to 

political conspiracies, but also from epistemology to historiography. In this 

Benjamin differed. A rather revealing quotation explains how his analysis, which 

incorporated highly varied theoretical viewpoints, was distinct from ‘theories of 

modernization that have become commonplace in sociology in the twentieth 

century’ (Frisby, 2013, p. 6). Likewise, he differed from institutional analysis or of 

those connected to literary theories of modernism, or even art history. And yet, 

he approached all these topics. A further element which may explain Benjamin’s 

legacy as a fashionable author is that his work remained unfinished. His 

collection of archival aphorisms collected in The Arcades Project remains a rich 

asset for researchers of modernity, Paris, Baudelaire, and the range of other topics 

in the book. More important than this, however, is the fact that Benjamin’s 
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reading of Baudelaire’s modernity still provides an attentive researcher with 

insightful elements to understand the importance of nineteenth century society 

and modernity itself, beyond chronological intervals. 

Thus, although it is to Baudelaire that we have turned back to, in order to 

provide a visual perspective of modernity, it is really to Benjamin’s Baudelaire 

that the concept of modernity in this thesis is driven from. This happened 

through three elements: first, in noticing that Baudelaire allows us to envision, 

through his criticism of Guys, how the social forces in play at his time imposed 

and gave shape to a new type of experience of social life; second, the addition of 

the economic critique of nineteenth century social life, as begun by Karl Marx, 

and finally, with the observation of the importance of the erection of the 

metropolis as the material space within which social transformations set in 

motion by industrial capitalism would take place. These three elements are joined 

precisely by Benjamin in setting forth a theory of modernity. Although 

unfinished, such theory is not absent of conceptualization, however. Its visual 

perspective is but one way of setting forth the interconnected elements of time – 

its inherent philosophy and historiographical conception – and space – and its 

inherent politics – added to their economic-political articulation in the 

reproduction of society as a whole. Within this research, reviewing and 

developing further its reference, modernity is, thus, the unfolding of an epoch 

wherein the capitalist cycle of production, transformed by the industrial 

revolution, set forth a different form of relationship between base and 

superstructure. This transformed the then current paradigms of time and space 

through technological development, providing a cohesive narrative based on the 

ideological belief in progress through technical development. This context 

involved attaining to the principles first set in motion by the bourgeois 

revolutions of the division of power, laicization of the state and, in the nineteenth 

century, a pillared division of knowledge into specialized disciplines, followed by 

an ever-growing stratification of society, mirroring mathematical calculus. 
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Polysemic, broad and even a-systematic, this definition of modernity, broad as it 

is, must indeed cover as many topics as possible, for it is their sum which, looked 

at via different authors (Bate, 2016; Clarke, 1997; Crary, 1992; Marien, 2006; Wells, 

2015), explain the inception of photography and its later development. 

Despite the broadness of the definition of modernity given above, it 

avoids a central question with the use of the term throughout social and 

philosophical studies, namely its confusion with related terms ‘modernist’ and 

‘modernization’. In this, also, Benjamin was perspicacious, taking care to not 

address such terms or doing so as by-products of modernity. In fact, the term 

‘modernism’ appears only once in The Arcades Project and although it plays a 

somewhat central role in Literary History and the Study of Literature, from 1935, 

it is understood in the general sense of modernism as a literary movement located 

somewhat between the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Likewise, 

‘modernization’ is completely absent in The Arcades Project and appears once, 

between high-commas, in the 1932 text, Oedipus, or Rational Myth (Benjamin, 

1999, 2005d). 

The absence of terms related to ‘modernity’ does not represent a major 

influence in and of itself as it points to the fact that the unfolding of modernity 

into correlated terms helped to blur the concept. Benjamin’s caution grants him 

an openness that allows us to address the concept both in terms of aesthetics, 

where it was superseded by modernism, and in terms of sociology, economy or 

politics, where it was superseded by a concern with modernization as the 

technical and economic developmental processes undergone by social 

institutions. This means that Benjamin’s concept of modernity provides an 

account that is captured neither by institutional sociology and economy, where 

economic calculus has been grounded as the basis for measuring a society’s 

degree of ‘modernity’, nor by art or literary historical accounts of the 

development of genres and styles. Finally, it is a definition that seems to deviate 

also from the post-modern account of the ‘end of grand narratives’, as posed by 
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Jean-François Lyotard (cf. Lyotard, 1984), while sharing some common points 

with Michel Foucault’s (1980, 1987, 2004, 2005) poststructuralism, taking into 

account the role played by language in the production of knowledge and truth, 

and the relativity of epistemic enunciations as pertaining to particular historical 

moments. 

Modernity is, thus, via Benjamin’s interpretation, a broad, open concept 

which allows the researcher to approach a wide set of elements from an historical 

perspective, with the privilege of articulating different perspectives over the same 

elements. What was done, thus, in Chapter 1, but also in Chapter 2 and 

throughout the remainder of the research, was, precisely, to articulate such 

perspectives within the onset of the visual, focusing in a reflection on 

photography as a practice that takes place in the city. The continuity between 

chapters 1 and 2 represents a narrowing down of the object, from a wider 

theoretical context to a practical one, investigating the ways in which, 

historically, photography and the city related to each other, reflecting on 

empirical cases that show how photography entered public and intellectual 

debate through the development of various distinct practices. In this thesis, I 

have argued that such practices and uses, multiple as they were, corresponded, 

precisely, to the epochal ideology addressed as modernity. It is also in this chapter 

that the methodological choice for one theory of modernity allows the research 

to narrow down the debate over the role of technology in general, to the specifics 

of photographic technology, with a consideration over the apparatus. Prior to the 

analysis of Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s works, this exploration set the elements 

which would support such analysis and which we will go back to, namely, the 

relation between photography and history, the question of technology and the 

apparatus, and that which Walter Benjamin named the Medium, a concept 

different from the common usage for the term. 
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Photography and History 

There is something peculiar within the work of Fierlants and Azevedo that 

may represent a common quality that was shared by photographers of the mid-

nineteenth century. This is, after all, the period considered by Walter Benjamin 

(1996g, 2005c) to be immediately prior to the industrialisation of photography, 

pre-dating the invention of the first portable camera. Although the decay of 

photography with the invention of the portable camera, as Benjamin argued, is 

debatable, it represents, nonetheless a leap of technological development which 

allowed the widespread presence of reproductive image technologies, causing a 

caesura within the magical element of the photographic image. In his Kleine 

Geschichte der Photographie, Walter Benjamin (1996g, 2005c) argued for the 

auratic character of pre-industrial photography, in which photographers were 

able to capture the ‘once and forever’ of the portrayed, to bring human presence 

closer to the viewer as something familiar recognizable, although distant. The 

mystical aspect of the aura, as recalled by Miriam Bratu Hansen (2008), is central 

in Benjamin’s reflection, although it is, nonetheless, a problematic concept in the 

sense that, diverging in definition throughout Benjamin’s work, it varies from a 

concept to an instrumental analytic category. Yet, initially, it serves to illustrate 

how both Fierlants and Azevedo expressed what might have been a sort of general 

feeling about the functions of photography that went beyond clear, scientific or 

artistic categories.  

If it is true that the aura communicates, or transmits a secret, silent 

essence of the image, bringing it closer to the viewer, then both Fierlants’ and 

Azevedo’s works in some way bring us closer to a historical moment despite the 

presence or absence of the aura, precisely because they meet the viewer as 

historical images. Our relation to their work is, thus, twofold. First, it relates to a 

historical debate regarding photography, the city, and modernity, approached 

throughout Chapters 1 to 4, and second, it relates to their ‘functional 

transformation’ [Umfunktionierung], articulating the anachronism of the 
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historical perspective by the recognition of its retroactive character. As such, it 

must not attempt to reconstruct or reproduce a historical moment, but to bring 

it forth to our present, in which it attains to legibility. This means, in other words, 

that it must be a matter of understanding how the elements that merge in the 

analysis of photographic images and practice, such as the state of the 

photographic field during its practice or the socio-economic context in which 

said camps developed, reach out for us today. Such task is inherent to the 

dialectic relation between the ‘then’ and the ‘now’ which photography itself 

articulates, as it shall be discussed next. 

According to Walter Benjamin (1999, 2006a, 2007), the dialectics of ‘then’ 

and ‘now’ ascribes happenings with their ‘historical index’, a temporal element 

that allows the critic to push the past forward to the present, rather than the 

opposite. This is not focused on discovering the origins of the present in the 

historical past, but rather, the relations, dialogues, and correspondences between 

past and present. If Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s work find relevance in the current 

moment, it is precisely because both photographers passed onwards, in their 

respective societies, as official documentarians, and thus, as historical figures. 

This is what makes them simultaneously unique while also deprived of such 

distinction since they end up playing a similar role. 

What Chapters 3 and 4 put forth, thus, was making this contradiction 

explicit, by showing the photographer’s particularities, while at the same time 

indicating the elements they might share, by portraying the specific conditions 

that allowed the production of their work. As such, the historical index of 

Fierlants and Azevedo resides in both the contradiction of their similitude and 

difference and in the identity that they share as historical figures. The similarities 

reside not only in their topic, the city, which is addressed with a chronological 

core (the idea of monuments and patrimony, in Fierlants, and of chronological 

comparison in Azevedo) but also in the fact that photography itself is, from the 

start, an apparatus that articulates historical meaning. 
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 To understand this better, Marit Grøtta’s (2015) account of the media 

aesthetics of Baudelaire bring some important insights, for they articulate 

precisely the relations made between photography and history already in the 

nineteenth century. This relation, as it has been shown throughout the thesis, has 

been addressed many times. Photography has long been considered an apparatus 

through which one may visualize history (P. Dubois, 1990; Edwards, 2006; 

Marien, 2006). The account of Baudelaire’s media aesthetics, however, provide a 

consideration of how photography, not only the photographic image, is itself an 

apparatus that operates historically. Thus, according to Marit Grøtta, the central 

aesthetic principles of photography are ‘the construction of a viewpoint, focus on 

detail and the omission of context’ (2015, p. 54). Such principles, which seem to 

continue today, converge in a dialectical manner. While the omission of context 

may de-historicize the image, it provides us with actuality26. At the same time, 

the construction of a viewpoint makes an instantaneous connection with the 

observer, while the focus on detail relates to the potentials of photography. What 

Marit Grøtta shows us is that these elements can be identified as underlying 

Baudelaire depiction of Guys as ‘the’ painter of modern life. When he set out to 

explore Guys’ work, he did so while informed by the same set of references that 

informed aesthetic photographic thinking: viewpoint, the omission of context 

and focus on detail. If realist art did not share with photography the same 

principles of composition and reference to reality, as discussed in Chapter 3, these 

elements would find common ground between photography and Guys’ 

watercolours and sketches, techniques which were, furthermore, deemed 

secondary by academic painting. That Baudelaire despised photography as art 

matters little, for it is not enough to rid him of a certain form of thinking the 

image which is analogous to those informing the aesthetic principles of 

                                                           
26 The term ‘Actuality’ is a free translation of Benjamin’s Aktualität. It translates the temporal 

component which turn something into current, present. ‘Actual’, thus, on a temporal sense. To 

know more, refer to the “N” convolute of The Arcades Project, “On the Theory of Knowledge, 

Theory of Progess” (Benjamin, 1999). 
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photography. These principles were above all derived from the attempt to fixate 

reality ‘as it was’, in the sort of realism, also discussed in Chapter 3, erroneously 

ascribed to the Realist school. 

Photography’s attempt to fix the instant with truthfulness27, thus acting 

with a chronological principle, however, does not disclose the relationship 

between photography and history. Such a question can be further investigated by 

developing more of Walter Benjamin’s insights on history, adding up to the 

understanding of modernity as a turning point for contemporary society. 

According to Werner Hamacher (2005), Walter Benjamin’s theory of history, 

which met its end in 1940 with the Theses on the Concept of History (Benjamin, 

2006a, 2007), is based on his inserting of a political-affective component in a 

temporal structure. Especially in the second thesis, Benjamin makes clear the 

intention of showing that ‘affects are also decisive for objective cognition’ 

(Hamacher, 2005, p. 38). Even if such affect is related to an idea of happiness as 

the ultimate goal of political life – a central theme in the history of philosophical 

thinking – the important is that it also relates, in a fundamental manner, with the 

affective liaisons between past and present. Such liaisons are based on 

possibilities that, though having existed, become clear in the present. This 

juxtaposition between past and present is what Dimitri Vardoulakis (2005) refers 

to as parataxis. If, on the one hand, Vardoulakis sees such parataxis in the 

dynamics between automaton and human throughout the first thesis, on the 

other, both Hamacher and Vardoulakis seem to agree that time is obviously the 

medium through which human actions unfold. Further still, it is parataxis, 

precisely, that brings sense to historical work as this is always and ultimately the 

result of opposite time(s), that are accessed differently, unendingly aggregating. 

Beyond the questions addressing a philosophy of sensation or moral 

sentiments, the matter pointed out by Benjamin goes towards the fact that every 

                                                           
27 To a discussion over the question of photographic truth in the nineteenth-century, refer back 

to Chapter 4 and the problem of Realism in Art. 
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work of history – and by that, I mean both of the historian and of History itself – 

is also a work of rememoration [Eingedenken]. This idea goes against what 

Benjamin claims to be a ‘historicist’ conception of history, that sets as its goal the 

genesis of the present based on chronological linearity of deductive facts 

juxtaposed causally. History is not self-legitimating’ (Vardoulakis, 2005, p. 123). 

By rupturing with the idea of a self-legitimating history, Walter Benjamin sees in 

it a process that increasingly distances itself from narrativity, not because history 

is not a narrative itself, but because it demands new constructive principles, that 

are, precisely, narrative. As the subject of construction, ‘[w]hat underlies 

historiography is an operation of temporal discontinuity’ (Vardoulakis, 2005, p. 

123). When parataxis serves the attempt of reaching out a history that is able to 

reproduce totality as a sum of facts, one breaks up precisely with the possibilities 

offered by the same discontinuity that pushes us towards history. ‘The positivistic 

historiographic methodology can be likened to a vast collection of index cards, 

each card representing a fact’ (Vardoulakis, 2005, p. 127). It is not a matter of 

denying facts, thus, but of discovering their secret correspondences, beyond 

indexical rhetoric, bringing the past forward to the present, giving it a 

constellational aspect. 

Although constantly readdressed by Benjamin scholars, the philosopher’s 

harsh critique of what he declares to be positivist historicism – which he 

nonetheless does not make entirely clear of what it would consist of – does not 

mean ‘to say that historiography is impossible. Rather, historiography is to be 

viewed from the vantage point of a philosophy of time’ (Vardoulakis, 2005, p. 128). 

The key within this vantage point, is that time must not be understood as ‘an 

accumulation of constitutive moments’ but as an orderless constellation of 

moments wherein relations are arrived at through different arrangements. The 

goal becomes, thus, to ‘discover the critical constellation that a fragment of the 

past forms with a moment of the present’ (Löwy, 2007, p. 62). One example of 

such constellational universe is given by Walter Benjamin (Benjamin, 2006b), 
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himself, and recollected by David S. Ferris (2005) with a slight change in 

translation, in the following words: ‘If one looks upon history as a text, then what 

is valuable in it is what a recent author says of literary texts-namely, that the past 

has left in them images which can be compared to those registered by a sensitive 

plate’ (Benjamin, 2006b, p. 405). Correctly, David S. Ferris observes that, for 

Walter Benjamin, ‘history is understood by reference to what photography is said 

to do more than any other art: preserve the past for the present by means of the 

image’ (Ferris, 2005, pp. 19-20). 

The idea of preservation comes forth closely related to the understanding 

of photography as a cut, referred to by Philippe Dubois and previously discussed 

in Chapter 2. Photography interrupts time, preserving it for the future. It is worth 

reminding that in the nineteenth century, the photograph would only come to 

life after its development in the darkroom. Wrongly, thus, it is many times 

assumed that photography was revolutionary for its instantaneity. Although this 

is not entirely false, photography was – and still is – an act of anticipation, 

practiced having its own future as a goal. This anticipatory logic makes clear 

Walter Benjamin’s observation that images attain legibility only at a specific 

moment. If photography was able to register one specific moment with 

instantaneous fastness and precision, it was nonetheless doing so for the sake of 

visible awareness of the past. The fact that Benjamin connects the mechanism of 

photography to history is because the technological development that allowed 

the invention/discovery of photography laid bare the (then) current mnemonic 

functions, grounding new mechanisms for memory based on new forms of 

experiencing past and present.  

Essentially, although a philosophical inquiry can be structured on the 

concept of time and history in Benjamin’s thinking, the importance of 

photography rose, for Benjamin, as the technique revolutionized the grounds 

through which history and time were perceived and experienced via a new 

relationship between humankind and technology. However, the ‘question [is not] 
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to account for the technical in terms of the historical since it is through the 

recognition of the former in the latter that the political significance of history is 

to be recognized’ (Ferris, 2005, p. 21). In other words, at a certain point of 

technical development, namely that occasioned by industrial development, 

history gains a new political meaning, crossed by the new technological universe 

that has ruptured with the forms of experiencing social life, on a historical level, 

up to that specific moment. As Benjamin looks at the early, pre-industrial 

photographs, he sees in the technical a caesura in both historical time and 

perception, as we are visually elevated to a new degree of experience which, 

ironically, leads to a numbing of our rational account of the sensorium. The 

decisive point that is integral to an understanding of the political relevance and 

overall meaning of photography draws back, thus, to the relation between 

photographer and his technique. As photography (re)signifies and (re)presents 

history, which, in Benjamin’s view, becomes analogous to the process of the 

photographic apparatus, it becomes imperative to look at it as key for 

understanding social shift not only in form and content, that is, not only through 

the images themselves, but also by the equation formed by technician and 

apparatus. The issue briefly discussed in Chapter 2, on the meaning of the 

apparatus comes back, thus, with the strength to understand the role and 

meaning of photography in modernity.  

It is Michael W. Jennings and Tobias Wilke (2010) who point out the fact 

that, although Walter Benjamin ‘never formulated a universal “theory of media,” 

his theoretical engagement with various kinds of mediality reveals […]  a distinct 

emphasis on the question of media’s function within more comprehensive 

economies of perception’ (Jennings & Wilke, 2010, pp. 7-8). This emphasis, which 

drew on comprehension of perception distant from Husserlian phenomenology, 

points out to both a theory of perception itself, which he draws back to the Greek 

term aesthesis and to the task of specific media in particular historical contexts. 

Furthermore, it goes back to the question of what a medium, itself, is. In this 
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particular, Antonio Somaini’s, Walter Benjamin’s Media Theory: the Medium and 

the Apparat (2016) provides the richest account of a possible theory of media in 

Walter Benjamin’s thinking. According to the author, it is by carefully analysing 

the meanings assigned by Benjamin to the terms Medium and Apparat that one 

is able to grasp to a fuller extent the role played by media, especially 

technological, in human experience. It is important to stress the technological 

character of the Medium, because for Benjamin, ‘human experience is always 

configured and organized by different forms of material, technical, and discursive 

mediation that change through history’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 7). This means that if 

for Benjamin, the materials that configured or organized human experience were 

historical, these experiences counted, also, with a historical variable connected 

to the level in which such materials operated over the human sensorium. These 

sets of material, technical and discursive mediation Benjamin named Apparate, 

and the field over which the action of such Apparate took place over perception, 

Benjamin named Medium.  

The Medium and the Apparat 

As seen in Chapters 1 and 2, through an account of the development of 

industrial society in the mid-nineteenth century, such society is structured 

through a system of knowledge widely shared through cultural elements. As 

shown throughout these chapters, this system consisted of a constant dialogue, 

taking place within the middle-class, between the rules of art and the articulation 

and development of (scientific) technology, present in academic, disciplinary 

knowledge, and in the very economic structure through which technologies 

travelled, bringing with them, precisely, the middle-class, bourgeois ideological 

structure that fed the reproductive processes of modern society. The apparatus, 

in this sense, is a central element in the structuring and development of 

modernity. As discussed in Chapter 2, the photographic apparatus is an 

instrument that, in producing technical images, reproduces the mechanisms 

through which society understands and organizes its knowledge. If it is true, 
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following Vilém Flusser (1985, 2006), that the apparatus opens a caesura in nature 

just to bring the elements of nature closer to humankind, it is no less true, 

following Walter Benjamin (1996g, 2005c), that the technical image, at least in 

the mid-nineteenth century, had a magical element that reinstated the 

photographed within the sphere of human use (Agamben, 2007a). This magical 

element consisted of the transformation of the instrument into an extension of 

the human body. The camera simulates the eye just as the pickaxe simulates the 

finger.  

With the industrialization of the apparatus, the lowering of prices and 

increased accessibility, the number of photographs increased, eventually losing 

that unique character that Benjamin had observed in early photography. What 

Benjamin might have indirectly addressed in his Little History of Photography, 

thus, is that covered by the processes of commodification and fetishization, the 

photograph increasingly became an estranged phenomenon. Well, the historical 

development of the apparatus is not only connected to a history of technology 

and science, but also to human experience on a deeper level.  

 

Just as the entire mode of existence of human collectives 
changes over long historical periods, so too does their mode of 
perception. The way in which human perception is organized 
– the medium in which it occurs – is conditioned not only by 
nature but by history (Benjamin, 2006d, p. 255) 

 

Perception and the apparatus are, thus, intimately connected, in 

Benjamin’s view, in such a way that in order to understand past experiences, it is 

necessary to understand how the technological level of development might have 

helped to alter and to form perception. The organization of perception as 

conditioned by the apparatus is what Benjamin called the ‘Medium of perception’ 

[Medium der Wahrnehmung].  

By bringing forth the relation between the reciprocity of technology and 

perception, Benjamin pointed out to the fact that human faculties are as varied 
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as the technical development they are able to develop and to which they relate. 

Likewise, they are, to some extent, interdependent. Thus, following Antonio 

Somaini (2016), Benjamin’s concern with the media would not stand for ‘a study 

of “media” conceived as forms of representation having some kind of media 

specificity, nor with “media” conceived as technical instruments or means of 

(mass) communication’ (Somaini, 2016, pp. 7-8); rather, Benjamin’s media theory, 

if it exists, stands for the take on changes undergone in different layers (aesthetic, 

epistemic, political) of the ‘Medium of perception’, operated by the evolving and 

developing technical Apparate. Within ‘the long, post-Aristotelian tradition of 

the so-called media diaphana: the material, intermediary, diaphanous substances’ 

(Somaini, 2016, p. 8) Benjamin’s reflections on media articulate the relation 

between Medium and Apparate within the spaces, the atmosphere or 

environment where perception takes place. Thus, Benjamin takes back the 

epistemological considerations of the Viennese school of art history, particularly 

of Riegl and Wickhoff, whom, according to Benjamin, were the first scholars to 

consider the possibility of perception itself having a history. Having, nonetheless, 

failed on taking under account ‘the “social upheavals” and the “social 

determinations” of such historical changes’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 10), Benjamin adds 

to the Viennese school’s observation of the historicity of perception a Marxian 

approach, based mostly on the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, 

where Marx discusses the impoverishment of the senses caused by the 

estrangement of labour through Capital. As Marx observes, for instance, that the 

human eye becomes ‘human eye’ by its objectification, that is, by the social 

development of its function as ‘an eye’, Benjamin sees Marx’ contribution as 

central to an understanding of how our ‘Medium of perception’ is configured, to 

which the Apparat represents the objectifying character as technical 

objectification of human faculty.  

Benjamin dealt with this problem in the different versions of The Work of 

Art essay, as well as in The Arcades Project and the book project on Baudelaire, 
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which annotations also got into The Arcades Project. This effort, according to 

Antonio Somaini28 (2016), can be traced back to numerous of Benjamin’s texts, 

from as early as the 1910s until his final text, On the Concept of History, from 1940. 

At first, the concept of Medium is exemplified in Benjamin’s conceptualization of 

‘colour’ and ‘imagination’ [Phantasie]. ‘Color is “quality alone,” a “pure quality of 

no substance” that reveals itself in the “colored glow,” the “colored brilliance” of 

“soap bubbles, parlor games’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 12). Medium is, then, the 

mechanism that leads the individual to deliver himself/herself to experience, 

opening him/herself up, in addition, to the experience of the Medium itself. The 

Medium is the ‘“realm of transformation”, a diaphanous world in which forms 

dissolve and reappear, perpetually blurring every contour and producing “endless 

nuances” in a continuous process of “formation” and “deformation”, Gestaltung 

and Entstaltung’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 13). Later on, it is painting that will appear as 

a Medium. However, as Somaini recalls, the Medium is never understood as ‘a 

representational form produced by specific technical means endowed with 

specific expressive possibilities. Rather, painting is here a Medium in the sense of 

the spatial realm: the environment, the milieu in which colors appear 

surrounding one another’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 14). Yet another example of Medium 

is given through language which, instead of being considered a pure “means” 

‘(Mittel) intended for “communication” (Mitteilung), through conventional 

“signs” (Zeichen)’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 15), are a Medium in the sense that it 

communicates itself (cf. Benjamin, 2004e; Racy, 2011).  Narrowing down the 

relevance of human language to a hypothetical pre-Babel reality, Benjamin sees 

                                                           
28 The numerous references to Antonio Somaini’s article are not by chance; his is the most precise 

and richest account of Benjamin’s media theory thus far. His conceptualization of the Apparat 

is central for a new understanding of the media in Benjamin’s thinking beyond the 

commonplaces that were inscribed in most references to the author such as the concepts of ‘aura’ 

and ‘technical reproducibility’ itself. Furthermore, Somaini’s is, from what a literary research 

concluded, basically the only study made, up to the point of the writing of this thesis, on the 

meaning and role of both the Medium and the Apparat in Benjamin’s philosophy of culture. 
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in language both magical and theological relevance in its capacity to name, as an 

act through which things are brought forth to existence.  

To summarize, Antonio Somaini (2016) identifies five different meanings 

for the Medium in Benjamin’s philosophy, all of which converge if not in a clear 

way, on a highly articulated and non-contradictory fashion. In short, each of 

these five meanings relates to a specific realm in which Benjamin developed the 

concept. First, there is the Medium ‘as the diffused, unstable, metamorphic, 

cloudlike world of color’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 17). Second, there is the Medium in its 

transcendent manifestation as ‘mark’, which painting is able to express. In third 

place, Medium is manifested in its onto-theological essence by language in the 

act of naming. Fourth, Medium becomes Medium of reflection in the act of 

criticism, which for Benjamin is necessarily an act of self-reflection (cf. Benjamin, 

2004b), and connected to the act of criticism. Finally, the Medium is understood 

‘as the diaphanous halo that needs to be penetrated in order to access a work of 

art, a halo whose density and transparency change in time, determining the 

reception of the work of art both by its contemporaries and its later periods’ 

(Somaini, 2016, p. 17).  

These five meanings appear together, probably for the first time in the 

1930s. In his Little History of Photography, Walter Benjamin (2005c) declares to 

see, in the early photographs ‘an aura about them, a Medium that lent fullness 

and security to their gaze even as it penetrated that Medium’ (Benjamin, 2005c, 

pp. 515-517; Somaini, 2016). The Medium later appears in relation to ‘the changing 

status of the telephone as an Apparat’ (Somaini, 2016, p. 19), as well as to memory 

[Gedächtnis], which is presented in resemblance to an archaeological site from 

which experience is to be excavated through the tools at hand (the Arcades 

Project is, in fact, conceived on such premise). Medium is, thus, a universe in 

which relations are possible, excavated from space and time where, and of which, 

one may find, amongst other things, images. It is a non-homogeneous sphere of 

time where perception and reflection construct themselves historically. 
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As Benjamin equates the Medium to the aura in the Little History of 

Photography, he points to the factor that makes of photography the Apparat 

through which it is possible to experience the Medium wherein a new form of 

perception, which in the case of photography is historical, sets in. In fact, the aura 

is for Benjamin, aside from an open concept that was never fully developed, a 

‘breath of air’ that draws back, beyond the original Greek sense, to interpretations 

from the nineteenth century, as Antonio Somaini (2016) recalls.  It stands for a 

secret component in spatiotemporal coordinates that rule cartesian perception, 

and which are challenged, for instance, under the use of narcotics, such as 

Hashish, in Benjamin’s case. Although the concept of aura is, itself, problematic 

(cf. Hansen, 2008), and it is not central to the discussion made here, it 

nonetheless demands being touched upon quickly, for it points to the fact that 

the aura, or whatever word one might use to describe that which is imperceptible 

in ‘normal’ conditions, makes explicit the realm of the Medium, in the case of 

photography, as one in which relations are essentially transformed through the 

action of an Apparat. The key is that, by freezing time, just to quote one of 

photography’s effect, the Apparat unveils ‘a “space informed by the unconscious”’ 

(Somaini, 2016, p. 27), that is, in other words, a new universe which, without the 

mediation of the Apparat it would not be possible to perceive through the naked 

eye. The Medium of perception (the realm of technical images) is altered, thus, as 

the Apparat (the camera) alters the set of relations possible to arise between the 

objective world (exteriority), and the subjective world (the reception and the 

experience of the image). The Medium, for Benjamin, differs from the idea of 

media that one finds, for instance in the expression mass media. Rather, it 

indicates both  

 
a series of different realms […] in which some kind of material, 
cognitive, or discursive mediation occurs, and then, […] the 
environment, the milieu, the atmosphere, the Umwelt in which 
perception is configured and organized by a series of steadily 
evolving technical Apparate (Somaini, 2016). 
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As for the Apparat, this is, finally, the machine, the technical dispositives 

through which we continuously alter our relationship with the Medium. In the 

case of photography, the camera is an apparatus that essentially alters our 

perceptive relation to history, be this history present, past or future. Thus, in a 

fragment written in 1921, Walter Benjamin (2004a), in his first sketches over the 

work of Baudelaire states the following:  

 
Let us compare time to a photographer – earthly time to a 
photographer who photographs the essence of things. But 
because of the nature of earthly time and its apparatus, the 
photographer manages only to register the negative of that 
essence on his photographic plates. No one can deduct from 
these plates; no one can deduct from the negative (Benjamin, 
2004a, p. 361). 

 

Although Benjamin creates this metaphor to speak of Baudelaire’s efforts 

to ‘deduce from the negative’, which, apparently only his poetry was able to 

accomplish, the relation between the photographer and time is striking in regard 

to the elements previously discussed: (historical) time, the apparatus. It seems, 

indeed, that it is photography which presents the viewer, but also the viewed, and 

the operator, to a new historical dimension, in which present, and past are 

articulated in a new fashion. Yet, the metaphor of the negative comes in with 

force, as it brings forth another relation between history and photography: the 

images that history provides us can only be developed under specific conditions 

through which the negative is allowed to become positive. If the photographer, 

on the one hand, is the one who knows how to develop the positive from the 

negative of his plaques, he/she is also the one to whom the knowledge of the 

apparatus provides the ability of a seer: he sees possibilities, he risks, as if on a 

bet, the ability to see an event unfold and to be there just before it does, or to 

stage an event, foreseeing a result.  

The metaphor of time as a photographer, in addition, says a lot about the 

idea of Medium, reflected in yet another fragment (Benjamin, 2004d), written one 

year earlier to the one on Baudelaire. In it, Benjamin declares that 
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[t]he medium through which works of art continue to 
influence later ages is always different from the one in which 
they affect their own age […] Nevertheless, this medium is 
always relatively fainter than what influenced contemporaries 
at the time it was created (Benjamin, 2004d, p. 235). 

 

This means that, on a curious historical ebb, works of art – or works 

produced through artistic means or mediation – might know their full impact 

only in the future. A photograph, for instance, may find its utmost value a 

hundred, some hundred-and-fifty years after its production. Daguerre’s 

Boulevard du Temple, Fierlants’ Saucierstraat, or Azevedo’s Meio and São 

Francisco Slopes, for instance, still riddle us even though, looking in retrospect, 

photography, as they knew, is less of a mystery to us than to their contemporaries. 

Again, it is the Medium which provides us with the key to understanding the 

Apparat. The medium of perception, which photography altered, can only reveal 

itself, can only become legible as negative, through a slow, difficult 

understanding of the dimension to which this very perception was altered. In 

this, the photographic apparatus is central, since its evolution marks the tempo 

of the extent of the Medium itself. The apprehension of reality by a technical 

apparatus returns, ideologically, although sensorily, the experience of the world 

as mediated by a ‘heuristic dispositive’29 (Pic, 2010).  

Having, indeed, configured a new shape of sensorial perception, 

expanding the limits of the human eye by the technical development of the 

apparatus, then the development of photography in modern culture also 

introduced a new form of relation between the producer and the receiver of 

photography. Although the photographer was provided with the magical ability 

of rendering reality visible for posterity, it also inaugurated a problem analogous 

                                                           
29 For the sake of clarity, at this point, “dispositive” and “apparatus” will be applied carrying the 

same sense. In fact, Muriel Pic does not use the word “apparatus” at all on her article, and in the 

context, it actually stands for the same concept. The difference between a “dispositive” and an 

“apparatus” is richly discussed by Giorgio Agamben (2009b) and has been quickly retaken in 

Chapter 3. 
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to that which Benjamin would see in what he criticised as the positivist 

conception of history. For in the photographic image, lies reality ‘as it really were’. 

Nonetheless, as seen in the opening chapters of this thesis, it is not at all true 

that, in its entirety, photographers understood their medium’s main role as that 

of reproducing reality ‘as it is’. Quite the opposite, throughout the discussions on 

photography either as art or science, the medium has been extensively used as a 

functional mechanism for the development of both. Whether it was produced 

under the spectrum of pseudo-art or pseudo-science, photography claimed a role 

for itself as a facilitator of social mediation, a tool that, by registering reality, 

could support the many decisions to be made on the political sphere. Thus, the 

photographs we have seen so far, whether they are colonial and Eurocentric 

(images 18-22, 29, 35), or meant to aid in the improvement of public structure 

(images 10, 11, 25, 26), carry with them the indexicality of material reality and 

more than anything else, ‘confine to an operation of deciphering reality’30 (Pic, 

2010). If at first, photography’s success stems from its ability to render reality with 

precision – and it is worth noting that throughout the literature, this ability as a 

catalyst for photography’s success is more of common sense rather than a proven 

statement – it is also because, in this rendering, it ‘reveals the identities, surprises 

nature in the details thus far invisible’31 (Pic, 2010). 

Photography seems to be, thus, a verisimilar rendering of the real only to 

the viewer, who sees it as the proof of a trace, be that trace a life, a street, a door 

or a piece of fabric long-gone. Whereas for the photographer it is nearly a surgical 

instrument of inspection under which reality is miniaturized, captured with the 

details of both events and materiality that are often too fast or too small to be 

noticed. The distance between photographer and observer, although shortened 

since they are, many times one and the same, is also augmented by practices of 

production and reflection. Each photographer, as well as each viewer, will 

                                                           
30 [...] confine à une opération de déchiffrement du réel. 
31 [...] révèle les identités, surprend la nature dans des détails jusqu’alors invisibles. 
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produce and look at their own images according to their own references. Hence 

it is possible to see the multiplicity of character within the photographic image 

and, in it, its mirroring of modernity’s dialectics.  A spectacle in and of itself, this 

is what photography in the nineteenth century becomes, as it expands and 

recedes back to its own possibilities as a central phenomenon for the 

representation of an apparently impartial rendition of objective reality.  

Representation 

Photography’s debt to the pictorial tradition, discussed throughout 

chapters 1 until 4, rendered it, indeed, a technique of representation. As with any 

other social phenomenon, photography’s role as an indexical agent to reality is 

intimately connected to the set of norms deemed appropriate within the social 

reality(is) in question. As Fernando de Tacca (2005) argues, going back to Jacques 

Aumont’s (2001) reflection on the image, a culturally produced image ‘is almost 

always incorporated to the mind of individuals without interpretive mediation, 

understood here as possibilities for another look, outside the individual’s cultural 

world’ (Tacca, 2005, p. 12). Put differently, the production of images in a cultural 

environment always represents, although not necessarily in a non-critical 

manner, the process of production of knowledge within and of that environment. 

Furthermore, as Jacques Aumont (2001, p. 103) himself argues, ‘despite its slightly 

rhetorical character’32 the question of representation in the reflection over the 

image is indispensable, although being almost impossible to designate as a 

unique meaning. A common point between the differences in representation 

(political, rhetorical, artistic and so forth), would be, however, this: 

‘representation is a process in which a representative is instituted and, on a 

limited context, eventually takes the place of what it represents’33 (Aumont, 2001, 

p. 103). This means that in photographic representation, the subject 

                                                           
32 à despeito de seu caráter retórico. 
33 [...] a representação é um processo pelo qual institui-se um representante que, em certo 

contexto limitado, tomará o lugar do que representa. 
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photographed is instituted as a proxy for the whole universe of meaning that the 

concrete, material thing may have.  

In what regards pictorial representation, Jacques Aumont declares that 

representation is always motivated. This means that the idea that certain kinds 

of representations, such as geometrical perspective, are taken to be the most 

appropriate is only because they are socially constructed as conventions which 

suit best the interests embedded in the very notion that this or that specific 

representation aims at. Thus, geometrical perspective is justified as a ‘realist’ 

perspective because its conventions ‘reproduce many of the characteristics of 

natural perspective’ (Aumont, 2001, p. 104). The problem of representation in art 

is also important for Arnold Hauser (1961), who seems to agree with Jacques 

Aumont in the sense that the idea of representation, its meaning, and value, is 

directly connected to the ruling conventions of historical genres within (but not 

only), pictorial art.  

Furthermore, for Hauser, it seems that the core of representation lies in 

the inevitable link between art and nature, of which representation would be the 

reflex. In his view, geometrical perspective was far from being a rupture with 

convention. On the contrary, Hauser understood it as beginning with the 

Quattrocento, ‘the fiction of an epoch that rationalizes, systematizes and 

subordinates space to a unitary vantage point’34 (Hauser, 1961, p. 515). Realism, as 

the effect produced by the technical reproduction of rationally organized space, 

becomes central with geometrical perspective and, specifically, with the 

invention of photography, which literally substitutes a reality that is absent to the 

viewer, with the image of that reality. But the same goes for the photographic 

reproduction of works of art, for instance. As Walter Benjamin observed (1996e, 

2006d), the photographic reproduction of paintings deposes a painting’s 

uniqueness and value, as it is massified through easy access to reproductions. 

                                                           
34 […] la ficción de una época que racionaliza, sistematiza y subordina el espacio a un punto de 

vista unitario. 
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There is also a slight sense of realism embedded in this observation by Benjamin, 

as the reproductions of paintings seem to be taken, through technical 

reproduction, as a realist image vis-à-vis the original.  

In photography, finally, representation and reproduction find each other, 

as any photographic representation is necessarily reproduction (of a painting, of 

a street scene), and vice-versa, as the very meaning of reproducing a painting, for 

example, is bound to a previously existing social value.  Perhaps this encounter is 

so strong in photography because, in it, artistic, pictorial representation met for 

the first-time political representation in the instantaneous character of 

technology. Art and politics became instantaneously connected, in the modern 

era, in photography, for the political value of photography was, as we have seen 

in the opening chapters of this thesis, but also in the analysis of Fierlants’ and 

Azevedo’s work, explicit from the start.  

Reaching the technical excellence expected of nineteenth century 

representation, photography captures the core of such representation in its 

characteristic realism, thus transforming visual perception and the experience of 

the image. However, photography’s pretentious realism through the mimesis of 

reality, is nothing but the uncritical acceptance of representation, taking it for 

the truth. Photography’s ‘realism’ is but a reproduction under a series of 

principles informed by social, cultural and historical conventions, conditioned, 

amongst other things, by technological development, which alter our Medium of 

perception. Thus, Bertolt Brecht’s observation, reproduced by Walter Benjamin 

(1996g, 2005c) that at a certain point, the realist reproduction of reality started 

saying very little about reality itself, and consequently, photographs demand a 

kind of education, for the ‘illiteracy of the future […] will be ignorance not of 

reading or writing, but of photography’ (Benjamin, 2005c, p. 527). 

The question of representation, in the scope discussed here, connects to 

an ability of the photographer to master the apparatus by pushing its technical 

parameters as close as possible to the set of rules and conventions that may lead 
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him/her to achieve the expected result. Creating an image, as such, means 

operating the apparatus according to aesthetic – in a broad sense – tendencies of 

a specific period, drawing from art-historical to scientific elements, reproducing 

society in the terms, thus, of this or that ideological trend of which the author 

partakes. Considering no photograph is impartial, for the reasons discussed 

above, every act of representation, in photography, is indeed one of re-presenting 

the world, that is, of making the world visible once again, through a different 

Medium. The extent to which such tendencies and choices influence later ages, 

however, is precisely the key as to why works such as those by Fierlants and 

Azevedo continuously impress us with their importance, to which we will now 

turn, disclosing the elements investigated thus far in this research. 

Fierlants’ photographs: thresholds of tradition. 

Taken in the context of a commissioned, official assignment, Edmond 

Fierlants’ work was probably one of the first of its kind. The fact that Belgium, in 

the 1850s and 1860s, had the concern, even before France (the model-nation in 

cultural terms), to set forth a policy for the maintenance of its cultural heritage 

reveals some of the pressing questions that the country faced at the international 

level. During the time of ‘Liberal Belgium’, when the country’s economy was on 

the rise and, eventually moving towards the top positions of the global scene, 

economy and culture walked hand-in-hand. At this moment, thus, if one is 

concerned with an idea of nation surrounding Belgium, one must pay attention 

to the fact that it is towards Belgium that the idea of the nation tends, rather than 

to that of an independent Flanders or Wallonia. By the time Fierlants was 

working, although on the heritage of Flanders, the nationalist mindset, 

appropriate to the epoch, is devoted to the unity of Belgium35. If, for some, it is 

the difference between Dutch-speaking Flanders and French-speaking Wallonia 

                                                           
35 The moment of rupture in Belgian nationalism varies according to different scholars. For that 

account, see (Beyen, 2012). 
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that may strike as the national issue of Belgium, perhaps it must be clarified that 

the very same issue of ‘Belgian-ness’, of a supranational identity between the two 

communities, is not far from the more obvious, superficial sub-national identity. 

And Fierlants’ work has much to say about that.  

As Fierlants set out to portray the monumental heritage of Antwerp as its 

first official photographer, he carried with him a long-lasting set of references, be 

they pictorial, political, or literary. It is difficult not to assume, regarding the first 

topic, that a photographer of art was not acquainted with painting traditions. 

Rather the opposite seems true. Working with black and white photography, one 

has to be sufficiently educated in painting, in order to know the best way for 

reproducing reasonable saturation and hue according to the palette of a painting, 

for instance. As for political references, it is known, first, that Fierlants was a 

founding and active member of the Societé Française de Photographie, which was, 

of course, also a political association, as it advocated for the improvement and 

endorsement of photography in society. Finally, as to literary references, it might 

not be too risky to assume that, given his knowledge in pictorial tradition and his 

active life in cultural environments, Fierlants was educated, also, literarily. 

Literature was, furthermore, the main cultural media of the bourgeoisie through 

this particularly rich moment in literary history, especially in France (which was 

already bearing fruits in Flanders, with the rise of Flemish Romanticism). Either 

way, the key point is that, as Fierlants left his studio with a written list of 

monuments, and he did so informed by tradition. 

If, initially, Fierlants’ tradition speaks directly to what Belgian tradition 

was then understood as, this is due to a problem that seems essential to the very 

history of the country, as addressed in Chapter 3: the fact that if ‘the antiquity of 

the Belgian nation can be subject to doubt, the ancient character of the Belgian 

state cannot’ (Beyen, 2012, p. 20). According to Marnix Beyen (2012), the Belgian 

state created in 1830 was, to some extent, a continuation of the 15th century 

Burgundian empire, which, due to its political structure (that survived until the 
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end of the Ancien Régime), provided Belgium with a tradition of state centralism, 

a key point in the nationalist discourses that started emerging in the country by 

the mid-eighteenth century. 

By the nineteenth century, this centralism had become exacerbated, and 

on the prospect of independence, liberals and conservatives, united under the 

shared cause, attempted to revert to the sort of centralism they deemed proper 

to the nation’s history. One that, according to the narratives of both sides of the 

political spectrum, had always respected the individuality and liberties of Belgian 

political units, only modernized, and ‘implemented […] with the modern ideal of 

national sovereignty’ (Beyen, 2012, p. 21). Eventually, the negotiation between a 

centralizing ambition and an overwhelming liberalism, under the aegis of 

modernity, lead the Belgian state to be paradoxically weak. Marnix Beyen’s theory 

is, thus, that modernity eventually led the Belgian state to a dead-end as, 

paradoxically, centralism and liberalism, added to the specific demographic of 

the country and the cultural context of the epoch, eventually gave way to, or even 

provoked the rise of apparently irreconcilable identities. 

Beyond the details and minutiae of historiography, however, Beyen’s 

consideration for the modern character of the Belgian state already points to the 

impact of tradition in the consolidation of national entities and identities. As 

Belgium progressively strengthened itself as an independent State, it also 

struggled to solidify its liberal constitution by balancing the emergent sub-

national (Flemish vis-à-vis Walloon), discourses. If it is true that the idea of 

nation is essentially connected to discourse, and somewhat dependent on it (cf. 

B. Anderson, 2006; Beyen, 2013; E.  Hobsbawm, 2000; Stengers & Gubin, 2002; 

Tollebeek, 1998), it is also true that, as these discourses take form, they help to 

shape correlate concepts such as people, dialect, folklore and culture itself. It 

seems, thus, that as the Belgian economy and the status of the state flourished in 

the decades following the revolution, the future, if still promising, was 

nonetheless dependent on the resources of the past.  
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In order to affirm its national character, Belgium’s strategy was to 

continuously remind itself of the past. If unity of language, ‘one of the central 

instruments of central state power’ (Beyen, 2012, p. 22), was not possible given 

Belgium’s two nearly equal language units, the existing paradigm of a 

hegemonically Francophone capital situated in Flemish territory quickly 

unfolded into a struggle for linguistic and, to some extent ethnic, recognition 

within the national context. Even though striving for a Frenchification of 

Flanders, the national élite was never officially backed by the state. These 

problems were increasingly the subject of subnational discourses, especially on 

the Flemish side. As the construction of the Belgian state grew more and more 

modern in constitutional terms, while power was ‘situated in the hands of a small 

capitalist elite’ (Beyen, 2012, p. 23), refraining from official state policy over 

cultural diversity, the ‘creation and cultivation of a national culture’ (Beyen, 2012, 

p. 23), was left in the hands of the social and political élites. 

In the decades following the independence, Romanticism became the 

aegis under which ‘Belgian-ness’ would emerge, stressing the encounter, limits, 

and richness present in the Germanic and Romanic cultures that formed the 

country. This attempt became stronger in the last decades of the century, but 

they nonetheless seem to have had their genesis between the 1860s and 1870s. 

This is when the idea of Belgium-ness as essentially bi-ethnic starts taking shape 

and eventually, in the first decades of the twentieth-century, helps compose the 

groundwork for Belgian cultural history.  

If, on the one hand, the idea of a bi-ethnic culture and of Belgium as a 

metaphor for a European crossroads of culture would flourish only in the century 

following the independence (cf. Beyen, 2011; 2013; Deam, 1998; Tollebeek, 1998, 

2010), the effort put forth by Charles Rogier’s ministry, aiming at - creating a 

national documentation of Belgium’s artistic heritage, perhaps represents an 

exception to Marnix Beyen’s (2012) observation on the absence of state policy over 

national culture. After all, according to Jo Tollebeek (1998), there existed, in fact, 
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an active cultural policy on behalf of the government exemplified in the founding 

of the Commission Royale d’Histoire in 1838, for instance, or of the ‘five-yearly 

prize for national history to be presented by the Académie’ (Tollebeek, 1998, p. 

337), in 1845. Indeed, according to Hermann van Goethem (2000), as discussed in 

Chapter 3, Fierlants’ work as a documentation of Antwerp’s monuments, instead 

of Flemish paintings, was a consequence of official state pressure over the 

photographer following the directions of the Royal Academy of Arts, 

demonstrating a certain complicity between a higher, governmental structure, 

the Ministry of Interior, and a subordinated educational institute, the Academy 

of Arts. It is true, however, that this effort was intimately connected to a small 

capitalist élite. 

The effort of bringing together a national culture, of forming an idea of 

Belgium-ness or of a ‘Belgian soul’ (cf. Beyen, 2012), presented the architects of 

national discourse with the fact that the connection between the present epoch 

and its past, central for a legitimation of national discourse, demanded history to 

be presented not only via an exclusive and excluding, literary medium, destined 

to the small literate population. 

As history became synonymous with national history (cf. Verschaffel, 

2006), mid-nineteenth century Belgium needed to present its history in as many 

forms as possible. Visual representation thus, became a central strategy, in the 

arts, for visualizing the nation, for making the link between the independent bi-

ethnic nation and its longstanding struggle against foreign occupation. If this 

drive was particularly strong in the illustrations that accompanied Romantic 

literature, as Tom Verschaffel (2006) points out, this was no less true for painting 

(J. Tollebeek & T. Verschaffel, 2004) or for folkloric personae. For instance, such 

as the medieval trickster Thyl Uylenspiegel, brought back by Charles De Coster 

in 1867 and given a pictorial representation in the illustrations that accompanied 

the different editions of the book, also being adapted in an opera by Romantic 

nationalist composer Jan Blockx, in 1900. 
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If, thus, there was a general effort towards a national identity in the 

decades following the revolution, one that seeks to unite the distinct 

ethnolinguistic units of the nation via a historical recollection that justified such 

unity and expressed itself in the most diverse forms, one may ask whether or not 

Fierlants’ work did actually fit with this national effort. If this possibility is 

accepted, then the photographs of Fierlants may acquire a meaning that goes 

beyond the generalized relation between photography and realism, assumed by 

Hermann Van Goethem (2000).  

It is quite the opposite however. A detailed review of his works shows 

there to be an expression of the contradictions that are specific to the national 

discourse. Such an expression is present precisely in the photographs that deviate 

from the general tone of Fierlants’ commissioned work. In other words, going 

back to the beginning of this chapter, and to the overall analysis of Fierlants’ work 

in the previous chapter, if we are to understand the first commissioned 

photographs of Antwerp and the meaning of such a work in its general historical 

and cultural context, it is necessary to go back to the exact images that move away 

from the monumental and the landscape, by engaging them in dialogue and 

criticism, as they face us with what I previously referred to as their ‘uncommon’ 

character. 

To imagine that Fierlants would photograph a door such as the one in 

Saucierstraat (image 55), and, what is more, to imagine that this particular door 

was listed on the roster of monuments to be documented strike us as curious. As 

pointed out in the previous chapter, the photograph of Saucierstraat seems to be 

one focused on form. The use of negative space is striking, and the slightly 

dislocated angle, which leaves aside the upper-right portion of the doorjamb 

makes one inquire what the purpose and goal of that photograph are. On a more 

personal, interpretive level, it seems that Fierlants is composing an invitation to 

go through these darkened, unknown, interior spaces. What lies beyond that 

which is seen? This seems to be the motto of this photograph. The limits imposed 
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by the contours of the door, extrapolating the limits imposed by the frame of the 

apparatus is the detail that one probably takes for granted, but it shapes the 

meaning of such a strikingly inviting image.  

It was said before that this image, as well as the images of the Palingbrug 

and of the Zilvermidstraat (images 56 & 57), were examples of a more pictorial or 

aestheticized drive in the whole of Fierlants work. Beyond this, what is significant 

is that they are collected as a set of pre-ordered photographs, of pre-selected 

monuments and architectural heritage. Although they dialogue with such 

demand, the photographs that distance themselves from an explicit rendering of 

Antwerp’s heritage – the door on Saucierstraat, for instance, could be any door, 

anywhere – break up with any sort of continuum of the work. Whether these 

elements were selected to be photographed by the state or not, the fact is that 

they come forth as what later would happen, according to Walter Benjamin 

(Benjamin, 1996d, 1996g, 2005c) with Eugène Atget’s photographs: they are like 

crime scenes, which we are invited to analyse. In these three specific photographs 

of Fierlants, doors, and passages act as the thresholds they indeed are. Beyond 

them, lies something yet to be experienced. Atget’s crime scenes can be seen in 

nuce, in Fierlants’ work. 

If one focuses on the photographs of Saucierstraat, Palingbrug and 

Zilvermidstraat (images 55-57), one finds an interesting dialogue. Open doors, 

followed by a darkened passageway and by an absent one, create an ensemble of 

movement and stillness towards and in the face of the ‘unseeable’. What awaits 

the passer-by in the pitch dark below the Palingbrug, what secrets hide there, 

what Antwerp lies in the darkness of a tunnel? Likewise, what lies beyond the 

doors, by which baskets of fresh fruits lie, and where does the almost absent road 

of Zilvermidstraat lead to? Movement and stillness, risk and safeness, dead-end 

and continuity. These three images by Fierlants, whether they are taken 

separately, together, or within the Antwerp album, are unique, as they tear apart 

the expected monumentalism of the city. If in the effort towards a fixed inventory 
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of the city, through monuments, resided a ritualistic core, as pointed out in 

Chapter 3, these images stand precisely for the profanation of such an endeavour. 

For it is, indeed, true that, by the nineteenth century, the State was not only seen 

as a work of art (Burckhardt, 2010) but as one which compelled its agents towards 

the sacred. We may go back, for instance, to the inscriptions over the city-gates 

(images 44-46). The supremacy of the nation-state and its commemoration 

through its cultural elements, from language to art, was, as quickly discussed in 

Chapter 1, after all, the order of the day in the consolidation of Imperial 

industrialist regimes of power. 

Although Belgium’s relation to nationalism, at Fierlants’ time, is quite 

different from the remaining European powers – and hence its importance – it 

nonetheless partakes on the governing ideology as it attempts to turn its material 

culture into a monument. This attempt makes explicit the ritualistic essence of 

monuments and nationalism, as it is grounded in repetition. Whether the 

subjects which Fierlants was to photograph would disappear or not, like the city 

gates, photography could fixate, for posterity, the image of the city as a 

monument. Documented for later generations, a repetitive gaze over the 

photographs would reproduce the logic of monumentalism, which fixates one 

specific view over heritage, one direction which tradition moves towards. In the 

specific case of Fierlants, tradition is the contested territory of the narratives that 

grounds national unity. Under this assumption, tradition would be the ensemble 

of architectural and material heritage that composes Antwerp’s identification as 

a Belgian cityscape. Empty of human figures, Antwerp is a stage set up for the 

city’s upcoming progress. 

To think of the city as a stage is not peculiar to Antwerp. After all, it has 

been shown before, in chapter 1, how Haussmann’s plans for Paris were displayed 

in vernissage-like exhibitions. The city is thus the place which, historicized as a 

document, will serve as a reference for the future. Upon each gaze, the city will, 

from the moment it was photographed, bear the mark of identity of each future 
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happening. Retroactively, the city works as the historically fixated image, the 

monument that commemorates the past in favour of the future, thus linking one 

moment to the other. In what touches its official, commissioned character, 

Fierlants’ Antwerp album is part of a visual regime of political representation, 

and, in that note, the undefinable photographs of Fierlants can be theorized as 

the exception that criticizes that very regime. 

Set amidst numerous photographs of fixated, rigid architectural pieces, 

Fierlants’ images of the Palingbrug, Saucierstraat and Zilvermidstraat introduce 

the fragmented and transitory. If in some photographs, like the Blauwe Toren 

(image 48), and the panorama with Sint-Carolus and Sint-Jakobs Churches 

(image 51), it is possible to foresee a certain resistance against geometrical 

distribution of elements, as the main subjects are always slightly dislocated to the 

left of the frame. In the undefinable photographs, not only does this dislocation 

repeat itself, we are also led to an inquiry into a different order. This inquiry does 

not relate to attention over the denotative layer, over the content of the 

photograph, as in the case of the photograph of Sint-Carolus Church (image 47), 

in which we are struck by architectural detail. Quite the opposite, the inquiry 

raised by the photographs of the Saucierstraat or of the Palinbrug, relate towards 

an abrupt interruption of the denotation, of what was ‘out there’, in front of the 

photographer. These undefinable photographs come forth as an assessment of 

the disruptive potential of the photographic cut. These photographs do not lead 

the viewer to analyse the content of what has been photographed, but that what 

lies beyond it. Thus, to the richness of architectural detail of the Sint-Carolus 

Church, we are opposed with the void, empty, black space of the doors by 

Saucierstraat, or with the darkened path underneath the Palingbrug, which draws 

our attention more than the detailed masonry that adorns the passage. 

It does not seem imprecise to resist a strict definition of Fierlants’ 

photography. Firstly, the overall composition of the Antwerp album lacks a 

precise definition in terms of genre; secondly, these images do detach themselves 
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from the ensemble of the work, especially the photograph at Saucierstraat. Thus, 

if on the one hand, ‘undefinable’ seems to be all of Fierlants’ Antwerp album, on 

the other, the exceptions that have been pointed out give the possibility of 

interpreting the work in a different way. Although impossible to know what 

Fierlants meant with the photograph of Saucierstraat, considering, also, the lack 

of references, the sort of interpretive, or hermeneutic leap attempted here, aims 

at bringing forth the possible meaning of Fierlants’ divergent photographs, of his 

slight change of angle and choice for thresholds. After all, bridges and doors are 

thresholds between spaces. That such divergent images were, precisely of 

thresholds seems an indication that, beyond the slight dislocation of its subjects 

within the frame, Fierlants’ meant these elements to strike an attentive viewer 

with the statement that the photographs presented were not a mirror of the 

material reality, not an exact, pure representation of ‘that’ door by Saucierstraat, 

or of ‘that’ bridge, Palinbrug, but an impression, one particular reading, one 

interpretation of these elements, an historical one, a parallel opposed to the a-

historical character that these bridges, buildings, and doors were hoped to 

acquire as they became monuments via photography. 

Thus, as the photographs of Fierlants are meant to monumentalize the 

city, they have in themselves, the core of a counter-monumentalization, as they 

introduce the viewer to photographs that disrupt with the somewhat academic 

flow of the images, mostly responding to the conventions of topic and 

composition. As Carla Milani Damião and Natalia Anna Michna (2017) observe, 

monuments are usually conceived, or understood to be conceived ‘as a document 

for eternity, as support for “heroic” values, according to specific political 

circumstances’ (Damião & Michna, 2017, p. 9). 

In the case of the city, this ‘heroic’ value is connected to the need for 

maintaining an image of the past to which the present (which can be both 1861, 

when Fierlants was photographing, and 2018, when this thesis is being written) 

can be referred to. Photographing monuments, in Fierlants’ case, do not stand 
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really for commemorative statues, but rather refer to architectural patrimony, as 

documentation means linking them with the need to preserve a local memory, 

one that is, in this case, tied to ideas of nationality and civilization. This is what 

tradition, in the context of Fierlants’ work seems to stand for: taking hold of the 

transmission of memory. Importantly, thus, is that Fierlants breaks with the 

homogeneity of the monuments which compose the memory of Antwerp and 

introduces its critique in the very body of the work. Fierlants seems to be aware 

of the coming disappearance of the objects he photographs and links this 

temporality to a critical understanding of the social space: the place we live in is 

man-made, it lingers and fades, it passes on. As doors and bridges demarcate 

thresholds between different spaces, so too in Fierlants’ usage of them, they 

denounce the unfortunate repetition of this tradition based on a memory of 

nationhood and identity. Instead of leading to a different place, Fierlants’ door 

and bridges lead us to our starting point. The mechanism through which Fierlants 

portrays (by composition), introducing the three photographs aforementioned in 

his album, shows that, if anything, the ideal memory to be withheld by 

photography is, like photography itself, a creation of humankind. 

Furthermore, to the idea of one specific memory, of one sole tradition 

which binds Antwerp’s past to its present and future, by choice of what is to be 

documented, Fierlants introduces that which can be speculatively connected to 

mnemotechnic. In the overall work of Fierlants, places become immediately 

connected to memory, and we may retrace a cartography of the city by situating 

the memory we acquire of its architecture. This is also one way in which the 

photographs of Zilvermidstraat, Palingbrug, and Saucierstraat strike us as 

relevant in the critique Fierlants makes of tradition: they void the documented 

places of any mnemonical meaning but their own image. There is no celebration 

of tradition tied to these photographs: we are struck more by the invitation of the 

open door and of the arched bridge. These photographs penetrate our memory 

for what they are, not for what they represent, whereas the architectural 
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patrimony is expected to acquire meaning precisely for what it represents 

(memory, nationhood, identity, and so forth).  

The three photographs taken by Fierlants, considered here to deviate 

from the general tone of the album are a tryptic in which the photographer allows 

the city to split ‘for him into its dialectical poles: it opens up to him as a landscape, 

even as it closes around him as a room’ (Benjamin, 1999, p.880). Fierlants portrays 

a city-threshold, that is, a city on the verge of becoming, on the passage from one 

state to another, connected, if anything, by the thread of the monuments that 

build up the national tradition. Such tradition, however, destined to remain, 

remains only as a trace embedded in material culture. Progress, novelty, 

innovation, reserves, at its core, a desire for conserving the past. As such, the 

images of Zilvermidstraat, Palingbrug and, especially, Saucierstraat, act as 

corruptors of the objective imposed on the photographer’s work. In the task of 

documenting the architectural memory of the city, they disrupt the possibility of 

a memory of the social space by the portrayal of its material elements. If the goal 

of memory is, indeed, as observed Walter Benjamin (1996a, 1999, 2005e) to 

preserve our impressions then. In the broad scope of Fierlants’ work these three 

photographs act dissolving them. Instead of memory [das Gedächtnis], thus, 

remembrance [die Erinnerung], through which, instead of construction, 

destruction, through which edifices and monuments may be exposed by the 

vagueness over which they are experienced: façades and exhibitions.  

The image of the threshold, plays, in this inversion, an important role. As 

a space in between two places, a door and a bridge are the passages that lead from 

monument to monument. Fierlants’ Antwerp is a city-threshold, thus because it 

is a city of a constant passaging-through a long row of monuments which, linked 

through thresholds, become void of their purposed meaning. Against the 

conservative memory of Antwerp, Fierlants opposes a destructive remembrance 

of the monuments portrayed as they become pure façades, even when they 

portray interior spaces. After all, how can a city void of people be able to have a 
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memory? The dream-like atmosphere of some of Fierlants’ photographs, as well 

as his miniaturized panoramic shots turns the experience of the city inward, 

individualizing and psychologizing it, prefiguring, perhaps, his epoch as a 

threshold itself, bound to increased individualization and desperate attempts to 

unify the progressively unequal social division through a cult of modernity. 

Azevedo’s photographs: physiognomy, panorama and flânerie 

avant-la-lettre. 

In the course of the nineteenth century, São Paulo grew from a small, 

provincial village, to a rudimentarily metropolitan city that would eventually 

become the country’s most populous, economically most prosperous city. If 

Azevedo’s task, by the middle of the century, was to portray the changes 

undergone in the urban network from the provincial to the metropolitan, this 

task nonetheless left aside the fact that, already from the Imperial Constitution 

of March 25th, 1824, the first urban policies had been set in motion in São Paulo, 

setting forth structural changes in the city. As Affonso d’Escragnolle Taunay 

(2004) reminds, it was already in the 1820s that institutions like the Glória 

Seminary, which Azevedo photographed, was built, and the Botanical Garden was 

restored. These reforms carried on throughout the following decades, through 

the government of the provincial presidents, ranging from improvements in 

housings and roads, to ones in public instruction and services, with the cleansing 

of the Tamanduateí River, for instance, and the repair of bridges. It is also from 

this period that dates the establishment of the Topographic Cabinet, the ‘first 

essay of an engineering school’ (Taunay, 2004, p.270). It is worth noting that 

between 1856 and 1865, thus in the period in which Azevedo was already working, 

São Paulo had eight provincial presidents, which made almost impossible for any 

administrative continuity. Yet, it was during this period that the pavements of 

São Bento Street were improved, as well as that of the slopes leading towards the 

Piques. 
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These reminiscences serve to illustrate the fact that, as Azevedo went out 

to compose his comparative album, presenting the changes that had taken place 

in the city, his display of a provincial village masks the public improvements that, 

even in 1862, had already been set in motion. This masking is present, for 

instance, in the choice of presenting 1887 photographs of the railway, whose 

construction was already underway in 1862. In using 1887 photographs of the 

railway to open the Comparative Album, Azevedo thus states that the ‘modern’, 

the railway, was a phenomenon of that specific moment, thus, new. It is worth 

saying, also, that not only did the railway begin to be constructed way before 1887, 

but it also pre-dated the city’s first theatre as well, the São José, inaugurated in 

1864, although incomplete. In other words, between 1862 and 1887, Azevedo’s 

photographs show no processes, only what he himself deemed to be results of a 

structural transformation of the city. As Azevedo privileges one image of the city 

to the detriment of another, in two moments which he relates by matter of 

opposition, he takes advantage of the un-representability of the social processes 

through which the rudimentary and provincial (1862) became modern and 

developed (1887), thus linking both moments on an organic, linear, evolutionary 

causality. 

It was said previously, on Chapter 4, that in order to understand 

Azevedo’s Comparative Album, one must split it into three different parts, 

consisting of separate analysis of the 1862 series, the 1887 series and the album 

per se, as an ensemble of two distinct temporal realities. Indeed, as this was 

sketched in chapter 4, it was shown that, by articulating the 1862 and 1887 series 

in a comparative manner, there is a significant shift in the overall meaning and 

focus of the Album. What that meaning might be is exactly what remains to be 

discovered, and such discovery seems to reside in the fact that, when put into 

comparison, the 1862 and the 1887 sets point towards diametrically opposite 

directions. This opposition is precisely what allows us to articulate the changing 

meaning of Azevedo’s work, especially by taking into account his explicit 
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economic goal with the making of the Comparative Album. Furthermore, it allows 

understanding the imperative ideology of the epoch, as well as bringing forth a 

new interpretation of the work as it speculates Azevedo’s work as one of a 

physiognomist, at first, and a panoramist, later on. 

In 1862, the city that Azevedo photographed can be presented in the 

photograph of Middle and Saint Francis slopes (image 58). There, as we have 

seen, Azevedo focuses on the rendering of a quiet, provincial city that is, 

nonetheless, lively. It is not only workers that we see represented, but a beggar, 

travellers, a black child halfway up the slope. It is a city of work and simplicity, of 

which the photographer could extract the image of the native customs. The 

crossing between this image and Almeida Júnior’s paintings makes explicit the 

relationship between the postures of the people photographed and the attention 

given to the specificity of the locality. This representation repeats itself 

throughout the 1862 series and the rendering of people, added to the portrayal of 

the urban network, translates the cultural and material life of the city as two 

separate, although complementary phenomena. Central for the rendering of such 

people and environment is the play of the photographer. In 1862, Azevedo set out 

to the street as the actor he was. As speculated in chapter 4, it is difficult to think 

the photographer would be able to work, given the exposure time of the cameras 

at the time, without a degree of active engagement with the people he was to 

photograph. As it is possible to notice throughout the series, many people look 

back at the photographer, and this probably reflects not only their mere curiosity, 

but also a possible involvement of the photographer with the people in the street. 

As these people look back at Azevedo’s camera, Azevedo makes himself present 

in his images, despite not being seen. The effect produced by Azevedo’s 

interaction with street life, namely, that of making people gaze back at his 

camera, turns him into a stranger who interrupts the flux of everyday life. 

Azevedo operates thus a cut within a cut. If the photographic cut interrupts the 

image and flow of reality, Azevedo’s intromission in the flow of everyday life 
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operates a cut in the very representation created by photography. Azevedo makes 

himself present without ever showing himself. In this sense, the 1862 series may 

be understood not only as a work of criticism, since it is reflexive, but also as a 

physiognomic one, as it grounds such criticism in an exploratory depiction of the 

city. As Azevedo creates a representation of the city by the portrayal of its 

ensemble of houses, streets and people, he sketches his city’s physiognomy, 

highlighting its characteristics and in them, its character. 

 As Lucy Hartley (2001), and Beatriz Pichel (2015) have shown, 

physiognomy was a central pseudo or parascience in the nineteenth century. 

Along with physiology, physiognomy grounded an important part of the debate 

over the nature of knowledge and the relation between the external, physical 

appearance, and inner character. If, on the one hand, this debate took place 

mainly in the natural sciences, on the other, as these sciences increasingly 

determined the epistemological premises through which human society ought to 

be understood, the physiognomic debate influenced the incipient human 

sciences to a large extent. Photography was the main medium for the 

experimental advances of physiognomy and its unfolding into psychiatry and 

psychology. We may recall, for instance, the photographic work at Salpêtrière, 

that ‘kind of feminine inferno’ (Didi-Huberman, 2003b, p. xi), where Charcot 

discovered hysteria in the final decades of the nineteenth century. Likewise, we 

may recall the usage of a physiognomic account on behalf of anthropology, as 

quickly touched upon in Chapter 2. Beyond its uses in different disciplines, 

physiognomy also grew roots in the arts. As it employed ‘typological forms of 

classification […], it became an important resource for and was often 

appropriated by, mid-nineteenth century genre painters like Willian Powell Frith, 

William Maw Egley and George Elgar Hicks’ (Hartley, 2001, p. 5). Likewise, 

physiognomy gave way to a new literary genre, known precisely as physiologic 

literature. Physiology and physiognomy, it must be said, were counterparts of the 
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same science. While the former looked at the internal order of an individual, the 

latter focused on the external features of the same individual. 

As physiognomy attempted to derive the meaning of expression and of 

the inner nature of individuals through their external appearance, it provided a 

moral framework that drew the attention of many philosophers, scientists and 

people of arts focused on the exploration of the mind both religiously and 

scientifically36. The demolition of Paris, for instance, was a determinant factor, 

according to Walter Benjamin (1999), for the outburst of new literary genres, 

including that of a physiologic literature, thanks to the physiognomic alteration 

of the city. From then on, the city had to be discovered anew; its new appearance 

portraying the inner nature of its social ordering. Through Baudelaire, Benjamin 

(2004a, 2006e) ascribes to physiognomy a technique that render a detailed 

account of the city as a whole: its people, its buildings, its atmosphere, and so on. 

The change from a concrete science into a method operating via metaphors (or 

correspondences, in the Benjaminian jargon), ascribes a new meaning to 

physiognomy, as it becomes a tool for visualizing the city, exemplified first in 

Baudelaire and, then, in Benjamin’s own rendering of nineteenth century Paris, 

evoking the passages. As a central tenet of nineteenth century epistemology and 

widespread amongst different spheres, physiognomy leaned heavily on a 

mechanistic and materialist approach of the world by means of its visual 

appearance. If originally, physiognomy was devoted to the appearance of the 

body, as concepts of society became increasingly scientific, the moral framework 

of physiognomy, was juxtaposed to the domains of the humanities. A city, thus, 

had its own physiognomy through its architecture; a city through its narratives 

and stories; a population through the physiognomy of demographics and 

                                                           
36 In other words, even though physiognomy stemmed from the medical sciences, it was not 

restricted to its scientific definition. Baudelaire’s case is invoked here because he is the example, 

of how physiognomy acquired a distinct meaning as it become a means of sketching a city’s 

picture by drawing the physiognomy of its people. More than its scientific conceptualization, it 

is to this particular, perhaps metaphorical, understanding of physiognomy present in Baudelaire 

that I look at Azevedo. 
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statistics. As declared above, photography was important in providing the 

mechanical and ‘fateful’ recordings of physiognomy, whether of the faces of 

hysterical women or of the shape of a city.   

As an essentially visual phenomenon, physiognomy must not have been 

unknown to an educated photographer of the epoch. Portraiture was, to a large 

extent, after all, based on a knowledge of physiognomy for better rendering – 

whether for aesthetic or scientific purposes – of photographed subjects. As 

Azevedo roamed around São Paulo in 1862, focusing on a portrayal of a city made 

by people, that is, of a city that is its people, the idea of him as a physiognomist 

does not strike us as absurd. If different meanings can be found in physiognomy 

(and physiology), from the scientific sense given to it by anthropology and 

medicine, to the metaphorical (although material), found in Baudelaire’s poetry, 

it is to this second one that we may ascribe Azevedo’s physiognomy. What he 

provides the viewer with, in 1862, seems to be precisely a rendering of the 

character – on a moral level – of the city, which can be supported if one goes back 

to the relations made between his and Almeida Júnior’s work in Chapter 4, over 

habits customs and practices of the body. Much like what had been done in 

France, with Les Françaises Peints par eux mêmes, and in Belgium, with Les Belges 

Peints par eux mêmes, as discussed in chapter 1, Azevedo ‘painted’ the paulistas, 

including himself amongst them. However, it is not enough to resume Azevedo’s 

work to a physiognomy of São Paulo, for if on the one hand, this is the character 

of the product we are left with, on the other, it is only by exploring his practice 

that we are able to grasp the full meaning of the 1862 series of photographs. What 

allows Azevedo to provide us a physiognomy of São Paulo is the fact that he 

himself was part of the selected group of people who were able to become 

flâneurs, who were, after all, in the nineteenth century, probably the only ones 

able to render the physiognomy of a city.  

More than being someone who gives himself to look, the flâneur is 

someone who goes out in the street to differentiate himself, to make a statement 
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on his uniqueness before the masses. In that sense, Azevedo is something like a 

counter-flâneur as, being on a city still far from accommodating the urban masses 

of Paris or London, he anticipates precisely such mass, used to the tempo of 

modernity, which the photographic apparatus introduces. By making others 

visible, Azevedo makes himself represented as the actor who provokes responses 

and stimuli within the context himself is part of. As he stimulates and provokes 

responses, Azevedo is able to sketch a physiognomy of the city as that of labour, 

specifically, and refuge. For if the image of the Middle and Saint Francis slopes in 

some way resumes São Paulo in 1862, it does so by giving it a physiognomy, 

portraying the human types that someone like the flâneur would encounter on 

his strolls around the city and its arcades. Curiously, thus, Azevedo’s flânerie can 

be seen as one avant-la-lettre, for he anticipates, as he goes out in the streets to 

photograph, the posture only able to arise with the development of the urban 

masses. 

If for the sake of argument, chapter 4 was circumscribed to the analysis of 

photographs of the centre of the city, the remaining photographs of Azevedo add 

to the argument of the photographer as a physiognomist in 1862. As Azevedo 

went farther from the city centre, the city revealed itself to him increasingly. As 

Fraya Frehse analysed twice (2010, 2012), even if on its details, Azevedo’s 

photographs ‘bear the mark of slavery’ (Frehse, 2012, p. 57). The further Azevedo 

went from the city centre, the more the population of African descent would 

appear. These details are revealing as to the fact that a large part of the kind of 

labour which is captured by Azevedo’s camera ‘was integrally dependent on the 

slave’ (Frehse, 2012, p. 57). Such is the case, for instance, of the washing of clothes 

and feeding of animals in the pasture houses by the Piques Wall (image 60). The 

slave or maroon population of the city appears also in a photograph of Esperança 

Street.  

Yet another characteristic of Azevedo’s physiognomic trait is the 

awareness he seems to demonstrate of the streets of the city as ‘a privileged place 
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of public exhibition of social status that one, as a pedestrian, has’ (Frehse, 2012, p. 

60). The superb capacity Azevedo had to make his subjects engage with the 

apparatus provided his 1862 series with a descriptive analysis of the city’s 

physiognomy. Seen in sequence, the 1862 series provides us with a rich 

compilation of the city’s population following race, gender, social class, labour 

and even age, discernible if not by clear depiction, then by techniques of the body, 

fashion, and even geography, as he systematically followed the city’s cartography 

and assigned the specific location of his photographs. Azevedo is a 

physiognomist, thus, because he was able, through his flânerie avant-la-lettre, to 

know, and portray his city, by the visual appearance it received through its 

inhabitants. It is the population of São Paulo, thus, their bodies, postures, and 

the hints of their habits and material culture, that makes the city, and gives it an 

identity. 

To an informed person of the epoch, it would probably have come as no 

surprise that a photograph of Esperança Street would show a predominantly 

black population. Just the same, it was obvious that the streets of the Central 

Triangle would provide the viewer with a large selection of shops and businesses. 

There is one significant difference between the photographs of the Central 

Triangle and of Esperança Street, however, which relates to the use these 

photographs would be given in 1887, and this is where the difference between 

Azevedo’s earlier and later works resides. Namely, this difference relates to the 

fact, for instance, that the photograph of Esperança Street never got into the 

Comparative Album. The selectivity of Azevedo as to which localities would get 

into the Comparative Album is meaningful. There seems to be no information 

whatsoever as to how the photographer selected the pairs that would compose 

the album, but the result, which focuses mainly on the area of the Central 

Triangle and its adjacent streets, shows, as indicated in chapter 4, an important 

shift in his work. If in 1862 he could be seen as a physiognomist flâneur-avant-la-

lettre, in 1887, Azevedo becomes a panoramist in the pictorial sense of the word, 
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as someone who sketched, depicted, like Daguerre himself, panoramic views that 

translated, as seen in chapter 1, the attempt to control landscape through the 

visual. According to Walter Benjamin (2006c), this sort of panoramic turn 

occurred in the physiologic literature of the nineteenth century during the reign 

of Louis Philippe I, and gave way to a literature that, if on the one hand was still 

concerned with the aspects of urban life, on the other hand, differed in terms of 

method, caring ‘little about the definition of types; rather, it investigated the 

functions which are peculiar to the masses in a big city’ (Benjamin, 2006c, p. 71).

 Decisive to understand Azevedo’s shift from a physiognomist to a 

panoramist of the city is both the differences in the compositional aspects of the 

photographs and Azevedo’s lingering characteristic as a flâneur. According to 

Walter Benjamin (2006), as the masses emerged, anonymity made everyone a 

potential detective, ready to investigate and discover the secrets of city life. In 

this, ‘[p]hotography made it possible for the first time to preserve permanent and 

unmistakable traces of a human being’ (Benjamin, 2006c, p. 79). If Baudelaire did 

this, drawing from the physiologies and panoramic literature of his epoch, 

however, Azevedo did so by changing the focus from the anonymity of the city 

dwellers, in 1862, towards the space in which such anonymity was created. If in 

1862 there is no trace of an urban mass, in 1887 this is anticipated by Azevedo’s 

constant and repetitive positing of a city which size has grown too large to be 

captured by street-level photographs. This change, however, must be understood 

through yet another important factor for the composition of the Comparative 

Album, that is, the market.  

As stated previously, Azevedo intended the Comparative Album to be his 

last work before closing down his studio. It was probably due to a trip to Paris 

that he learned that comparative albums were in vogue in Europe. Assuming, 

thus, that to a strongly Paris-influenced emergent bourgeoisie, such a work would 

appeal, Azevedo structured the work based on a chance to present a new offer to 

an emerging market. The fact that the Comparative Album failed almost 
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completely, however, makes explicit either the emergent character of such a 

bourgeoisie, uneducated in the European vogues beyond those of fashion, or the 

still precarious situation of the market for cultural goods. It may even verify both 

elements. Had the bourgeoisie of the epoch been able to import French-made 

photographic albums, it would perhaps have approved of Azevedo’s work? At the 

same time, it could have perceived the economic opportunities proper to a 

market of cultural goods, thus allowing other photographers of the city to have 

appeared? 

It is difficult to give any conclusive answers as to why the Comparative 

Album was a sales failure, and perhaps it does not really matter. What does seem 

important is that this failure allows questions to arise regarding the state of the 

photographic market, and of the visual education and taste of the middle classes, 

to which Azevedo adapted in the attempt to make his final profit. Central to this 

adaptation is, precisely, how key elements of the city centre were left aside in the 

1887 album. Not showing the remnants of slavery in streets like Esperança, as well 

as the social inequalities expressed in techniques of bodies and clothing, in the 

top hats and hats of the gentlemen and ladies of the bourgeoisie vis-à-vis the veils 

and straw hats of the women and men of lower classes, is the product of a 

conscious choice in favour of the city as a monolithic piece of engineering and 

architecture. In this regard, Nicolau Sevcenko’s (2004) investigation on the 

inflationary urbanism of São Paulo is precise; inquiring what would the most 

representative street of São Paulo be, the historian argues that the election of 

such a street is usually done by taking under consideration  

 

its potential for polarizing resources, organic centrality, 
articulation of fluxes, spatial reference, symbolization, and 
visibility. In other words […] its condition at once nuclear 
within the centrifugal-city, window within the commodity-
city, catwalk within the parade-city, stage within the spectacle-
city, and podium within the power-city (Sevcenko, 2004). 
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Azevedo’s choice for the Comparative Album to stick to the central area 

of the city and its immediate peripheries of farms managed by middle class 

Brazilian or foreign families, or even the Episcopal Seminary of Luz, come 

together as a narrative on the accomplishments and potential of the city, but 

reveals nothing of its people. In this sense, the use of high-level photographs 

forms a panorama in the strict sense that the images of the city are composed by 

bringing the view of this same city under a controlled composition, one-

dimensional and praising the economic, embodied in the architectural, 

urbanistic and engineering elements, over the population which made those 

elements possible. If in 1862 Azevedo could have said to be an engaged 

physiognomist portraitist, in 1887 he becomes a positivist photographer. Thus, 

the narrative, essayistic element of Azevedo’s photography, painted with a certain 

Romantic lyricism progressively gives way to a bourgeois-naturalistic criticism 

and praise of progress and (apparent) development. From a physiognomist 

flâneur, Azevedo turns inwards to a monumental panoramist. 

The connection between Fierlants and Azevedo grows clearer as the 

analysis of their work reveals nineteenth century ideology surrounding the 

understanding of social change and organization. Such ideology may be 

understood through two phenomena: on the one hand, the centring of change 

and organization around economic structures propelled by industrial 

development, which progressively democratized the access to cultural heritage – 

through photography, for instance – and novelty – the periodic feuilletons and 

the universal exhibitions. On the other hand, the introduction and exercise of a 

component that became, then, fully developed in European society: that of a 

growing governing through a pretentiously neutral mathematic calculus. 

Photography itself, not only its mechanical function but the logic governing the 

composition of the photographic image, is an example of how a logical 

calculation could provide a clear image of reality, denouncing reality for ‘what it 

is’, providing the material evidence for change. Fierlants and Azevedo were, on 
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their time, the first photographers to reproduce such logic within the scope of 

their own social reality. Looking at their own cities did not only provide 

institutions or viewers with, in Fierlants’ case, the monumental heritage of 

Antwerp or in Azevedo’s case, the evolutionary comparison of São Paulo’s 

development, but an account of the ideology which, propagandizing an 

evolutionary progress through economic prosperity, still firmly rooted itself in 

the past, through the consolidation of a discourse that maintained cultural and 

racial identity as the pillars for a society’s capacity towards the future. After all, 

as Herbert Marcuse declared, in the modern era, ‘the doctrine of social change 

was chiefly determined by one basic question: how can a stable social order be 

established and perpetuated?’ (Marcuse, 1998, p. 108). In other words, how could 

a society in a permanent state of change, maintain stability while perpetuating it, 

despite its dependence on change? 

As both Fierlants and Azevedo set out to reproduce their cities, 

complying, either conscious or unconsciously, with the conventions of their 

epoch, they set out to dialogue with the onset of a new tradition which became 

known as modernity. Having assumed, thus far, that the mid-nineteenth century 

during which both photographers worked stands for the very same period that 

one may declare to be that of the beginnings of modernity, one must also 

acknowledge that, despite having been coined by Baudelaire, in an innovative 

manner, the term modernity would only gain its proper meaning as a concept 

within social theory, retroactively. Thus, what has been done so far was, in part, 

nothing but approaching such concept once again. If this theme is recurrent, still, 

it is only because, as it has been said so many times, modernity is such a 

dialectical epoch, filled with so many contradictions, that much of its meaning is 

re-established and refashioned from times to times, which proves precisely that, 

no matter how we criticise it or name it – hypermodernity, postmodernity, and 

so forth – modernity still proves to be a core issue when it comes to cultural and 

social theory. More than that, this dialectic is shown, precisely, in the fact that 
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what Fierlants and Azevedo did was to engage with the dialectics embedded in 

their own historical moment, which proves at the same time, modernity’s fixation 

with the present and its inevitable dependence on the past. The simultaneous 

dependence on the past and attempt to free itself from it, looking forward is, 

precisely, what makes of Fierlants and Azevedo photographers in dialogue with 

tradition and why, furthermore, modernity was, and is, photographic. That all 

photographs are modern, and that modernity is photographic, proves precisely 

Baudelaire’s point, according to which the modern is inevitably presented in 

fashion dressed up with the veil of novelty. Modernity, in this sense, would be the 

eternal return of the old dressed up as new.  

In many ways, the same thing happens with photography, if not because 

of the content, because it expresses ways of engaging with and addressing the 

world with the aid of an apparatus that directs the way in which we are allowed 

to form a representation of such world. In a Marxian sense, we may understand 

this transformation through the same process that occur for the human senses. 

If the eye becomes itself as it is objectified, the camera is the medium through 

which human labour objectifies vision a further step beyond. As it mimics, 

expands, cut, or narrows human vision, the photographic apparatus is the 

objectification of objectification. Depending on the use and role given to the 

technically produced image, such image will not only be estranged as human 

labour, but reified as a sensorial phenomenon, as it will acquire the status of a 

thing, an image of an image, a superficial repetition of what has previously been 

seen, with no effective connection to human realization. What Norval Baitello 

Junior (2014) has recently named iconophagy is no other than this: the rise of an 

entomic (divided) society that lives off imagetic repetitions, representations of 

former images of reality. No wonder Benjamin saw in industrial photography the 

decline of ‘auratic’ photographic possibilities. The fact that representation is 

formed by previous conventions which are instrumentalized individually by the 

operator of the apparatus is precisely what dresses up photographs with the 
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appearance of the new. Its contents are juxtaposed to its form, given that the 

latter is limited in comparison to the former (there are many more objects in the 

world, for instance, than forms of photographing them). This is not to say that all 

photographs are the same. Quite the opposite, it means to say that all 

photographs are photographs and that to be able to discover what brings them 

closer or not, it is necessary to go beyond their indexicality, their content, and 

explore their historical indexicality, their composition, and understand how such 

an image, developed mechanically, alters, or not, our perception of the world. 

This articulation is what was attempted by approaching Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s 

works. Such works show us that photographs are not only historically 

determined, but also that understanding them demands a historical stance which 

makes possible to cross the bridge between old and new technologies, image 

composition and pictorial conventions of representation, and changes in 

perception (as reading).  

All of the images used in this work were acquired digitally, and this says 

a lot about the ways in which we are, today, ‘in the company of images’ (Favero, 

2018). A technology that Fierlants and Azevedo probably never expected, digitally 

reproduced images reproduce the very same logic that was expected of 

nineteenth century photographers: to withhold the spoils of memory, to build up 

and conserve the discourses of historical development. The fact that this 

technology is termed numérique in French seems suited; they are organized and 

generated exponentially through numbers. Against this conservative drive, we 

must set forth one that goes against the grain and disrupts the continuity of 

history. It matters not how we may trace the present back to a determinate point 

of the past, but that this past casts its light, still, today. By bringing into this light 

the relevance of Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s work now, this research might have, 

perhaps, set the ground for this disruptive force which we called reminiscence, 

dissolving the monumental and evolutionary narratives, subverting their 
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meaning into different, dissolute ways of understanding and engaging with our 

culture.  
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Conclusion 

 

Photography, the city, and modernity are the three central elements 

which, together, in a non-hierarchical relation, ground the arguments developed 

throughout this thesis. Photography, as it was practiced in the nineteenth century 

city, expressed modernity’s ideology as it strengthened a particular way of seeing 

subjects and themes, reproducing epistemological premises of the epoch, 

testifying to the increasing importance of the visual on the onset of modernity. 

Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s photographs, in this sense, bear witness to this 

importance, as the elements that form their work allow us to reflect on the 

multiple issues considered for producing, reproducing, encouraging and 

imposing a specific image of society. This way the elements that come together 

in thesis explain how photography may be an essential instrument for addressing 

the visual production of society. Through the role it was progressively given as a 

means for representing reality – both through the conventionalization of its 

compositional rules and the choice of its subjects – the analyses of two 

photographers from peripheral cities provided a perspective on the implication 

of photography in orchestrating the modern urban. In this, modernity proved its 

authoritative character as it gained local colours, adapting to its locality, at the 

same time structured by laws derived from and set by industrialized societies, in 

a struggle between a voiced openness and a silent set of demands that created an 

epoch that was culturally both rich and conflicting, mirroring the economic cycle 

demanded for its reproduction. Focusing on two localities considered peripheral 

to the great capitalist centres of the epoch, the approach to São Paulo and 

Antwerp introduces an alternative exploration of the relation between 

photography, the city, and modernity, expanding to issues concerning the 

relation between photography and history, perception and the problem of 

representation. 
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The argument described above was presented to the reader through five 

chapters, besides the introduction and the conclusion, each dealing with specific 

topics which are linked together in a continuous development. Culminating with 

the interpretation of Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s works, and methodological 

considerations for a historical materialist approach to photography on a critical 

perspective, the chapter forming this thesis, provide the reader with answers, 

observations and speculations to its starting questions. Between theoretical and 

empirical issues, the research also leaves open tracks and undisclosed problems. 

This way, this final chapter is dedicated to concluding remarks on the findings 

achieved in the research, as well as on its limitations and practical implications, 

reflecting on issues that might be expanded in the future, problems that might 

have remained unsolved, and other that could only be addressed marginally. In 

what follows, I will quickly summarize the content of each chapter, highlighting 

their aim, and the value and importance of each of the findings. In addition, I will 

provide a perspective on the limitations of the study while also discussing the 

practical implications of the findings, which may furthermore, provide topics for 

future research. 

Looking retroactively: summarizing the thesis 

This thesis departed from a theoretical concern. Looking into 

photography as a means to contribute to both the field of visual culture and that 

of Benjaminian scholarship, the thesis articulates the relation made in both fields 

between photography, the city, and modernity to provide new insights on the 

relevance of the medium as a tool for addressing social and cultural shifts. The 

relation between these three topics is primarily discussed from the introduction 

to chapter 2, and it structures the theoretical backbone of the research as the 

literary review provides critical insights on the relationship between these three 

elements as a common trope to the fields concerned in this works. These insights 

stem mostly from the inherently complex and polysemic character of modernity, 

of which photography is a product thus expressing such multiplicity through the 
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uses and subjects that are granted to it. This way, the introduction consists of the 

methodological discussion pertaining the elements of the thesis. In it, I discuss 

visual culture’s inherently interdisciplinary character, claiming the need to 

assume a methodological stance that opens itself to contribution from different 

fields. This stance, although theoretically sustainable, demands a further 

reflection in terms of methods and procedures, so the introduction provides the 

reader with an overview of how the problems related to methods – like the 

selection of images and the methods for their analysis – were solved as the 

research progressed. The introduction also provides a historical materialist 

account of this track, as a theoretical framework that allows dealing with the 

complexity related not only to the research objects but to its method. 

Chapters 1 and 2 relate precisely to this complexity, as photography is 

shown to be the result of a long process in which the visual becomes central. 

Chapter 1 provides the reader with a perspective of such process, formulating an 

analysis of the concept of modernity departing from the visual. An in-depth 

exploration of the theories of Baudelaire and Marx, which was first articulated by 

Walter Benjamin sets the track of this analysis. Especially concerning Marx, the 

discussion on the concept of commodity fetishism and estrangement provides an 

argument that is mostly looked over in relation to materialism, as it puts 

attention on the phenomenon of estrangement as something connected to the 

human sensorium. This articulation helps engaging with modernity beyond a 

clear conceptualization, merging cultural and economic considerations as two 

sides of the same coin. Base and superstructure, in this sense, ground the 

understanding of modernity at work in the thesis. Another important feature is 

the acknowledgement of modernity as a complex phenomenon. The reduction of 

modernity into a closed, well-defined concept, although perhaps facilitating its 

instrumentalization, would ignore precisely the complexity that is observed as 

unavoidable for engaging with it. The concept is, this way, articulated by 

subtraction as it becomes more evident throughout the review that the essence 
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of modernity escapes us. This is precisely what it consists of, as it is discussed by 

Baudelaire’s idea of modernity as the realm of fugacity or by Marx’s theory of 

estrangement in play over the human sensorium. 

Chapter 2 takes on the question of photography itself. Since modernity is 

previously discussed as a visual phenomenon, photography comes in as one of 

the possible visual technologies to explore it. In this, photography is considered 

one the most important of modernity’s visual technologies before cinema, as it 

was born under the sign of truth, translated into its ability to reproduce reality 

‘faithfully’. Being used for different purposes photography was tightly connected 

to the city as one of its most common sites of practice. The chapter develops this 

relation, as the city itself had already been discussed as a product of modernity 

since radically altered in character thanks to the same industrialization that led 

to the invention of photography. More than that, however, by developing on the 

uses of photography and the role of photographer through their practice in the 

city, this chapter explores, on a more situated level, the role of the ruling ideology 

of the epoch. The discussion articulates both photography and the city as 

phenomena of a specific understanding of culture, economy and society overall, 

which had their reason for being tied to the historical context. This is precisely 

why it is crucial, in this chapter, to highlight the ‘photographer’s way of seeing’ 

as it expresses conventions of the epoch, and the meaning of the apparatus, which 

adds to the reflection of the importance and the meaning of technology for both 

the creation and achievement of conventions, and their impact on our sensorium. 

The following chapters 3 and 4 explore the photographs of Antwerp and 

São Paulo, taken by Fierlants and Azevedo, respectively. It was important in both 

chapters, to provide the reader with an overall assessment of their work, 

contextualizing their production and drawing elements through which such 

works can be understood. I believe the most obvious point of both chapters is 

presenting the reader to photographers whose works are unknown to many, 

especially in Fierlants’ case (whereas Azevedo is quite well known in Brazil, he 
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remains unnoticed abroad). These chapters also provide historical excursuses 

and contextualization on two distinct places, showing through their features how 

different social realities were approximated as the photographic apparatus 

reproduced the overwhelmingly globalizing characteristic of modernity and its 

ideological undertones. These are also the chapters in which the reader is 

presented to analytical methods for understanding photographic composition 

and content, providing the thesis with its practical component. 

Chapter 5 brings back the theoretical and empirical topics touched upon 

throughout the thesis, assembling them and stitching together the elements that 

either had already been presented or were left out for text-economy reasons. 

Importantly, in this chapter, the content presented in the introduction, like the 

research questions and the relevance of the methodology, are answered, as I draw 

the lines on the importance of photography for the understanding of modernity 

and its relevance for addressing cultural and social shifts. Furthermore, the 

chapter articulates a triadic structure for the study of photography from a socio-

cultural perspective, translated to the historical materialist vocabulary, as stated 

in the opening of this work. According to this structure, three elements must be 

taken into consideration: 

1) The fact that photography alters our relation to history; 

2) The role played by technology and the way in which it determines and 

perhaps alters our perception (the Apparat and the Medium der 

Wahrnehmung); and 

3) The problem of representation and the ‘myth of photographic truth’. 

Although these elements are regularly touched upon throughout the 

thesis, it is in the fifth chapter that they are merged in a structured manner, 

providing a consistent interpretation of Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s works. It is only 

by engaging with the three elements above – which furthermore comprise 

matters of composition and content analysis – that I am able to interpret the 

photographs I set out to analyse, for it is through them that the multiplicity of 
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which modernity consists and to which photography opens, may be considered 

without the risk of reductionism. In other words, by considering these three 

elements, I am able to approach photography while bearing in mind the fact that 

photography is itself an intersectional phenomenon, that is, one that crosses 

different areas and touches upon different subjects. Although many topics were 

approached throughout the thesis, and different contributions may be given 

attention according to each topic, it is to this triadic structure that I will pay 

attention next, retroactively showing how it provided the grounds for the analysis 

of photography through the text and expanding on its importance as a means of 

discussing the thesis results. 

Looking back: contributions and results. 

It was only by articulating history, representation, and technology 

throughout this thesis that it was possible to understand the importance of the 

development of photography. This happens, basically, because following the 

methodological framework these are the three constitutive elements of 

photography as an essentially modern phenomenon, and they allow translating 

the its importance as one relating to different spheres. If these elements are 

surreptitiously present in chapters 1 and 2, with the empirical support provided 

by chapters 3 and 4 they are unveiled, showing how important and necessary the 

interdisciplinary, polysemic approach to photography is. Mostly, it is through this 

approach that photography was shown to change, progressively with time, from 

a liberating phenomenon to an instrument of power37. Furthermore, it also shows 

us how this instrumentality may be, at the same time, fluid, vague, and even 

counterproductive, as photographers may be able to circumvent, denounce, or 

criticise it. 

In this process, history and representation, the Medium and the Apparat 

are categories that come together in juxtaposing layers, as they are culturally and 

                                                           
37 Cf. Chapter 3 on the discussion made by Giselle Freund (1980). 
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economically legitimated by putting modernity into motion. If, on the one hand, 

the concepts of history and representation are easily understood to be different 

according to the society one addresses – we may but remember the founding 

fathers of Anthropology, especially Franz Boas’ (1955) analysis of primitive art – 

those of Medium and Apparat are, perhaps, more difficult to distinguish. What 

Azevedo and Fierlants show is, precisely, that at a given point of what we may 

call modernity’s globalization process, technology imposes the rule that 

standardizes history and representation themselves, despite the locality. 

Although in a completely different fashion, both photographers are facing similar 

questions and impositions on the meaning, function, and goal of photography. 

Through them, we see that the photographer’s dependence on the development 

of the Apparat, i.e., on technology (for he must always be in tune with the latest 

techniques), which once altered perception, alters its character as a Medium as 

well. While technology is ever-changing, the once revolutionary possibility of the 

Medium, expanding and enriching our sensorium, is circumscribed by the ever-

growing focus of technology developing one single functionality: that of 

describing and reproducing reality. 

Just prior to its industrialization and massification (Benjamin, 2005c; 

Freund, 1980), photography’s ambiguous position between science and art 

seemed to have found a solution as the demand rose for ascribing it a specific 

function. As the uses of photography expanded, this function became one related 

to the ability to mirror and reproduce reality with truthfulness and verisimilitude. 

Technological improvement progressively increased the sharpness and decreased 

the exposure time and price of the image, which overlapped the critical capacity 

of photography as a Medium, in the sense discussed in chapter 5. Working 

precisely in the period of transition from pre-industrial to industrial 

photography, Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s work testify the changing character of 

photography as a social practice of different layers: production, reception, 

consumption, and so forth. If, on the one hand, we have Azevedo’s innovative use 
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of long exposure camera on the street, and Fierlants’ exquisite mastery of 

development and convention, on the other hand, we have a regulated, rule-

abiding, ideologically conformed panoramic rendering of São Paulo, and a 

mandatory, bureaucratic portrayal of Antwerp’s physiognomy. Photography’s 

possibilities are set aside for the sake of its function for the market and for the 

state. By becoming a means for a pretentiously objective and impartial 

representation of reality, photography as a Medium der Wahrnehmung 

progressively gives way to a Medium des Historismus, that is, a medium of 

historicism, which, as denounced by Walter Benjamin, relates to the attempt of 

offering ‘the “eternal” image of the past’ (Benjamin, 1980, p. 702; 2006a, p. 396). 

This way, photography’s ability to reflect on our relationship with our own 

historical time is subdued to a one-dimensional function in which it is the 

Apparat’s potential, not our potential in operating it, that sets the meaning and 

function of photography. 

To the overlapping of the Apparat, which becomes an apparatus of 

historicism, over the Medium, that is, of technology over perception, we may add 

that of the representation of history, over history as representation. In the first 

case, we are presented with a closed structure of history that culminates in images 

in which what is represented becomes equivalent to the idea they originally relate 

to or mean to stand for. In the second case, we are put in front of a dynamic 

process through which human history is brought forth as an experience. In this, 

representation itself and the idea of truthfulness are suspended, because they are 

understood as historical themselves. The first case stands for the latent function 

which was eventually ascribed to photography by, amongst others, institutional 

power; and the second for practitioners and critics who see photography as a way 

of understanding the world, ascribing meaning and setting forth reflection 

through photography’s production process, which goes from the compositional 

conventions to the production itself. In this critical process, it is important to 

depart from the current state of photography in relation to this sort of 
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representational-technological coefficient, through which photography’s 

potentials are measured according to its technological level.  

The mid-nineteenth century was outstanding in this sort of confrontation 

between two different functions of photography which, I believe, are mirrored in 

the disciplining process discussed in chapter 1. This process is approached 

subliminally by Benjamin (Benjamin, 1996g, 2005c), who believed that the early, 

pre-industrial photography was still able to present us with the aura of those 

portrayed in it. With the development of industrial photography in the last two 

decades of the century this aura was, however, lost. As I see it, possibly contrary 

to some Benjamin scholars, the key in this argument is not the meaning of the 

aura or the need to regain it, but the need to understand that it was technology 

itself that made the experience of the aura possible (cf. Benjamin, 2004d, 2006d; 

Buck-Morss, 1992; Conceição, 2016; Hansen, 2008). This happened, precisely 

because of photography’s revolutionary character as a Medium der 

Wahrnehmung, sided by many other industrial novelties, made new sensorial and 

intellectual experiences possible. The hypothesis is that technological 

development progressively took the place occupied by these new possibilities 

offered by the Medium. Technological development for development’s sake, thus, 

became imperative for the liberal economy. This led the representational-

technological coefficient to become a synonym of photography itself. 

Representation was central for that because it was a double-faced element: while 

it was presented as the truthful image of reality, it also legitimated this 

reproduction by subjugating reproductive techniques ‘to a whole set of rules 

determining what objects or characters could or could not be subject matters’ 

(Rancière, 2017, p. 59). This is evident through the discussion structured 

throughout the thesis, be it by the above-cited disciplining, or by Fierlants’ 

impediment of photographing the works of the Flemish Primitives since the 

Belgian Academy did not deem photography as the proper technique for 

documenting paintings. Equally, this is evident in the analysis of Azevedo’s 
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compositional and geographical choices, which aimed at pleasing the emergent 

bourgeoisie by carefully selecting and depicting one or another street. 

It is possible to conclude, thus, that Azevedo in 1887, and Fierlants in 1860, 

were both inscribed at the moment when the representational character of 

photography starts to be systematically co-opted as an instrument for the 

maintenance of power, since at work in connection with historical and 

ideological discourses on the meaning and centrality of Western modernity. If we 

expand further on the literature review and historical excursuses, we will notice 

that both photographers were part of a context where photography’s meaning 

was disputed between a more liberating character, centred in the leaning of a new 

relationship with reality, and a repressive one, centred in the use and function of 

photography as an imposing means for a one-dimensional understanding of 

history and reality. What we are left with, mostly, is the ways through which 

photography cuts deep into the processes through which we derive, ascribed and 

put forth the elements which create meaning for our social and cultural reality. 

Fierlants and Azevedo show us not that taking photographs as ‘truthful’ is a 

problem per se since they are part and parcel of reality, but rather how and why 

they become synonyms of truthfulness, evidence, verisimilitude, witnessing, 

proof, and so forth. The analyses I proposed of the photographers led me to 

discover how this process might have, initially, taken shape, once the broad areas 

touched by photography can be related through an appropriate method.  

Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s photographs anticipate the changing function of 

photography from a scientifically based visual practice in dialogue with the arts 

to one transformed into an apparatus of power, as well as a commodity of its own, 

embodying modernity’s bourgeois aesthetics that put beauty for sale. Elements 

such as historical excursuses, reflections on Realism, and contextualization over 

cultural peculiarities come together as they are expressed, throughout different 

photographs, as components of the overarching, self-imposing character of 

modernity. Additionally, their presence – either explicitly in the content of the 
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photographs, or implicitly in the conventions ruling photographic composition – 

show that this character travelled through cultures, as it grounded itself 

dialectically on the materiality of the market, which shortened distances, 

bringing different social universes together. As these societies were equalized, on 

an economic level, via the market, where time was but a matter of mathematical 

calculus tied to the production cycle, in the cultural level, photography was the 

only popular and, later, mass technology that managed to emulate the productive 

cycle. In this resided the secret connection between visuality and ideology, as 

photography managed to produce, in the manner closest related to the 

accelerated tempo of industrialism, the visual of modernity.  This is, perhaps, the 

reason why Walter Benjamin (1996g, 2005c) saw the early photographer as a 

technician above anything else. It could be said, in this sense, that photographers 

were some of the first proletarianized liberal professionals, as they were 

increasingly obliged to sell their working force on behalf of a class distinctive 

functionalization of the work they offered. What Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s cases 

provides us with is a testimony of the growing application of apparatuses in the 

nineteenth century as means for conquering and dominating reality according to 

principles similar to those imperative in the politico-economic sphere. If this 

relation is correct, the attention to the ideological use of photography in, say, 

colonial expansion or ramification of commodity culture, for instance, lays bare 

the imperialist principle according to which the ‘mastery of nature […] is the 

purpose of all technology’ (Benjamin, 1978, p. 104). Mastery of nature through the 

legislation of images, the issue of representation and its place in photography as 

the epitome of truth, mirrors modernity’s drive towards universal history, which 

adds era after era, fact after fact ‘to fill the homogeneous, empty time’ (Benjamin, 

1980, p. 702; 2006a, p. 396). Photography, shows, however, that this 

homogeneous time is but an abstraction and that history is not a succession of 

time, but a series of interruptions caused in it, where some facts are put in 

suspension. 
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It is within this suspension that the liberating side of photography may 

come forth. It is present in Fierlants’ aesthetical shots and in Azevedo’s street 

lives. By a consistent, structured analysis, their photographs, properly located and 

contextualized, provide us with the possibility of understanding photography’s 

power of seduction and its complex dynamics, as it frames, due to a long process 

of conventionalization and creation of a visual literacy, the way they shape our 

perception of society. In this track, some other elements approached in the thesis 

must be highlighted as they contribute or add to perhaps yet unexplored matters. 

The discussion on Marx’s theory of estrangement by focusing on its action over 

the human sensorium seems a heterodox reading that, although engaged with 

before by Erich Fromm (1967), Walter Benjamin (1999), Margaret A. Rose (1984), 

and William Adams (1991), offers an original contribution, since it articulates 

Marx’s thinking with other sources. It is also important because it shows through 

Marx’s critical stance, that Marxism too, played an essential part in modernity as 

it partook in its concerns with history as a discipline, the economic development 

of society and the role played by culture in the process. Swerving from a strictly 

Marxist point of view, the discussion on the meaning of modernity and the 

centrality of the visual provides the reader, I believe, with a materialist account 

in which the elements declared to be part of modernity share a process of 

progressive visualization, wherein things develop in a long process of becoming 

visual.  

Likewise, the approach to the relation between photography and the city 

proves to be a fruitful one for a revision of the history of photography. As it is 

shown throughout chapter 2, the practice of photography in the urban scene, 

although recognized as a commonplace, is not articulated within a broad 

overarching genre. In this, city-photography is divided between sub-genres that 

are characterized by their primary subject or intention. This way, street-

photography and documentary photography have passed on as conflicting sub-

genres, whereas the proposal of thinking ‘city-photography’ presents the 
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possibility of taking both sub-genres (and others), into account as they come 

together within the space of the city. This proposal contributes to the approach 

of photography, however, because it is not arrived at as a solution to a 

methodological problem in photographic practice, but to the theory and history 

of photography, as it widens the reach of photography beyond the genre, in a 

critical manner that mirrors Georges Didi-Huberman’s (2003a) critique of 

images. This chapter provides a contribution to the theory of photography, also, 

by bridging the gap between the understanding of photography as a social 

practice, exemplified in the subjects to which photography would be devoted, 

and photography’s production, as we observe how the practitioner of 

photography was led towards one or other direction with the development of a 

specific place for photography within the commodity market. These two 

elements, the ascribing of specific subjects and rules to photography, as well as 

the ascribing of specific roles to the photographer, are merged with the question 

of technology, which sets the limits and potentialities of photography and 

expresses the increasing importance of technology in picturing and visually 

producing society. As the themes and topics presented throughout the five 

chapters expand, however, not all of them might have been touched upon in a 

satisfactory manner to the reader. In fact, limitations are part of any research, and 

it is important to acknowledge them as a means for new insights, rather than as 

impediments to continuity or new contributions. In what follows, I will discuss 

some of these limitations, defending how they are also a constitutive part of the 

insights of the work. 

Looking ahead: limitations and possibilities. 

Although the chapters of the thesis are organically linked to each other, 

each one taking on from where the previous left, it is only by the end of chapter 

5 that the reader is provided with an interpretation of the photographs that are 

the main empirical material of the thesis. Likewise, it is only by the end of the 

same chapter that the method is structured and presented. That happens for 
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basically two reasons. First, for the sake of text economy: initial drafts of the 

chapters on Fierlants and Azevedo ended with an interpretation of their work, 

following the analysis of the images, but they proved to unbalance the flow of the 

text, expanding too much in comparison to the other chapters. The writing of this 

text showed that, in accordance to my methodology and object, there was no 

actual need for a more extended, more detailed analysis of the photographers’ 

works, adding more than the images that we are left with on the final versions. 

This way, the absence of an interpretive argument of their work in chapter 3 and 

4 was a result of previous attempts at engaging with their photographs. The final 

versions not only proved to be better in terms of content, but they also 

maintained the flow of the text, as they are similar in size to the remaining 

chapters.  

As for the presentation of the materialist method, this is a more 

complicated issue. As stated in the introduction, retroactivity was an essential 

part of this work. Not only is it a condition for reflexivity, but it also adds a 

temporal distance between researcher and text. It took time to be able to 

reconsider and grasp the extent of my analysis. By departing from a theoretical 

question, it is sometimes unclear what the goal is, as it may be enough, perhaps, 

to venture solely in the theoretical excursus. Since this work meant to provide a 

contribution to two fields which are in constant contact, however, the need to 

engage with empirical material demanded this contribution to be not only of an 

abstract level but of a practical one too. This way, it was only retroactively that I 

could understand that the main contribution of this work could be a 

methodological one. For if theoretically the question concerning photography is 

responded by addressing the literature available, as a practical, material problem, 

this theory must be backed by a structure that allows bringing material elements 

to the forefront of the analysis. This way, the materialist method proposed in the 

final chapter is one that has already been put into practice. As the theoretical 

problems pointed to the need for an ‘interdisciplinary indiscipline’ towards visual 
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culture and, specifically, photography, it set, from the start, a new method in 

motion. The fact that this method is only presented in the last chapter is a result 

of not only my awareness of it by the end of the research but also of the 

consistency of the work which, leading to this, favoured the practical analyses of 

the images. It was necessary to go through all the analysis and revision, practice 

and theory so that the method proposed could become evident. 

The long path that made the materialist methodological contribution 

possible feeds into yet another question: that of the analysis, proper, of the visual 

material. It is clear to the reader that my analysis of the images used in the thesis 

employs a great deal of speculation. This happens mostly for two reasons: first, 

due to the disparity of material regarding Fierlants in comparison to that on 

Azevedo. If, regarding the former, this allowed me greater interpretive 

possibilities despite narrowing down the backing up of my analysis by 

documents; regarding the latter, the overwhelming amount of material 

represented the exact opposite, forcing me to choose one specific analytical 

perspective, structuring my interpretation based on pre-existing references. The 

second reason for the experimentalism is that, as stated in the introduction, it 

was not possible to reproduce – after a series of revisions – one analytical method 

that could provide me with the necessary polysemy demanded by my 

methodological perspective. Thus, relations made between Fierlants and 

Constable, for instance, or Azevedo and Almeida Júnior, or even the 

categorization of the photographs by both authors, may come out as 

generalizations made from singular cases. Nonetheless, although meaning to 

avoid generalizations, it is because these singular cases exist, so does the theory 

argue, that it is possible to provide a new interpretation of Fierlants’ and 

Azevedo’s works. Experimentalism is necessary, thus, if the goal is to go beyond 

what previously existent references provide, even though they are not meant to 

be discarded. Emulating photography’s suspension, the experimentalism that 

bases part of the image analysis of this work is aimed at suspending the 
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continuous, linear analysis of form and content, so that they can be merged to 

the ‘larger picture’, to elements which are in conversation with photography, even 

if not explicitly. Overall, however, this experimentalism is an attempt to bring the 

formal analysis of photographs down to earth, reminding the reader to go beyond 

the photograph itself, that is, to see beyond what the photograph shows. 

One final consideration must be made regarding limitations of this work. 

It relates to the possible accusation of anachronism. What would be the need of 

looking at the nineteenth century when, today, there is a broader range of 

photographic practices and a more diverse and complex set of technologies? The 

answer to that must be searched, partly, in the work itself and in the use of the 

parataxis in chapter 5. If the reader makes no connection between the processes 

described throughout the text and the situation in the twenty-first century, I 

would suggest reading it over once more. Within the methodological perspective 

adopted here, it is reasonably clear that there is a continuity between the 

technological processes initiated with the Industrial Revolution and those of the 

Digital Revolution. Of course, a statement such as this would demand another 

thesis to be justified, and I do not mean here, that the current situation can be 

explained by looking at the nineteenth century. Yet, it is precisely the role of 

technology and the simple ease with which we engage with photography today, 

that made me wonder on the origins of such relation. In this, the materialist 

method introduced by the end of the work proves itself fruitful, as it identifies 

elements which are still determining under the empire of the digital: history 

(time), technology and perception (the essence proper of the digital) and 

representation (the production of images that stand for). Again, this 

simplification can be easily denounced, and is demanded to identify the 

correspondences between the nineteenth and the twenty-first centuries, but 

there is also where the thesis marks its relevance, as it opens up for further 

investigation. 
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These observations unfold the possibilities created by the research and 

the future developments it may provide. Overall, the work may lead to a further 

development of its central question focusing on the production, use, and 

understanding of photography in the digital environment. After all, the cut 

operated in the spatiotemporal reality by photography still happens, despite the 

change in photographic format from analogic to digital. Photographs are, still, 

means for accessing, interpreting and altering our relation to reality, 

technologically conditioning, shaping and configuring perception. By producing 

representations of the world, they are productive tools for understanding the 

ways in which we create meaning and experience reality. With this, the triadic 

structure approached by the methodological speculations of this thesis can well 

be put into work by approaching digital photographs, from the banal, vernacular, 

everyday sphere, to the scientific or artistic spheres. Likewise, as it is based on a 

materialist conception of society and culture, it may work in the direction of 

updating the references that were reviewed throughout the research. Part of this 

updating is exemplified in the review of Marx’s theory of estrangement, now 

focused on the senses, and on the critique of the use of Benjamin’s writings as 

citations to theoretical arguments, rather than as methodological tools.  

As one of the primary results of the thesis, the methodological discussion 

on historical materialism is, I believe, a successful contribution to the fields of 

visual culture and of Benjamin scholarship, as it opens up to methodological 

advances and a new perspective towards the ensemble city-photography-

modernity within the tradition. As to the thesis’ case studies, I believe that the 

research provides possibilities for a more in-depth study of Antwerp’s 

iconography in the nineteenth century and of Fierlants’ work itself. Just the same, 

it provides directions for continuing the study of the official photographers of São 

Paulo. In this regard, it also provides the possibility for a general questioning on 

the processes of officialization of particular photographers as ‘city-

photographers’. This is pointed at by the use of archives as the thesis’ primary 
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source for the photographs. Although not possible to expand on the matter of the 

archive, so that the focus on photography would not be lost, it would be 

interesting to think of the archive as the apparatus which undermines 

photography’s potential by adjusting it to a discourse with a specific rationality 

and a delineated objective. The fact that this work is dedicated to the analysis of 

Fierlants’ work, a photographer whose oeuvre was approached few times, attests 

its originality, mainly as it addresses its work as a peripheral one, relating it to a 

yet another photographer whose character is – apart from in his native country – 

also peripheral. The attempt to look at these marginal works thus provides 

insights for explorations on further localities and the widening of the network of 

relations between peripheral places during the nineteenth century, which proves 

to be still, an important moment for understanding the present. At least when it 

comes to photography. 

Looking anew. 

For all that has been said so far, for the steps taken, the hesitations, and 

amazement, I would like to conclude this thesis with a final consideration. The 

approach to Fierlants’ and Azevedo’s works has, I believe, provided a consistent 

reflection on the ways in which photography expresses the ideology underlying 

the organization of modern society. This ideology, so it has been discussed, is 

present in the elements which their photographs present. Nonetheless, it is not 

enough to look only at the photographs since, as the history of photography 

shows, photographs are a product of epistemology and of power. It is, therefore, 

necessary to observe and investigate the details that inform us as to how and why 

such or such photographic work was produced. It is the attempt to merge these 

two elements, the history of the production and the work itself, that allows us 

approaching photography as a means to reflect about society and social shifts. In 

this task, I have learned not only much about Antwerp, São Paulo and 

photography itself but also about possible ways of confronting images overall. For 

the responsibility of the researcher resides not only by appropriately analysing 
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images but by being aware of his own position as a viewer. In this, I hope it is 

clear to the reader that this work is a reflexive approach, as it questions its 

author’s own situation as an observer. 

Truthful to the interdisciplinary approach I assumed as a task, this work 

provided me with references that I discovered both through constant and 

periodical research, and mere chance, and I hope they will be furthermore, of use 

to the reader. Either way, these references, as well as all the images used here 

come together as a montage. Each one of them is used in a particular way and 

understood in a specific manner so that they can be subject to the reader’s 

analysis, beyond the text that accompanies them. Even as I look at my screen 

now, writing down the last sentences of this work, these images keep 

accompanying me, instigating my gaze, inviting me to cross the doorstep of the 

house by Saucierstraat or to sit next to the workers of São Francisco slope. Is it 

not that, ultimately, the question about images is deciding what to do when we 

are faced with them? Take them for granted, admire them, turn away or suffer 

them? Perhaps all or none? I cannot answer. What I can say, however, is that in 

the encounter with Azevedo’s workers and Fierlants’ thresholds, the past is 

brought into the now, ‘my’ now, the now in which I write, and I know that while 

I look at them, photography suspends time, and I am able, if I want, to cross that 

doorstep, and to sit with those workers. Perhaps that is precisely what the long 

text that accompanies their image is about. 
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Abstract  
 

Deze thesis onderzoekt de correlatie tussen fotografie, moderniteit en de stad. 

Het grondt zich daarbij op een kritische analyse van het oeuvre van twee 

fotografen uit het midden van de negentiende eeuw – Edmont Fierlants uit 

Antwerpen en Militão Augusto de Azevedo uit São Paulo. Op basis van deze twee 

figuren opent deze studie een theoretische en methodologische dialoog tussen 

visuele cultuur en filosofie, en hanteert daarbij een materialistisch perspectief 

gestoeld op Walter Benjamin. Het gaat daarbij nader in op de origine van 

fotografie als zowel product als producent van moderniteit, om zo een nieuwe 

gedecentraliseerde blik op te werpen op basis van deze twee steden die, op het 

moment in kwestie, tweede viool speelden ten opzichte van de grote metropolen. 

Daarenboven richt het onderzoek zich op de relatie tussen visuele cultuur, 

antropologie, geschiedenis, stedenkunde en filosofie om zo de materialistische 

traditie – nog steeds pertinent in deze disciplines – een nieuwe impuls te geven. 

Vertrekkend vanuit een herziening van de oorsprong van moderniteit en de 

uitvinding van fotografie, gekoppeld aan de analyse van het werk van Fierlants 

en Azevedo, introduceert het onderzoek een historisch perspectief dat zich richt 

op het belang van het visuele en de groeiende draagwijdte van fotografie. Het 

gevolg is dat de relevantie van het apparaat in de negentiende-eeuwse context en 

revolutie van de fotografie toeneemt. Het speelde immers een essentiële rol om 

fotografie op te werpen als de belangrijkste vertegenwoordiger van een 

epistemologie dat zich entte op het geloof in waarachtigheid, realisme en 

waarheid in visuele afbeeldingen. Bijgevolg is het nodig om te reflecteren over de 

relatie tussen de technologieën die representatie mogelijk maken, en de picturale 

tradities, in samenhang met epistemologie en theorieën over kennis. Deze 

reflectie toont immers hoe fotografie – zoals geëtaleerd in de registratie van de 

steden door Fierlants en Azevedo – uiteindelijk een wezenlijke rol speelt in de 

manier waarop we de wereld rondom ons percipiëren. Daarbij is fotografie ook 

nauw verbonden aan politieke ideologieën, en illustreert hoe visuele 

technologieën in zich steeds zowel progressieve als regressieve mogelijkheden 

heeft om de manier waarop we de wereld zien en representeren, bij te sturen 

 

 

 
 

 


